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FOREWORD
The International Working Group on Water Reactor Fuel Performance
and Technology recommended the Agency to hold this aeeting. Upon
the invitation by CEN/SOC (Belgian Rational Laboratory for Nuclear
Research), the aeeting was held in Mol (Belglua) at CEH/SCK.

Fifty-two delegates froa 22 countries or international organizations
act froa 8 to 11 May 1984 on the subject "Improved Utilization of
Water Reactor Fuel With Special Emphasis on Extended Bunr-ups and
Plutoniua Recycle".

Twenty papers were presented, divided in four sessions:
"Impact of the Fuel Cycle and Economic Considerations'*
"Extended Bunr-ups"
"Burnable Absorbers"
"Mixed Oxide Fuels".
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The sain conclusions may be summarized as follows:

Experience to date confirms the excellent behaviour of present
fuel.

Significant cost savings can be obtained by various

approaches to improve present fuel, most significantly for extension
of its burn-up.

Satisfactory performance has been generally

demonstrated for burn-ups up to more than 40 MWd/kgU for BWRs and SO
MWd/kg for FWRs. The progressive increase of discharge burn-up can
be pursued. The most likely ultimate life limiting factor seems to
be waterside corrosion.
In no case, plutonium fuel has perturbed the normal operation of a
power reactor.

The behaviour of the MOX fuel has always been found

to be at least as good as that of the traditional U0- fuel.

Gadolinium has been used as burnable absorber since more than 10
years without any inconvenience.

These optimistic conclusions do not mean that no more work has to be
done to improve the fuel utilization.

It was recommended that full scale Pu cycle and back end of the
once-through cycle should be demonstrated and that the advanced fuel
cycle for HWR should be explored.

The collection of data base

covering the potential effects of extended burn-up is still
important.

The optimization of burn-up for projected future

economic conditions Is also important.

Further analysis of existing data and new studies are needed on the
factors influencing fission gas release in MOX fuel. More work is
needed to better know the thermal conductivity of GdjO^
containing fuel and to have a better knowledge of fission gas
release in these fuels. The ability to predict burnable absorber
behaviour in reactor cores, individual assemblies and fuel rods is
to be Improved.
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The papers given at this meeting represent the state-of-the-art of
the topics. The IUGFPT is asked to recommend the Agency the
publication of the proceedings in the form of a technical docuaent.

It is also recoaaended that a similar aeetlng should be held in
three or four years' tiae depending on the availability of new data
on the related subject.

SUMMARY OF SESSIONS
Sessions 1 and 2
IMPACT OF THE FUEL CYCLE AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
N. CADELLL HJS. KAMATH, P LANG, H. ROPENACK

I . SUMMARY
The sessions on the Impact of the Fuel Cycle and Economic Considerations
included nine papers fro» nine countries (Belgium, Canada, Finland, France,
Italy, Japan, Romania, Sweden and Switzerland) covering a very wide variety
of technical and economic issues. The topics covered in one or more papers,
with identification of papers by country, include :
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

The reasons for and against plutonium recycle in various countries : BE,
FI, JP, CH;
The intentions regarding burnup extension and cycle length extension : BE,
FI, IT, JP, CH;
Technical issues (and the resulting research needs and results) resulting
from the preceding two points : BE, FR, IT, JP, CH;
The best means for a utility to Improve fuel utilization and minimize its
near-term costs : FI;
Advanced fuel designs to improve fuel utilization and reduce costs: BE, SE
The alternative of a thorium fuel cycle (for a heavy water reactor) : BO;
Possibilities of recovering various isotopes as by-products upon repro
cessing and thereby improving its economics : CA.

2. CONCLUSIONS
From the papers presented, it Is concluded that :
.
.
.
.

.

.

.

Experience to date confirms the excellent behaviour of present fuel.
Significant cost savings can be obtained by various approaches to improve
present fuel; most significantly for extension of its burnup.
Some different views on the evaluation of these savings exist.
They are due to objective differences in the various countries or in the
specific reactor designs, and also to lack of sufficient data based on
full scale experience.
This is particularly true for the option of- plutonium recycle for which
the technical feasibility has been demonstrated by numerous irradiations
and P.I.E. but for which a full scale demonstration would provide the eco
nomic data which at present can only be estimated.
The same applies also to the back-end of the once-through cycle, because
again no full scale demonstration to provide reliable economic data has
yet been conducted.
In some countries, it is believed that on strict economic grounds repro
cessing for plutonium recycling in thermal reactors does not look attrac
tive In the near term.
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However, the considerations of the fuel cycle cost is not the only crite
rion which is taken into account for the plutonium recycling option (other
considerations include separate plutonium storage, existing fuel cycle In
dustry in view of the fast breeder introduction, waste disposal aspects,
uncertainty in long t e n evolution of cost factors, and econowy of resour
ces).
The work reported on the recovery of isotope byproducts fro* irradiated
natural uranium fuels in connection with the development of lower cost re
processing technology and on the development of the thoriua cycle for
heavy water reactors is still too preliminary to draw meaningful conclu
sions about the economic incentives of these two concepts*

3. RECOMffiHDaTIOHS
a. Full scale demonstration of plutonium recycle and of the back end of the
once-through cycle should be encouraged.
b. Advanced fuel cycle for Heavy Water Reactors should be further explored.
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Session 3
EXTENDED BURNUP
H. BA1RI0T, O. BERNANDER

1. SUMMARY
The session included an update of extended burnup considerations in the
major reactor systems (BUR, Candu, PWR, WWER) and representative countries
(Canada, Czechoslovakia, Federal Republic of Germany, France and USA). The
contribution of the other interested countries (Belgium, Finland, Italy,
Japan and Switzerland) were part of papers presented in the session "Impact
of the fuel cycle and economic considerations"; these contributions are not
summarized here but are taken into consideration in drawing the conclusions
and recommendations of this session on "Extended burnup".
Paper CA.2 presents an alternative fuel design for enriched fuel cycles
applicable to Candu reactor. Irradiation tests over a burnup range of 5 to
33 MWd/kg U at linear heat generation rates between 30 and 70 kW/m evidenced
and encouraging behaviour both in steady state operation and in power ramp
conditions.
In CS.l preliminary calculations! study for base load conditions with both
three and four cycle batch schemes indicate that thermomechanlcal performance
is acceptable when discharge burnup is increased from about 28 to 45 MWd/kg
002* While fuel centerline temperatures and internal pressures maintain sa
tisfactory levels, the results show that pellet-dad gap closure may occur
near end of life.
Paper 0E.2 concludes from an extensive experimental data base that the
most important aspects to be considered in the design of fuel for extended
burnup are :
. limited waterside corrosion,
. proper predication of fission gas release,
. good axial fuel rod and assembly growth,
. an adequate utilization of Gd fuel,
. the Inherent reduction of rod power with buruup.
Burnup limits of fuel assemblies presently do not seem to be exhausted.
Nevertheless, FA's with increased number of fuel rods and thus reduced LHGR
will have an improved burnup potential.
The programme outlined in FR..4 has demonstrated the expected performance
up to about 47 MWd/kg U for five fuel assemblies. The comprehensive on-site
and hot cell examinations include visual observations, dimensional measure
ments, fission gas release, etc. Additional inspection will be carried out
after further irradiation up to 55 MWd/kg 0. Further developments aim to ir
radiate four fuel assemblies to 45 MWd/kg 0 at the higher average linear heat
rating which are planned for future commercial fuel.
Paper US.2 presents the results to date of the various R&D projects on
burnup extension being sponsored by DOE and EPRI and including some 40 assem
blies of current design fuel and some 170 assemblies of various advanced
designs. This data base has provided sufficient evidence to motivate the
utilities to progressively extend discharge burnup and make firm plans to
continue in this direction; the paper Includes the results of a survey con
ducted amongst the US utilities in this respect. This technological back11

ground enabled to delineate future research priorities. The oral presentation
also outlined the Rancho Seco programme to improve fuel utilization by incor
porating axial blankets in a PWR. fuel.

2. CONCLUSIONS
The current situation with regard to burnup extension as a means of reduc
ing uranium needs and fuel cycle costs, or gaining operational advantages, is
characterized by wide industry interest. This is evident from the many com
pleted or near-completed irradiation programmes as well as from new program
mes that are underway or being planned. Utilities are currently committing
themselves to gradually increasing discharge burnups which, however, still
leave significant margin to the demonstrated programme goals.

.
.

.

.

.

Some conclusions are :
Satisfactory performance has been generally demonstrated for burnups up to
more than 40 MWd/kg U for BWRs and SO MWd/kg U for PWBa.
The progressive increase of discharge burnup can be pursued as the experi
mental data base builds up and does not indicate any technical unresolved
issue. The most likely ultimate life limiting factor seems to be water
side corrosion.
Important effects of fuel behaviour at high burnups have been identified
and are being considered in possible design changes in fuel rods and as
semblies .
The optimum discharge burnup is dependent on changing economical condi
tions for the various constituents of the fuel cycle cost. Even with the
drop of the price of yellow cake over the last 5 years, the incentive to
extend discharge burnup has grown continuously.
A better utilization of the power plants can be obtained by increasing
reactor cycle lengths. It is an additional incentive to utilize extended
burnup.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS
Some of future work in further development and supply of high burnup fuel
will be vendor specific and to some extent also plant specific. Nonetheless,
certain recommendations of a general nature can be suggested :
. Licensing considerations and/or uncertainties in the regulatory position
for extended burnup has a large influence on the rate of discharge burnup
extension in commercial power plants. It Is Important to pursue the col
lection of an adequate and coherent data base covering the potential ef
fects of extended burnup both under standard and operating conditions and
in the various off-normal events.
. The optimization of burnup for projected future economic conditions is
very important in the near term, as its results provide guidance on
whether or not further increases in burnup should be sought and thereby
affect the priorities of R&D.
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Session 4
BURNABLE ABSORBER
R.D. MCDONALD, Y. MISHIMA
1. SUMMARY
The use of burnable absorbers in LWR both BWRs and PWRs are almost certain
to increase as extended burnups of the fuel becomes more common. The burn
able poisons will allow for the partial compensation of initial excess reac
tivity as fuel enrichments increase and will help control power peaking in
individual fuel assemblies.
Burnable poisons also allow more flexibility in fuel managements.
The
current trend towards 18 months fuel cycles are very likely to require poison
assemblies in-core. The favoured location fot burnable poisons is incorpor
ated in the fuel itself; this makes for easier fuel management and eliminates
the need for separate poison assemblies and rods.
The most accepted burnable absorber is gadolinium usually used as the oxi
de Gd2°3«
Although not the only poison available, gadolinla will likely
remain the standard into the forseeable future. This is because Gd2°3 is
technical proven, commercially acceptable, has the required barnout rate, can
be mixed with oxide fuels and does not affect reprocessing or storage. Majo.
research programs on G&iQ^ are being put into place to improve and extend
our knowledge of its behaviour.
Although gadolinium has been used in reactors as an absorber since the
early 1970's several problem areas still exist.
The first and most common
problem is in accurately estimation the Gd burnout in areas of the core with
non-symetrical power densities.
These uncertainties in burnout rates can
result in errors in predicting localized power peaks, shutdown margins and
cycle lengths. Data in the radial burnout of the poison is also needed. Bet
ter prediction of burnout would allow the reactor operators to minimize the
Gd content of the fuel to prevent the reactivity loss due to incomplete burnup. Secondly the thermal and mechanical properties of U02/Gd2°3 fuel
during irradiation need to be better understood relative to UO2 behaviour.
In the papers presented in the session several groups reported good agree
ment between predicted and measured burnout and power data from specific
reactors. Electrobel used a modified LWR-WIMS at"-: MERCATOR code to predict
burnouts in 3 core loadings of the Tihange reactor.
Generally these code
values were within _+ 4Z up measured values of power. Good prediction of Gd
burnup using APPLOJUNAS were also reported for the reactor.
Duke Power calculations of Gd burnout in their programme were in good
agreement with measured rod worths. BELGONUCLEAIRE has had equal success in
calculating the performance of Gd fuel in the BR3 reactor. In addition this
group haa used a zero power facility to do basic experiments on reactivity
and flux distribution of Gd rod assemblies.
Tb.3 Commissariat 3 l'Energie
Atomlque reported on an extensive series of analyses that investigated Gd
fuel behaviour in PWRs for different types of Gd fuel, different Gd grain
sizes, different enrichments and various fuel management schemes.
The irradiation behaviour of U0 /Gd203 fuel was the subject of much
discussion. Generally this fuel has behaved well in reactors up to burnups
of 33 GWd/TeU, with a performance similar to U 0 . Gd fuel does have a lower
2

2
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melting point and lower thermal conductivity than UO2 resulting in the ab
sorber fuel having to run at a lower linear power to achieve the same fuel
temperatures as UC>2« Gd fuel has also reported to have slightly more PCMI
than UO2 fuel.
Different types of Gd fuels have been irradiated, solid
pellets, annular pelles, small and large grain sizes and a variety of Gd con
tents (2 to 10 w / o ) .
Most of the present uncertainties in Gd burnable absorber behaviour should
be answered by two international programmes now getting underway. There are
GAIN and GAP. GAIN will investigate the mechanical and thermal behaviour of
different types of Gd fuels irradiated to high burnups. The programme also
includes subjecting Gd fuel to power ramps and transient overpowers.
GAP
will provide data to benchmark, neutronic codes for predicting Gd burnouts.
It will also provide benchmark problems based on BR3 actual operating cycles
that can be used by groups to check their code performance.

2. CONCLUSIONS
Although all these studies successfully modeled Gd neutronic behaviour in
cores of specific reactors, the ability to predict burnable absorber beha
viour in other reactor cores and in individual assemblies and fuel rods re
quires further work.
Various values of the thermal conductivity have been reported and this is
an area where more work would help to reduce uncertainties. The fission gas
release from U02/Gd203 fuel also needs further attention.
Data of the
radial heat generation rate in a U02/Gd2°3 pellet would allow better
predictions of fuel behaviour.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS
a* Benchmarking of the various codes to predict burnable absorber behaviour
in various environments.
b. Additional experimental data on the thermal conductivity.
c. Advancement of experimental programmes (e.g. GAIN, GAP ...) to collect an
internationally accepted data base.
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Session 5
MIXED OXIDE FUEL
M. PONTICQ, R. STRATTON"
1. SUMMARY
In Japan (JP.2) plutonium recovered from reprocessing is expected to be
used as a thermal reactor fuel until such time as the FBR becomes commercial
ly established.
MOX fuel has been used for several years in the AIR prototype reactor
FUGEN, SGHWR and HBWR.
Small scale irradltions are now under-way in a PWR
and a BWR leading to large scale demonstrations beginning in 1990. A total of
70 tonnes of MOX fuel for critical assemblies, thermal reactors and breeder
use have been produced by PNC up to 1983.
In the Federal Republic of Germany (DE.l) Pu-recycle in thermal reactors
dates back to the mid 1960's and has since been demonstrated on a large scale
in commercial power plants.
Recently, improved fuel fabrication procedures have been introduced giving
MOX fuel with favourable reprocessing characteristics.
The process choosen
(AUPuC or OCOM) depends on the form of the feed material - nitrate of Pu02*
This improved MOX fuel has been in use since 1981. Nuclear design optimiza. tion permits the use of only 2 Pu contents.
For India (IN.l) Pu recycle in thermal reactors is also of great interest.
More recently modifications in MOX fabrication have been considered to extend
the attainable burnup and include high grain size fuel, use of annual pel
lets, low temperature sintering and optimized gap size. These developments
are being backed up by irradiation testing at linear ratings up to 49 kW/m.
In the framework of the European Community programme "Plutonium Recycling
in LWRs" (EDR.l) a series of post irradiation examinations were carried out
on mixed oxide fuel elements irradited in LWRs. The examinations were per
formed in 10 campaigns on fuel irradiated in the following power reactors :
Garigliano, Oodewaard, SENA, Lingen and BR3 as well as in the HFR. Very good
agreement was shown between the prediction of the MOX fuel behaviour obtained
with existing codes and the results of PIE measurements.
Most particularly Che Belgian PWR - BR3 - has been utilized extensively
for 20 years for testing the irradiation behaviour of MOX fuel under several
operating conditions (BE.2). A wide range of Pu isotopic compositions from
92/7.5/0.5/0 to 62/24.5/8.3/4.2 and Pu fissile enrichments from 3 w/o to 9
w/o were experimented and some Pu fuel rods have reached an average burnup of
about 70,000 MWd/tM, local burnup of about 90,000 MWd/tM and peak power about
500 w/m.
In another case, 7 plutonium fuel assemblies of so-called "Pu-island"
design (NL.l) were loaded into the Dodewaard Boiling Water Reactor in 1981
and achieved the maximum average bundle burnup of 34,800 MWd/tM.
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2. CONCLUSIONS
All results so far obtained Indicate that :
In no case, plutonium fuel has perturbed the normal operating of a power
reactor. Appropriate power and burnup distributions achieved in MOX fuel
rods are similar to those obtained with U 0 fuel.
High flexibility
exist in the number of MOX elements which can be loaded,
no rod failure due specifically to the behaviour of the mixed-oxide fuel
could be detected.
the behaviour of the rods, up to a burnup typical for power LWR, has al
ways been found to be at lease as good as that of the traditional uranium
oxide rods.
the fuel behaviour under irradition and the evolution of its isotopic com
position can be predicted using existing codes with a very good accuracy.
The prediction of fission gas release however is not so good for all the
experiments.
A better homogeneisatlon of the UO2-PUO2 mixture, which
will be the case in the near future, will improve the situation.
In fabrication MOX fuel several routes exist. Preference is being given
to these routes giving high Pu solubility in fresh and irradiated fuels
and optimum Pu homogeneity.
2

3. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Further analysis of existing data and new studies are needed on the
factors influencing fission gas release in MOX fuels.
2. Attempts should be made to agree on important as fabricated MOX fuel
properties in particular solubility characteristics.
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Abstract
The three nuclear plants (four reactors) totalling ^ 2 GW(e) Installed
capacity now operating in Switzerland have stood at or close to the
head of the world league table of plant availability and-performance
since the first went Into operation in 1969. A fourth plant (1 GWe)
is expected to conie on line in 1984. One Important reason for the good
performance has been '.he excellent fuel behaviour achieved after some
early teething troubles. Conservative fuel ratings and close attention
to operating limits have contributed to the very satisfactory performance
of the fuel.
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In spite of this the Swiss Utilities are actively pursuing improved
fuel utilization for various reasons which vary from plant to plant
depending on the operating philosophy, fuel management aims and charac
teristics of the plant. Extended burn up to reduce fuel requirements
and spent fuel arisings, longer cycle lengths, fuller utilization of
existing cycles by more accurate operating and burn-up predictions, re
cycling of plutonium for improved fuel cycle economics are being actively
examined and the im>er will present the current status of these activities.

1.

after some early teething troubles. Fuel 1s currently supplied by the
respective reactor vendors with the exception of Beznau-11 which re
ceives fuel from KWU (RBU). Conservative fuel ratings and close atten
tion to operating limits which are set to achieve gocd fuel reliability
and low release rates have contributed to the very satisfactory perfor
mance of the fuel. Only the Gbsgen plant approaciies operating conditions
which can be considered to be at the upper end of the still conservative
envelope for reliable fuel behaviour.
In spite of this the Swiss Utilities are actively pursuing improved fuel
utilization for various reasons which vary from plant to plant depending
on the operating philosophy, fuel management alms and the characteristic
of the plant. Extended burn up to reduce fuel requirements and spent
fuel arisings, longer cycle lengths, fuller utilization of existing cycles
by more accurate operating and burn-up predictions, recycling of plutonium
for Improved fuel cycle economics are being actively examined. The current
state of these activities Is presented.

Introduction

The three nuclear plants (four reactor*.) totalling 2 GU(e) installed
capacity now operating in Switzerland (table 1) have stood at or close
to the head of the world's league tables of plant availability and per
formance since the first went into operation *n 13b9. A not insignifi
cant reason for this iias been the excellent fuel behaviour achieved.
Table 1
SWISS NUCLEAR PLANTS

Beznau I

Peak
clad
temp.

PUR

352

West

14x14

33

347

38/36

83.7

o(D

352

1969
1972

West

PWR

West

RBU

14x14

33

347

38/36

91.5

0(1)

BUK

BUR

336

1972

GE

GE

8x8

44

•v.370

28/23

90.7

0

KKG

PUR

920

1979

KWU

RBU

15x15

45

348

52/37

86.0

EGL

BUR

942

(1984)

GE

GE

8x8

44

->.370

(4)
30/28.6

-

Utility

NOK

Beznau II
(KKB)
Muhleberg
(KKM)
Gbsgen
-Daniken
(KKG)
Leibstadt
(KKL)

Current
peak pel Load
let/mean factor
discharge 1983
burn-up
MWd/kg

lilt

Plant

Type

Installed Oate of '
1st ope
capacity
ration

Reactor
vendor

Fuel
vendor

Fuel
Configu
ration

°C

Fuel
failure
rate

(2)

o.oos|

3)

(1) Since 1978
(2)Since 1974
(3) 1st core only .. since then zero failures
(4)Equilibrium cycle with present fuel design

2.

Increased operating flexibility and cycle stretch-out

Current fuel designs and operating Units affect LUR utilization to some
extent. Using special operating strategies (spectral shift operation) an
important aim of the Muhleberg plant (KKM) is to reduce the number of
fresh fuel bundles loaded each cycle. The aim is to achieve a maximum
operating flexibility and maximum reactivity extraction using all means
of extending the fuel cycle to its full term. This means that the ther
mal parameters will be shifted closer to the operating limits. Errors In
estimating burn-up or rate of Gadolinium burn-out in the previous cycle
therefore need to be minimised. The need to follow the "Precondition
Intermediate Operating Management Recommendations" (PCIOMRs) caused a
loss of capacity factor, for example in KKM in 1983 of •>. 0.7 X, equi
valent to about 22'000 MUh. In general the PCIOMRs In the most cases
limit the operating flexibility. For Leibstadt BUR (KKL) operation it
is considered that the introduction of, for example, barrier fuel would
allow the PCIOMRs to be dropped, relaxing limits on rise to power rates
and increasing availability by possibly as much as 1.6 t. For this
reason KKM is also evaluating the use of barrier fuel. For KKM the use
of "best estimate codes" for emergency core cooling evaluation rather
than today's conservative licen?*r.g codes would also contribute to Im
proving the thermal margins.
KKL is also evaluating a fast response 3-dlmenslonal on-line core si
mulator to better predict end of cycle conditions allowing a faster
change of power level with increased confidence. This would bring a
further 0.3 - 0.4 X gain in availability. Such a simulator has al
ready gone into operation at the MUhleberg plant.

Further changes are being Investigated for different reason,:
18-month cycles:
Currently all nuclear plants are shut down for annual refuelling
during summer due to the lower demand for electricity. With nu
clear energy providing an increasing share of Swltzerlands elec
tricity it may become necessary for some plants to schedule re
fuelling outages outside the traditional summer window. This,
combined with the advantage of fewer refuel lings created some
interest In 18-month cycles
transition to a S-region core:
As an alternative to the 18-month cycle, transition to a 5-r~.gion
core combined with annual refuel lings was also examined.
While the 18-month cycle resulted In favourable generating cost due to
fewer shut downs, fuel cost remained unchanged (same average burn up as
with 4-region core). This took Into account the cost of procuring elec
tricity during refuelling shut downs. The transition to a S-reglon core
will reduce the fuel cycle cost while the other generating cost compo
nents remain unchanged. The net financial outcome of both alternatives
on the prevailing generating cost were very similar - a 4 percent cost
saving.
Some of the parameters used for this analysis are summarized In table 2.
It should be noted however that in some cases the parameters lie outside
the current contractual limits for reprocessing and transport.
4.

3.

Extending cycle length

In 1974 NOK started to gradually replace the then existing 3-region
cores of Beznau I and II with 4-region cores, thereby reducing the
requirement or fresh fuel assemblies by 24 percent.
f

Extended Burn-up

The Gbsgen PWR (KKG) operators intend to improve fuel utilization by ex
tending the in-core life and reducing the number of reload elements re
quired. Target discharge burn-ups of 52 MWd/kg are proposed. This would
allow Introduction of a four region core. In spite of the need to have
higher enrichments significant savings In natural uranium and spent fuel
disposal could be realised.

2ft

KKG Mith Kraftwerk Union are carrying out a joint fuel irradiation pro
gramme consisting of the insertion of standard and prototype elements
for four cycle;, Included in the programme are fuel element design stu
dies, development of fuel management strategies, examination in the fuel
element poo't and post Irradiation examination in hot cells.
Experience to date indicates a possible life time limitation due to water
side corrosion. Other technological factors appear to be of second order
In limiting extended burn-up In PURs.

After already having increased discharge burn ups 1n the Bemau PWRs
to 36 MUd/kg NOK have no plans to further increase burn up levels.
For KKL in the equilibrium cycle the tech. spec, warranted burn-up
(for Integrity) is 28.4 MWd/kgU with a mean enrichment of 2.72 t.
This refers to a GE-6 element type.In the medium term, bundles with
mean enrichment of 3.0 X reaching a warranted mean burn-up of about
34 MWd/kgU (50 MWd/kg peak pellet) would be available (GE-8 element)
should it be decided to raise discharge burn-up levels.
As with Pu-recycle discussed later, the economic case for extended
burn-up at any given moment depends heavily on the technical and cost
assumptions made. It Is virtually impossible to predict these four to
five years ahead which Is a typical lead time for fuel cycle planning.

Table 2
Comparison of operating cycle alternatives. Beznau PUR.

Number of
fresh fuel
Assemblies

EFPO

Initial
Enrichment

Average/(Max)
Burn up

4-Region Core
12 Month Cycle

28/J2

315

3.4 - 3.6

36 ( 4 1 )

18 Month Cycle

48

446/532

3.9

36 {43)

Comments

•5.

Plutonium recycle

All Swiss plants have contracts with the two European organisations for
reprocessing spent fuel. The MUhleberg and Beznau plants have already had
fuel reprocessed and spent fuel has been shipped from the Gbsgen plant
for later reprocessing.
Interest in recycling Pu 1n Swiss power plants is due to:

(1)

Cost/benefit comparisons between storage and use
Weakness of the Pu market

S-Region Core
12 Moni«« Cycle

24

315

4.1

Center assembly after 5 cycles of operation

46 (52)

36 fuel assemblies
contains 12 Gd rods
with 6 X Gd each
No Gd poison. Lin.
heat rating close
to limit,295 W/cm

Saving In ore and SWU requirements In the long term
Desire to build up fuel management experience with MOX fuels for
later large volumes of Pu which will become available
Increased diversity and security of fissile material supply.
Note that the first point does not Imply that Pu-recycle Is economic to
day In the usual sense of the word. For NOK for example the saving In
long term Pu storage costs is certainly one factor but another conside
ration is the rapid build-up of ameHclum if recycle is delayed.

Economics
Assessments of the economics of Pu recycle are fraught with difficulties.
Even when the technical basis Is well enough understood for firm estimates
to be made, the published costs in the literature often differ substan
tially from the actual prices quoted In firm contracts. To this lust be
added the difficulty in predicting future market development and price
trends. EGL earlier made certain assumptions on the technology and finan
cial conditions (tables 3,4) in order to produce a cost comparison of a
60 element reload (1000 NUe PUR) containing 10 MOX elements compared to a
standard reload (table 5). They found total savings of 18 % (28 M$ com
pared to 34 MS) assuming a factor 3 higher element fabrication cost for
MOX (i.e. assuming the existence of an efficient MOX production with
throughputs of 50 - 80 ton HN/a). Further the study showed that delaying
recycle of already reprocessed plutonium for say four years brought an *
additional penalty of 3.1 MS due to storage charges and americlum separa
tion. Not included in this study were the Initial reprocessing costs (Pu
iero cost) the cost or benefit of any operational changes and the MOX fuel
cycle back-end costs.

Table 3
PU RECYCLE: COST COMPARISON (EGL)

Technical Assumptions
Annual reload for a 1000 MUe PWR, which means:
160'800 kg U of natural Uranium
107'100 kg SWU with Tails Assay 0.25*
leading to:
24'300 kg U enriched to 3.30* in U-235 in 60 fuel
assemblies, eacl 405 kg U
Energy production In the reactor for 3 years with burn-up
Of 33'000 MUd/MTHM
Interim storage of 5 years before reprocessing
Losses of U and Pu in reprocessing, conversion and fuel
fabrication mln. IX to 1,5* each (used for rounding)
for recycling available:
23*000 kg U, containing
201 kg U-235 corresponding to 0.873*

A firm programme exists for demonstrating on a large scale Pu-recycle In the
Beznau-11 plant. The aim Is to be able to plan a feasable and economically
a* -active programme of Pu-recycle for the large amount of Pu which will
become available in the 1990s. The first phase of the programme began with
the successful Irradiation of four MOX elements in Beznau I beginning 1n
1978 to a mean burn-up of 30 Mwd/kg.
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The second phase of the programme should begin In 1984 with the loading of
four elements into Beznau-II,building up with alternatively 8 and 4 MOX
elements/reload up to 1988. A maximum of 24 MOX elements will be In the
core at any one time (table 6 ) . This second part of the programme Is in
tended to demonstrate that recycling of plutonium in IWR's Is a commerdally attractive policy for plutonium use, in the absence of breeder re
actors.

and
186 kg Pu total (Pu t ) , of which
135 kg Pu is fissile (Pu f)
(All figures out of computer code ORIGEN 2 of COC, version
of November 26, 1981, on CYBER 176 with LCME)
the MOX fabrication follows within 6 months after repro
cessing
-

MOX: 3.30 * Pu f in 96.70 * fresh, depleted UOX

I
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Table 4

Table 5

PU RECYCLE COST COMPARISON (EGL)

PU RECYCLE COST COMPARISON (EGL)
Total Reload

Fi nancial Assumptions
Unit Pr'.ce

*
*
*

Economic Conditions March 1983
Constant Honey - Constant Prices
Natural Uranium
Conversion of natural Unranium
Enrichment
Fabrication of standard UOX
Conversion of reprocessed U
Fabrication of NOX
Transport, handling and
conversion of depleted U

$ 30.-/lb
J 3.-/lb
S 135.-/kg
$ 220.-/kg
$ 5.-/lb

U308
U
SUU
U enr.
U

11,6 Fuel Elements with recycled U
10 Fuel Elements with MOX
38,4 Fuel Elements Standard UOX
60

Fuel Elements

Cost
(Mio $)
3.56
2.74

S 307'000
$ 274'000
$ 562'000

21.58

total reload

27.88

$ 660.-/kg HM
Standard UOX Reload
$

10.-/kg U

Item

Quantity

Unit Price,

total

60 Elements

$ 562'000.-/FE

Costs
(Mio S)
33.73

Irradiation tests with MOX fuel

Table 6
Schedule of MOX elements. Beznau 2

Year

No of fresh

Total HOX

MOX elements

elements In core

1984

4

4

1985

8

12

1986

4

16

1987

8

24

1988

4

24

The proposed programme will lead to the Introduction of about 5'000 HOX
fuel rods Into the core. This 1s sufficient to demonstrate on i statisti
cally reliable basis that the design features as well as the manufacturing
techniques chosen for these rods are adequate. This will be accomplished
by applying well defined quality assurance characteristlon procedures for
all of the HOX assemblies and by careful pre-charactertsatlon of some of
the fuel rods to allow for hot cell testing in case that need arises
during the programme.
In addition, visual Inspections of the MOX-assemblies and uranium assemblies
adjacent to them during operation will be carried out between the cycles on
a routine basis. Additional Inspection techniques will be employed In case
a need for them arises.
Post Irradiation examination is under consideration for pre-charcterized
fuel rods In order to address specific questions which might develop through
out the operation of the HOX-fuel. These techniques could address questions
related to the mechanical and neutron1c design.

Reactorghysicsstudies

Fuel_cycle_asgeSS5

Reactor physics studies will follow the slowly Increasing Pu content of
the core, evaluating the variation of several parameters with Pu Inven
tory and bum-up. These Include cycle length, critical boron concentra
tion, boron reactivity, temperature and power coefficient kinetic data
and local parameters such as power distribution, reactivity change due
to control rod movements etc.

Irradiation of MOX fuel elements on this scale will allow a preliminary ap
praisal of aspects of the back-end of the MOX fuel cycle on a realistic
scale. Experience gained will Include: storage of spent MOX fuel elements,
transportation, possible evaluation of MOX reprocessing technology and
bases for further recycle. The latter points will need to take account of
the MOX fabrication routes and the Isotoplc flows to select the most
attractive recycling route for plutonlum generated 1n the 8eznau plant.

It is particularly important for the global parameters that a large number
of MOX elements be loaded Into the reactor and that they be monitors over
several years approaching the equilibrium condition. The amount of Pu
which can be recycled will ultimately be determined by the shutdown mar
gin which is a function of the net control rod worth and the temperature
coefficient.

Two events In recent years strongly influenced the use of plutonlum in
Swiss light water reactors.

In 1978 the US Congress passed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act
(NNPA) which unilaterally attempted to change international non
proliferation policy.
In early 1983 President Reagan, in a presidential decision memoran
dum set the criteria for plutonium recycle in other countries giving
in effect preferential treatment to the countries of the European
community and Japan.
For those selected countries accepting renegotiation of the bilateral agreement
- as stipulated by the NNPA - programatlc approval of the fuel cycle, In
cluding the use of plutonium in LMt's and FBR's could as a result become
possible.
In April of 198? NOK filed an application for recycling of fissile plu
tonium with the Swiss competent authorities. In order to avoid Interfe
rence with another application from Switzerland it was not until October
of that year that It was presented to the US DOE. This application, co
vering the recycling of plutonium generated from US enriched uranium in
the Beznau plants was one of the first cases of a subsequent arrangement
application requesting plutonium recycle In a LWR outside Euratom or Ja
pan. It Is Important to note that the plutonium In question was shortly
to be separated from spent fuel sent to France for reprocessing under US
approval (M8I0).
An unofficial US inter-agency review followed which resulted in some
modifications to the original application:
the amount of plutonium was reduced to 200 kg
the experimental nature of the recycle programme was stressed
the amount designated for LUR recycle was further reduced to pro
vide EIR with approx 80 kg for a core physics experiment (see
section 7 ) .
This process took about a year and In late 1983 the official inter-agency
review was started after intense diplomatic activity. Three months later

the review was still not completed preventing any sensible planning on
the utility side. Further delays must be expected when the application is
finally submitted to Congress, particularly on account of the forthcoming
elections.
In spite of having started the licensing process a year ahead of the con
tracted separation of the plutonium,the material is now a year old and it
Is clear that it cannot be reinserted Into the core this year as originally
planned. If the licensing difficulties continue to delay transport to tne
MOX fabricator,further build up of americium In the separated plutonium
will heavily increase the problems of MOX fabrication.
Thus advanced planning, which Is central to fuel management policy for a
utility is being negated by protracted negotiations on a non-technical and
non-commercial level with the utility pratically powerless to Influence

the outcome.
6.

Gadolinium

Gadollnla as a burnable poison is in general use in BWRs. In ter.as of fuel
behaviour at the levels used (^ 3t) no effect on fuel performance has been
observed. Problems of gadollnla use are confined to accurate estimate of
gadolinla burn-out particularly in regions of asymetric or changing power
densities. As was stated earlier for KKM, insufficient description of gadolinia behaviour in current reactor physics codes lead In some cases
to errors in estimating cycle burn-up and these carry over to the follow
ing cy:le and reload plan. These uncertanties also apply to Leiiistadt of
course. There the present core layout 1s such that the elements reach their
maximum reactivity at about 5-6 MWd/kg burn-up thus the thermal margins
and the operating flexibility are at a minimum well within the operating
cycle. The first core contains local gadolinium concentrations of max.
5 wtX, later levels for the present fuel design would be lower.
The concrete problems in optimising gadolinium use are:
Estimating the shutdown margins
Estimating the reactivity and power distribution, so that -

the control rod use Is Minimized and kept operationally simple and
at the same tine minimizing power shocks
Minimizing gadolinium use to reduce general reactivity loss due to
Incomplete burn-up of the poison. The gadolinium reactivity penalty
due to the remaining gadolinium is about 0.3 mk/(rod . wtX gadolinium)
For a V3 core reload with four 3t gadolinium rods the reactivity
loss is therefore about 1.2 mk which Is equivalent to i 120 full
power hours of operation.
7.

Research related activities

EIR Is following the above activities as far as is possible and Is contribu
ting to some of them. EIR is a participant In the HBEP and TRIBULATION high
burn-up programmes and in the gadollnla programme GAIN. A possible partici
pation in the second gadolinia programme GAP Is being discussed which will
help to resolve some of the problems of accuracy of G d 0 reactor physics
predictions noted earlier. In both TRIBULATION and GAIN EIR will carry out
post irradiation examination on several test rods. Measurement of the ga
dolinium radial isotopic burn out may also be possible at EIR using a
shielded scanning-ion-mass-spectrometer (SIMS).
2

3

On a more tentative and longer tern basis EIR 1s planning to test sphere
pac UOj fuel under LUR conditions. Conceivably this could lead to testing
of mixed oxide particle fuel at a later date, the advantages being In the
gelation methods used for fabrication.
Finally EIR is engaged on studies for a tight pitch lattice light water
high converter reactor (PUR) fuelled with mixed oxide. This could theo
retically exhibit large uranium savings. EIR's work Is concentrated on
reactor physics measurements using the PROTEUS zero energy LWHCR core
mock up. The results could be used as a basis for modifying existing
codes. System studies are also being made as well as thennohydraulic in
vestigations. All these efforts are being co-ordinated with other groups
examining this concept.
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8.

Conclusions

There Is widespread Interest and considerable activity on the part of the
Swiss Utilities to Improve fuel utilization. The management policy, techni
cal possibilities and actual programmes vary from plant to plant. While
the BUR's (KKM, KKL) are seeking savings in better estimates of core be
haviour (including gadolinium) and 1n easing operating restrictions,tN;
two PWR plants have started concrete demonstration programmes to extend
burn-up (KKG) or to recycle reprocessed plutonUm {KKB). KKB has also in
vestigated 18 month operating cycles and the use of gadolinium.By the end
of the decade KKG and KKL could also be embarking on programmes of Pu re
cycle. At present,long drawn out negotiations between government agencies
characterise the state of plutonium recycle, at least In Switzerland. As
far as possible, research at EIR into reactor code Improvement, fuel de
velopment, irradiation testing, PIE tends to support the utility work
and studies for an LWHCR are also being made.

UTILITY
TYPE:

PLANT

BEZNAU

PLANT:

NORDOSTSCHWEIZERISCHE
KRAFTWERK AG (NOK)
TWO PWRs

INSTALLED CAPACITY :

2x352 MW(e)

MUHLEBERG

UTILITY : BERNISCHE KRAFTWERK AG (BKW)
TYPE:

BWR

INSTALLED CAPACITY :

336 MW(e)
1972

YEAR OF FIRST
OPERATION:
REACTOR VENDOR:

B-l
B-ll
1969
1972
WESTINGHOUSE

YEAR OF FIRST OPERATION :

FUEL VENDOR:

WEST.

RBU

FUEL VENDOR :

FUEL CONFIGURATION

14x14

14x14

FUEL CONFIGURATION :

8x8

PEAK LINEAR RATING :

44 KW/M

PEAK CLAD TEMP:

370 °C

PEAK LINEAR RATING:

33KW/M 33KW/M

PEAK PELLET /MEAN 38/36 MWD/KG
DISCHARGE BURN-UP:
38/36 MWD/KG

REACTOR VENDOR: GENERAL ELECTRIC CQ
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

PEAK CLAD TEMP:

347°C

347°C

PEAK PELLET / MEAN
DISCHARGE BURN-UP:

LOAD FACTOR 1983:

83.7

91.5

LOAD FACTOR 1983 :

FUEL FAILURES:

ZERO SINCE 1978

FUEL FAILURES:

28/23 MWD/KG
90.7
ZERO SINCE 1974

PLANT
UTU.TY
TYPE:

GOSGEN -DANIKEN
KERNKRAFTWERK
GOSGEN - DANIKEN AG (KKG)
PWR

INSTALLED CAPACITY :

920 MW(e)

YEAR OF FIRST OPERATION :

1979

REACTOR VENDOR :

KWU

LEIBSTADT

UTILITY : ELEKTRIZITATS - GESELLSCHAFT
LAUFENBURG AG (EGL)
TYPE:
BWR
INSTALLED CAPACITY :

942 MW(e)

YEAR OF FIRST OPERATION :

1984
EXPECTED
REACTOR VENDOR : GENERAL ELECTRIC CO

RBU

FUEL VENDOR :

FUEL CONFIGURATION :

15 x 15

FUEL CONFIGURATION :

8x8

PEAK LINEAR RATING:

45 KW/M

PEAK UNEAR RATING:

44 KW/M

PEAK CLAD TEMP:

^348°C

PEAK CLAD TEMP :

^370 ° C

FUEL VENDOR :

PEAK PELLET / MEAN
DISCHARGE BURN-UP

V

F-ANT :

.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CQ

PEAK PELLET / MEAN
52/37 MWD/KG

LOAD FACTOR :

86.0

FUEL FAILURES:

ZERO SINCE
1ST CORE (0.005%)

DISCHARGE BURN-UP :
LOAD FACTOR 1983:
FUEL FAILURES:

30/28. MWD/KG
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EFFORTS TO MAXIMISE CURRENT
FUEL UTILIZATION IN SWISS BWRs
EXTENSION OF CYCLE TO
FULL TERM. MAX REACTIVITY
EXTRACTION
-

-

BETTER ESTIMATION OF BURN-UP
/GADOLINIUM BURN-OUT IN
PREVIOUS CYCLE
BARRIER FUEL? AS A MEANS OF
RELAXING PCIOMRs?

- USE OF BEST ESTIMATE CODES
(ECCS)
- ON LINE 3D CORE SIMULATOR
-

SPECTRAL SHIFT OPERATION

REVISED OPERATING STRATEGIES
BEZNAU PWRS

1

3 REGION TO 4 RECiON CORES (FROM
1974) SAVING 24% FRESH RELOAD
ELEMENTS

2

STUDY OF
-

18 MONTH CYCLE
SAVING ON GENERATING
COST. FUEL CYCLE
COSTS UNCHANGED

- 5 REGION CORE.
ANNUAL REFUELLING,
SAVING FUEL CYCLE COSTS.

1

REDUCE NO. OF FRESH FUEL ELEMENTS
LOADED EACH CYCLE
EACH GAVE'v 4%
COST SAVING

r•

I I

EXTENDED BURN - UP

COMPARISON OF OPERATNG CYCLE
ALTERNATTVES.BEZNAU PWR
No. OF
EFPO
FRESH FUEL
ASSEMBLES

NDAL
ENRICHMENT

%

AV/(MAX>
BURN-UP
MWD/KQ

4REGJONCORE
12 MONTH CYCLE

28/32

315

a4-ae

36(41)

18 MONTH CYCLE

48

446/532

39

36(43)

5 REGION CORE
12 MONTH CYCLE

24

315

4.1

(QOSGEN - PWR)

r

46(52)

COMMENTS

- STUDY OF POSSIBLE FUEL CYCLE
COST REDUCTIONS BY REDUCING:
36 ASSEMBLES
WITH 12 Gd RODS
WITH 6 * Gd EACH
No Gd I "NEAR
HEATRATMG
CLOSE TO LMT
29.5 KW/M

- RELOAD ELEMENTS
- VOLUME OF SPENT
FUEL

ETC

- BUT ECONOMIC BASIS IS VARIABLE I
- DEMO PROGRAM UNOER-WAY
- BURN-UP UMTT EXPECTED TO BE
WATER-SDE CORROSION
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SPECIFIC URANIUM REQUIREMENTS
KK -GOSGEN
210 -

1TO'

Sjf 20C

• 160

CD

8!
190

190

«0

no

8
40

44

44
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36

60

CO

FRESH ELEMENTS / RELOAD
SPECIFIC NAT. URANIUM REQUIREMENT

EXTENDED BURN - UP FUEL CYCLE
COST ESTIMATES
BASIS 1981
STANDARD CYCLE LENGTH
300 EFPD
FUEL ELEMENT
407 KG U
REFERENCE RELOAD 60 FRESH FUEL
ELEMENTS
PRICE EST. 1981
NATURAL URANIUM

150 Fr/KG

ENRICHMENT

200 Fr/SWU

FABRICATION

420 Fr/KG

REPROCESSING
2000 Fr/KG
(INCL WASTE DISPOSAL)
DISCOUNTED URANIUM CREDIT (SPENT FUEL)
120 Fr/KG
DISCOUNTED ENRICHMENT CREDIT (SPENT
FUEL)
160 Fr/SWU
PU CREDIT

ZERO

SPECIFIC ENRICHMENT REQUIRMENT
KKGL
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RELOAD STUDY : BURN-UP. ENRICHMENT

(300 EFPO)

SPECIFIC FUEL CYCLE COST (RP/KWH)
(100 RP • 1 SFr^O.5 $ )

FUEL ELEMENTS
/RELOAD

DISCHARGE
BURN-UP
MWD/KG

ENRICHMENT

60REF

34.0

3.3

60 (REF)

1.5766

56

37.2

3.49

56

52

40

3.65

48

43.4

44
40

KK GOSGEN STUDY - 1981

FUEL CYCLE
COST

SAVING OVER REF
CASE

RP/KWH

RP/KWH

%

1.4925

0.0841

5

52

1.4269

0.1497

9.5

3.83

48

1.3614

0.2154

14

47.35

4.05

44

1.2958

0.2808

18

52.09

4.31

40

1.2308

0.3458

21

FRESH ELEMENTS
/RELOAD

%

ASSUMING UNIT COSTS INDEPENDENT OF RELOAD SIZE I
11«

SPEOFIC FUEL CYCLE COST (RP/KWH)
(100 RP * 1 SFnMX5 $ )
FRESH ELEMENTS
/RELOAD

KK GOSGEN STUDY - 1981

FUEL CYCLE
COST

SAVING OVER REF
CASE

RP/KWH

RP/KWH

%

60(REF)

1.5766

56

1.4925

0.0841

5

52

1.4269

0.1497

9.5

48

1.3614

0.2154

14

44

1.2958

0.2808

18

40

1.2308

0.3458

21

ASSUMNG UNTT COSTS INDEPENDANT OF RELOAD SIZE I

KK - GOSGEN EXTENDED BURN-UP
DEMO PROGRAMME
WITH KWU
INSERTION OF STANDARD AND PROTOTYPE
ELEMENTS FOR FOUR CYCLES
- EVALUATION OF DESIGN VARIANTS
- DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES
- POOL SIDE EXAMINATION
WITH KWU AND EIR
- POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION OF
SELECTED RODS

PLUTONIUM - RECYCLE IN
SWITZERLAND

T It

Technical Assumptions
S O N Econoatc Consideration! on Thermal Recycling of
Uranium and Plutonium

REASONS FOR INTEREST:
- COST BENEFIT COMPARISONS BETWEEN
STORAGE/USE

Idea:
A comparison of costs of two reloads:

-

WEAK PU MARKET

-

SAVING IN ORE AND SWU IN LONG
TERM

- DEVELOP FUEL MANAGEMENT
EXPERIENCE WITH MOX FUELS
-

INCREASED SUPPLY DIVERSITY FOR
FISSILE MATERIALS.

SOME FUEL FROM KK MUHLEBURG AND
KK-BEZNAU HAS ALREADY BEEN
REPROCESSED. FUEL FROM KK-GOSGEN
HAS BEEN SHIPPED TO CAP LA HAGUE
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- one with presently existing standard Uranlua oxide
pellets (UOX)
- the other with recycled Uranium/Plutonium atxed
oxide eleaents (MOX)
Basic Assumptions
- Reprocessing, conversion and enrichment of re
covered U, MX-fabrlcatlon etc, art well introduced
technologies.
- All recovered U and Pu out of reprocessing shall
be fully recycled.

- Annual reload for a 1000 MUe PM), which Beans:
!60'800 kg U of natural Uranlua
107M00 kg SMI with Tails Assay 0.25X
leading to:
24'300 kg U enriched.to 3.30X in U 235 in 60 fuel
assemblies, each 405 kg U
- Energy production In the reactor for 3 years with burnup
of 33'000 MWd/HTHN
- Interia storage of 5 years before reprocessing
- Losses of U and Pu In reprocessing, conversion and fuel
fabrication aln. IX to 1,5S each (used for rounding)
- for recycling available:
23.000 kg U, containing
201 kg U-235 corresponding to 0.B73S
and
186 kg Pu total (Pu t), of which
135 kg Pu Is fissile (Pu f)
(All figures out of coaputir code ORIGEN 2 of CDC, version
of November 26, 1981, on CYBER 175 with I O C )
- the MOX fabrication follows within 6 aontht after repro
cessing
- NOX: 3.301 Pu f In 96.7(8 fresh, depleted UOX

Financial Assuapttons

Total Rtload

Reprocessing YES, Recycle NO
•••««••«•«•

- Econoatc Conditions March 1983
- Constant Monty - Constant Pricts
- natural Urantut
I 30.-/lbi<30B
- Conversion of natural Uraniua S 3.-/16 U
- Errtchatnt
1135,-Ag SUU
- Fabrication of standard UOX
t 220.-Ag U err.
t
5.-/lbU
* Conversion of rtprocasstd U
* Fabrication of M X
t 660.-Ag HN
* Transport, handling and
conversion of diplottd U
t 10.-AgU

#

Unit Prtct

Costs
(Mlo 1)

11,6 Futl EUnnts with rat 307*000
cycltdU
10 Foil Eltaants with MOX
1 274*000
38,4 Fuol EUaents Standard UOX IS62'000

2.74
21.58

60

27.88

Fuel Elements

total reload

Storagt Costs: t 2000.-Ag Pu t and year
par rtload and year t 372'OuU.-

3.56

Storagt tiat over 1 ytar: purification
of Pu:
I 9'000.-Ag Pu 1
par relotd
t 1'674.000.-

E>aaple: 4 yiirt storage of Pu, thtn recycling
additional costs of I 3.1 Nio par rtload
Standard UOX Reload
Itta

Quantity

total

60 Eltatnts

Unit Price

I

t 562 000.-/FE

Costs
(Mlo t)
33.73

Pb RECYCLE DEMO PROGRAMME.
BEZNAU

BEZNAU PU - RECYCLE DEMO
PROGRAMME
AIMS

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

4 TEST MOX ELEMENTS
IRRADIATED FROM 1978
TO -v. 30MWD/KG
BEGINNING 1984 ?

REACTOR PHYSICS STUDIES
-

CYCLE LENGTH

- CRITICAL BORON CONCENTRATION
- TEMP - POWER COEFFICIENTS

24 MOX FUEL ELEMENTS

-

YEAR

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

NO. OF
FRESH MOX
ELEMENTS

4
8
4
8
4

TOTAL MOX
ELEMENTS
IN CORE

4
12
16
24
24

KINETIC DATA

- LOCAL PARAMETERS ETC
FOR A CORE BUILDING UP TO LARGE MOX
INVENTORY - CLOSE TO EQUILIBRIUM - OVER
SEVERAL YEARS

FUEL MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE
LEADING TO DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT
OF PU WHiCH CAN BE RE-CYCLED IN
BEZNAU CORE

BEZNAU Pu - RECYCLE DEMO
PROGRAMME

BEZNAU Pu - RECYCLE
PROGRAMME

IRRADATION TEST PROGRAMME
PU-RECYCLE IN SWITZERLAND APPEARS
TO BE A POLITICAL PROBLEM I
APPROX 5*000 RODS GIVING GOOD DESIGN
BASIS INFORMATION ON PERFORMANCE
FUEL FABRICATION ROUTE COULD BE A
PARAMETER
CAREFUL PRE-CHARACTERISATION OF FUEL
RODS
POOL-SOE EXAMINATION COULD BE
BACKED UP BY HOT CELL EXAMINATION
SPENT MOX FUEL WILL FORM SOURCE OF
MATERIAL FOR EV. REPROCESSING STUDIES

- PROTRACTED INTER-GOVT / AGENCY
NEGOTIATIONS
- OUTCOME AND TIMING OF RNAL DECISION
UNCERTAIN.
- UTILITY CAN DO LITTLE TO NFLUENCE
OUTCOME
- IN SPITE OF LONG LEAD TIMES
NEGOTIATIONS LEAD TO DELAYS
BETWEEN PU SEPARATION AND MOX
FABRICATION
-

AMERICIUMI

- FABRICATION /HANDUNG-MOX.
- PUNNING IMPOSSIBLE.

IOC S

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
AT THE SWISS FEDERAL NSTITUTE FOR
REACTOR RESEARCH (Efi - WURENUNGEN)

sot

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES

to i

HBEP
TRBULATKDN (WITH UTILITIES)
GAM (GADOLNUM)
(GAP)
•
FUEL PERF. NPROVEMENT
PROG (USA)

001

— PE AT EIR
— PEATER
-(PIE AT EW)

1 I VCDUBTE

»

— PE AT EIR

FUEL DEVELOPMENT
SPHERE-PAC OXCE (UQ.) FOR LWR TRIAL
EV. MOX SPHERE PAC DEVELOPMENT
ADVANCED SYSTEMS
LIGHT WATER HGH CONVERTER REACTOR
(HK3H PU NVENTORY-MOX. TIGHT LATTICE)

- REACTOR PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS
- CORE THERMO-HYDRAUUCS.
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IMPACT OF EXTENDED BURNUPS ON CORE DESIGN
M. BELTRAME
Neutronic Department,
Framatome,
Paris La Defense, France

IPPACT CF EXTOCED BIWUPS
ON ORE FESIGN

Abstract
INCREASE IN DISCHARGE FURNUP CF THE PWR FUEL AFFECTS ALL THE REACTOR DESIGN,

Extended fuel burnup in PWR core leads to some problems for the reactor
designer. Rather than a superficial survey of all problems we met In our
studies, we point out those appearing the most important.
The effects of such a high burnup may be classified i.< three points.

. MORE SPECIALLY THE NEUTRONIC CONE DESIGN AN) THE FUEL ASSEMBLY DESIGN

AN EXTENDED BURNUP MODIFY THE NUCLEAR DESIGN IN TWO MAIN WAYS :

FUEL MANAGEMENT
We emphasize on the oroblems linked to the neutronic integrated flux on
assembly components and reactor vessel.
REACTIVITY CONTROL

. PRESCRIBES AN INCREASE IN RELOAD ENRICHMENT
. FAVOURS THE INCREASE IN CYCLE LENGTH

THE MODIFICATIONS HAVE CONSEQUENCES ON THE FOLLOWING STUDIES i

Higher initial enrichments increase the reactivity of the core and lead
to higher boron concentrations which have a strong impact on auxiliary

, FUEL MANAGEMENT

systems.

. REACTIVITY CONTROL

Plutinium concentrations at the end of life lead to stronger feedback
coefficients and increase reactivity defect between full and zero power.
This effect reduces the reactivity margin.

. REACTOR CONTROL
, FUEL STORAGE

REACTOR CONTROL
We give some details on this effect and consequently on the liquid waste?
volume.

CONSEQUENTLY THE IMPACTS OF THE CORE CHARACTERISTICS ARE !
. DIRECT ON THE VARIATION OF THE PHYSIC

PROPERTIES OF THE FUEL

. INDIRECT ON THE MODIFICATION OF THE FUEL MANAGEMENT OR THE MODIFICATION
OF THE CONTROL RODS PATTERN

39

41
\ma

OF EXTENDED BURUPS

ON TO FIEL fWWjEMENT

IMPACT OF EXTFJCED SURHJPS
CN TO FUEL f W W B f N T

J

THE AVERAGE REGION DISCHARGE BURNUP IS CNE OF MAIN PARAMETERS WHICH DEFINE
THE FUEL MANAGEMENT.

CONSEQUENTLY SEVERAL ARGUMENTS PLEAD IN FAVOUR OF A HYBRID FUEL SHUFFLING
SCHEME RATHER THAN AN OUT-IN SCHEME :

TO ADAPT AN INCREASE OF THE DISCHARGE BURNUP WE HAVE TWO MEANS :

. HIGH ENRICHMENT REQUIRES NEW ASSEMBLIES TO BE PLACED TOWARD CORE CENTRE
IN ORDER TO RESPECT POWER DISTRIBUTION CRITERIA

. CONSTANT CYCLE LENGTH (VARIABLES : N

A S $ #

, ENR.)

, CONSTANT NUMBER OF FEED ASSEMBLIES (VARIABLES : l ^ . , ENR.)

FOR DISCHARGE BURMP GREATER THAN 39 Gffl/WU ITS CONSEQUENCES ON THE CORE
DESIGN (SUCH AS THE INCREASE IN CONTROL RODS NUMBER) MUST BE TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT IN THE ECONOMIC BALANCE.
THE UTILITIES ARE VERY INTERESTING IN THE INCREASE OF CYCLE LENGTH :
. INCREASE PLA.iT AVAILABILITY
. INCREASE LOAD FACTOR
. REDUCE MAINTENANCE COST
. REDUCE PERSONAL

EXPOSURE

IN ORDER TO INCREASE CYCLE LENGTH WITHOUT PENALIZING FUEL CYCLE COST, IT IS
NECESSARY TO INCREASE THE FUEL BURNUP.

. INCREASED REQUIREMENT FCR BURNABLE POISONS. THEY CAN BE POSITIONED IN NEW
ASSEMBLIES IN ORDER TO CONTROL THE POWER DISTRIBUTION
. DECREASE IN FLUENCE ON THE REACTOR VESSEL

, DECREASE IN CYCLE COST

FUJX

CORE AfC REACTOR VESSEL S O B E

AZrUTHAL DISTRIBUTION OH THE

INTERNAL SIDE OF THE REACTOR VESSEL

1 / 8 ™ CORE S H f T R Y

RADIUS ( CM )

260 LOCAL FUJX

( E>i:iEV )

C 10

AZIMUTH

( DEGREES )

/
/
/
/
/
/
$

TEST SPECIMEN

/
/
/
/
/
Y
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inPACT OF EXTEJCED BURMJPS ON THE FLUFJCL"
REACTOR VESSa

IMPACT CF EXTENDED BURNUPS ON THE FLUENCE

- CUT-IN SIMTLINS

REACTOR VESSEL

- HVERID SHUFFLING

REFERENCE

EXTENDED BURNUP

REFERENCE

EXTENDED BURNUP

DISCWRGE BURNUP : 33 G H M f l U

DISCHARGE BURNUP : 45 GUJ/MTU

DISCHARGE BURNUP : 3 3 G " ) / T F U

DISCHARGE BURNUP : 45

RELOAD : 52 * 4 . 2 0 Z

RELOAD

: 52*3.25 1

0.83

0.70

RELOAD

: 52*5.25 *

RELOAD :

GVO/1TU

52*4.20 %

/
/

/
~7
/ '
-*'-

/

/

7
Y /A

v' /

'A
y~\

^

*
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BURNT ASSEMBLIES
j

I FEED ASSEMBLIES

PUPNT ASSEMBLIES

FU1ENCE ON THE REACTOR VESSa = + 1 9

l-UE'Al ON THE REACTOR VESSEL = - 2 1 %
|

[ FEED

ASSEMBLIES

IMPACT CF EXTENED BURNUPS ON THE

WALT

FUJENCE ( E > 1 f f V ) CN THE REACTCR VESSEL

rEGATWE REACTIVITY SHUT-DOWN W.RGIN

THE NEUTRON FLUENCE ON THE REACTOR VESSEL (E > 1fcV)MAINLY DEPENDS ON
TWO FACTORS :

( F DODBED BURMJPS ON T I E

THE EXTENDED flURNUPS HAVE AN EFFECT ON THE DIFFERENT REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS :

. MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

. FEED ENRICHMENT
. DOPPLER COEFFICIENT

INCKSASF IH FEED ENRICHMENT LEADS A SOFTENER NEUTRON SPECTRUM
. BORON DIFFERENTIAL WORTH

. EXTERNAL ASSEMBLIES AVERAGE POWER

AND LEADS TO A DECREASE IN NEGATIVE REACTIVITY SHUT-DOWN MARGIN AMD CONSEQUENTLY

THIS FACTOR IS PREPONDERANT BECAUSE IT DETERMINES THE FAST FLUX LEVEL

IN THE CASE OF THE FRAMATCME THREE LOOPS REACTOR CORE (157 ASS.) THE MAXIMUM
FAST FUJX ON THE REACTOR VESSEL IS DIRECTLY DETERMINED BY THE EXTERNAL
ASSEMBLIES AVERAGE PCMER SITUATED CN THE MEDIANS OF THE CORE.
THIS VARIABLE DEPENDS ON THE FUEL MANAGEMENT SCHEME.
THE FOLLOWING RESULT CORROBORATE THIS POINT :

OUT-1N

33GNM1IU

CUT-IN

35 90/1*11)

»

1

CUT-IN

FLUENCE

*6GMV?iTU

+ 191

CUT-IN

«GND/fflU

-217

TO THE NECESSITY OF IMPORTANT MODIFICATIONS OF CONTROL MEANS.

.

INCREASE IN NUMBER CF THE CONTROL RODS (ECONOMIC IMPACT)

. MODIFICATIONS IN CONTROL RODS PATTERN
(IMPACT ON CONTROL ROD BANKS WORTHS AND PEAKING FACTORS)

44

IMPACT Of EXTENDED BURMJPS ON THE NEGATIVE

IMPACT CF EXTENTED BURNUPS CN THE BCRON

REACTIVITY SWT-DONN f W G I N

CONCENTRATION FOR THE REACTOR TYPICAL STATES

DISCHARGE BURNUP

- 3 LOOPS REACTOR

33

CORE TYPE

157

GESTION

OUT-IN

NUMBER OF FEED ASSEMBLIES

157

ASS.

ASS.

HYBRID

52

48

4.20 Z

3.40 Z

ENRICHMENT

F R A W C f t - 3 LOOPS °EACTOR -

45

DISCHARGE BURNUP

33

45

NUMBER OF FEED ASSEMBLIES

48

52

3.40%

ENRICHMENT
NUMBER OF CONTROL RODS

WHOLE CONTROL RODS WORTH

48

43
-7560

-8150

52

+ 1500

+ SO

+ 1520

LOCALIZATION

(D12)

(G

(D.12)

NEUTRONIC

+ 670

+ 660

MARGIN + UNCERTAINTY

INSERTION OF REACTIVITY FOR THE

+ 500

+ 500

2000

2250

BCC

1540

1900

EOC

730

850

BOC

1360

1550

EOC

300

260

BOC

1470

1790

BCX

1140

1390

80 X EOC

240

290

REFUELING SHUT-DOWN

-9600

WORST STUCK ROD WORTH

9)

4.20%

+ 810

COLD SHUT-DOWN

HOT SHUT-DOWN

+ 500

REACTOR CONTROL

INTEGRATED INSERTED REACTIVITY

+ 3*160

+ 3720

+ 3720

FROM IFP TO HZP
SUB-TOTAL

+ 6130

+ 5810

+ 6550

REACTIVITY SHUT-DOWN MARGIN

- 2020

-1750

-3050 .

NOMINAL POWER

Itim

CF EXIENDED B-WUP ON THE

IWACT CF EXTDCED BUIWJPS ON THE

LIQUID UPSTES VOUKE

BCTON COCENTRATinNS AND LIQUID WASTES V O l f f

TYPICAL LOAD-FOLLOW TRANSIENT
3

DAILY LIQUID WASTES VOLUME ( M )

HIGHER RELOAD ENRICHMENTS INCREASE THE CORE REACTIVITY AND LEAD TO HIGHER

BO

BCRCN CONCENTRATIONS WITH THREE TYPES OF CONSEQUENCES :

riSCHARGE

RURNUP
FIRSTLY :

120

IMPACT ON THE CHEMICAL AND VOLUMETRIC CONTROL SYSTEM.

SECONDLY ;

90 "
THE INCREASE OF THE REFUELING SHUT-DOWN BORON CONCENTRATION INCREASE THE
SAFETY INJECTION BORON CONCENTRATION AND CONSEQUENTLY THE RISK OF CRISTALLIZATION DURING A LOCA.

THIRDLY :
I CR A TYPICAL LOAD FOLLOW TRANSIENT THE LIQUID WASTES VOLUME PRINCIPALLY DEPENDS
ON THE BORON CONCENTRATION IN THE PRIMARY COXING SYSTEM.

JL

J_

9

12

CYCLE B-JRNUP (GWD/KTU)

<5

15

REMARKS ON THE CYCLE LENGTH EXTENSION OF BWR PLANTS
IMPACT OF EXIENDED BURWPS ON TO

M.PROSPERI.S REPOSSINI
AGIP Nucleare, Milan

FIEL STORAGE DESIGN
TV*MCAL BCRfW POISCNKED ASSEMU.V RACKS TO ACHIEVE

3 D

K-EFFECTIVE =

S. FELICI
Ente Nazionale per l'Energia Elettrica (ENEL),
Rome

0.95

2

CONCENTRATION ( MG/Cf* )

D

Italy
Abstract
AT M A S T
A SUMMARY B O T H Of THE E V O L U T I O N Of B U N D L E D E S I G N T O W A R D
HIGHER E N R I C H M E N T S AND OF THE E V O L U T I O N OF CORE M A N A G E M E N T T O W A R D
LONGER C Y C L E S IS P R E S E N T E D .
THE M O T I V A T I O N S , THE P R O B L E M S A N D THE
P E R S P E C T I V E S OF T H E S E E V O L U T I O N S ARE D I S C O S S E o t OT U N D E R L I N I N G
MAINLY 1HE I N T E R C O N N E C T I O N B E T W E E N THE O U N D L E E N R I C H M E N T A N D THE
CYCLE L E H G H T . T H I S I N T E R C O N N E C T I O N H A S O E E N I N C R E A S I N G D U R I N G THE
YEARS AT SUCH Alt E X T E N T THAT IT H A S B E C O M E IN SOME C A S E S A . R I G I D
I U K SO THAT THE O U N D L E D E S I G N AND THE FUEL C Y C L E E V A L U A T I O N S A R E
TWO A S P E C T S OF T H E SAKE P R O b l E H .
THIS FRAME IS A N A L Y Z E D M A I N L Y FOR
THE
OWR C O R E S , A L T H O U G H S Y S T E M A T I C C O M P A R I S O N S W I T H THE PWR C O R E S
FOR THE M E A N I N G F U L ITEMS ARE R E P O R T E D .
A FUEL C Y C L E S T U D Y O N A BUR
PLANT (WITH S P E C I F I C POWER OF 55 KW/M.,360 FUEL A S S E M B L I E S , C O N T R O L
CELL CORE L O A D I N G AND A F I X E D S T R E T C H - O U T OF 1 0 0 0 M W D / H T U ) W I T H THE
O B J E C T I V E S OF R E A C H I N G THE H A X I H O H C Y C L E L E N G H T IS D E S C R I B E D .
FRESCH FUEL HAS O E E N L O A D E D IN ALL F E A S I B L E L O C A T I O N S , W H I C H A R E ALL
THE D I A G O N A L P O S I T I O N S E X C L U S I V E OF T H E E X T E R N A L ROW F A C I N G THE
WATER A N D -THE C O N T R O L C E L L S . FUEL W I T H A X 1 A I L T A V E R A G E D T O N D L E
E N R I C H M E N T UP TO 2,"9 PER CENT W A S L O A D E D .

20
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THE HOST R E L E V A N T R E S U L T S OF T H I S S T U D Y , R E F E R R I N G
C Y C L E , CAN BE S U M M A R I Z E D AS F O L L O W S :

-

i) THE FULFILMENT OF THE n

TO AH

EQUILIBRIUM

OF SHUTDOWN MARGIN AND THE PRESERVATION

OF THE H O T E X C E S S V A L U E A B O V E THE 0 . 5 ? , FOR THE E N T I R E C Y C L E ,
R E u U I R E D THE U S E OF 3 T Y P E S OF R E L O A D O U N D t E S . W I T H S U C H C O R E
L O A D I N G THE P O W E R D I S T R I B U T I O N IS S A T I S F A C T O R Y : IN FACT E V E N U S I N G
A N O N - O P T I M I Z E D L O A D I N G P A T T E R N , THERMAL P E R F O R M A N C E P A R A M E T E R S
COIIPARAOIE OF O E T T E R THAT THE O N E S A T T A I N E D W I T H
S T A N D A R D 12
M O N T H S C Y C L E S WERE O U T A 1 M E D .
THE C Y C L E L E N G H T ( I N C L U S I V E OF T H E
P L A N N E D S T R E T C H - O U T OF L O O O M W D / H T U )
HAS R E A C H E D 9 7 5 0 IIWD/MTU, THE D I S C H A R G E B A T C H BU HAS R E A C H E D T H E
VALUE OF 2 9 G J J H W D / M T o .

4.0
ENRICHMENT

4.5
( X )

2> T HE R E S U L T S ALLOW TO INFER THAT THE A D O P T I O N OF THE O U N D L E
DESIGN AT HIGH E N R I C H M E N T S (WITH A X I A L L Y A V E R A G E D E N R I C H M E N T Of
J.5?>:

A) ( A l l I t All TO A UATCll DISCHARGE UU OF AbOUT
3 3 0 0 0 H M D / r t T U , THAT
I S LARGElV QELOU THE DISCHARGE L I M I T S .
U ) CAIt l E A v TU A C I C l E lEMGHT OF AUOUl 1 J d O O H U D / H ' U , U H l C l l I S C L O S E *
TO THE V A I U E THAT MOST Of THE U T I L I T I E S E S T I M A T E AS OPTIMAL
(UK A SOUUIt ENERGY MANAGEMENT.
IT FOLLOWS
THAT THE AOOPTlOi* OF UUHul t S AT H I G H ENRICHMENT I S
O t ^ l l l E K A U L E AIIU THAT I n e t SHOUl U HE LOCATEU 111 EVERT A V A I L A B L E
I'USITIUII.
THE J E S U I T S OF A P R E l I I I I HAH T STUttt PEtfFORIIED U1TH THE
GOAL OF C H A R A C T E R I S I N G THE AXIAL D I S T R I U U T I OH OF G A D O L I N I U M I S
REPORTED FOR THE H I G H EUR IC IIMEllT b U I I U L E S ' .

1.

2.

experience.

The Italian utility's
operation experience has led to con
clude that the optimum cycle duration Is about 18 months.
Below are exposed some of the considerations that have led to
such a conclusion.
In general, the duration of the refueling outage depends only
negligibly
on the cycle duration;
consequently, a longer
cycle Improves
the plant
utilisation factor. In fact, the
time required for scheduled ordinary and extraordinary main
tenance
Is pratlcally independent from the cycle duration If
It Is not
very long. In particular, the In service Inspec
tions, which are performed every 3-10 years depending on the
component, do not interfere with the scheduled shutdowns that
occur eveiy
18 months. In the worst assumption, the maximum
Increase
in the shutdown duration would result proportional
to the cycle duration.
In experience acquired with the Caorso BUR station, which is
operating at a very high power denslty(S4.l K U / 1 ) , hss proven
that a cycle duration over 12 months allows more accurate
evaluations
of the fuel parameters at and of the cycle under
way, and
thus a higher accuracy in planning the following
cycle and In evaluating the parameters for the reload safety
analyaIs.
The cycle duration can be prolonged either by increasing the
number
of the reload
assemblies
->r by increasing their
enrichment;
generally, a compromise
solution Is preferred
that allows
reduction of the yearly fuel through-put with a
consequent
reduction
in the fabrication
and, -above
all
storage and/or reprocessing costs.
At any rate, the average ULS content in the core does not entall extra charges, aa ENEL has sufficient enriched Uranium
reserves. This strategy
can be safely adopted as the fuel
reliability,
together with good operation procedures, allows
a longer cycle durf.lon without
any
risk of an early
Interruption. However, it should
be noted that a too long
duration of the cycle
imply an excessive reduction in the
operating margins or cause to exceed the operating limits.
Therefore, an 18-months duration of the cycle was considered
a good compromise by ENEL.

Introduct t o n .
If by anallzlnp
the
latest
decade, the evolution of the
average enrichment
of
the
fuel
bundle and
of the cycle
length, the following results: the average enrichment of the
bundles remained approximately the same for about half of the
above mentioned period.
This because the parameters which
determine the changes
remained
substantially the same: I.e. the thermo- mechanical
limit allowed for discharge burn-up and the cycle length.
In fact
the average exposure limit for the bundle has been
•antalned,
for
long time, at 28400 MVD/HTU, while the cycle
length has been mantalned at the value corrlspondlng to the
annual shutdown.
In the most recent years, on the contrary, there has been a
trend to Increase the enrichment. In fact the cycles ha'e be
come longer, and consequently, for the lower conversion, a
higher enrichment to reach the same discharge exposure Is re
quired, while
the
increase
of
the new discharge exposure
limits, favours the use of higher enflchment.
On the other
side referring to the cycle length It can be
aal<* that
It remained approximately unchanged and equal to
the value corresponding to the annual shutdown, for the first
half of
the period
considered;
more recently, due to the
plant utilisation,
the cycle
length has been Increasing
reaching values close to 18 months, and the trend to Increase
further the cycle length has not been exhausted.
This Increase In the cycle length has been, rntll now, almost
Independent
(except
for the weak coupling caused by the al
ready Mentioned conversion) from the Increase of enrichment,
and
It has been achieved
with the Increase of the reload
batch.
Heverthlesa
now we have reached a condition In which It Is
Impossible to further Increase the reload fraction.
The choice of higher enrichment bundles has, therefore, no
alternative
to reach
longer
cycles, so that the .dealng of
higher enrichment
bundles and the study of Che long cycles
become two aspects of the same problem.
Here after. It Is described a case In which the Increase In
the cycle
length can be achieved only through a higher en
richment, and
the most
Important
problems encountered In
obtaining the high enrichment loading pattern are discussed.

Management

3.

Study with low enrichment

bundles.

The study, by starting
from
standard
reload
procedures
employed
for BWR cores
(360
bundles) with
rather
high
specific power
(aroud 54.1 KU/llter) and utilising the same
bundles employed for 1/4 relosd batch size cores (average en
richment equal to 2.851), aimed at extending the cycle length
through an Increase ot the relosd bstch size, while estimat
ing the Impact on thermal and nuclear margins.

The reload fraction haa been Increased to the aaxlaun extent
compatible
with
reactor
control
requirement* and a better
fuel exploitation.
In defining the location where to place
fresh bundles we did not conalder the 76 peripheral onea and
the 100 positions pertaining to the control cells. Typically
theae locations should contain the highest exposure bundles,
la order
to keep
the K-Jnflnity of the regions during the
operating cycle to enough**aalues. Thla requirement haa to be
fulfilled either to H a l t the neutron leakage, either to aake
reactor aanageaent
easier and to reduce power peaka Induced
In
the bundlea of the control
cells by control
roda
movements.
Due to reactivity control requirements, It was necessary to
H a l t the number of fresh bundles per cell to two bundles. A
third
fresh
bundle
(at 2.85X enrlchaent), loaded per cell,
would cauae, at EOC, a decreaae of shutdown margin to nega
tive values
(-0.5X) versus the required IX SDH design H a l t
by plent technical specification.
The aaxtaun
reload
batch
size Is therefore H a l t e d to 184
bundles, which Is about 1/3 of the core.
The scattered reload scheae was adopted to laprove the power
shape and to obtain a aore unlfora fuel burnup (aee flg.l).

On the equlllbrlua
cycle. It was not reached an acceptable
value
for
the cold shutdown asrgln. Ths reason of this Is
that, even on the stsrtlng cycle It was apparent that the
above aentloned bundles could not be employed to lncreaae the
batch fraction and the cycle length, due to the total lack of
hot excess reactivity of the core at B0C (OX).
The dlacharge
burnup has
changed
froa the value of 28600
HUD/HTU, obtained
with 1/4 reload fraction to 26000 HWD/MTU
with 1/3 reload fraction.
The conclusion of this preliminary study Is that to increase
the cycle
length
at such values, it la necessary to dealgn
new lattices with a higher enrlchaent and a different Cad
content and dlatrlbutIon.

Table 1
Suaaary
of the cycle date relative to the 184 reload batch size,
with 2.85X enrichment.
The results refer to the equlllbrlua cycle

84
Nuaber and type of freah bundles

Type "B"

I

3.1 Bundles description.

8590
Cycle energy, HUD/HTU

Two kind of bundles, of 2.85Z average enrlchaent and 8*8 ar
ray, were available.
The lattice
la of the C-type; this
aeana that
the size of the gap between two bundles la con
stant all over the core. The fuel elements ends contain 6"
of natural U fuel. Both bundlea have the same gadollnla roda
nuaber, which la 7.
It la, on the contrary, different the Cad concentration,
equal to 3X (we shall refers to thla bundle type as type "A")
and 4Z (type "I") respectively.
K-inflnlty
curvea for each bundle type, as a function of ex
posure are shown In figures 2-3.

11.14
MLHGR, KU/ft

1.38
HCPR

0.824
RAPLHCR
Hlnlaun Shutdown Hargln, X

BOC
HOC

0.864
1.274

EOC

0.470

3.2 Results and conclusion.
Hot Excess at 200 HUD/STU, X
The 1/3 reload batch size (184 bundles) allowed ua to extend
the operating
cycle
to 8590 HWD/MTU, value which ahould be
compared
to 7280 HWD/MTU
obtained
with bundlea of aaaa
average enrlchaent and a 1/^ relord batch alia (see tables 1
and 2 ) .
The theraal perforaance paraaeters (MLHCR, HCPR and RAPLHCR)
got worac: the KU/ft changed froa 10.93 (1/4 reload core) to
11.14 (1/3 reload
c o r e ) . the HCPR changed froa 1.43 (1/4
reload core) to 1.38 (1/3 reload core).

Average dlacarge exposure, HUD/HTU
Note: the theraal-aechanlcal limits are
HLHGR, KU/ft

10.6

HCPR

1.48

RAPLHCR

0.79

0.0
26000

Figure 1

Table 2 .

184 bundles reload batch site core configuration.

Suaaary of the cycle date relative to the 140 reload batch else,
with 2.85X enrlchaent.
J/I 1

The results refer to the equlllbrlua cycle

Nuaber and type of fresh bundlca

140

Cycle energy, MUD/MTU

1.45

RAPLHGR

Average dlacarge exposure, MUD/MTU

Type "A"

10.95

HCPR

Hot Excess at 26*0 MUD/STU, X

9

7280

HLHGH, KU/ft

Nlnlaun Shutdown Margin, Z

2

0.859
B0C

1.011

HOC

1.132

BOC

1.021
1.16

9

H

28600

10

H

11

H

12

H

13

H

R
r » Fresh bundle
H » High sxposurs bundle
L • Low exposure bundle
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Study with higher enrichment

The K-tnflnlty variation, as a function of burnup Is reported
In figures 4-8.

bundles.

The preliminary
study, performed with the 2.85X enrichment
and
1/3 reload
core, by reaching a cycle length still low
with respect
to the one considered optimal and a discharge
burnup largely
less than
the new H a l t s , force ta higher
enrichments.
In fact, It Is Impossible to adopt a loading fraction greater
than 1/3. This because such Increment of the batch site, be
sides been
Impossible
due to reactor control requirements,
would penalize heavily the discharge burnup.
The preliminary
study, moreover, by emphasising the dif
ficulty
In fulfilling
the opposing limits of CSDM and hot
excess, show* that. In optimised
configuration, a pattern
suitable for a long cycle must contain a mixture of bundles
more
differentiated
In
the
Cad
concentration
and
distribution.
This consideration
took us
to consider five types of new
design bundles, with higher enrichment and a different Gad
content.

4.2 Design goals.
The basic assumptions of our study sre the.following ones:
-to use a reload batch else of 184 fresh bundles;
-to adopt a CCC loading strategy;
-to apply a systematic cycle extension of 1100 MWD/MTU
The systematic Introduction of coast-down operation on cycle
studies has been performed due to the fact that In a core of
high specific power, with a performance further deteriorated
by the cycle
extension,
It was not proper to maintain the
coast-down
as operation flexibility for :'ie utility, due to
tight thermal and nuclear performance.
The goals of the study sret
-to define the bundle types to be adopted In the reload;
-to optimise
the
reload pattern to meet the thermal limits
and nuclear requirements.

4.1 Higher enrichment bundles description.
The fundamental
characteristic
bundles are reported below.

of

the

higher

enrichment
4.3 Bundles choice: two-stream

Type
(ldentlflcatlon)

Average
enrichment,
X

Cadollnla
rods number

Gadollnla
concentratlon. 1

1

2.99

8

3.0

2

2.99

8

4.0

3

3.00

6

4.0

+

4
3

5.0
3.0

+

4
4

5.0
4.0

3.05
2.99

loading.

In determlnlg
which bundles types are more apt to Implement
cycle extension, we followed the recommendations, that In a
atudy of
fuel
performance optimisation, are considered the
basilar ones.
The best
strategy consists In loading those bundles, which,
under
the same enrichment, contain a Cad content sufficient
to burn-out
along
the operating cycle so that at E0C it be
reduced
to traces
Insignificant
from
the neutron balance
viewpoint.
Based on previous study results snd by considering higher en
richments, It Is possible
to establish how It will be the
cycle
lengthening. With a fresh bundle of 2.85Z average en
richment and a 1/3 reload fraction we obtained • cycle length
of about
8500 MWD/MTU.
By keeping
In mind the propor
tionality
between
bundle
enrichment, bundle K-lnflnlty and
cycle exposure, we can state that with the new bundles, of
average enrichment
equal
to 2.99-3.00
w/o, and the ssme
reload
fraction
(1/3) It can be reached a cycle length of
about 8900 MUD/MTU.

At such exposure, the K-lnflnlty of bundles 4 and 5 la atlll
In (he Increasing
portion of the curve, that describes the
dependence of K-lnflnlty on the exposure. This corresponds
to an appreciable Cad
residual
at
SOC. One recoaaends,
therefore, the loading
for
longer cycle (not Inferior to
11000 MUD/HTU).
These considerations
took us to discard the bundlea 4 and S
and to concentrate our attention towarJ the remaining three
bundles. whose K-lnflnlty's at 8900 HWO/HTU show the aaxlaun
values.
Though the requlreaent
to fulfill hot and cold reactivity
H a l t s , could suggest to employ then together, In a prellalnary phase
It waa difficult
to establish
their partial
loading fraction and relative location.
To slapllfy
the problea. It waa decided to consider, at
flrat, the loading pattern optimization froa cold shut-down
aargln viewpoint.
By referring to our previous study reaulta (aee table 1 ) , It
can be concluded
that
It Is Impossible to reach the above
said goal with the only eaployaent of bundlea of type 1 or 3.
In fact, by loading two fresh bundles of type 1 per cell, In
substitution of type "B" bundles. It would result, at E0C, In
a cold K-lnflnlty
(In the fresh bundles) lncreaae of 1.8X,
with a correspondent
shutdown
aargln decrease to negative
valuea.
Likewise
If the substitution were with type 3 bundles, It
would result
an Increase, at B0C, of the cold cell-averaged
K-lnflalty
of about 2.8X, which would coaproalae the reactor
control.
.
It la otherwlae poaalble^antlclpate that the best choice will
be type 2 bundles, whose K-lnflnlty either at BOC either at
EOC la very
alallar to type "B" bundles. Nevertheless, to
rtduce to the aaxlaun extent the burnable poison Inventory,
we tried a alxture of bundles 1 and 2. The relative fraction
used waa initially
1 to 1 per cell, then we Increased the
typee 2 proportion In regions characterized froa the lack of
nuclear aarglna.
After a aerlea of trials, we obtained the following reaulta:
nuaber and type of bundles loaded
cycle energy

112
72

Type 2
Type 1

8863 +
1100 *

aaxlaun LHGK, KW/ft

S3

10.88

HCPR

1.38

RAPLHCR

0.801

alnlaun Shutdown Margin, Z

Hot Excess to 200 HWD/STU, X

BOC
HOC
EOC

1 . 101
1.747
0.982
•0.22

* Coast down
It can be seen that the limiting parameter la the hot excess
at
BOC.
Its value
(negative) la obviously, unacceptable.
This shows clearly that it la laposslble to realise a cycle
extension with the adopted loading pattern.
It was decided to teralnate the EOC shutdown a»rgln opclaltatlon
(even
If It waa already near to the unity).
Even the
equilibrium
cycle
projection was
omitted,
for
the saae
reason.

.4 Three-stream

loading pattern.

The goal of the present study waa to obtain an hot excess , »t
least, great er than 0.5X at BOC.
This could not
be reached through the use of bundles prevlously eapl oyed, becauae we would be obliged to lncreaae the
type 1 rela tlve,loading fraction, which would causa a consequent woraen lng of the EOC shutdown aargln.
On the oth er hand,
the hot
excess gain would have been
Insufficient
Evan it all type 2 bundlea were substituted by
type 1 bundl es, the hot exceaa lncreaae would be of 0.1X.
To iaprove the hot "aargln" without worsening the cold one ,
It waa necea aary to change the loading atrategy, by reall s'lng
a aore dlffa rentlated Cad distribution In tha core.
A aatlafact ory
reault could be reached by employing a three
streaa load Ing, that used as third bundle the type 1. Its
reduced Cad
content
(6 roda
veraua
8 rods In the o ther
bundlea) rea ults In a higher K-lnflnlty a. BOC (71 In the hot
library) an d aake It particularly useful to laprove the hot
exceaa.
It waa, fl rat of all, neceasary to decide which bundle type
It had to au batltute and Its reload fraction.
To avoid to lncreaae the realdual Cad at EOC, It waa decided
to replace the type 2. The shutdown aargln, by now near to
one, euggea ted
that
for that cycle length the polaon dietrlbutlon 1 n the core waa, with the exception of few cells,
sufficient t o reapect the cold reactivity aargln at *.0C.
Besides, to laprove the hot exceaa at BOC without penalising
the shutdown margin, It waa necessary to H a l t the loading of
this bundle type to the cells, that. In the cstlaated control

rod worth list, belonged to the lower positions. By estimat
ing
that
the
Introduction
of
this
bundle would
cause
approxlaately
an Increase of
the cell-averaged
cold Klnflnlty
of
1.6Z
and, with reference to control rod worth
Hat,
one iay Infer that lta loading can be extended at most
to AO locations.
The gain
In hot
excess, that could be reached, can be es
timated
to about
O.SZ, ao that this parameter would change
froa -0.21 to 0.31. Even If this value Is lower than the re
quired
one, it can be obaerved that our evaluation Is the
result
of a first optimization step, whereas with a careful
optimisation work, It la probable that one could Increase the
nuaber of these
bundlaa In the core, ao to Improve the hot
excess.

These
results, If compared with the onea or the l/U loading,
which are
the
result
of s aore csreful
daalgn, appear
aat lafactory.
The dlschsrge burnup, equsl to 32750 HWD/HTU In the 1/4 load
ing, la decreaaed to 29630 HWD/HTU.
Table 3
Suaaary
of the cycle date relative to the 184 reload batch size,
with 2.99Z enrlchaent (see also table 4 ) .

Cy
cle

Results and conclusions of three-streaa analysis.
The final results of the study are reported in tablea 3-4;
the data refer to the transition and equilibrium cycles.
The coaparlaon with the results of a study which uses bundles
of the aaae enrichment, but with a loading fraction H a l t e d
to 1/4 (tab. 5) allows to extlaate the Impact on thermal and
nuclear aarglna of the lncreaae of the loading fraction.
The cycle
length haa
Increased
froa 8116 MUD/MTU to 9712
HUD/MTU.
The thermal parameters are slightly better than the ones ob
tained In Che atudy with lower enriched bundles, and they are
remarkably
better than the onea obtained with bundles of the
same enrichment and 1/4 reload batch alse. This particularly
eaphaalsejthat the cycle extension does not laply, after all,
a thermal margins worsening, aa It could be expected froa the
extrapolation
of partial results with small lncreaaes of the
reload
fracton, but on the contrary an Improvement. All
this, after all, can be explained with the Improvement of the
a*xlal ahape, obtained through a longer expoaure.
The thermal
performance
so obtained, however, does not
reapect the H a l t s of the plant due to the high power denalty
of the plant. The dealgn basis aarglna are respected only If
the power level la reduced to about 95Z of the noalnal value.
Because the goal of thla atudy waa
to deaonstrate the
feaslbllty of a long cycle, the attalnaent of nuclear aarglna
waa not coapleted, where It waa evident that the problea con
stat
In a fine optimisation.
In this contest one should
Interpret
the shutdown margins
at EOC In the transition
cycles.
The Introduction of type 3 bundle haa, as foreseen. Increased
the BOC hot exceaa of O.SZ, with reapect to the value reached
In the prevloua
case, being
now 0.3Z In the first cycle
analysed.
In the equilibrium cycle, the hot exceaa lncreaae
to a value about 0.6Z,

N.
fresh
bundles

Bundle
type

Cycle

HLHCR

MCPR

HAPI.HCR

energy,
HUD/HT

1
(**)

88
56
40

1
2
3

8770 +
1100 *

10.94

1.38

0.804

2

88
52
44

1
2
3

8342 +
1100 *

11.32

1.37

0.832

3

88
48
48

1
2
3

8 7 7 1 '•
1 100 *

10.81

1.40

0.794

4

88
48
48

1
2
3

8559 +
U00 *

11.01

1.38

0.809

5

88
48
48

1
2
3

8580 +
1100 *

11.01

1.39

0.809

6

88
48
48

1
2
3

8647 +
1100 *

10.93

1.39

0.803

* Const down
1 Is the first one In which a 1/3
** Cycle here
referred
as
reload
batch
alse haa been Introduced; It correapoda to cycle 5
In the plant life.

Cycle

Hlnltun Shutdown Margin,
Z
BOC
HOC
EOC

Table 4

Table 5

Hot Excess, Z

Suaaary
of the cycle date relative to the 152 reload batch size,
with 2.99Z enrlchaent.
The results refer to the equlllbrlua cycle

200
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
HUD/ST

1

1.025

1.376

0.930

0.30

0.60

0.95

1.24

2

1.135

1.592

1.006

0.45

0.64

0.89

3

1.074

1.3S3

0.999

0.65

0.86

1.10

4

1.110

1.491

1.040

0.60

0.77

5

1.121

1.538

1.083

0.58

6

1.070

1.470

1.025

0.62

1.48

1 .52

1.45

0.68

1 .10 1.28

1.27

0.94

0.35

1.30

1.47

1.46

1.21

0.62

1.00

1.19

1.35

1.37

1.06

0.48

0.76

0.99

1.19

1.36

1.38

1.07

0.49

0.81

1.04

1.24

1.40

1.42

1.12

0.54

Huaber and type of fresh bundles

112
40

Cycle energy, MUD/MTU

11.66

MCPR

!•"

RAPLHCR

Hot Excess at 200 MWB/STU, Z
Average dlscarge exposure, MWD/MTU
* Coast down

$

1
2

7015 +
1 100 •

MLHCR, KW/ft

Hlnlaun Shutdown Margin, Z

Type
Type

0.861
BOC
EOC

1.11
0.S8
0.46
32750
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5.

Axial toning study.

5.1 Introduction
As far aa further developments on the cycle extension are
concerned, with
the uae of higher enriched bundlea, due to
the •lightness of rcaalnlng aarglna and the coaplexlty of the
final loading
attainment.
It la not deeaed possible or, at
leaat, convenient to procede In the line followed until now.
The aoat
proalalng alternative to obtain a further lncreaae
In the cycle length, appeara that of the axial zoning, that
la the one to adopt bundlea with a different axial Cad con
centration, by keeping In alnd that the zone critical for the
cold ahutdown aargln
la In the higher region of the core,
while the zone soit
Influent for the hot excess la In the
lower region of the core.

5.2 Description of the analyzed cases.
We perforaed
a preliminary study of axial toning design, by
eaploldng the already available libraries.
This study alaed at evaluating the aaxlaun valuea In the hot
exceaa, attainable i.'lth an optlaal Gad axial zoning, and at
utilizing
the aarglna to allow an lncreaae to higher enrichaent (around 3.52).
As a flrat
atep of thla study, we adopted two axial scnea,
one at high level, with a higher Cad content to control the
ahutdown aargln and one at low level, with lower Cad content
to aaxlalse the hot exceaa.
Let's now conalder
the high zone. Aa Cad content we could
accept the value resulting froa the previous atudy, becauae
the final loading pattern fulfilled the ahutdown aargln along
the cycle with a narrow aargln.
The analysis now passes to deteralne the nlnlnun height for
this zone.
The reaulta
ahow that at BOC this zone should
coaprehend 10 nodes, by starting froa the node subsequent the
natural U one. At £0C, otherwise, the zone should only coa
prehend 7 nodea. (aee fig.9 and tab.6)
The phyalcal reaaona of the above aentloned correlation with
the expoaure are obvloua.
The Intermediate
zone (froa node 1A to 16 atartlng froa the
bottoa of the core) can be aade up by fuel with a high Gad
content. If one accepta a penalization on axial power shape;
otherwise It can used the fuel with low Gad content If In the
Initial part of the cycle exlsta enough shutdown aargln, or a
(

SI

fuel designed ad hoc, which hat basically the character lit 1c
of
the fuel
In the low portion of the core, but which In
cludes also additional Cad at low enrichment so as to fulfill
the shutdown aargln at BOC without penalizing th« power shape
at EOC (see fig.10).
One aust
consider, otherwise,
that If we discuss the aore
general
problea of determining
a third zone, besides the
ahutdown aargln ana the hot excess zones, that ve shall call
flux adjustment
zone, we aust
keep in alnd the following
criteria.
Such zone, to be located In Intermediate position
between
the other ones, will contain as few Cad as possible.
The Cad
lowering of this zone, on the other end, diminishes
drastically its contribution to the axial shape adjustment as
one approach to the higher flux zone.

5.3 Reaulta and conclusions.
(case 1 of fig.9), which
Results obtained
with
two zones
respect
the shutdown margin design H a l t al 1 over the cycle,
show aorcover an hot excess 1 aproveaent o f 0 .4-0.St.
There
Is however
a KW/ft worseni ng of abo ut 1.9T. The atleapt of replacing the ln:er«ediate tone (fr oa 14 to 16 node)
Initially
made up by type 2 bundles with ty pe 3 ones , to I K prove
the KW/ft
has shown poor result s: the KW/ft changed
froa 11.135
to 11.128 (see tab.7) . If oth erwlse we replace
the last
enriched
node with type 3 fue 1. the KW/ft changes
froa 11.135 to 11.108 (aee fl g.11 and tab .8)
We conclude
that It la not worth to per for a a wide analysis
to deteralns the best choice of the fuel to Insert In the lntermedlate region of the core to la prove the axlal shape,
It la better to operate on the to p enrl che d node, or to re
place the upper
nat U noc e with sn enrlc tted one, In that
caae, It
la eaay to reach the aaae reault s of KU/ft of tha
previous studies, with axla lly un lfora gad , so thst the hot
exceaa Increaae becoaej a defl nlte g aln.

Figure 10
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Shutdown Margin, X
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top end
tloies
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Type M
Type 3

23

Type

1.055

1.371

0.930

0.373

1.345

0.923

Table 7
Effect of Intermediate composition on MLHCR.
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Type 3

Intermediate cone composition

KW/f t

Type 3

11.128

Type 2

11.135

Table S
Type "M*
Effect of 23 node composition on MLHCR.
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AN OPTIMIZED BWR FUEL LATTICE FOR
IMPROVED FUEL UTILIZATION

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Uranium

and enrichment

costs

and escalating backend

costs
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create a strong economic incentive lor

AB Asea-Atom,

utilization of nuclear fuel. There is a potential for significant

Vasterls, Sweden

improvement

of

the

fuel economy

improvements

ol current BWRs

in

the

through

lattice changes. Since fuel assembly manufacturing costs have

Abstract

become

a minor

portion of

the total

fuel cycle cost,

even

Optimization of the BWR fuel lattice has evolved into the water-

relatively advanced designs, which result in better fuel utiliza

cross concept, termed "SVEA", whereby the improved moderation

tion, can be very economical in spite of somewhat

within bundles augments reactivity and thus improves fuel cycle

manufacturing costs. Based on a long series of design "udies on

economy. The novel design introduces into the assembly a cruciform

advanced BWR lattices, ASEA-ATOM has now introduced

and double-walled partition containing nonboiling water, thus forming

SVEA - or water cross - fuel assembly concept which appreciably

four subchannels, each of which holds a 4x4 fuel rod bundle. In

improves on the efficiency of the current standard BWR l a t t i c e .

increased

the

Scandinavian BWRs - for which commercial SVEA reloads are now

The nuclear, thermal-hydraulic, and mechanical design has been

scheduled - the reactivity gain is well exploited without adverse

described previously (see reference list).

impact in other respects. In e f f e c t , the water cross design improves
both

mechanical

and

thermal-hydraul'c

performance.

Increased

The SVEA design introduces a cruciform

internal water

gap

local

dividing the assembly channel into four subchannels, each holding

power distributions. The fuel utilization savings are in the order of 10

a 16 rod bundle (Fig. 1). The water gap contains non-boiling water.

%, depending on the basis o i comparison, e g choice of discharge

The more uniformly distributed moderator increases reactivity

burnup and lattice type.

considerably and hence improves fuel utilization. Furthermore,

average burnup is also promoted through achieving flatter

the very much reduced channel creep deformation together with a
This paper reviews the design considerations and the fuel utilization
benefits of the water cross fuel for non-Scandinavian BWRs which
have somewhat different core design parameters relative to ASEA-

thinner channel wall allows a reduction of the control rod gap in a
lattice with asymmetrical water gaps, thus making the lattice
more symmetrical.

A T O M reactors. For one design proposal, comparisons are made with
current standard 8x8 fuel rod bundles as well as with 9x9 type fuel in

In the design layout for water cross fuel (called "SVEA-C") for

reactors with symmetric or asymmetric inter-assembly water gaps.

non-Scandinavian BWRs, particular attention was given to the

and shutdown margin are

moderator to fuel ratio. Important constraints in the fuel design

estimated and an assessment is made of thermal-hydraulic properties.

come from the transient behaviour, core reload strategy and the

Consideration is also given to a novel and advantageous way of

shut down margin requirements. In most plants the pressurization

including mixed-oxide fuel in BWR reloads.

transient is the most limiting transient. In some cases also core

The effect

on reactivity

coefficients

instability is a possible concern. In all these areas, operating
margins are improved if the moderator to fuel ratio is increased,
e.g. the void coefficient is made less negative. The water cross

itself also gives some improvement in the same direction. These

four enrichments will give a satisfactorily flat power distribution

considerations are especially important since the trend towards

for SVEA-fuel (see Fig. 2).

higher burnup, longer cycles, and higher power densities gradually
has eroded these margins.

The optimized lattice of the SVEA design thus results in better
nuclear performance. Typical for SVEA-C, optimized for non-

2

Scandinavian reactors, and a BWR/3,4, and 5 type asymmetrical

BASIS OF COMPARISON

lattice is:

The choice of

a fair

basis of comparison is of course very

Significantly higher k „ , ca 1.8 % A k

u

essential for judging relative performance. One way is to pre
scribe even risk levels. A good example of this is the burnup level

Lower internal power peaking factor, ca 11 % including the

- both SVEA-C and standard 8x8 can improve fuel cycle cost by

effect on linear heat rate of 64 versus 62 fuel rods as in

raising the average discharge burnup level at the expense of a

8x8-2.

somewhat increased risk, at least a financial risk. However, the
SVEA design has a lower burnup peaking factor; with the same

Lower internal burnup peaking factor, ca 7 %

maximum pellet burnup, SVEA may then have a 7 % higher
average discharge burnup at the same risk level. Other design

Lower

features that can be introduced with the same benefit or risk

ments, ca 10 %.

natural uranium and

enrichment

service

require

penalty in both designs should not be mixed into the comparison.
To this category belong features like PCI-remedies, axially graded

These improvements apply for a full SVEA core. In mixed cores,

BA, thinner cladding, e t c .

i.e. during transition cycles, the power peaking factor improve

In our comparisons 8x8 and 9x9 were found to be very similar as

peaking also implies that the burnup peaking is kept low (Fig. 4).

ment may be somewhat reduced (Fig. 3). The low local power

regards fuel

cycle

cost,

reactivity

coefficients

and

internal

peaking factors. In the context of this paper it is thus not

With a preserved

necessary

discharge burnup could be allowed to increase with some 2300

to distinguish

between

these

two

fuel

types.

The

peak pellet burnup level, the

fuel

average

important differences between 8x8 and 9x9 are instead related to

M W d / t U due to the small variation in relative burnup in the

thermal loadings (linear rating) and the dynamic behaviour.

bundle. Increasing the fuel discharge burnup has great impact on
fuel economy mainly from its influence on back end costs. The

3

reactivity

NUCLEAR CHARACTERISTICS

enrichment, or to increase fuel burnup, or both, which will in turn

gain can be utilized

to decrease

the

fuel

initial

decrease fuel cycle costs.
Due to the uniform neutron flux density distribution it is possible
to attain a flatter power distribution with fewer rod enrichments

65

The water to fuel ratio is increased in the SVEA-C design, thus

and with a smaller enrichment range than is normally needed for

making the void coefficient less negative by about 25 %. This will

8x8 fuel. For instance, six or more separate rod enrichments are

also affect

often used tor 8x8 and 9x9 retrofit fuel bundles while three or

between not full power condition and cold zero power is reduced.

the shutdown margin as the reactivity

difference

The improvement in shutdown margin is expected to be at least 1

rates are also of importance, and a low-weight fuel like SVEA-C

% in reactivity.

benefits from short residence time in the core and thereby low
front end interest rate costs.
Back end costs can be evaluated with different prerequisites. 11

THERMAL-HYDRAULICS

the fuel is to be reprocessed, a

comparison per unit weight is

Comprehensive thermal hydraulic tests have been carried out in

most reasonable (Table 2), and if the fuel is to be disposed of

the 9 MW FRIGG loop at the ASEA-ATOM laboratories. The very

directly,

satisfactory thermal hydraulic behaviour of the SVEA design has

(number of discharged fuel bundles) could be preferred.

a comparison

based on typical reload

requirements

been verified.
Generally, every increase in fuel cycle costs gives further incen
As one result of these tests the SVEA dryout correlation AA-7<tS

tive tor better fuel utilization and increases the benefits from the

has been established. It is obtained by a simple adjustment of

SVEA-C fuel.

ASEA-ATOM's current AA-7<t dryout correlation and shows an
advantage for SVEA of about 5 % in critical power ratio (CPR)

(,

over the A S E A - A T O M 8x8 design, which already has a consider

PLUTONIUM RECYCLING

able advantage over other comparable designs.
For some countries the feasibility of plutonium recycling is of
This CPR advantage will of course improve operating flexibility

importance. With the so-called island concept for 8x8 fuel, about

but can also be used to design more optimal reload patterns which

one fourth of the rods contains mixed oxide fuel and is placed

again improve fuel usage.

preferably in the center regions of the bundle. With SVEA one of
the four sub-bundle-,, preferably the one oriented away from the

5

control rod, contains only MOX-fuel with one fuel rod replaced by

FUEL SAVINGS

a water rod for augmented neutron thermalization and better fuel
utilization in the MOX fuel region (Fig. 5). With this concept, the
The optimized SVEA fuel lattice yields substantial fuel cycle cost

Pu value increases to about 90 % of U-235 as compared to about

savings. This comparison is based on a preserved peak pellet

70 % in the 8x8 fuel. Another advantage with the SVEA

hurnup limit and normal operating cycle length of 7000 E F P H ,

concept is that complete plutonium sub-bundles can be delivered

corresponding approximately

directly from the plutonium shop to the power station and put into

to a 7000 M W d / t U core average

Pu

burnup increase. Fuel cost parameters, i.e. natural uranium costs,

the assemblies there. When the fuel is fully burnt, the plutonium

enrichment service costs, reprocessing and fuel disposal costs, and

sub-bundles can be handled and reprocessed separately.

so on, have a great influence on the absolute savings. Therefore,
no actual costs but different fuel requirements for 8x8 and SVEA
fuel are presented in Table I. In respect to fuel cycle costs, 9x9
fuel is assumed to equal 8x8 fuel

in all

parts

except

fuel

fabrication costs which increase somewhat for 9x9 fuel. Interest

Table 1

Comparison of Uranium Supply Requirements

BWR 4/5, D-lattice
Normalized to 1000 MWc, 7000 EFPH per cycle

O Nylund et al
SVEA - A New BWR Fuel Assembly Concept lor Improved

Current 8x8
(and 9x9)

Fuel Utilization.
ANS Meeting, Newport, Sept. 20-23, 1981

O Nylund et al
SVEA - The New BttR Fuel Generation
Jahrestagung Kerntechnik, Berlin, June 14-16, 1983

SVEA-C

Dillerence

Discharge burnup, M W d / t U

32000

34300

• 2500

Enrichment, weight %

3.00

2.94

-0.06

Natural uranium, kg

149800

I360CO

-9%

Enrichment service, SWU

II7800

105900

- 10%

27300

25400

-7 %

Batch size, kg U

J Lindner et al
Thermal Hydraulic

Design and Verification of the SVEA

BWR Fuel Assembly.
European Two Phase Flow Group Meeting, Zurich, .Tune 11-

Table 2

17, 1983

Comparison of Fuel Cycle Costs

AH prices refer to 1 kg U and are expressed in USD.

O Ny!und

Current 8x8 (and 9x9)

SVEA-C

Enrichment, weight %

3.00

2.94

Discharge burnup, M W d / t U

32000

34500

Manufacturing

200

200 •)

Natural uranium

429

420

Enrichment service

560

543

Back end

800

800

Interest rate (15 % front end) 542

534

Total

2531

2497

Normalized to same energy
output

2730

2497

SVEA BWR f u e l Assembly gives 10 per cent Fuel Saving
Modern Power Systems, D e c , 1983

Fuel cycle cost savings

233 USD/kg U or 9 %

* ) Manufacturing costs would actually be somewhat higher lor SVEA-C.

SVEA-C

Fuel assembly

, Control rod

o

High enrichment

Intermediate

Cross section of a SVEA assembly
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The renewed interest in thorium fuel cycle cue to the increased
demand for fissile materials has resulted in speeding uj. tne
related research and development activities. For heavy wattr
reactors the thorium cycles, especially SSET, are very pron.isin„
and many efforts arc made to demonstrate their feasibility.
In cur country, at IWPR, it lias been initiated the research and
development activity in the following areas:
- the conceptual design of thorium bearing fuel elements,
- fuel modelling,
- nuclear grade thorium dioxide powder technology,
- mixed oxide fuel technology.
In the design area, the key factors in performance limitation,
especially at extended burnup have been accounted and different
remedies proposed. An irradiation programme has been settled aatwill start this year.
The modelling activities are foccused on mixed oxide behaviour
and material data measurements are in progress.
In the nuclear grade thorium powder technology area, a good
piece of work hes been done to develop an integrated technology
for nonasite processing (thorium beinz a by-product in lanthanides extraction).
As regards the mixed oxide fuel technology, efforts have been
made to obtain (ThU)O, pellets with good homogeneity and high
density at different compositions. Besides the mixing powders
route, other non-conventional technologies for refabrication
like: microspheres, pellet impregnation and clay extrusion are
studied. Experimental fuel rods for irradiation testing have
been manufactured.

1. Introduction
The development of nuclear power supply, especially during the
last ten years has emphasized the need for greater efficiency
in the utilization of natural résonnes. The presently operating
commercial power reactors, based all 01 23SU as fissile
material (natural or low enriched) use only 1-2% of the uranium
for energy production, the rest being discharged in spent fuel.
Consequently, many countries are examining fuel recycling with
a view to expand and ensure the nuclear resource base. In this
respect, the introduction of thf thorium fuel cycle has been
232
recognized in the conversion of the fertile
Th into fissile
U.
For our country - which has an important programme for
nuclear electricity supply based mainly on PHW reactors, the
thoria based advai.red fuel cycles constitute one of the main
directions of research and development activity. The main
target of this research programme is to develop and test a
thorium based fuel for low and medium burn-up compatible with
the standard CANDU-type reactors.
The Institute for Nuclear Power Reactors, the main nuclear
center in Romania, started a research programme in this field
both in reactor physics and fuel technology.
The paper deals with the mos- important results obtained
in the development of thorium fuel at IHPR, in the following
areas :
- the conceptual design of thorium bearing fuel elements;
- fuel modelling;
- nuclear grade thorium dioxide powder technology ;
- mixed oxide fuel technology.
2 3 3
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2. DesÎ£p_Activities
Gt.irtiiic fron the premise that thu thorium fuel will ln> uaeu
ir. the standard heavy water reactors, the design activities
followed two main points:
- to account the key factors affecting performances,
especially at extended burn-up, and to find adequate remedies;
- to conceive a testing programme to validate the design
solutions.
Among the factors affecting performances, the PCI has been
identified to be very important. The therr.io-mechanicai analysis
performed by usirii; finite
elements computer code UU'IN ill
has shown an increased probability of failure when the fuel is
rampoc .it extended burn-up, aa required by thorium fuel cycle.
To diminish mechanical interaction between pellets and claocing,
during transients, the pellets are chamfered on both ends in
such a way to accomodate the pellet expansion. This shape for
UO, pellets lias been tested under irradiation by CARTER C2J
and proved to diminish clad ridges. An experimental fuel rod
with thoria-urania pellets of this design has been manufacturée!
and will be tested under irradiation.
Another means to increase the fuel performances during
transients is to increase the cladding tolerance to mechanochemical restraints exerted by irradiated fuel. One of the
possibilities considered is the use of claddings with pure
zirconium inner coatings.
The fuel performances of collapsible sheet fuel elements
can be improved by using unstable fuel pellets to in-pile
densification. In order to minimize the PCI during transients,
the accompanying thermal expansion has to be compensated by
the shrinkage of the pellet due to in-pile densification.
An optimized microstructurc for this fuel will contain
essentially pores with diameters smaller than one micron. To
illustrate the favourable effect of in-pile densification on
mechanical behaviour of the cladding, in Figures 3 and 4 there
are shown the stress components of inner clad surface of a
ramped fuel clement.
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The testing programme, intended to be implemented for thorium
fuel development, consists of two main parts:
a) irradiation of experimental fuel rods in our MTR-Triga
reactor, to verify the design solution and to investigate the
performance limits of this fuel;
b) out-of-pile fuel testing, in our high pressure-high
temperature loop, in order to estimate the incidence of
apendage wearing, vibrations, water corrosion on fuel perform
ances, especially for extended burn-up type fuel.

Pellet
interface

The design and performance analysis of thoria based fuel
elements need adequate computer codes. Generally, the codes
used for U0_ fuels can be adapted for thoria fuels using
appropriate material data and models.
We started by measuring the thermal diffusivity and the elastic
properties of pure thoria and thoria-urania mixed oxide of
various compositions (Fig.3). The thermal diffusivity measure
ment using a laser pulse technique gives us results in good
agreement with literature data I3J.
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Fig. 3-THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THORIA BASED FUELS

The mechanical properties of thorium fuel have been measured
according to a procedure similar to that given by Awaji and
Sato l<ij . The results of shear stress for diametral compression
tests on fuel pellets with different composition are given in
Fin. «••

monasite
ore processing. In this way the technological
aspects are solved more consistently and efficiently. Due to
the increased demand for lanthanides, the thorium oxide
resulted as by product in this process has a more convenient
price.
5. Mixed Oxide Fuel Technology

"5b—as—m—B&—BO
URANTJM CONTENT |%wt]
Fio, 4-SHEAR STRESS VERSUS COMPOSITION
(DIAMETRAL COMPRESIVE TEST]
As regards modelling, we started with the study of MOX fuel
densification, by using out-of-pile tests. The main results
arc a procedure to characterize the fuel microporosity in
quantitative terms before and after the resintering tests, as
well as data regarding density increase for pellets with
different composition and microstructure. Based on these pre
liminary results we are testing the suitability of different
densification models from literature to thorium fuels.

The fabrication experience of high density thoria-urania fuel
is based mainly on the conventional route of powders mixing,
pressing and sintering. To obtain a good mixing of UO, (ADU
route) and ThO. (oxalate route) powders having different bulk
densities and morphological characteristics, i dry ball mill
equipment has been used. Starting from readily sinterable
powders with a • good mixing, sound high density pellets(> 96% TD)
are obtained. Due to the higher hardness of thbria in comparison
with urania, the pressing and grinding of MOX pellets have been
performed with other parameters than the uranium ones.
Some technological problems arise when MOX fuels for
denaturated thorium fuel cycle are fabricated. At large uranium
contents, a careful control of powder grinding and pressing is
necessary in order to obtain high density, sound pellets.
As shown in Fig. S, we obtained densities excising 96% TD, over
the whole composition range 15j .

•t. Thorium Dioxide Powder Technology

13

The ceramic grade thorium powder is obtained via oxalate route
starting from pure nitrate solution. This process widely used
everywhere has the advantage of producing high sinterable
powders with a close control of ceramic quality. The nuclear
purification as well as the ThO- powder preparation have been
integrated with the lanthanides separation in a complex for

H
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Fig, 5 - SNTERED DENSITY VERSUS
URANIUM CONTENT

The quality control procedures used for thorium fuels

are

generally those used for uranium fuels with small adjustment

The thorium fuel rod manufacturing used only standard
procedures for natural uranium fuel (brazing, graphite
coatings! resistance end cap welding).
Besides the powders mixing, the other non-conventional
technologies: microspheres pressing, impregnation and clay
extrusion have been studied at laboratory scale. The pre
liminary results obtained until now are not sufficiently
conclusive to make a selection especially when high density
fuels (>96\ TO) are to be manufactured.
The future development works in the technological area
will be directed towards the preparation of homogeneous mixed

IRRADIATED FUEL BY-PRODUCT SEPARATION RESEARCH
IN CANADA
M. BURSTON
Nuclear Materials Management Department,
Ontario Hydro,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Abstract
Although no decision has bean made to repcoceas Irradiated CANOU (ual,
by-product aaparation raaearch has recently been lnltlaced In Canada
because of Its potential importance to Canadian research programa In
advancad fuel cycles (especially U/Pu cycle developaent In the near tare,)
and nuclear waste management. In addition, aaparated by-producta could
have a significant commercial potential. Demonstrated applications
Include: heat aourcaa, gamma radiation sources, light sources, new
•atariala for production of other useful isotopes, etc.

oxide powders by coprecipitation or denitration, in order to
eliminate as much as possible the dust generating process.
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For Illustrative purposes the calculated market value of by-products
currently atored in irradiated CANDU fuel la approximately $210/kgU.
Ontario Hydro has initiated a program to study the application of new
separation technologies, such as laaar-baaad techniques and the plasma
Ion cyclotron resonance separation technique, to either augment and/or
supplant the chemical extraction methods. The main goal Is to develop
new, more economical extraction methods in order to increase the
magnitude of the advantagea raaulting from thla approach to reprocessing.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Although no decision has been made in Canada to reprocess irradiated
fuel, by-product aaparation research haa recently been initiated because
of Its potential economic Impact on advanced fuel cycles (especially U/Pu
cycle development in the near term) and nuclear waate management
systems. Ontario Hydro haa recently completed a preliminary evaluation
of by-product separation in conjunction with fuel reprocessing rsssarch.
Findinos indicate that' *:
1

(a)

The by-product aeparatlon fits well with the current Canadian
objective to develop lower cost reprocessing, since any credits
obtained via by-prjduct net value would In turn mean lower
reprocessing and U/Pu fuel cycle cost.

(b)

The by-product separation could have a major favourable Impact
on the whole waate management ayatem from an economic
envlronmental/aafaty and technical point of view.

Ic)

Separated by-producta hava tha potential to bo uaad In a
of coaaercial appllcatlona. Also, there la an incentive
recover some by-producta in order to increaae the aupply
elements (e.g. noble aetata) which could othorwiaa be in
aupply in the future.

variety
to
of soae
ahort

2.0

BY-PRODUCT INVENTORIES IH CANDU fUEL

Table 1 givea an eatiaate of the current Inventory and aarket value of
soae of the by-products in irradiated CANDU fuel'* .
1

Ontario Hydro haa initiated a prograa to atudy tha application of new
technologlea, auch aa laser-baaed techniques and tha plasma ion cyclotron
reaonance aeparatton technique, to either augment and/or supplant the
cheaical extraction of by products. In addition, we are alao evaluating
varioua cheaical extraction aethods.

Table 1

Our aain goal la to develop aore economical extraction aethodx than the
onea baaed solely on conventional cheaical aethods, aince the lower
extraction cost* would in turn reduce the net coat of fuel reprocessing.
The pricea of the separated by-producta are baaed on the pricea for
currently available coaaercial products and ahould be viewed with
caution. By-product pricea will depend on the product purity, ita fora,
markets, etc. The total value will alao depend on the efficiency of
extraction. Tha net value of recovered by-products will depend on the
market value, separation coat and waste management cost (e.g. residual
activity after commercial application or aa a result of decontaaination).
In spite of the uncertainty In eatiaating the future aarket value of
reprocessing by-products, the estimated high values in Table 1 ahould be
viewed as an incentive for developing new, aore econoaic extraction
methods.

Element
or
laotope

• Current
Inventory
(kg)

99 Tc

1091.0

se.o

63.0

Rh

829.0

19.0

15.7

RU

2743.0

1.5

4.1

Pd

1*16.0

4.0

6.4

237 Hp

169.0

280.0

47.3

241 Aa

256.0

1570.0

401.0

244 Ca

0.8

100000.0

77.6

137 ca

2148.0

9.4

20.2

147 Pa

134.0

3800.0

509.0

90 St

600.0

9.4

*• Current
Price
«/9

Total
Value
• x 10*

s.c

Total value • S1150H or approxiaataly 8210/kgU.

• Based on 288,600 fuel bundles
•* Pricea quoted by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) laotope
Distribution Centra

Providing aarket va'.de ia greater than the extraction cost.

3.0

ADVANTAGES OF BY-PBODI'CT SEPARATION

3.1

Lowering the Reproceasinq Cost

The aain objective of the current reprocessing research prograa in Canada
is to develop and demonstrate, on a laboratory acale, reprocessing
innovationa that exploit unique features of CANDU fuel, allowing fissile
material (Pu) to be extracted froa Irradiated Nat.U CANDU fuel at the
lowest possible cost.

Various processes ac* being investigated and key process/equipment items
ata baing considered with a view to lowering tha coat. In addition to
these efforts, economic by-product separation during reprocaaaing of
irradiated fual would in turn lower the reprocessing cost avan
further'**.
1.2

Co—erctal Advantages

By-products recovered froa the Irradiated fuel could be used in a wide
variety of commercial applications' '. Applications include: heat
sources, gaauaa radiation sources, light soarces, raw Materials for
production of other useful isotopes, etc.
3

lowering the environmental/ safety haiard. In addition, soma other
hazardous nuclides (e.g.
N p , * ^ A B ) could also be removed as
by-producta.
2 3 7

2

Tha biggaat environmental/safety advantage, resulting from the nuclide
separation approach could be the ability to optimize the formation/
development of waste form for the remaining nuclides and preconditioning
of buffer materials near the waste form for elements of similar chemical
properties (e.g. halogens, alkaline earth, alkaline aetals, lanthanides,
actinidea etc.). Thia approach has a potential to enhance the overall
iaolation of tha disposed waste. However the econorics of this approach
would have to be investigated.

The future markets and therefore the economic benefits resulting frost the
commercial use of recovered by-products ..e difficult to predict. This
is a new area and new applications are being found for the isotopes. On
the other hand, aiarket supply of the by-products separated froa> the
irradiated fuel will depend on the number of countries worldwide adopting
this approach.

After separation of the nuclides that contribute the most to the high
heat levels < s r ,
C a , etc.) the resulting lower waste
temperatures may offer technical advantages such as: iaprovad container
performance, reduced thermal cracking In tha aurroundlng rock, etc.

Presently there is concern for the future supply of noble metals (Pd, Rh,
Ru)'*'. Most of the world production of noble metals is in South
Africa (47 percent), USSR (49 percent) and Canada (3 percent, down froa
6 percent). Presently the USSR la cutting ita supply of palladium to the
Heat by 25 percent and South Africa reduced its annual output by one
third. There Is concern that the largest producers could lie.it the
availability of these crucial aetala for political reaaons. During the
past several years the price of these aetals haa fluctuated
dramatically. There is therefore considerable incentive to recover
platinum group aetata froa irradiated fuel for coaaerclal purposes.

The magnitude of the economic advantages will depend on the degree of
by-product separation and will have to be evaluated in more detail. The
possible economic advantages are addressed as follows' ';

3.3

Simplification of Waste Management Hethods/Systeas

Figures 1 and 2 give irradiated CANDU fual radioactivity and heat levels
as a function of tiae. The aajority of the theraal energy and
radioactivity in tha early period la due to only two iaotopea: * Sr
and
C s and their short lived daughter products Y and
" B a ' . The removal of these isotopes (plus
Aa.
Hp,
platlnua group aetala, etc.) could therefore significantly reduce the
heat and radiation levels in the reaaining waate thereby alaplifying the
aanageaent of the reaidual waate.
u
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Direct waste aanageaent advantages resulting froa by-product separation
during reprocessing of irradiated fuel are suaaarized as follows:
3.3.1

Environmental/Safety Advantages

The preliminary studies suggest that in the Canadian nuclear fuel waste
aanageaent concept (deep geologic disposal) the moat troublesome nuclides
within irradiated fuel are T c and
I.
, 9

3.3.3

1 3 7

Economic Advantages

1

3.3.3.1

Waste form

After removal of the nuclides that contribute the most to the heat levels
the residual waste (by volume) would be immobilized in a reference waste
fora (e.g., borosillcate glass). It might be possible to increaae the
aaount of waate in each caniater, for example, by Increasing
concentration In the glass (currently 10-1S percent). In this case,
proceaaing limitations such aa solubility and viacoalty become the major
constraints in the glass composition, rather than thermal loads. This
could result in an increase in waste content in the glass to the range of
approximately 20-30%. Providing that only S r and ' C a sre
removed, doubling the content of the waste in the caniater would result
in approximately 30 percent of the earlier thermal loading, based on
10 year cooled CANDU f u e l ' .
9 0
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3.3.3.2

Interim Storage

Due to the resulting lower volume of immobilised waate, the Interim
storage facilities at the reproceaslng plant for waste canisters could be
correspondingly reduced. Shielding requirements for these canisters
would also be lowered, due to reduced radiation levels of the waate fora.
3.3.3.3

Handling and Transportation

1 2 9

1 2 ,

In the normal reprocessing operation
I is removed and could be
managed separately,
T c could be removed as a by-product, thus
9 9

90

Since a reduced number of canlaters aay need to be transported, the cost
of tranaportation could be lowered. Reductions could also be expected in
the nuaber of shipments from the reprocessing plant to the repository
(aaauming theae are not co-located).

In this technique, the Ions are Introduced Into a magnetic field
generated by a powerful superconducting magnet. Superimposed on
the magnetic field is a radiofrequency field tuned to the ion
cyclotron resonance frequency of the Ion In the magnetic field.
The effect of the radiofrequency field is that the ion which Is
in resonance with this field will absorb tha radiofrequency
energy and increase tha radii of its orbit In the magnetic
field. Therefore the ion in resonance will move in an enlarged
helical orbit while the Ions not in resonance will remain In a
circular orbit. The ion In resonance can be separated from the
other ions by placing the collector at the appropriate
location. This method, currently under Investigation at the
Thompson Ramo Wool ridge Laboratory in the U.S. (TRW), has
demonstrated the ability to separate the isotopes of a wide
variety of materials' .

Becauae of tha reducad radiation and thermal level* of tha canlatara,
thair handling would ba simpler and, therefore, cheaper.
3.3.3.4

Repository

By Increasing tha waste loading In tha canisters and also by increasing
the canister denalty In the repository, less excavation would be
required, tnus resulting in cost savings (Mining, Materials, labour).
Tha lower temperatures expand the range of Materials that are possible
candidates for tha waste package and engineered barriers. The use of
cheaper Materials would also contribute to the cost savings. In
addition, separation of environmentally hazardous nuclides could also
reduce containment requirements and could facilitate licensing of a
geologic repository.
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4.0

Extraction Methods

(c>

Until recently, wet chemistry techniques have been considered for
extracting by-products from irradiated fuel. These methods exist for
extracting each of the elements (Figure 3 ) , but obviously isotopic
separation can not be achieved by purely chemical methods.
There are a number of new developments in the areas of laser
photochemistry and plasma ion cyclotron resonance. These methods have
the potential to achieve element separation as well as isotope
separation. These methods are also expected to offer direct economic
advantages in comparison to the conventional chemical methoda. Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (BNPL) has also reported a new, more
economical, chemical method for noble metals separation' '.

A new chemical method to separate noble metals has recently been
developed by BPNL<*>. In this method, the mixture of fission
products oxides is combined with glass-forming chemicals, a
metal oxide such as lead oxide (scavenging agent) and a reducing
agent (charcoal), when this mixture Is melted, a metal phase Is
formed which extracts noble metals. The remainder of the melt
cools to form a glass which may be suitable as permanent waste
form. Separation of individual noble metals Is accomplished by
using conventional chemical methods. Decontamination of noble
metals may be achieved by using lasers for separating Ru-106 and
Pd-107 from their non-radioactive stable isotopes, thereby
facilitating their commercial use.

4

It has been reported that noble metals separation cost, baaed on
this method, Is currently at tha break even point with current
market values. It is also expected that further refinements in
this process will improve Its economics.

Three different extraction methods are described as follows:
(a)

Photochemical separation methods involve the selective
ionization of a stream of atoms or the selective dissociation of
a stream of molecules In solution by using ultra-violet or
visible light from lasers or other optical sources (such as
mercury lamps). This technique permits separation of elements
that are very difficult to separate by strictly chemical methods
(e.g. lanthaaldes. actinldes)< >.
5

In the separation of elements, wilch is the first step in any
by-product extraction process, photochemical methods are
expected to have certain advantages over wet chemical methods.
These include a reduction in the number of process steps,
reduced volumes of chemicals used and reduced overall separation
cost.
(b)

I?

The plasma ion cyclotron resonance method employs the principle
of selectively exciting a desired isotope In a plasma which
contains ions of several Isotopic species, by a radiofrequency
field. The attractive feature of this technique Is that, by
varying the frequency of the ladiofrequency field, different
Isotopes could be separated.

5.0

Pv-Product Separation Research In Canada

5.1

Rationale

The potential advantages resulting from byproduct separation provide an
Incentive for Ontario Hydro (which produces and owns the Irradiated fuel)
In cooperation with the Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL) to
investigate new technologies snd to incorporate the more economically
promialng technologies into s CAHDU irrsdlated fuel reprocessing plant
design. By-product separation research in Canada ties in with the
present Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program schedule which
calls for concept assessment by various government agencies in 1990/91.
The results of by-product separation reaearch could generate various
alternative waste forms to be considered in the formal assessment of the
Canadian geologic disposal concepts.
5.2

Program Overview

The current Canadian program In by-product separation is part of Ontario
Hydro's technical assistance to AECL's fuel reprocessing/advanced cycles

development research program. Presently the main focus is on
investigation of various technologies that have the potential to offer
econoaic advantages over conventional extraction Methods.
In the near future we are planning to investigate, in store detail, waste
management benefits resulting froa by-product separation.
Assessment of the longer term future aarkets for separated by-products
will also be an important aspect of our program. The overall objective
of the research will be to deteraine which isotopes to separata froa
reprocessing waste, baaed on econoaic separation technologies, aarket
prlcea and waste aanageaent advantages.
5.2.1

Current Research

Ontario Hyd.ro Research Division is praaently investigating liquid phase
photochemical (I.e. laser-based), plasma ion cyclotron resonance methods
and chemical methods of byrproduct extraction.
Experimental research in laser-based methods is presently focussing on
separation of lanthanides (extraction of Bu from mlx'.ures with Tb, Ta)
with the understanding that siailar methods can be applied to the
actlnides. During 1984 we are also planning to examine fuel reprocessing
and. In cooperation with ABCL, determine where laser-based separation
techniques aay best be applied.
Current plasma research In by-product extraction concencratea on the
feasibility of employing a plasma-torch as the ion source. The high qas
flow into the centre of an electric arc (about 20,000* K) in the plasma
torch could produce high Ion densities. An important aspect of our
present research is focused on achieving uniform Ion velocities. Me
believe that with the proper design of the supersonic nozzle in front of
the plasma torch, a supersonic plasma jet could be achieved. At high
Mach numbers, the velocity of the ions in the jet is expected to be quite
unifora for magnetic separation. This is important in order to achieve
high efficiency of separation. Present Ontario Hydro research is aimed
at overcoming the cliff lenities in the plasma ion cyclotron resonance
separation process. The problems of achieving uniform Ion velocity, the
high throughput requirements, the transformation of Irradiated fuel
pellets into gaseous or liquid form for Injection into tha plasma torch,
tha Ionization process, the collection process and the superconducting
magnet design, all need to be addressed in the future.
We presently view chemical extraction methods to be applicable to fiasion
products such as
C s , S r and noble metala I innovative BPHL
method). The research In chemical methods of extraction is linked
closely to laser aethoda which look economically proaising for
lanthanldes and actinldea and for the decontaaination of noble aetals.
By combining these two aethods it Is expected that the total extraction
coat for a numbar of Isotopes will be lower than extraction based solely
on conventional chemical aethods. At this stage the plaaaa ion cyclotron
resonance method is less developed than laser methods or chemical
methods. Despite this, the method has great potential for both element
separation and isotope separation.
1 3 7

9 0

6.0

SUMMARY

Irradiated fuel by-product separation research has recently bean
initiated in Canada because of its Importance to Canadian programs in
advanced fual cycles and waste management and also because of its
economic potential.
Ontario Hydro has initiated a program to study the application of new
technologies, such as laser-based techniques and the plasma ion cyclotron
resonance separation technique, to either augaent and/or supplement the
'chemical extraction of by-products.
The aain objective of the prograa is to develop aore economical
extraction aethods than the ones based solely on the conventional
chealcal methods. The lower extraction cost would in turn increase the
advantages resulting from this approach to reprocessing.
In the near future we are planning to investigate, in aora detail, waste
management benefits resulting froa by-product separation as well as
future markets for separated isotopes. The final aspect of our research
will be a systea study to deteraine which Isotopes, if separated, offer
the greatest potential.
7.0
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ALTERNATIVE ROUTES TO IMPROVED FUEL UTILIZATION
Analysis of near-term economic incentives
METHODS OF EXTRACTION

Conventional Chemical Methods Exist for the Recovery of Most Nuclides
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FIGURE 3
BYPRODUCT RECOVERY SEQUENCE

The potential Cor savings in the nuclear fuel cycle costs is
discussed from the point of view of a single utility. The
analysis is concentrated an the existing and near-term
economic incentives for improved fuel utilization, and the
context is that of a snail country without domestic fuel
cycle services.
In the uranium fuel cycle the extended bumup produces
savings in the uranium fee* as wall as in the fuel
fabrication and waste management requirements. The front-end
fuel cycle cost Impact is evaluated for BWRs. In the back-end
part the situation is mare specific of the concrete back-end
solution. Brtimates Cor savings in the cost of direct
disposal of spent fuel are presented for a Finnish case.
The economics of recycle is reviewed from a recent study on
the use of K8C fuel in the Finnish BWRs. The results from a
comparison with once-through alternative show that spent fuel
reprocessing with consequent recycle of uranium and plutonium
would be economically justified only with very high uranium
prices.
1. MTODUCTION
The implementation of improvements in the nuclear fuel
utilization depends on economic factors particular to
individual utilities. In the present study the existing and
near-term incentives are discussed from the point of view of
a small utility operating in a country without domestic fuel
cycle services.

The principal approaches to increase utilization of uranium
supplies divide into recycling strategies are) procedures in
whir* the final b u m u p of spent fuel la increased with no
reprocessing involved. Ihe economics is split into front-end
and back-end effects in the nuclear fuel cycle costs. Ihe
back-end impact is expected to be significant especially in
the implementation of extended burnups [ 1 ]. In many countries
the utilities are obligated to appropriate funds for waste
management in propotion to energy production. In these cases
the savings in the hack-end fuel cycle costs can be readily
Included in the near-term incentives.

use in fast breeder reactors. Because, however, the existence
of sales or exchange markets of plutonium is highly
speculative even in the long-term, all economic calculations
are irede for thermal recycle of both uranium and plutonium in
the reference BWR.
Detailed plans do not exist for management and disposal of
the reprocessing wastes. The wastes could be handled in
domestic facilities along the lines considered for the spent
fuel in the once-through fuel cycle. It would, of course, be
desirable from the utility's point of view, to have these
services included in the reprocessing contract.

2. SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
3. COOT ESTIMATES
M l calculations were made considering a two unit boiling
water reactor plant, each unit with 713 MWe of capacity. The
reactor core consists of 500 fuel assemblies making 89 tons
of uranium altogether. A 12-month interval is assumed between
the successive fuel loadings.
Ihe first route considered for improved fuel utilization is
via increased discharge bumup, "technically this can be
adiieved by introducing higher enriched fuel in the reactor.
T&ltle I shows the annual reload requirements as wall as the
total spent fuel ariaings as a function of the discharge
burnup for the range 29 400 to 44 200 MjJd/tU. Ihe target
discharge burnup indicated is assumed to be gradually
attained by the year 1993. The reactor life-time is presumed
to be JO years and an 80 % annual load factor is assumed at
all burnups. The front-end material flows are calculated on
the basis of an 0.25 % enrichment tails assay.
In the once-through uranium cycle, the discharged spent fuel
will be placed in an interim storage for about 40 years.
Construction of a water-pool type storage 12] has been
started at the power plant site in early 1984. The target
year for loading spent fuel in the new storage facility is
1988. After storing the spent fuel will oe encapsulated, and
finally moved to an irretrievable underground repository at
the depth of 500 meters in hard crystalline bedrock. The fuel
will be contained in copper canisters, placed in vertical
holes in the underground tunnel floor. According to the
current schedule the disposal will be carried out in the
period 2020 - 2050 [3].

H

The second route considered is the reprocessing e.id recycle
of spent fuel. Since we are concerned with the prospects of
a single utility in a small country, the availability of
cos—uiial services would be a prerequisite for the choice of
this route. It is assured that reprocessing could start in
the 1990's. Regarding the separated plutonium, the small
utility might find it most appropriate to have it sold for

All costs and prices are expressed in constant March 1984
U.S. dollars (I US $ « 5.60 FIM). The price of uraniun is
used as a parameter, with pos ible values in the range 30 to
110 5/lb UjO . for the spent fuel management and disposal the
figures are based on actual plana and existing cost
information, and the variation in the waste amounts is
explicitly taken into account in the estimates. For any other
cost items the values used are listed in Table II. For the
interpretation of the results, it has to be noted that all
costs are treated with no carrying charges or any discounting
applied. At the present the estimated costs of waste
management enter, indeed, non-discounted in the electricity
rates in Finland.
g

A constant value has been used for the uranium fuel
fabrication cost at all the design bumups considered.
However, wa agree that the more stringent specifications of
high burnup fuels as wall, as aonmercial factors may
increase fabrication cost per kilogram 1.4,5]. The associated
impact on the total savings will be taken up in the
discussion in connection with the front-end fuel cycle cost
evaluation.
4. ECONOMICS OF THE INCREASED BURNUP IN THE ONCE-THROUGH FUEL
CYCLE
4.1 Front and fuel cycle cost
One means of improving the uranium utilization in the oncethrough cycle is by increasing the discharge burnup. At the
present related R & D programmes have been initiated in
several countries. Characteristic of the approach is that the
burnup will have to be increased in several steps, each
warranted by appropriate irradiation experience.

The prevent study assumes for the reference HHR t-hat the
refuelling interval be kept constant. I.e. 12 months,
despite tha turnup increase, and thus tha number of fuel
assemblies to be replaced at each refuelling could be
>tocreaaed. the discharge butnup is assumed to be increased
stepwise from ca. 30 000 MMd/tU to ca. 44 000 MW/tU.

Including tha interim storing (180 MS), the transportation
(25 MS), the encapsulation (215 MS) and the final disposal
(85 MS).

Figure 1 indicates the impact of increased discharge burnup
on tha important fuel cycle quantities in the equilibrium
region. When the discharge burnup ia increased, the U O
requirements are reduced and the separative work units (SWUs)
needed for the production of one unit of electricity are
slightly increased.
3

g

Front-end fuel cycle costs were calculated for different
equilibrium fuel regions of assumed discharge turnups using
the coat data presented in Table II and with varying uranium
price. The results of the coat calculations are presented in
Figures 2 to 4. With the maximum discharge burnup considered
tha coat aavinga due to tha diminished natural uranium and
fuel fabrication requirements would be 0.35 mill/kUh provided
that tha present front-end coat distribution will prevail. If
tha natural uranium price rises to as high as 110 5/lb U,0
tha aavinga would be about C.V5 ndll/kWh. The relative
aavinga are. however, rather insensitive to the uranium
price* (Fig. 4). To the utility operating the two raactors
the savings would produce at their beat an annual reduction
of 3.5 to 7.5 MS in tha fresh fuel purchase expenditures.
8

In case the fuel fabrication coats increase with bumup
increasing the savings assumed to be achievable from this
coat component will, of course, be reduced or offset. On the
present level of prices this might even jeopardize the
profitability schema of bumup extension. With a higher price
of natural uranium the savings in uranium costs could already
provide a sufficient incentive to increase the bumup.

As the average discharge burnup is increased, a anallor
ninter of storage racks and pools will be needed in the
interim storage. The cost savings arising increase piecewise
along with the decrease of spent fuel amount. In the spent
fuel transportation the majority of the costs are caused by
tha investments on the transport equipment and on the
infrastructure. However, as tha actual number of the
transportations is reduced, cost savings are achieved in the
operation ooata. In the spent fuel encapsulation the amount
of spent fuel placed in a disposal caniatsr is assumed to be
unaffected by the increasing residual thermal power of the
high burnup spent fuel. However, because of limitation of the
average thermal loading in the repository the distance
between tha emplacement holes will have to be increased
respectively. Therefore, tha main cost savings arise in the
canister costs and in tha drilling and sealing of the
emplacement holes. 80 per cant of the annual operation costs
of the encapsulation facility and of the repository are
assumed to be fixed, tha rest being dependent on the actual
amount of spent fuel. The compound cost savings due to the
decrease in the amount of spent fuel are presented in Table
III.
Tha average back-end costs at different discharge turnups are
presented in Table IV. In the spent fuel management system
analyzed the achievable cost savings are leas than 20 per
cent of the savings in tha more or less theoretical case
where tha cost or tha fee of the spent fuel management is
assumed to be constant per kilogram. However, the total
savings during tha lifetime of the reactors vary from 6 MS to
23 MS and should not be judged as insignificant.

4.2 Back-end effects

5. REPHOCBSSINQ AND THERMAL RECYCLE

Tha increase of discharge burnup is expected to produce cost
aavinga in tha spent fuel management due to the decrease in
tha accumulated amounts of spent fuel. However, at least in a
spent fuel management system serving a limited nuclear power
programme a great majority of tha back-end facility
investment and operation coats are fairly insensitive to the
amount of spent fuel to be handled. Furthermore, the
increased residual activity and thermal power of the spent
fuel with higher discharge burnups are increasing the unit
coats of spent fuel management per kilogram.

The profitability of reprocessing can be evaluated on the
basis of the simple inequality!

Tha back-end cost estimates for the once-through fuel cycle
are based on a planned waste management system [3], where the
amount of spent fuel to be handled is assumed to be about
1200 t m . The total cost is estimated to be about. 505 MS

(c + Cj • c + Cy) - (Vu + v ) < P O T
s

R

w

where C , Gj, and C are the costs of spent fuel interim
storing, transportation and reprocessing, respectively, and
c. is tha management cost of reprocessing wastes in the
closed fuel cycle. C-. represents the total back-end costs in
the once-thirugh fuel cycle, the average value of which in
the case analysed ia about 450 S/kgHM. In the reprocessing
option the last batches of spent fuel are assumed to be
transported away from the power plant and from the interim
storage within five years after the operation of the power
plant has been terminated. Hence the average cost of spent
s

R

fuel storing will be about 90 $/kgHM. The rest of the cost
data has been presented in Table II.
The credits assigned to the uranium and plutorlum separated
from the spent fuel correspond to their substitution values
in thermal recycle. The estimates are baaed en a recent
prefeaaibility study | 6] where a HOC fuel bundle suitable for
use in the reference BUR was sketched. The bundle outlined is
of the island type and 9*9 configuration consisting of 22
Plutonium bearing fuel rods surrounded by 58 uranium fuel
rods. The design burnup of the MDX bundle, which can be
looatod freely in the core among uranium bundles, is 38 000

burnup increase shall be warranted by approriate irradiation
experience, because of a minor reduction 'n the plant
capacity factor or an increase in the plant contamination due
to a higher fuel failure rate oould be enough to dissipate
all the savings achieved in the fuel cycle costs.
For reprocessing and thermal recycle the economic prospects
are grim for the foreseeable future. Long-term resource
considerations might stress the importance of reprocessing,
but they do not provide enough incentive for a small country
case.

rwd/UM.
The results of the economic evaluation are presented in
Pig. 5 as the savings or extra expenditures of the
reprocessing and thermal recycle option over the once-through
fuel cycle. With the present prices of uranium and
reprocessing services the economic penalty of reprocessing
was found to be more than 2 mill/kHh. In the system analysed
the spent fuel storing and transportation costs plus the
management costs of reprocessing wastes cannot be expected to
be significantly lower than the total back-end fuel cycle
cost in the direct disposal of spent fuel. Therefore, the
reprocessing expenditure should be confwnsated mainly by the
credits from the separated uranium and Plutonium.
Accordingly, the reprocessing and thermal recycle is
economically desirable only under the most miserable
circumstances of very high uranium prices.
The amount of fissile plutonium in the spent uranium fuel is
slightly increased along with the increasing discharge burnup
(Fig. 6 ) . However, the decrease of the residual 0-235 is more
significant, furthermore, the increase in the l>-236 contents
of spett fuel is also reducing the value of separated
uranium. The compound effect results in reduction in the
value of spent uranium fuel. With higher prices of natural
uranium the decrease in the value exceeds the benefits gained
by the diminishing reprocessing requirements. Furthermore,
the eoonon^c credits from reprocessing of high burnup uranium
fuel have to be obtained mainly from the plutonium recycling
where the associated cost uncertainties are more extensive
than in the uranium recycling [7].
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For the utility considered present and near-term economic
incentives exist to gradually increase the discharge burnup.
Oast savings can be expected in the front-end as well as in
the back-end fuel cycle costs. Haw far the b u m u p extension
should be carried on will depend on the development of
fabrication cost of the high-enriched fuel. Each step of
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Table I. Annual equilibrium tuel loadings and the total
amount oc Rpent fuel at the end of plant life for
different average discharge bumups.

Table III. Cost savings due to the decrease in the amount of
the spent fuel.
Cost item

Savings due to the
decrease of the amount
of spent fuel by
1 kgttt, $

Average discharge Annual equilibria Spent fuel arising at
burnup
charge
the end of plant life
wd/tu
tu
tm
29
32
37
44

4C0
600
600
2G0

1422
1337
1241
1140

21.4
19.2
16.7
14.2

Storage racks and pools in the
interim storage

8...18

Operation oost in the
transportation

5

Disposal canisters
Table IT. Unit cost assumptions
Item
"3^8

Drilling and sealing of the
canister emplacement holes in
the repository
Unit oost
30 * 110 SZ/lbUjOg

Conversion

7 5/kgU

Enrichment

130 5/SWU

Uraniim fuel fabrication (ENR)

180 SAgu

Oost increment in fabrication of
island type MCK fuel

400 $AgMCK

Operation costs of the
encapsulation facility and the
repository

so SAgtw

Reprocessing

varied

ttanagemant of reprocessing
wastes

175 SAgfW

11

8
- 75

Total

Spent fuel transportation to
reprocessing plant

36

Table IV. Savings in the spent fuel management cost frcn the
increased discharge burnup.
Average
Spent fuel Savings from the Theoretical savings,
discharge management increased bumup assuming the cost of
spent fuel management
burnup
cost
as constant per tagHM>
MWd/tU
mill/kWh
raillAWh mill A H h
29 400

1.88

32 600

1.85

0.03

0.19

37 600

1.80

0.08

0.41

44 200

1.77

0.11

0.63

U
iiill/kWh
10

/./.

1.6

no $/ib u o

a

90 $ / l b U 0

8

3

3

70 $ / l b UjOg

50 S / l b U-jOg

.

0.8

30 $ / l b U 0g
3

5 -
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In this

field.
Des efforts Importants, tant en R&D qu'en experiences d'irradlatlon, sont rea
l i s e s dans le monde, en vue d'am£llorer 1'utilisation CM combustible et d'accrottre la dlsponlbllltt des centrales.
Cette communication montre que les gains, realists grlce i toutes les modifi
cations preconlsies dans la conception des assemblages et la gestlon du com
bustible, seront encore plus lmportants en caa de recyclage du Pu et grlce I
1'utilisation de Cd comme poison consommable. U'autre part, on soullgne 1'ampleur de 1'experience acqulse par BELCONUCLEAIRE en ce domalne.

U-235
1. INTRODUCTION

UJ

6
Several review papers published recently (e.g. 1, 2, 3 J illustrate our
perception of the evolution of achievements and requirements regarding nu
clear fuel

U-236
§
Pu-239

Belgium la a small Industrialized country; its 7 nuclear power plants
represent less than 2X of the world nuclear installed capacity.
However,
46X of the electricity generated In 1983 was nuclear; lc will reach 602
when the two units presently being terminated will be In Industrial opera
tion. This ranks us second to France for the national Importance of nuclear
electricity generation (*]•

Pu-241
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45000

We have pursued over the past 30 yeara selective activities directed
to aspects of nuclear power generation commensurate with our limited budge
tary resources and with the Importance

Fig. 6.

Uranium and plutonium i s o t o p e c o n c e n t r a t i o n s

in

t h e s p e n t uranium f u e l v e r s u s d i s c h a r g e burnup.

economy.

of nuclear

power

for the Belgian

In this perspective a total of 3700 man-year has been devoted to

K&U on LUR fuels by SCK/CKN and BELCONUCLEA1RE, I.e. not Including the pro
cess development and industrial qualification of KBKC-Deaael. The technical
work perforaed in Belglua on the near tera Improvements Is Hated In
Table 1.
The present paper will attempt to outline how the work performed In
Belgium contributes to the world-wide efforts to Improve fuel behaviour and
utilization. Our scope of activity Includes both PUR and BUR fuel and some
HUR fuel (mainly consultancy services); this paper will essentially focuse
on PWR's since all the Belgian power plants are ot this type and most of
our development Is consequently In this field. It will further be restrict
ed to the aspects related to Pu and Gd utilization.
2. POWER PLANT AVAILABILITY
Host causes of plant unavailability and of reduction of capacity fac
tor are not related

to fuel.

We will discuss the two aspects which are

still and will continue to depend on the fuel.

Due to the Increasing share of nuclear installed capacity In Belgium,
nuclear power plants shall not be able to operate anymore as base load
units; some nuclear power plants will have to contribute to load following
In a quite near future. In the concerned countries, programs are investi
gating fuel behaviour in load following and even frequency adjustment
operating modes. In this respect, experience, design and licensing analysus
have concluded that the most fuel life limiting features occur in irradiat
ed fuel when starting the load following operation' or resuming it after a
(often unscheduled) period of steady power operation. In particular :
- before PCI la established, load follow operation does not result in ab
normal fuel behaviour;
- after PCI is established, fuel can be operated under load follow condi
tions of repetitive periodicity, provided the fuel Is conditioned and
cladding fatigue limits are not exceeded;
- when load follow Is Initiated or restarted after a perturbation In the
periodicity, quite large local power peaks are generated by the combined
effect of the fluctuating axial offset and the Xe reactivity override.
The cladding tends therefore >.o be severely solllclted precisely during
the conditioning and reconditioning periods of the fuel rod.

2.1, Power aanoeuvet restrictions
Fuel failure occurences have now ceased to be the cause of permanent
derating of power plants, since the failure levels are well below the treshold (0.2-O.TX failed fuel rods) where reactor operation becomes hampered.
Only «.n exceptional cases, Is licensing of fuel reloads now Imposing
(usually temporarily) derating of power plants; the continuously golng-cn
developments have Indeed succeeded to establish the data base required to
minimise Inappropriate conservative assumptions or approaches in the per
formance of regulatory safety analyses.

|7

However, there Is a strong coat-related Incentive for the utility to
reduce fuel failures below the level acceptable In a regulatory perspective
s'nce fuel failures result in a delayed access to some parts of the primary
circuit for service (during refuelling shutdowns) or for repair (during the
-ycle) and In increased rad-waste streams. It has led almost all utilities
to accept voluntary power aanoeuverlng restrictions and all fuel vendors to
aake recommendations accordingly.
National and international programmes
are devoted to Improve our data base and investigate remedies likely to re
sit t In leaner power aanoeuvrlng restrictions. Our main contribution haa
been the developaent and validation of the COMETHE fuel rod modeling code,
generally recognized as the aos. perforaant (5, 6 ) ; It is confirmed during
confrontations with other codes, like on the D-COM blind problems recently
organized by RIS0 under the auspices of the IAEA/lWCFPT.

A survey of the existing data base and of on-going experimental pro
grammes [7] has concluded that data are missing on the respective contribu
tions of cladding relaxation and fuel accoaaodatlon when PCHI arises and
develops. As a result, France and Belglua have engineered an experimental
programme to collect the required data base; It ultimately resulted In the
ELF international programme (7).
In the load follow mode of operation, Pu fuels have advantages over
enriched U : he lower Xe poisoning and the smaller I 135 production (thus
reduced reactivity effect) produce a lower Xe overshoot; furthermore, the
higher Moderator teaperature coefficient increase* the efficiency of a load
follow strategy ualng moderator teaperature control. The fuel 1 therefore
less solllclted In a core with Pu recycle.
2.2. Reactor Cycle Length
The aajor single cause of unavailability of nuclear plants is still
the refuelling shutdowns. Most plants operate presently on a yearly refuel
ling acheae. While aoae plants need to keep a yearly cycle (e.g. narrow
time span of low electricity demand, regulation requiring a yearly Inspec
tion), most power plants could operate without Inconvenience on a 18 aonth
refuelling schedule. It results In a saving of roughly 7 H$ per year for a
1000 HWe plant, at the average replaceaent power cost; since soae plants

have to face a such higher (over twice the world average) replacement power
cost, the incentive to adopt the 18 month cycle Is Impressive.
For such cycles, the reactivity Investment at BOO is increased and the
use of burnable poisons has to replace partially the boric acid control
function In order Co maintain a negative moderator temperature coefficient.
Pu recycle and Gd poisoning can advantageously be utilized in such cycles.
Pu fuel, with its slower reactivity drop with burnup (fig. 1) reduces the
required reactivity excess at HOC; It also attenuates the problems related
to the moderator temperature coefficient. The advantages of Cd over other
burnable poisons for 18 month cycles result from the following :
- due to Its high cross section, disappearance of the
scheduled period can be assured by proper fuel design;
- being Incorporated

poison

after t'r.e

in the fuel rods, those rods produce power

moderating ratio of the assemblies Is not modified.

and

the

In a Pu assembly, Gd

will deplete at a reduced rate; this can be utilized

to control

power

peaking in the Pu assemblies.
A demonstration of the advantages of Pu and Gd has been one of the ob
jectives of the successive cycles of the BK3 PUR plant. This data base is
described more in detail in two companion papers (8, 9) at the present
meeting. Tables II and III present the macroscopic observations from ac
tually achieved cycle lengths and their Interpretation for a 900 MWe PVR.
Interpretation of those data must take Into account that BR3 is a small
reactor with a high neutron leakage proportion and an average LHGR of 20
kW/m, instead of 18 kU/m for a 900 MWe 17x17 PWR.

of Gd results from the possibility to increase the enrichment of the fresh
assembly.
The choice of Initial enrichment Is partially dictated by Che
fuel cycle cost; all other things being equal, there is a higher Incentive
to Increase the Pu content of a Pu assembly than the U enrichment of > U
assembly, since the cost of the fissile material is less affected (Table
IV) and the weight of the fuel fabrication cost Is ouch higher (Table V ) .

3. IHPROVKU FUEL UTILIZATION
The main causes of fuel failures have been Identified (2). Adequate
remedies have been implemented Into commercial fuels; the average propor
tion of failed fuel has now dropped to near or below 0.01% of the rod In
ventory In the core. I.e. one or two failed rods per reactor and year (l|.
When using the methodology developed for assessing the cost Impact of fuel
failure 110] and applying It to the observed failures In PWK'a and to to
day's economic situation, such failure level costs roughly 0.4 to 0.9 HUSO
per year for a 1000 HUe PUR. Although this Is by far not negligible, It Is
unlikely that failure levels will ever drop significantly below the present
level. Like in any massive fabrication of repetlve products, quality can
only be controlled on a statistical basis; the tails of the stochastic dis
tribution of the fuel attrlbutea are a potential origin of unavoidable fuel
failures. The other causes of low frequency fuel failures are post-fabrica
tion eventc on-site storage, refuelling operations (e.g. grid damage, as
sembly drop), Irradiation conditions (e.g. excessive control rod motions,
coolant-cladding interaction, baffle Jetting loose chips (e.g.11]).
Besides

Table II Indicates that Pu recycle Imposes a larger fissile Inventory

the economic

Impact

of fuel

failures, public

acceptance

of

in the core to reach the same cycle length as a U core; It results mainly

nuclear power la conditional on the application of the ALARA ("as

from the poisoning effect of Pu 240.

reasonable achievable") principle to all sources of radioactive contamina

The additional use of Gd as burnable

poison decreases the fissile Inventory or for a same fissile Inventory in

tion,

creases the cycle length; It results from the combined contributions of :

authorities, therefore exists a large Incentive to continue

further

data

- the relative neutron flux increase in the partially burned

acquisition concerning fuel Improvements, surveillance of commercial

fuel

fuel

assem

thus

including

fuel

failure.

For

the

utility

and

the

low as
national

blies (increasing the benefit of the higher end-of-llve reactivity of Pu

or new fuel operating conditions as mentioned In section 2.1.

assemblies);

cost of these projects, an Increasing number of them are conducted as In

- the adoption of an ln-out-ln reshuffling scheme made possible by the use

ternationa

1

Due to the

programmes funded by numerous sponsors, amongst which fuel ven

dors, utilities and public agencies.

of Cd;
-spectral effects related to the position of the Gd fuel rods at the In
terface between U fuel and Pu fuel zones.
Table 111 illustrates the number of fresh fuel assemblies to be loaded
to achieve selected burnups.

The benefit of the Pu stems from its Inherent

burnable poison and fertile Isotope (i.e. Pu 240); the additional benefit

In addition to this activity devoted to fuel behaviour, the research
and demo programmes on improved fuel utilization, already described at pre
vious meetings (e.g.12, 13, 14], have expanded for a number of reasons :
- although the price of natural U has dropped over the last yesrs, sll
other fusl cycle cost constituents have continued to Increase, both at

the front end tad at the back end of the fuel cycle; these prices will
continue to escalate. The econoalc optimum of the paraaeters influencing
fuel utilization has therefore shifted aarkedly over the past 5 years.
- reprocessing of LUR fuel is operating at a coaaerclal scale, without ma
jor difficulties. Although the technology is deaonatrated, the Installed
capacity of the reprocessing plants Is presently insufficient to aeet Che
deaand.
- experience has shown that wet storage of spent fuel can be pursued over
30 years without technical problems (IS, lb), but licensing delays are
often preventing a tlaely expansion of the storage capacity, furthermore,
its cost ranges froa 50 to 100 $ per kg U, wltu a large proportion of
capital cost. Alternative techniques (aalnly dry cask storage) are being
proven and licensed, but are still in their deao stage).
- nuclear energy aay coae under additional crltlclsa, if our best efforts
are not spent to save energy resources. For Instance, the Pu generated
in the Belgian power plants is the only lndlgeneous energy resource that
can be exploited at coaaerclally competitive levels; therefore, to pre
serve our balance of payaents, the only acceptable policy is to recuper
ate and reuse our Pu.
The aaln contributors to laproved fuel utilization are listed In Table
I.

All of them, but one, have been, are being or will soon be Implemented

in the Belgian power plants.
3.1. Increased discharge burnup

-

For the considered batch discharge burnups, Che core burnup at fc.0C In
a PUR will be 2b UWd/c (12 aonch cycle) or even 30 GWd/c (lb month cycle),
Instead of roughly 23 UWd/t. at present for a yearly reactor cycle.
The
utilization of Pu is beneficial In Chat respect : the design of Pu fuel
usually Insures a same reactivity lifetime as the U fuel it replacas; since
the decrease of reactivity with depletion Is less for Pu fuel than for U
fuel (e.g. fig. 1 ) , the Improvement of fuel utilization Is larger with than
without Pu recycle. Table VI compares Che cost benefit of an Increase ot
30Z discharge burnup for U and Pu assemblies. While the econoalc advantage
level8 off for U fuels, due to the progressive Increases of fissile aaturlal cost with enrichment, this advantage continues to Increase with burnup
for Pu fuel, the cost of the fissile species being Independent of enrich
ment (Table IV).
BELG0NUCLEA1RE has accumulated experience in the Irradiation of U, Pu
and Gd fuel to high burnups, both In PWR's and in BWR's (Table V I I ) . Sur
veillance and post-lrradlation examinations have enabled to compare U, Cd
and Pu fuels. Although some failures have been observed, no generic burnup
Induced limitative mechanism haa been observed up to now (8, 9, 17|. Our
design methodology Is being benchaarked on this expanding data base.
In
none of the codes seeas a bias to develop ss burnup Increases. The opposi
te effect is even soaetlaes observed : for Instance our COHETHE fuel rod
aodeling code tends to exhibit an Improved accuracy as burnup develops
[e.g. 2 ) .

- 3.2. Pu recycle

Today's average discharge burnup of CUR fuel is roughly 34 CWd/t. We
evaluate that an Increase of that discharge burnup by 30Z relative repre
sents a saving of 3.5 HUSD per year for a 1000 HUe PUR (Table V I ) . Based
on this considerable evonoaic incentive, several deaonatratlon prograaaes
have been launched; experience Indicates that an increase of the average
discharge burnup to 45-50 GUd/t la reasonably achievable In the near future
112. 17. 18).
However, "since the Implementation of high burnups will require s p e d - '
flc licensing action, adequate data should be collected with the required
precision to avoid undue limitations resulting froa application of uncer
tainty factors' (17). International prograaaes alaed at Insuring licens
ability of high burnup fuel are being pursued with she participation of
leading organizations froa member countries of NEA (18); one of these pro
grammes is TRIBULATION, aanaged by the BELCONUCLEAIRE-SCK/CEN association.

3.2.1.

AwlUbimg

While fast breeders will ultimately contribute a large share of
the electricity generating capacity and are prlvlledged users of Pu, the
breeder deployaent Is difficult to forecast and will be Halted over the
next 30 years. Pu recycle In LWR's could achieve savings of 30X In U and
enrlchaent requlreaents over once-through cycles, It Is Important for a
country like Belgium.
Industrial Pu recycle has been delayed due to the general delay
In reprocessing (and therefroa the snail surplus of available Pu) and to
difficulties utilities are facing In getting reprocessing commitments for
Pu fuels froa today's reprocessing plants.
Although this situation will
continue to prevail for the next 10 years, the progressive Increase of
reprocessing throughput will Increase the Pu surplus.

SI

J.2.2. Storage

-'after 4 years storage, the storage costs Increase steadily due to the Am
impact on maintenance and surveillance operations In the storage
area.

The storage of this Pu surplus Is not only

counter-productive

(decay of the fissionable Pu 241 Into Am) and expensive (storage coat rais

Three decision periods (Figure 2) can thus be defined, In vl«w

ing with the Am content) but also raises generic problems, mainly linked to

of avoiding the large costs associated ulth Pu purification :
- decision zone A : the utility can, at no additional cost, place the order
to convert its PuU into a master blend, into fuel rods or into fuel
assemblies.

the Aa build-up (31.

2

As plutonlua Is usually transferred froa the reproceasor to the
fuel Manufacturer

as

PuC>2 powder,

personnel

at

the

manufacturing

plant

(mainly the maintenance personnel In an automated plant) will receive doses
at the fabrication stages of powder mixing and pelletlzlng

two orders of

magnitude larger than those measured In the manufacture of fuel assemblies.
If plutonlum oxide Is stored *or too Ion? before proceeding
with fuel fabrication, an extra processing step, Am241 separation, is re
quired. It consists of dissolution, purification and reconversion to P u 0
2

The cost of such reconditioning Is an Important economic penal
ty on the use of plutonlum in LWR's as well as In FBR's.
why plutonlum should not be stored as P u 0

2

processing plant, but should be manufactured
assemblies, as soon as possible.

It is the reason

powder *9 delivered by the re
into Pu fuel rods, or even

- decision zone B : the utility can, at no additional cost, place the order
to convert its master blend Into fuel rods or fuel assemblies; If the Pu
is still stored as PuOo, a risk of cost Increase arises at the blending
stage, depending of the manufacturing delays (time span between receiving
the order and completing the work).
- decision zone C : the Pu can only be utilized without purification if it
Is already converted Into a master blend; a cost penalty is likely to oc
cur for normal fabrication delays.
Unlike enriched ur.iniua arising fro* enrichment contracts,
which can be stored almost indefinitely as UF^, if supply la in advance
of the power plant requirements, Pu arising froa the reprocessing contracts
must quite rapidly be transformed Into an Intermediate product and even
tually fuel assemblies.

The fuel rods can safely be stored at the

fuel fabrication plant and the fuel assemblies In the power plant dry stor
age vaults or spent fuel pools. The transport and storage of rods or assem
blies rather than PuOj powder also simplifies safeguards procedures.
After prolonged storage, it will become uneconomic and socially
unacceptable to use the fuel. The limiting storage period will depend on
the fuel composition and on whether the plutonium is stored as PuC^, mas
ter blend, furl rods or fuel assemblies (Table VIII).
Figure 2 illustrates, for a typical LUK PU arising from the re
processing plant, the timing constrains the Pu owner (usually utilities)
has consequently to face :
- handling of pure PuC>2 in the fuel manufacturing plant becomes increas
ingly costly after lesa than 3 years storage and almost Impossible short
ly thereafter; the purification of the Pu from Its Aa becomes then neces
sary, which la roughly aa costly as the reprocessing Itself.
- previous blending of the PuC>2 with UO2 (mechanical

These are the aaln reasons why Belgium and other countries are
preparing

themselves

to utilize Pu In LUR's.

Mureover, for Belgium, Pu

constitutes the only competitive fuel of national origin.
3.2.3. £a^rixatiof>
The Pu manufacturing plant st Deasel, and typical LWR fuel
aanufacturlng experience in that plant, have been described in some detail
elsewhere 13, 19, 20). A total 2.200 man-year existence has been accumul
ated In developing and qualifying our coaaerclal capability of aanufactur
lng Pu fuel for LWR's.

blending or copre-

clpitatlon) provides self-shielding of the gamma activity and extends the
handling capacity period by roughly one year.

Since long term Interim storage of some spent fuel is unavoid
able, it can as well consist of spent Pu recycle fuel, containing second
generation Pu, for which anyway reprocessing capacity will be available
when needed, i.e. In the period of massive deployment of FBK's,

This industrial plant results froa the Pu fuel fabrication de
velopment pursued over the last 27 years wlchout

Interruption In Belgium.

Located In the dedicated nuclear area of Mul-Dessel in Belgium,
It has been operational since 1973. Past operation has provided experience
and Improvements In the fields of fabrication and control processes, waste
management, safety and safeguards.
It has established bases for further
modifications that will be beneficial to the Intrinsic fuel quality, over
all safety and economy of the fuel. It lias als; been Instrumental In as
suring thorough on-the-job training of personnel, a key factor in operating
a high technology facility of this kind.
Ao a result of the experience
gained so far, the capacity of the Dessel plant, fully equipped, can be put
at about 30 to 35 tHM/y.
The reference fabrication process was used for partial reactor
loads and/or Irradiation supplies for the following thermal power reactors
and facilities : Carlgllano (Italy), BR3 and Venus (Belgium), CNA-Chooz
(Franco-Belgian reactor located
In Prance), Podewaard (Netherlands),
OskarsSamn (Sweden) and NPD (Canada). It was also applied to partial reac
tor loads rnd/or Irradiation supplies for the following fast breeder reac
tors and ficllltles : SNK and KNK (Federal Germany), Hasurca, Rapsodle and
P M n i x (Prance) and uFR and PFK (Britain).

vely Incorporated to protect the operators at the most exposed areas. Dur
ing operation of the facility, the main radiological hazard was as expected
found to result from plutonlum dust deposited on the surfaces Inside the
glove boxes. Whatever Che level uf automation, maintenance will therefore
generate a radiological limit. This limit will be lowest In those status
which generate the most dust and highest when self-shielding mitigates the
handling problems. It was on the basis of this experience that indicative
limits on. Intermediate storage before use have beti established (Table
VIII).
The management of scrap and other waste has evolved with Llie
experience accumulated over ten years of industrial operation. One of the
sain lessons learned Is that each client must accept the swap of part of
Its plutoniua for equivalent plutonium already In the system, one of the
reasons being the storage limits mentioned above. Adequate safeguard and
special nuclear materials management have been Implemented Co Incorporate
such swap operations.
The economic significance of plutonlum storage has fostered che
development of storage facilities for P11O2 MOX powder, fuel rods and fuel
assemblies.

technologies have been

developed

to maintain

both

fuel quality and safeguard acceptance.

The largest process modification has resulted from the request
of the reprocessing Industry to assure single step dissolution of the MOX
whatever its irradiation status. Results obtained from fuel manufactured
by the reference process indicate that fresh Pu fuel, dissolved In standard
reprocessing conditions, leaves an excessively high plutonlum content resi
d e . After irradltlon to 34 CWd/t at a peak-ln-tlme linear heat generation
rate of 340 W/cm, the same fuel still leaves 51 of the plutonlum as undis
solved residue after a single dissolution step In hot nitric acid, and IX
after double dissolution tieatment in boiling 8 molar nitric acid.

Irradiation experience in power reactors has been complemented
by licensing related experimental Irradiations, over the past 20 years.
Comparison of U and Pu fuel has led to the following conclusions (3, 8, 21):

To improve the solubility of the fuel, an alternative manufac
turing process, Mimas, has been developed (Figure 3 ) . It is based on the
manufacture of a master blend, completely soluble in nitric acid after the
sintering stage. It is foreseen that the next generation reprocessing
plants will produce a copreclpated M g h plutonlum content (20 to 40X) HOX,
which will then replace the master blend.

Increasing amounts of Pu have been loaded into Che BR3 PWK
plant Co demonstrate the advantages of Pu recycle and qualify our design
technology package. No significant discrepancy has been found between expe.lmental data and the predictions of our fuel design and core management
co O B , as the result of an extensive benchmarking against a comprehensive
data base including BR3 (8), CNA, Dodewaard 122], our experimental irradia
tions and data from foreign orlglne. In particular, the COMETHE code exhi
bits the same precision for Pu as for U fuels, provided the proper impute
at« utilized (e.g. 23): for Instance, fission gas release Is predicted with
the same accuracy (Figure 4 ) .

Since the start-un of the Dessel plant. Its operation has been
JJ

Adequate

The experience obtained during these industrial MOX fuel fabri
cation campaigns revealed the existence of several problems not evidenced
In previous st.ages.

mechanized to develop gradually a hands-off line.

Shielding was progressi

3.2.4. £uel_deslgi>

- the behaviour of Pu fuels has been proven superior to U fuels in SS clad
dings; for Zry oladded rods, the occurence of rod fallured could never be
assigned to a difference In fuel type;
- a smaller PCHI after steady state irradiation was observed In Pu than in
U fuels;
- fission gas release is larger in Pu fuels.

J2

3.4. Low absorption assembly Btructures

3.2.5. licensing
Our UK3, CNA and Uodewaard experience has Indicate that Pu re
cycle can be implemented within the regulatory licensing groundrules.
Application to a 900 Mwe PUR has been investigated )24|: although United
in scope to the » a t restrictive licensing analysis events, this study de
monstrates also that Pu recycle raises no significant safety analysis pro
blems and no unresolved licensing issue.
As INFCk' already concluded, "although the technology has been
proven only in relatively snail fabrication plants and first-generation
LWR's, the experience gained gives confidence that scallng-up to bigger
plants and recycle in present-generation LUK's can be achieved aatlsfactorily-.

The replacement of stalnlers steel and Inconel structures by Zlrcaloy
reported earlier (25) has been fully demonstrated. U s effect Is of course
less pronounced for HO fuel than for U fuel.
BK3 has been a testbench for the progressive elimination of the para
site absorption materials which constituted the structural parts of the
early fuel assembly designs. It has enabled to quantify the neutron economy
of Zry over Inconel grids, through the axial burnup profile of various U,
Pu and Gd assemblies, measured by gamma-scanning (e.g. figure 5 ) .
3.5. Keconatltutlon of fuel assemblies
The benefits of reconatltutable assemblies has also been reported pre
viously

3.3. Rod lattice modifications

(25).

For the particular case of failed

possibility of removing the failed

assemblies

fuel rod Is particularly

at

EOL, the

interesting,

since the reprocessing plant la reluctant to accept failed fuel assemblies
The water-to-fuel ratio of the commercial LUR's has been selected 20
years ago, on the basis of the then available technology and of a minimum
fuel cycle cost for the then prevailing economic conditions. This water-tofuel ratio has practically not changed since that time.

and

since Pu spent

Amongst

the problems

resulting

from wetter

temperature coefficient becomes less negative.

lattices,

the

moderator

The utilization of Pu or Gd

or both reduces the magnitude of this problem, since the moderator tempera
ture becomes more negative by Pu or Gd additions.
Moreover for a same modification of the water-to-fuel ratio, the gain
of reactivity Is higher since Gd and Pu containing lattices are more undermoderated than U lattices.
Our experience has been accumulated as well on BWR as on PUR fuel; it
covers therefore a wide range of neutron spectra. In the BR3, various fuel
rod diameters and moderating ratios have been tested, In a ran^e that ex
tends beyond actual and advanced PUR fuel designs (8).

probably have to face a

longer

term

The assemblies designed by BELUONUCLEAIRE are discountable and reconstltutable.

It Is now recognised that 'wetter" lattices Improve fuel utilization
and reduce fuel cycle costs. For a given lattice pitch, it can be achieved
by adopting annular pellets or smaller diameter fuel rods or both : still a
large controversy exist on the relative advantages of these alternatives.

assemblies will

storage than U assemblies.

A large experience has been accumulated In Belgium, due to the

routine withdrawal of fuel rods for surveillance or R&D purposes; it con
cerns as well U as Pu and Gd fuels.

Our experience Includes pool-side dis

mantling and usually reconstltutlon of SI PUR assemblies and .6 BWR assem
blies.
Additionally, BN has designed, delivered and operated an underwater
machining device, to enable withdrawal of rods from undiscountable assem
blies. This device has been opersted without problems for pool-side extrac
tion of fuel rods from 30 assemblies.
3.6. Power coastdown and cycle stretch out
A stretch out of the reactor cycle by reducing the power and the mo
derator temperature has now become routine practice to adjust cycle length
to plant schedule requirements.
While the fuel cycle cost Is reduced by
power coastdown operation [26], technical problems are associated with pro
longed coastdown operation and the lower power r>f the plant Influence ad
versely the total generating cost.
These penalties are reduced for Pu
fuels : due to the larger doppler coefficient and the more negative mode
rator temperature coefficient, the power reduction rate Is lower than for U
fuels.

1.7. In-core fuel management
ln-our.-tn reloading schemes and fractional reloads are two fuel utili
zation Improvements.
In a typical PUR "fractional reloads" consists In reloading the least
depleted assemblies for a fourth cycle. The higher residual reactivity of
the Pu assemblies at high burnup make then obvious candidates for a '.ch
cycle, while the U assemblies of the same reload region would be discharged
after 3 cycles.
In the CNA plant. 10 to lbX of the fuel assemblies have
been routinely reloaded for an additional cycle over the past 5 years; It
has resulted in a 101 increase of the region average discharge burnup for
an unchanged enrichment of the fuel.
The main advantage of the ln-out-ln management scheme results from
lower neutron leakage; besides saving fuel, it reduces the Irradiation of
the pressure vessel and the baffle. A burnable poison must be Incorporated
in the fresh assemblies, since they are loaded in the central region of the
core. Gd Is a favorite candidate for the reasons mentioned in section 2.2.
In-cut-in reload schemes have progressively been generalized In BR3 and
have now become routine practice, since massive amounts of Gd rods are uti
lized. Power distributions were thereby maintained within control [8j. The
macroscopic influence on fuel utilization and on the reduction of the re
quired number of fresh assemblies are Illustrated in Tables II and III.

mental data Is however required to assure that this does not result from a
compensation of errors; this requires additional pool-side and hot cell
examinations and data handling and retrieval of existing Information. The
coat of this additional work is beyond the scope and financing capabilities*
of our national R4D budget and requires to be performed In the frame of the
Internationally sponsored GAP programme [9|.
The commercial implementation of Gd In a 900 MWe power plant

Is des

cribed In a companion paper [27].

4. CONCLUSION
Host modifications of assembly design and of fuel management, aimed at
improving fuel utilization and/or power plant availability have been inves
tigated and can be applied. The incorporation of Pu and Gd enhance those
Improvements.
Available experience indicates no potential problem In implementing
those features in large size power plants.
Work is however pursued to
eliminate potential and foreseable licensing Issues preventing or restrict
ing the commercial application of some of 'hose improvements.
Belgium is
contributing Its share to these targets, in a proportion commensurate both
to Its status of small Industrialized countries and to Its large dependency
on nuclear power.

3.8. Gd bearing fuels
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Tsble II
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JAPANESE FUEL STUDY RELATED TO EXTENDED
BURN-UP AND PLUTONIUM RECYCLING
Y. MISHIMA
University of Tokyo,
Tokyo,Japan
Abstract
Overview will be made on the Japanese activities on
extended burn-up of LWR fuel and Pu recycling in thermal reac
tor fuel.
As we are planning to recycle residual uranium-2 35 and
Plutonium formed through conversion in LWR fuel by reprocess
ing, the amount of burn-up extension will be made, in somewhat
different way from what is carried out in case of once-through
use of LWR fuel.

+ BR3 ZO -100 (Pu rods)
•

Japan joined the Battelle High Burn Up pro

gramme to get necessary data.

OOOEWAARDB20)IPurods)

High enrichment fuel with higher

gadolinium content has already been licensed to be trially

O GARIGL1AN01 Pu rods
Survey ol COMETHE H I - L
Fission Gas R e l e a s e P r e d i c t i o n s

irradiated in power reactor.
FIG. 4.

Elongation of power reactor cycle

has already been made up to 430 days and is planned up to 15
months in the next stage.

There has been no problem until now,

as 24 LWRs in Japan have been operated at the load factor of
more than 70% in average during the past 3 years, with
pratically no fuel failure.
Mixed oxide fuel for water reactor has alreedy been
successfully used in ATR prototype (pressure tube type, heavy
water moderated, boiling light water cooled) to generate
FIG. 5.

electricity without any fuel failure for 3 years and the

target burn-up will be enhanced to 30,000 MWD/T (average) in

in which items related to extended Burn-up and Pu Recycling

its demonstration ractor of about 600 MWe, to be critical 10

are underlined.

years lator.

Plutonium obtained from reprocessing is aimed to be used

Use of Mox fuel in LWR is planned and authorised in the

in fast breeder reactors.

But as a considerable quantity of

revised Long term Utilization Programme issued in '82 and

Plutonium will be accumulated before FBR will be used commer

trial use of limited number of assemblies both in BWR and PWR

cially, plutonium is expected to be used as fuel for thermal

is planned, the fuel of which is thought to be fabricated in

reactors, such as ATR and LWR (so called Pa-thermal in Japan).

PNC Tokai Facility.

Private facility for Mox fuel is still

at the stage of discussion.

With ATR, the technological perspective of commercializa
tion is set out from the prototype FUGEN, with the construc

Related to the commercialization of FBR in Japan, a

tion of a demonstration reactor with an electric output of

special committee has been working in JAEC as well as in MITI,

the order of 600 MWe, expected to come into operation in the

and the integrated strategy for the utilisation of plutonium

early '90s.

in Japan is expected to be established before the respective
projects will be put into practice.

For the utilization of plutonium in LWRs, the Programme
expects test to be completed for commercial usage by the mid
'90s, after technical proving tests in various groups, under

1.

the leadership of private enterprise, with the necessary

Introduction
On June 30, 1982, The Japan Atomic Energy Commission

approved the "Long-Term Atomic Energy Develr-.ment and Utiliza

support of the government.
As we are planning to utilize Plutonium recovered from

tion Program," which summarizes the general principles and the

LWR fuel through reprocessing, the extent of burn-up extension

scheme of promotion of priority measures for the coming 10

in Japan is somewhat different from what is planned in the

years looking toward the 21st century.

case of once-through use of LWR fuel.

With regard to the "Establishment of the nuclear fuel

The electric utility,

however, would like to elongate a reactor cycle as well as to

cycle and reactor type strategy," the target for commerciali

extend burn-up by the introduction of improved fuel design as

zation of the FBR was postponed to 2010 because of the world

froiu later '80s, so as to get more electricity from one rod of

wide delay in its development.

LWR fuel as the back end cost of LWR fuel is proved to be

The light water reactor,

therefore will be the main power reactor to the considerable
future.

The Table 1 shows the outline of the revised programme

estimated much higher than expected.

Improved fuel design for load-following operation has

Japan is 39,000 MWD/t (assembly average), 1/3 of the core can

also been under development which is partially supported by

not be changed each time and 1/3 ^ 1/2 core have been re-loaded

national badget since '80.

with the enrichment of about 3.5%.

Those fuel improvement is named

Higher Duty Fuel programme as tha author introduced elsewhere.
Standardization and improvement of LWR for enhanced

The level up of the maximum burn-up to about 50,000 MWD/t
using enrichment of about 4% is planned to be realized after

economy has been carried out since '75 including this higher

'90 to attain a complete X/i

duty fuel development and they are to be re-compiled into a

programme of development work among electric utilities, and

large Grade-up Programme which has been under planning from

fuel manufactures has been going on, the schedule of which is

this year.

shown in Table 2.

core re-loading.

The co-operation

In this article, the author would like to give an over

Programme for utilization of plutonium in thermal reactor,

view of our activity in Japan in the three parts as follows,

so-called Pu-thermal in Japan, discribed in Chapter 1, includes

that i3 in PWR, BWR and ATR.

the trial loading of Mox fuel assemblies of 1/6 i 1/3 core in
one large scale commercial reactor.

2.

In PWR

assemblies will be loaded in Mihama No.l to get informations

After the first PWR began operation in 1970, a reactor
cycle has been 1 year (12 months) including 3 months of

on the behavior of Mox fuel under irradiation.

After operation experiences has been accumulated,

(Small scale

Irradiation)

periodic check and thus the usage factor is theoretically 75%
maximum.

Before that, 4 Mox fuel

Electric utilities have been co-operating during '82 'v
'85 to make an investigation to study on nucleonic factors

Japanse regulatory permitted in '80 to operate for 12 months

about Mox fuel loading to ensure the possibility of its

with the following periodic check, which enhanced the theoreti

commercial use in Japanese PWR.

cal value up to 80%.

Actually, Japanese LWR has been operating

at usage factor of more than 70% in th«s past 3 years with

Schedule of Pu-thermal envelopment for both PWR and BWR
is shown in Table 3.

practically no leaker fuel.
As the reactor cycle was elongated, number of assemblies
to be re-loaded at the beginning of each cycle is planned to
be increased and enrichment is increased to elongate core
life.

But as the licenced maximum burn-up of PWR fuel in

3.

In BWR
Although no practical programme has been established, the

planning will be carried out in two steps.

Step 1.

Step 2.

To extend Burn-up up to the licenced maximum of

tions and discussions conducted by the committee, JAEC decided

40,000 MWD/t (Assembly), as the maximum burn-up

in May '66 to establish a national programme for the develop

at the discharge has been about 30,000 MWD/t.

ment of heavy-water-moderated, boiling light-water-cooled

The burn-up will be gradually extended along

reactors and fast breeder reactors.

with the utilization of higher duty fuel.

from several candidate thermal reactors.

The former was selected

This is ATR, firstly abbreveation of Advanced Thermal

To extend Burn-up beyond 40,000 MWD/t.
This will be carried out, after the fuel design,

Reactor. At first, natural or si ghtly enriched uranium is

nucleonic design of the fuel are examined,

planned to be used first, and then proceeds to plutonium fuel

utilizing the data obtained from domestic and

in ATR. Afterwards, however, we decided to load Mox fuel from

overseas programmes.

the first.

Pu-thermal programme in BWR has already been shown in

ATR is characterized as to be able to accept any combina

Table 3, which will be carried out along with the guideline of

tions of fissile Pu and U-23 5, come from reprocessed LWR fuel,

the long-term national programme.

if the total amount is kept constant as specified. The proto

Necessary investigations is

to be carried out by ' a * on the fundamental fuel design,

type of this ATR was named FUGEN. This is a 165 MWe heavy water mode

characteristics of the Mox-fuel loaded core, core analysis at

rated, boiling light water-cooled reactor, and the project was

transient or accident as well as various items related to

begun in October '67 with the support of the government, util

1

ities, manufacturers, institutes and so on. The Power Reactor

handling Mox fuel.
This is common for both PWR and BWR that the availability
of plutonium from reprocessing plant, related to the utiliza
tion of Pu in ATR and the prospect of commercial FBR should
be taken into consideration before they decide the extent of

and Nuclear Fuel Development Corpoeration (PNC) is responsible
for completing the FUGEN project, as well as for establishing
the technology of the FUGEN type HWR. In parallel with the
FUGEN project, design and development work has been carried
out on a 600 MWe ATR demonstration plant. The comparison of

Plutonium utilization in LWR.

various design parameters between FUGEN (prototype) and the
demonstration reactor is given in Table 4. FUGEN is designed
4.

In ATR

to be refuelled with as many Mox fuel assemblies as possible,

In October *64, the Japan Atomic Energy Commission

(JAEC)

organized an ad hoc committee to set up the power reactor
development programme in Japan.

Taking account of the evalua

and reached criticali ' in March '78 and power up tests were
then followed. A year after criticality, FUGEN came into comme2)
rcial operation. Its operational history is shown in Fig. 1.

Nixed oxide fuel fabrication was begun in '65, and fuel
assemblies were irradiated in JRR-2, GETR, Halden, Saxton and
SGHWR,

as seen in Table S and 6.
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asse.nbliea were manufactured for critical assembly experiments,

800 elements:

2)
for TCA (LWR critical assembly)

252 elements (9 assemblies) :

for two-region critical

assembly
2600 elements (92 assemblies):

S.Sawai:

Development of FUGEN type HWR in Japan, Nuclear

Energy 20 (1981), No. 5 P.365
3)

Y.Yokouchi et al.i

Irradiation Exposure Experiments of

FUGEN PuOj-UOi Fuel Assembly in WSGHWR, PNC-831-80-01,
for DCA

Based on the fabrication expriences and development, the ATR
line (lOt/year) was set up in the Plutonium Fuel Fabrication
Facility (PFFF), PMC Tokai, and Mox fuel assemblies have been
fabricated as shown in Fig. 2.
Development has been carried out on Mox fuel fabrication
with emphasis on the remote handling and automation of machines
and apparatus installed in glove boxes, such as pellet fabrica
tion and inspection apparatus, out-gas and welding chamber.
Another report to be contributed by Domoto and Yokouchi
to this meeting (JP 1) will discribe Mox fuel development in
PNC in detail.

Japanese Programme on the Development of High

Duty Fuel and Related Power Ramping Tests, IAEA Specialist

Besides these, Mox fuel

as follows:

V.Mishima:
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Table 1
1980
_J

Major Projects in the Revised Atomic Energy Development Programme
1985
1

1990
X

1995
I

2000
1

2005
I

2010
1_

To end 3rd Program of LWR Standardization
To operate solidification & storage pilot plant for HLW
To achieve critical plasma for nuclear fusion

:::•
:::•:::

To operate commercial uranium enrichment plant
Criticalitv of prototype FBR MONJU
To operate experimental HTGR
To operate private reprocessing plant
To operate Demonstration ATR
To construct Demonstration FBR
To operate Pilot Reprocessing Plant for FBR

:;M...
Uranium enrichment c a p a c i t y : 1,000 tSWU/Yr

zx:::

To end industrial demonstration of plutonium thermal
To achieve (Self-Ignition Conditions) for nuclear fusion
Decommissioning of commercial power reactor
Uranium enrichment capacity: 1,000 tSWU/Yr
To develop technology for HLW land disposal
To operate commercial FBR
By this
year

— w — - Around this
—m...
y

e

a

r

A t

SjMWMJ
WW9QK

t n e

p o s s

i

earliest

b l e

y

e

a

r

Table 2
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Burn-up Extension Programme in PWR Fuel in Japan

Fiscal year

(1)

Designed Burn-up

(2)

High Burn-up Programme

(4J

'85

1

Item

(3>

•80

1

Participation in U.S. High
Burn-up Programme
(Electric Utilities)

2

PIE of fuel assembly loaded in
Japanese PWR
(Electric Utilities)

3

Participation in TRIBULATION
(Electric Utilities)

4

Participation in BMI-HBEP
Programme
(CRIEPI)

1

1

1

1

'90

1

I

1

1

1

Plan and estimation

2

Licencing work

3

Irradiation

4

PIE

1 Maximum Burn-up (Assembly average)
55,000 Mwd/t

1

| Maximum Burn-up (Assembly average)
about 35,000 Mwd /t

1

(Pellet Maximum :Jurn-up
about 70,000 Mw<1/t

1

Pellet Maximum Burn-up
about 70,000 Mwd/t

1

|
|

)

4th Cycles Irradiation
| (Several a-semblies )

W///M
i

I

Commercial Use
—j

Licencing work

,

[-about 50,000
Mwd/t

39,000 Mwd/t

Irradiation in Power Reactor
(Under planning among electric
utilities)
1

1

(Preparation)

Table 3
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1.

Small S c a l e
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year

"8 2

'8i

*84

PWR (Mihama N o . l )
L

(2)

2.

I

BWR

'90

'•JI

'92

'9:t

•'JI

'95

"96

'98

'9 7

'99

y///;//(//////(/////\
F

PIE e t c .
| PIE e t c .

I (2 A s s e m . )

'/////////////////A

Decision

©

'8'J

'88

Fundamental D e s i g n
Check, E v a l u a t i o n

Large S c a l e
Demonstration
PWR

'87

(4 Assem.)

BWR ( T s u r u g a N o . l )

®

"86

Irradia
L

(1)

'85

J a p a n e s e P u - t h e r m a l Programme

D • L- • F

of
1

V

-

Mox F u e l F a b r i c a t i o n
Facility for Trial
Use

D e s i qn an

-1

V- -

r 1 r
d

>//////////////////////////*

1
1
D • L . F

/_

:::x:;r.:::

-
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- - / Mox F u e l
Plant

Note:

Fabrication

D: Design

L: Licencing
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Desiq n

Construction

/

Work
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F: Fuel f a b r i c a t i o n

I : I r r a d i a t i o n in power r e a c t o r
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Table 4
Design data of FUGEN and Demonstration Plant
FUGEN
E l e c t r i c p o w e r , HWe
Thermal p o w e r , MWe
Reactor
Core d i a . , mm
Core h e i g h t , am
No. o f c h a n n e l s
C a l a n d r i a d i a . , mm
Pressure tube
Material
I n s i d e d i a . , mm
Fuel
No. o f r o d s / a s s
P e l l e t d i a . , mm
Enrichment ( P u + U -235)
B u r n - u p ( a v e r a g e ) , MWD/t
C l a d t h i c k n e s s , mm
Clad m a t e r i a l
Max. l i n e a r h e a t r a t i n g , W/cm
Control rods
B C
Stainless steel
Primary c o o l i n g s y s t e m
No. o f l o o p s
Recirculation flow. t / h
Steam f l o w , t / h
S t e a m drum p r e s s u r e , k g / c m p e r g
f

H

1

Table 5

Demonstration
Plant

165
557

600
1.930

4.053
3,700
224
7,950

6,951
3.700
648
9.550

Zr-Nb
117.8

Zr-Nb
117.8

28
14.4
2.0
17,000
0.88
Zry-2
574

36
12.4
3.1
30,000
0.90
Zry-2
492

49
0

76
17

2
7.600
910
68

2
22,800
3,260
69

O.d. ,
nun

Clad
thick
ness.
mm

2.0»PuOj-NUOj
2.0%Pu0 -NU0
2.5%Pu0 -NU0
3.1«PU0 -NU0
6.0\PuO -NUO
l.l%Pu0 -NU0

13.6
13.6
11.1
12.23
10.72
10.72

0.5
0.5
0.75
0.7
0.625
0.625

9
9
2
7
6
12

2.5%Pu0 -NUO
3.1»PuOj-NU0
1.5«Pu0 -NU0
1.2*Pu0 -7%EU0
5.8%Pu0 -NU0
8.1%PuO NUOj

11.7
12.23
9.93
16.46
12.52
12.52

4
68
28

4%PuOj-NUOj
5»Pu0 -NUOj
2.1\Pu0 -NU0

9.93
9.93
16.46

No.
of
rods
Capsule
GETR
GETR
GETR
GETR
JRR-2
JRR-2

Irradiation tests of MOX fuel

2
2
1
3
3
1

Rod
Composition

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Active
length,
mm

Maxi
mum
LHR
kw/ft

Bum-up

MWD/TM

Irradiation
period
Ave r a g e M a x i m u m

92
95
70
100
90
240

14.9
10.5
15.5
16.8
9.1
13.7

1.18U
910
5,250
2,600
4,000
4,300

5,350
3,540

0.75
0.7
0.S9
0.86
0.86
0.86

1,400
1,400
992
1,400
1,380
550

10.6
9.9
14.4
15.1
13.1
14.0

9,660
4,730
25,370
5,000
21,000
15,000

12,500
6,070
38,050
6.670
25,000
20,000

0.59
0.59
0.88

992
992
3,510

IS.6
11.6
14.9

5,340
2,830
6,420

8.7S0
6,680
9,860

1,260

980

4,800
4,800

Feb.
Fab.
Sep.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.

68-Mar.
68-Mar.
68-0ec.
68-Mar.
78-Mar.
78-Apr.

68
68
68
69
n
79

Jun. 68-Mar.
Mar. 6 9 - M a r .
Nov. 71-Nov.
Jun. 75-Oct.
79-Mar.
Jul
J u n . 80-Mar.

70
70
75
76
85
86

Nov.
Nov.
Oct.

72
72
77

Elements
HBWR
HbWR

Saxton-GETR
HBWR
HBWR
HBWR

Assembly
Saxton
Saxton
SGHWR

* Up to March 1984.

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

a

2

2

2

2

71-May
71-May
75-Apr.

Table 6
•

-—_______^

I terns

Fiscal year

1982

Irradiation Programme for ATR Mox Fuel
1983

i9 8<r

198S

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

"""""——_______^
Detailed
Design

Demonstration Plant 600 MWe

o

Safety
Assessment
(.)()

a

n

1991

1992

1993

Criticality
I)

Construction

Operation
Fugen 165 MWe
(1) Irradiation Test for
Demonstration Plant Fuel

Q)

Irradiation in SGHWR
(under Normal Operation)

Fabrication

Irradiation

PIE

()

Q_

O

Fabri catior

(?) Irradiation in Fugen
(under Normal Operation)

q

Irradiation

(*)
'

V

j

C
(Max. B.U. 32.00C i Mwd/ :)

O

"

n
d)

Irradiation in Fugen and

PIE
1

O

<x

(for Power Ramp Test)

( )

Power Ramp Test in JMTR, PIE

O
©

(

Irradiation in H B W R * *
(for Load Following
Test)

)

PI E (I)

o

PIE (ID

(**)

PIE (III )
()
I
I! f)
(17,0(10 Mwd /t)(20 .000 Miwd/t)

" O ()

Post-Irradiation Examination

Irradiation Test including Remedy Fuel

c:

1

PIE

•»

()

n

(14,0 00 Mwd /t)

(*)

Irradiatio

Fabrication

J

(2) Post-Irradiation Examina
tion for Fugen Fuel

r.

1

Fabrication Base Irradiation in Fugen

JMTR(**)

1994

n

1995

Operation
C)

1.

Operational history

2.

Fuel loading pattern
Fuel loading
cycle

1st

2nd

3rd

8th

7th

6th

5th

4 th

Note
>i

Period

78.3-V.30.2 8O.4-18O.6

W

L
MOX

uo

3.

2

96

-

128

80. 7-X.80.11 81.10^82.5 82.6x82.9 83.1x83.8

L

W

L

W

L

H

16

20

12

24

44

48

12

20

-6

24

12

32

28

24

W

I.

36

83.9x84.2

L: Loaded
fuels

84.6x85.7

L

w

L

W

L

w

20

24

8

56

36

284

156

36

16

32

20

40

296

200

U

w

24
32

Electricity generated
Fiscal year

1978

Electricity, gross
(MWh)

47.47J
99.9

Capacity factor

Fig. 1

1979

1983

Total

1980

1981

1982

1.048,667

581,568

589.178

845.566

1,168,523

4,280,975

72.4

40.2

40.8

58.5

80.6

58.8

Operational History of FUGEN Power Plant ('78 ^ '83)

W: Withdrown
fuels

:i
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GRAPHITE DISC - OXIDE FUEL ELEMENTS FOR HIGH POWERS
AND EXTENDED BURNUPS
R.D. MacDONALD, I.J HASTINGS
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Research Company,
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories,
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada
Session 3
EXTENDED BURNUP
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H. BAIRIOT
O. BERNANDER

Abstract
We have Irradiated graphite disc annular VO^ fuel elements over a
burnup range of 120 to 800 MV.h/kgU (5000 to 33,000 MWd/teU) at linear
power* between 30 and 70 kW/m. Temperature limits for fuel-to-disc and
dlac-to-aheath contact have been fixed; the length/diameter ratio of the
pellets and disc thickness to optlaize cooling have also been established.
The test Irradiations confirmed the excellent dimensional stability of
disc fuel. Average sheath strains were generally less than 0.2Z and
circumferential ridges over pellet Interfaces were half the height* of
ridges on elements without discs. The fission gas released from
disc/annular elements was up to four times less than thai from annular
fuel alone. The Internal stability of the fuel was acceptable; although
the central hole in the pellets changed shape, the discs retained their
effectiveness In cooling the fuel. Disc compatibility with the U0 fuel
and Zlrcaloy sheath was good. Disc fuel elements were tolerant of power
ramps at high burnups, and showed acceptable detect behaviour. A computer
code to predict the irradiation behaviour of disc fuel elements has been
developed and verified against data from ln-reactor tests.
2

A. umoDocnoa
Recently several international conferences have focused on the world's
current trend toward extended burnups for UOj fuel (References 1 through
4). Host supporting studies have been or. Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel;
however, CANDU pressurized heavy water (PHW) reactors miy need high burnups
for the advanced fuel cycles (AFC) now being developed. In the CANDU-AFC
program (5), Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) is broadening its fuel
base from U-235 in natural uranium, to Include plutonlum, U-233 and
thorium. Performance targets for these (U, Pu, Th) based oxide fuels may
involve burnups of at least 800 MW.h/kgU (33,000 MW.d/teU) at linear powers
in excess of 60 kW/a, and with fuel bundles maintaining good dimensional
stability and integrity. These operating conditions are more stringent
than those for the present generation natural-U-fuelled CANDU reactors.
Fuel swelling, high internal fission gas pressure, fuel thermal expansion
and fuel-clad interaction m\y all become significant at high burnups and at
high powers. AECL Is examining fuel designs which will allow elements to
operate successfully under such conditions while maintaining low fuelling
costs. In this paper, we discuss one of these designs, which uses thin
graphite discs between annular oxide pellets in a Zlrcaloy sheath, to
achieve the performance targets.

ran. HSIGH
Caaaral Dsacrlstloa
Earlier experiments (6,7) at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL)
showed that annular fuel pelleta or discs with solid pellets did not meet
the requlreaenta of high linear power and high burnup operation. Baaed on
Iheae results, the graphite disc annular oxide pellet fuel design was
first proposed by W.B. Lewla et al (8) to satisfy requirements for thorla
fuel, ensuring good dlaenalonal stability. Integrity and low ilsalon gaa
releaae during Its lifetime. However, the concept la equally applicable
Co other oxide aysteas. *eaturea of the dlac fuel design are summarized
below and shown schematically In Figure 1.
(a) Annular and dished oxide fuel pellets to (1) accommodate fuel
swelling, (11) Halt both dlaaetral and axial fuel expansion, and
(ill) reduce operating temperatures. Solid fuel pellets can be used
with graphite dlsca for high burnup applications where linear powers
are below 40 kU/a.
(b) Thin graphite discs between pellets to (1) reduce the
the adjacent oxide by conducting heat from the center
to the aheath and (11) provide additional voldage for
Lowering the bulk average fuel temperature with discs
gar release and sheath strain.

temperature of
of the pellet
fission gaaes.
reduces fission

(c) Thin-wall, collapsible Zlrcaloy aheaths to (1) give good heat
transfer from the fuel to the coolant and (11) reduce neutron
abaorptlon.
(d) A CANLUB graphite coating (9) on the Inside surface of the aheath to
reduce Interaction between the pellets and sheath.
Oslo* Pallets
High fuel densities (i.e. U 0 densities between 95 and 97Z of the
theoretical value) conalstent with high thermal conductivity are feasible
with this design. The size of the annular hole in the pellet is chosen so
that the fuel thermal expansion results in sheath strains that are between
1 0.25Z. Experimental data (7), summarized In Figure 2, show that
this criterion can be satisfied for central holes that provide void
volumes greater than 5.01. For a burnup of 875 MW.h/kg U (36,000
MU.d/teU) fuel swelling Is predicted to be about 4~ (10); about half of
this swelling la accommodated by the porosity in the fuel Itself and tne
balance by the central hole In the pelleta.

Company* aeets aost of these requirements. This aaterlal has a thermal
expansion coefficient of 9.0 x 10~°/*C, a thermal conductivity of 0.04
kW/n'C at 1000'C (11) and shows dlaenslonsl changes lass than IX for
neutron exposures up to 1.4 x 10~25 n/m? (B 5.0.18 HeV) ac temperatures
between 950 snd 1100*C(12). POCO graphites contsin about 0.14 aa /ma
open porosity and ara easily fabricated Into discs.
3

3

Graphite discs between oxide pellets are not expected to complicate th«
reprocessing operations if reprocessing Is required by the fuel cycle.
Performance Modal As a Design Tool
A design code, AMAZING, has been developed to simulate the behaviour of a
disc fuel element at the power histories typical of ln-reactor operation.
The code combines two packages, one to calculate the two-dimensional
steady-state temperature distribution in the pallet, disc and sheath and
the seconri, a version of the fuel code ELESIM (13), that provides data for
the temperature-dependent processes driven by the aid-plane temperature
distribution. It is the ELESIM package that gives values for fission gas
release (14), sheath strains and fuel mlcroatructures (14). An Important
Input into the code is the heat transfer coefficients between the
fuel-to-sheath, the fuel-to-diac and the dlsc-to-sheath. These
coefficients were determined by using AMAZING to calculate grain growth
limits for a disc element. Values of the heat transfer coefficients In
the code were varied In an iterative process until the calculated grain
growth profile matched the profile on a fuel longitudinal section from one
of our early dlac Irradiations (15). The resulting coefficients (used In
all subsequent runs of the code) were:
z

fuel-to-sheath

-

16 kW/a .*C

fuel-to-disc

-

10 kW/m2.*C

dlsc-to-sheath

-

1 kW/mZ.'C

2

Graphite Dimes
The disc material must have a thermal expansion coefficient matched
closely to that of the oxide pellets. A high thermal conductivity la
necessary as well as good dimensional stability at high neutron doses and
teaperatures. An Isotropic graphite manufactured by the POCO Graphite

Typical temperature distributions calculated by AMAZING for a disc element
operating at a linear power of 60 kW/a Is shown In Figure 3.
Element Design Parameters
In designing disc fuel for high burnup-hlgh power operation we have drawn
on our experience with earlier dlac Irradiations, mostly with solid pellet
fuel and with the AMAZING computer code. Our main objective in fuel
design Is to minimize the operating temperatures of both the fuel and
discs. To ensure the lowest temper itures consistent with disc stability
and compatablllty and reasonable fabrication costs, the length to diameter
(L/D) ratio of the fuel pellet and the disc thickness to pellet length
(T/L) ratio were chosen with the aid of the computer code AMAZINC. For
disc elements with U0 pellets, a maximum fuel temperature of 2000*C is
the upper limit needed to keep the fission gas release scceptably low.
2

* Poco Graphite Inc., 1601 South State St., DECATUR, Texas, USA

Compatibility between bulk graphite and U0 and Zlrcaloy dictate that
theae laterfaclal teaperaturea generally be kept below 1600*C (16) and
700*C (17) reapectlvely. Experience with graphite discs has shown that
dlaca with thicknesses less than 0.5 am are generally Coo weak to
wlthatand the atreaaea Imposed by the fuel during Irradiation.
2

Design plots for the three Major critera, maximum UOj temperature,
maximum disc temperature and the aaxlaua sheath temperature at a linear
power of 65 kU/a, for different pellet lengtha and disc thicknesses,
are shown la Figure 4. For these plots the pellet outside and Inside
diameters were aasuaed conaCaut as they are usually fixed by the element
design and by the need to accommodate fuel swelling and thermal expanalon.
The effect of the pellet end-dlshlng on fuel teaperaCure distribution has
been neglected as experimental evidence shows that the dishes are filled
la at power. The optlaua disc and fuel design for our high burnup, high
power application occurs for a pellet L/D ratio between 0.5 and 0.6 and
for a disc thickness of about 10Z of the pellet length.

End flux peaking la not a problem In the fuel channels of commercial CANDU
reactors becauae of Che flat flux profile and the cloae apaclng between
adjacent fuel bundles.
Dlaeoeloaal Stability

lUADUTIOa EXPRUEmCX

Table 3 ahowa average sheath strains for the disc elemenets. Values
ranged from a low of -0.10Z to a high of +0.46*; the higher strain vslue
being for high-powered dlac elements with solid pellets. For the favored
design with annular fuel, the largest average strains were about +0.23Z,
within Che specified design Halt. At linear powers over 60 kW/a, aheath
strains Increased with burnup and there was a tendency for these high
powered eleaents to exhibit ovallty early in the Irradiation. Sheath
strains for eleaents irradiated at powers below 45 kW/a were independent
of burnup. Strains for disc elements were less than those predicted by
our two dimensional deformation code ELESTRES (19) for non-disc, solid
pellet elements operating at the same powers shown in Figure 6. Lower
sheath strains were confirmed by the X-541 cest (18) where disc elements
Irradiated at linear powers of 62 kW/m showed about half the sheath strsln
of non-disc, annular elements Irradiated under Identical conditions.
Circumferential ridge heights averaged less Chan 0.01 am, again about half
chat expected from standard CANDU fuel with an L/D ratio of 1.3 (20); •••
Figure 7. The smaller ridges are a result of combining pellets with small
L/D ratios and graphite discs; the latter lowering the bulk average fuel
temperature)!.

Fmel mod Operating Characteristics

Flasloo Cam Belease

AECL has irradiated aany graphite disc - UO2 fuel elements with solid
and annular fuel pellets, .different L/D ratios and a variety of disc
thicknesses. The experiments discussed in this paper are only those
Irradiated to high burnups at high powers. The five relevant experiments
are designated X-537, X-541 (18), X-282 and WR1-205, all Irradiated at a
range of powers to burnups between 125 and 800 MW.h/kg U and X-286, which
Investigated the behaviour of a deliberately defected disc eleaent. Fuel
and element parameters for each of these experiments are given <n Table 1
and schematic drawings of the elements are Included in Figure 5. All
these experiments were Irradiated In the pressurized, light water cooled,
vertical loops* of the NRX research reactor at CRNL or the UR-1 reaeaioh
reactor at the Uhlteshell Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE). Typical
coolant parameters for these fuel experiments were: inlet temperatures
ranging from 220 to 250*C, pressures between 7.7 and 9.0 MPa and flows
from 1 to 5 £/s.

The percentage fission gas released by the disc experiments, listed In
Table 3, ranges from 1.7% at low powers and low burnups to 28Z for s
burnup of 720 MW.h/kg at an average linear power of 62 kW/m. The releasss
at high burnups are about half those calculated and observed for solid
pellet fuel Irradiated at similar powers (21). A direct comparison
of disc and non-disc eleo'nt* sll with snnular fuel with identical
irradiation histories is sgaln offered by the X-541 experiment (18) and
summarized below:

Table 2 lists Che linear powers, surface heat fluxes, maximum UOj
temperatures and the final burnups for the five disc experiments. These
parameters were calculated for the fuel element mld-polnts and were
derived from calorlmetrlc aeasureaents of loop coolant. End flux peaking
and axial flux gradients along the elements caused the ends of the fuel
stacks to run hotter than the middle. Because of the eleaent and holder
design, fuel elements were generally separated axlally by distances up
to 15 ci, causing flux peaking between 15 and 20Z in the end enriched
pellets. Natural UO2 pellets were placed at the ends of the fuel stacks
of aost eleaents In an unsuccessful attempt to reduce end flux peaking.

Non Disc Element

Ue emphasize that determining the optimum design of a disc fuel element Is
an iterative process between experloental Irradiations and calculations by
computer codes. The two approaches are complementary and necessary in
choosing the beat disc fuel design for a specific application.

\

Av. Linear
Power
Disc Element

-

62 kW/m
44
62 kW/m
44 "
H

Final
Burnup

Av. Gas
Release

720 MW.h/kg

27Z
7Z
39Z
19Z

500
730 MW.h/kg

550

The reduction In gas release is aore draaaclc ac the lower rating. Discs
are effective in reducing fission gas release because they lower the bulk
average temperature of Che fuel, especially for the volume fraction of the
oxide that release most of its fission gas, i.e., the part that Is sbove
Che grain growth temperature (aore than 1400*C). This effectiveness In
cooling the oxide is illustrated by the ellipsoid grain growth regions

on the longitudinal sections of fuel pellets In disc eleiaenta; (aee the
following aectlon). Although graphite Inside a fuel eleaent has been
known to absorb fission gaaea, especially Iodines, (22) we did not obaerve
this behaviour In our dl.-ca eleaents.

the graphite aa reported by Pu.ich investigators (23) although soae aa yet
unidentified fission products were segregated near the outer edge of the
discs In experiment X-282, see Figure 8.

Structural Changes aad Disc Coapatlblllty

rowerfcaapaand Overpower

By conducting heat froa the oxide, the graphite discs reduce fuel
operating teaperatures, and thus the voluae of fuel that undergoes grain
growth. These saaller grain growth volumes, usually In the shape of an
ellipsoid are shown In Figure 8. Dlaca also prevent the gross axial
relocation of fuel operating at high powers. Redistribution of the oxide
In our elements was confined aostly to Individual pellets. At linear
powers above 60 kU/a, the central holes in pellets bridged over at the
pellet aid-plane and saall voids then forned in the bridged material. The
bridging and void formation mechanism la a combination of unrestrained
fuel expansion, grain growth and redistribution of pores froa within the
fuel. At the higher powers the central holes have disappeared completely
and are replaced by large ellipsoidal voids. The suggested sequence for
bridging and void growth Is shown schematically in Figure 9, stagea 0
through 6. Figure 10 shows the actual process In a fuel eleaent. A
selection of micrographs froa disc element? is shown in Figures 11 and
12. At linear powers up ro 77 kW/a, typical of those experienced due to
flux peaking, the oxliie reacts with the discs allowing voids in two
adjacent pellets to join; see Figure 11 which is similar to stage 7 in
Figure 9. The bridging and void formation are both temperature and burnup
dependent. At linear powers leas than AS kW/a redistribution of pellet
voldage was usually confined to necking of the central hole in the pellet,
stage 1.

To determine the ability of disc fuel to survive power ramps at high
burnup, we power reaped four disc elements previously irradiated at a
constant power of 45 kU/a to a new power of 65 kW/a, after a burnup of
330 MW.h/kg U. All four eleaents survived a seven day irradiation ac
the higher power after the Initial rapid reactor startup. With this
coabinatlon of maximum power and power increase, norcral CANDU fuel eleaents
with CAM.UB coatings would be expected to fall (24). With this small
sample, disc eleae.ita have demonstrated excellent tolerance to power ramps
at burnups up to 350 MW.h/kg U.

Disc Integrity and coapatibillty with the oxide and sheath were generally
very fcood especially for those experiments that operated within the power
design Halt of less than 65 kU/a. Thinning at the centres of discs waa
observed over the annular hole of the pellets; see Figure 12. This
thinning is thought to be a reversible vapor phase moveat-.it based on the
reaction:
C + CO2

cold
«

2 CO

hot
Soae graphite - UO2 reactions occurred at powers over 65 kU/a, usually at
the enda of high power elements, when the contact teaperatures exceeded
1600*C, aa ahown In Figure 11. The reacted graphite was deposited along
cracks and surfaces at the periphery of pellets and at the edges of the
discs theaselvea as Illustrated In Figure 13. Soae discs were cracked
primarily in the thinned section over the central hole in the pellets.
Despite disc thinning, cracking and reaction, as well as void relocation In
the oxide pellets, the graphite discs always retained their effectiveness
In cooling the fuel. This waa confirmed by the saaller grain growth
volumes observed on every fuel section examined froa a disc experiment. We
found no evidence froa gamma acannlng that Ca-137 and Cs-134 migrated into

Five disc eleaents were accldently overpowered in experiment WR1-20S for
a period of 11 hours to a aid-element linear power of 94 kW/a and a peak
power of about 110 kW/m. All eleaents survived this unusual operation.
Post-irradiation inspection showed localized sheath dryout had occurred
over disc positions. These dryout patches, characterized by thick ZrOi
layers, were found only on the high power side of the eleaents. Inside
sheath temperatures reached an estimated aaxlaua of 870*C, based on
measurements of the ZrOj thicknesses and on beta-grain structure* in the
Zircalcy. Even at these high sheath teaperatures, metallography did not
locate evidence of any graphlte-Zlrcaloy reaction. In two eleaents the
sheaths had collapsed over the discs,fi.ishown in Figure 14. Subsequent
to this overpower, three of the elements were fu'Mier irradiated at 60 kW/a
to a burnup of 770 MW.h/kg U without mny contlnui .g sheath deterioration.
Although far removed froa any operating envelope proposed for AFC fuel,
this incident illustrates the power-tolerant nature of fuel elements with
graphite discs.

Defect Performance
A graphite disc eleaent, irradiated Intact to a burr.up of 132 MW.h/kg U In
experiment X-286, was deliberately defected with a I.6 an dlaaeter drilled
hole in its sheath. The defected eleaent was Irradiated for 22 days at an
average linear power of 58 kW/a to study the activity release to the
coolant. During the Irradiation the coolant gamma oonltor recorded a
steady state activity of 30,000 cpm with only slight peaking on reactor
shutdowns and startups. This level of activity in the coolant waa the
aaae aa expected froa a U0 -Zircaloy eleaent without discs, operating at
the same power. Chemical analyses of the coolant during the test Indicated
no increase in the CO or C 0 content, indicating that no massive watergraphite reaction took place. This waa confirmed by post-lrradlatlon
neutron radiography which showed bith the discs and pellets unchsnged froa
the previous inspection. The appearances of the sheath, and defect hole,
were the same as observed before the defect teat.
2
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X-SJ7

Experiment

Olsc

Coat 1 ng

materiel
enrichment
density
p a l l a t 00
p a l l at 10
p a l l a t langth
pellet l/D
dish dapth
dish land
graphite material
disc 00
disc ID
disc t h i c k .
disc T / l
aatarlal

Shaath

Elaaant

UO2

«tl
Mg/a
am
aa

8.5
10.64
9.68

MM

12.90

(a)
an
aa

1.3
0.66
0.63

(d)
•a
aa
aa
lb)

material
Shaath 00
sheath 10
nail thick
diametral clear
axial clear
o v e r a l l f u e l Igth
and plug oat a r i d

—

POCO AXF-OI
9.75

—

2.00
0.16

(h)
X-341

UO,
9.43
10.63
12.47/12.44
2.90
7.50
0.6
N/A
N/A

3.52
7.20
0.5
0.50
0.60

POCO-AXM-OI
12.30

--

0.76
0.10

..
—

•a

Zlrcaloy-2
10.5*

aa
•a

9.87
0.36

12.38
0.47

0.19
1.65
161.9
Zlrcaloy-2

0.10/nlMt)
2.03/1.32
223.0
Zlreelpy-2

aa
•a
ma (g)

X-282

6.0
10.53
14.26

aa

graphite

thickness

(e,h)

CANIUS/FURRYIO
0.013/0.10
Z r - 2 . 5 » t » Nb
13.31

(h)

P0CO-AXF-QI
14.26
1.02
0.89
0.12
CAMLUB

0.010
Zlrcaloy-4
I5.2»
14.99
0.44
0.12
1.27
161.4
Zlrcaloy-4

Ihl
•HI-205

X-286

UOj
4.52

UOj
4.32
10.72
13.71

10.55
14.26
3.52
7.23
0.5
0.56
0.63
POCO-AXF-OI
14.26
1.02
0.79
0.11

—

18.0
1.3
0.64
0.56
P0C0-AXF-0I
13.74

—

1.78
0.10

CANL(B
0.010

FURRY

Zlrcaloy-4
15.24

2lrcaloy-4
15.22

0.030

14.39
0.44

13.81
0.71

0.12
1.22
222.4
Zlrcaloy-4

0.10
1.27
I7J.8
Zlrcaloy-4

Notes:
N/A • not available
a) L/D Is the langth to dlaaatar ratio of tha pallat.
b) T/l Is tha ratio ot the disc thickness to pallat langth.
c) Furry graphite Is a thick, friable coating of graphite powder deposited on tha 00 of fual pallets and
baked In situ.
d) All discs *ere vacuus outgasied at 1000'C tor 4 hours prior to loading Into sheaths.
a) Olsc alaaanta froa X-337 contained a Zlrcaloy gas planum at the bottom ot tha fual
stack, vol. • 2000 aje*.
t> Pallat 00 vlth tha FURRY coating «as tha same as tha 10 ot sheath. Soaa FURRY coating removed ahan
tha pellets vara loaded Into the sheath,
g) Overall fual langth Includes tha graphite discs,
h) Elements contain natural UOj pallets at aach and ot tha fual stack to reduce and flux peaking.

TABU 2
Heat l a t l n g a , Taaperaturea and Burnupa for Dlac I x p a r l — n t e

Experiment*

L i n e a r Potter ( a , c )
<kw/a)
Range
Av.

Surface Heat F l u x ( a , c , e )
(kw/a*)
Range
Av.

C a l c u l a t e d Hax. Pinal burnup(a.d)
(MW.h/kg U)
Fuel Teap.
(*C)

X-286

60 - 67

63

1250 - 1400

1320

2670

175

X-282

56 - 70

64

1170 - 1460

1340

1950

640

X-537

30
18 - 28

30
23

900
550 - 850

900
700

1490
1430

125
280

34 - 37

36

1030 - 1120

1090

1730

660

31 - 36
40 - 48
58 - 64

34
44
62

730 - 850
940 - 1130
1370 - 1500

800
1040
1460

1340
1610
1990

175
500
800

35 - 55

40

730 - 1150

840

1350

345

50 - 76

70

1140 - 1590

1460

1970

740

X-541

WRI-205

Comment*

For defect teat, linear
power was 58 kW/a

Power boosted at 140
MW.h/kg U, elements
survived

For a very brief period
early In teat, linear
power peaked to 90 kW/a
Power boosted at 330
MW.h/kgU, eleaents
aurvlved. All WRI-205
eleaenta overpowered for
11 hours, peak aid point
power 94 kW/a.

Notes:
a) Linear powers, surface heat fluxes, temperatures and burnupa are for eleaent aid-points, end flux peaking and axial
flux gradients can cauae higher power*, teaperatures and burnups at ends of eleaenta - see text.
b) Calculated by the AMAZING code ualng experlaent paraaetera and averaRe linear powers.
c) Linear powers and aurface heat fluxea calculated ualng fuel <tack length that excludea the discs.
d) A burnup of 240 MW.h/kg U - 10,000 iW.d/teU.
•) Surface heat flux Is for sheath-to-coolant.

TABU 3
Dimensional Changea and Plaaloa Gaa Releaae for Dlac Experiments

Experlaent

(d)
Av. Linear
Power
(kU/a)

(d)
Pinal
Burmip
(MW.h/kg U)

Sheath Stialn
Circumferential Ridge Ht
(ma)
(b)
(b)
D
(X)
D
Range
Av.
Av.
Range

<c)
Fission Gas
Releaae
(X)

X-286

63

175

0.46

0.46

0.025

X-282

64

640

0.15 - 0.18

0.17

0.007 - 0.018

0.01

21.0 - 23.0
av. 22.0

X-537

30
23
36

125
280
660

-0.10
-0.10
-0.09

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01
0.01

1.7
N/A
23.0

X-541

34
44
62

375
500
800

-0.06 - 40.04
-0.02 - +0.21
-0.06 - +1.0

0.01
0.10
0.23

0.004 - 0.012
0.005 - 0.020
0.006 - 0.020

0.009
0.010
0.014

WW-205

40
70

345
740

-0.26 - +0.13 -0.13
0
- +0.20 +0,10

0.005 - 0.015
0.005 - 0.020

0.007
0.010

-0.10
-0.10
-0.09

0.025

21.0

Coaaenta

Gaa releaae froa
Intact element

possible defect^'

2.7
4.1 - 8.2
26.. - 27.6

Notea:
a) N/A - not available.
b) Sheath atralna aeaaured at pellet ald-polnta, circumferential rldgea aeaaured over disc poaltlona corresponding
to .pellet lnterfacea In non-disc eleaents.
c) Flaalon gaa releaae baaed on Xenon aeaaureaenta.
d) Average linear powers and final burnupa froa Table 2.
e) Cauae of the
i defect uaa accelerated corroalon of a contaminated weld.
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(B)

THE EFFECT OF PELLET LENGTH TO DIAMETER RATIO AND GRAPHITE DISCS
UPON CIRCUMFERENTIAL RIDGE HEIGHT (FROM REFERENCE 20).

FIGURE 8
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LONGITUDINAL FUEL SECTION <A) AND THE CORRESPONDING BETA/GAMMA
AUTORADIOGRAPH (B) FROM ELEMENT NMT, EXPERIMENT X-282 SHOWING
THE ELLIPTICAL GRAIN GROWTH AREA, NECKING OF THE CENTRAL HOLE
AND FISSION PRODUCT SEGREGATION (ARROW) IN THE DISCS.
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STAGE 1
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STAG? 4

RADIAL CRACKS
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sm

STAGE 5

STAGE 6

STAGE 7

FIGURE 9
A SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE PROGRESSIVE CHANGES IN
FUEL PELLETS AND DISCS WITH TEMPERATURE AND BURNUP

i\ x
PICURE 10

NEUTRON RADIOGRAPH OP THE TOP HALP OP ELEMENT SPL PROM EXPERI
MENT X-541.
ELEMENT WAS IRRADIATED AT A LINEAR POtttR OP
62 MW/a TO A BURNUP OP 720 MWh/kgU. THE RADIOGRAPH SHOWS THE
DIFFERENT STAGES IN VOID REDISTRIBUTION IN THE UO2 PELLETS.

7* x

•>\

FIGURE 11

x

L8 - B9

J 44 CI & C2

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF PELLET AND DISCS FROM THE HIGH FLUX
END OF ELEMENT NMS, EXPERIMENT X-282, SHOWING VOIDS IN
ADJACENT PELLETS JOINING AND U 0 - GRAPHITE REACTION.
2

7\x
FIGURE 12

123

L8 - A16 & A17

LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS OP PELLET AND DISCS PROM ELEMENT RRC,
EXPERIMENT WR1-205.
PHOTO A SHOWS THE THINNING OP THE
GRAPHITE DISCS NEAR THE CENTRE AND THE NECKING OP THE ANNULAR
HOLE. PHOTO B SHOWS THE ELLIPTICAL GRAIN GROWTH AREAS IN
PELLETS (SECTION NOT THROUGH THE ELEMENT CENTRELINE).
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100x
FIGURE 13

RE-DEPOSITED GRAPHITE (ARROW) WITHIN A RADIAL CRACK NEAR
THE PERIPHERY CV THE U0 PELLET, ELEMENT RRC, EXPERIMENT
WR1-205.
2

ZOx

L8 - B2
FIGURE 14

SHEATH COLLAPSE (ARROW) OVER A DISC CAUSED BY SEVERE
OVERPOWER CONDITIONS, ELEMENT RRP, EXPERIMENT WR1-205.

CALCULATION STUDY OF THE WWER-440
FUEL PERFORMANCE FOR EXTENDED BURNUP
J. KUJAL, F. PAZDERA, O. BARTA
Nuclear Research Institute,
Rez, Czechoslovakia
Abstract
The r e s u l t s of preliminary calculations! study of extended burnup
cycling schemes impact on WWER-440 fuel performance a r e p r e s e n t e d .

burnup schemes (A2 and Bi.; and eighteen-month high burnup schemes
(AJ and 113). All types of cycling schemes a s well as the r e f e r e n c e ones
a r e summarized in Table 2 .
The power h i s t o r i e s for A l , A 2 , H I , B2 schemes w e r e obtained
from neutronic calculations of WWER-440 three-batch and four-batch
active c o r e . Some extrapolations were performed for A3 and B 3 , r e s p .
The radial rod peaking factors according to detail assembly neu
tronic calculations were chosen in the range from 1.3 to 1 . 8 . All c a s e s
were analysed both for a v e r a g e and maximum rod p o w e r .
Time dependent axiai power profile was given from neulronic c a l 
culation; the fuel rod was divided into 10 axial s e g m e n t s .
3.

FUEL PIN ANALYSIS

Two high burnup schemes w e r e proposed with t h r e e and four c y c l e s , r e s p .
Comparison was made with t h r e e cycle r e f e r e n c e c a s e . The thermal mecha
meal a n a l y s i s was performed with PIN and RELA c o d e s .
The values of rod internal p r e s s u r e , fuel c e n t e r l i n e t e m p e r a t u r e s
and fuel-cladding gap a r e e x p r e s s e d a s function of power h i s t o r y .

1.

INTRODUCTION

In o r d e r to understand the influence of extended burnup schemes
on fuel elements p r o p e r t i e s , thermal mechanical a n a l y s e s of s e v e r a l
burnup schemes w e r e c a r r i e d o u t . At the same time were evaluated the
r e f e r e n c e standard lower burnup schemes to make possible comparison
of r e s u l t s . The calculations were performed with computer codes PIN
and R E L A .
The purpose of this study was to obtain first preliminary r e s u l t s
on M/WER f.iel element behaviour u n d e r high burnuj. c o n d i t i o n s . The
emphasis of UL'«- study was to analyse fuel performance during normal
operation without load follow o p e r a t i o n s .
2.

ASSUMPTIONS

Standard \W\WER fuel element design w a s used for a n a l y s i s . Basic
p a r a m e t e r s of r e f e r e n c e fuel element a r e in Table 1 .
Two different c a s e s (A and B ) w e r e studied for WWER-440 c o r e .
Both c a s e s include low burnup annual schemes ( A l and B l ) , annual high

The thermomechanical a n a l y s i s of fuel pins were performed with
computer codes PIN and RELA / l / . The computer code PIN was d e v e l o 
ped from GAPCON THERMAL 2 ; was verified / 2 / and now is used
mainly for licencing p u r p o s e s . The best estimate options have been used
in this s t u d y . The computer code RELA is a module of a l a r g e balance
code for the prediction of fission products activity in primary c i r c u i t
coolant during o p e r a t i o n . Better d e s c r i p t i o n of fission ga$ r e l e a s e in low
t e m p e r a t u r e region based on physics in comparison with phenomenological treatment in PIN, was the main r e a s o n for performing t h e s e c a l 
culations a l s o with RELA. Both codes were used a l s o in the D-COM
"Blind Problem on F i s s i o n Gas R e l e a s e " . / 3 /
F o r PIN calculations the fuel pin has been divided into 10 axial
segments and each axial segment into 20 rings of equal t h i c k n e s s .
Cladding is d e s c r i b e d only by 1 ring per segment. All p r e s e n t e d data
except fission gas r e l e a s e and pin inner p r e s s u r e a r e for mid-pin p o 
sition (axial segment No, 5 ) .
F o r RELA calculations the fuel pin was approximated only by one
axial segment, with pin a v e r a g e p o w e r , which h a s beendivided into 20
r i n g s of equal volume. Cladding was modelled by one r i n g , t o o . The
time s t e p s w e r e set automatically in the code and the maximum value
is 5 x 103 s e c .
Calculations of fuel pin behaviour for the r e f e r e n c e c a s e s ( A l , B l ) ,
4 cycle high burnup ( A 2 , B2) and 3 cycle high burnup ( A 3 , B3) c a s e s
performed with PIN and RELA a r e summarized in Table 3 and in F i g .
1 . - 6 . ( P I N ) and F i g . 7 . - 1 1 . ( R E L A ) .
It is shown, that the maximum fuel centerline t e m p e r a t u r e is reached
during the first ( B ) o r second ( A ) period and is only slightly influenced
by proposed high burnup s c h e m e s . The differences between fuel centerline

temperatures predicted with computer codes PIN and RELA, r e s p e c t i v e l y
a r e small and a r e caused by lower l i n e a r heat rating used in RELA ( c a s e
B) and by higher fission gas r e l e a s e predicted by RELA ( c a s e B ) . In g e 
neral the fuel t e m p e r a t u r e prediction is consistent in both c o d e s .
The fission g a s r e l e a s e r a t i o is a l s o determined within the first half
of irradiation history in a c c o r d a n c e to higher fuel t e m p e r a t u r e . The PIN
fission g a s r e l e a s e is slightly l o w e r than 1 % ami is lower for c a s e s A in
comparison with B in contradiction to RELA, which predicted lower r e 
lease for c a s e s B with values in the range of 1 - 10 %. Higher r e l e a s e
predicted by RELA is due to b e t t e r physically based low t e m p e r a t u r e f i s 
sion gas r e l e a s e model. Also the u n p r e s s u n z e d fuel pins a r e v e r y s e n s i 
tive to small changes of fuel pin p a r a m e t e r s . The PIN r e s u l t s for h i g h e r
densification and l a r g e r gap size a r e introduced in Table 3 , t o o .
In general h i g h e r fission g a s r t ase r a t i o («j 10%) i s possible
only in maximum rated pins in a s s e m b l y , however they a r e set u n d e r v e r y
c o n s e r v a t i v e assumptions in this s t u d y . The pin inner p r e s s u r e i s h e w e v e r higher in the extended burnup s c h e m e s . Max. i n c r e a s e is about
2 M P a , but well below coolant p r e s s u r e . Higher inner p r e s s u r e wil c a u s e
i n c r e a s e d amount of fuel pin f a i l u r e s during DBA ( L O C A ) .
The computer codes PIN and RELA has no predictive capability
for cladding r u p t u r e due to fuel cladding mechanical i n t e r a c t i o n . More
sophisticated codes a r e required for these p u r p o s e s / 4 / with sufficient
experimental v e r i f i c a t i o n . The h i g h e r tendency of fuel pins in extended
burnup schemes to PCM1 failure is however evident from gap c l o s u r e
h i s t o r y shown in F i g , 1 . — 6 . The gap c l o s u r e is reached during the
third cycle leading to soft contact (according to r e l o c a t i o n philosophy
without contact p r e s s u r e ) and h a r d contact i s reached only before end
of last cycle in the extended burnup s c h e m e s . Contact p r e s s u r e s a r e
shown in Table 3 .
Resistance of fuel pins to PCM1 failure »n h i g h e r burnup schemes
must be confirmed e x p e r i m e n t a l l y ; for good u n d e r s t a n d i n g , h o w e v e r ,
development of new codes is a l s o v a l u a b l e .

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary study of fuel pin behaviour under extended burnup
conditions for WWER-440 c o r e h a s shown:
- no remarkable impact on the maximum fuel c e a t e r l i n e t e m p e r a t u r e ,
- slight i n c r e a s e of fuel pin inner p r e s s u r e , but in all c a s e s sufficiently
below coolant p r e s s u r e ,

\

- longer rod time operution with closed gap for h i g h e r burnup and even
hord contact predicted before supposed end of life i n c r e a s e s the p r o 
bability of fuel element failure due to PCMI.
Because of preliminary c h a r a c t e r of the presented study, cau.ied by
slightly different purpose of codes PIN and RKLA used for the a n a l y s i s ,
the validity of r e s u l t s is p a r t i a l l y r e s t r i c t e d anil further experimental
and computational confirmation seems to be n e c c e s a r y .
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Table 1.

12.3

No. of cycles

270
30
7.8
9.1
1.5

7 . 6 ( 7 .55)

01

1.0
0.5

<3

2420
94.5
0.1
He

12.8
0 . 5 (1 . 5 )

Parameters of reference fuel element

Power
Max. fuel centerline
temperature, °C

1

3

972

27.7

2

4

1270

36.1

3

3

1390

40.3

1

3

972

28.4

2

4

1270

36.2

3

3

1390

44.9

Table 2 .

Al

Case

|

Nom.

Max.

890
(990)

1060
(1750)

Bl
Nom.

B2

A2

Max. Nom.

1270 j 1550
(1380)|(1670)

890

Cycling schemes

A3

Nom. Max.' Nom. | Max. Nom. Max.

1060

l2

7°: "50 L * * , ,

0.623
0.485 | 0 . 6 6 5
0.468
0.471 0.588 0.487 0 . 6 2 8
(0.635) (38.60) (0.664)|(11.2)

EOL inner gas
p r e s s u r e , MPa

0.306
0.379
(0.323) (7.15)

Max. fuel centerline
temperature, °C
EOL fission gas
release, %
EOL inner g a s
p r e s s u r e , MPa
(

0

0

1050
(1700)

1270

1550

>

EOL fission g a s
release, %

Max. contact
p r e s s u r e , MPa

B3

Max

j

p-

Average discharge
lm rnu p
MWd/kg UC2

Total fuel
lifetime
(days)

<

Case B

1

Coolant p r e s s u r e , MPa
Coolant inlet temperature, °C
Average coolant A T ( 1 3 , 8 kW/m), °C
Cladding inner diameter,mm
Clodding outer diameter, mm
Fuel inner diameter, mm
Fuel outer diameter, mm
Surface roughness: fuel, yum
cladding, yum
Fuel column longht, mm
Fuel density, % TH
Fill gas p r e s s u r e , MPa NTP
Fill gas composition
Gas plenum volume, c u r
Fuel densification, % Til

R E L A

'
|
i
•

^

0 . 5 8 3 0.488
0.631
(33.4)

0.338
0.412
0.321
0.475
0.325 0 . 4 2 3 0 . 3 4 3 0 , 4 6 2
0.371 0.511
(0.354) (9.24)
(0.343) (2.38)
0

0

0

0

0

0.4

0

28

0

53

1050

1138

1150

1420

1050

1138

1150

1420

1000

1175

1160

1420

3.74

11.8

0.88

2.28

3.38

9.8

0.83

1.83

3.30

12.64

0.89

2.08

0.92 ,

3.44

0.45

0.86

1.01

3.46

0.48

0.85j

1.03

4.23

0.43

1.02

) values for higher densification and larger gap size

Table 3 . Results of PIN and RELA calculations
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LWR FUEL RODS FOR EXTENDED BURNUP DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL BASES
H.GROSS, R. MANZEL
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft,
Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract
The increase in the portion of the fuel cycle costs related
to reprocessing and intermediate or final storage challenges
the fuel engineers to increase the discharge burnups of the
fuel by increasing the initial enrichment.
The most important aspects to be considered in the design of
fuel for extended burnup appear to be waterside corrosion,
fission gas release and pressure build-up, and axial fuel rod
and assembly growth. The power ramping behaviour (at least
for PWR's and BWR's applying PCI remedies) and long term creep
deformation of the cladding seem to be of less importance.
In connection with higher target burnups and extended cycle
lengths burnable poison (Gadolinium) is used.
In order to provide an experimental data base for high burnup
fuel rods KWU has started very early to irradiate standard
fuel rods beyond their initial target burnup. Results of the
postirradiation examination of those highly irradiated fuel
rods are presented that have also been used for the calibration
and verification of th<* design codes.
Analytical and experimental investigations showed, that a re
duction of the rod power is advantageous with regard to high
burnups. This has led in some cases to fuel assemblies with
an increased number of fuel rods and with a decreased rod dia
meter. These fuel assemblies have an improved potential for
high burnups compared to assemblies with higher linear heat
generation rate.

Introduction
The increase in the portion of fuel cycle costs related to
reprocessing and intermediate or final storage challanges the
fuel engineers to increase the discharge burnups of the fuel

\

by increasing the initial enrichment. It ia quite clear that
the present outstanding reliability of the fuel should not
be impaired and safety aspects (ONB-ratio, L.OCA behaviour)
should not unduly be affected.
In Figure 1 are shown the fuel cycle costs in a simplified
way for a KWU 1300 MW PWR. The input data for the calculation
have developed differently in the past years. The manufactur
ing costs remained approximately constant. The costs for re
processing and intermediate or final storage tiave significantly
increased. Consequently the flat curve (cost basis 1973) has
changed to a steeper slope in the range of current discharge
burnups. This shows clearly the incentive for the increase
of the discharge burnups. The minimum of the cost curve is
of minor importance. It is dependent on the special assump
tions for the calculation.
Average discharge burnup targets of 50 GWd/t(U) for PWR-fuel
and 40 GWd/t(U) for BWR fuel are presently envisaged /l/. How
ever, with respect to fuel performance the corresponding peak
pellet burnups are of more relevance and these burnups can
reach values as high as 65 GWd/t(U). Although the present data
base does not extend to these high burnups yet the data avail
able indicate that these burnups in principle will be achievable.
Since the early seventies KWU has performed irradiation pro
grams in close cooperation with the utilities. Standard fuel
assemblies as well as experimental fuel rods were irradiated
at linear heat generation rates between 160 W/cm to 470 W/cm
and different power histories to burnups beyond their respective
design burnup /2/. Table 1 summarizes these extended irradiations
and shows the burnups reached. It should be mentioned that
the extension of the in-reactor residence time to 4 cycles
is already quite common for PWR fuel assemblies today. To date
peak pellet burnups close to 60 GWd/t(U) have been successfully

reached. Fig. 2 summarizes the irradiation experience accumulated
at KWU for the various burnup dependent aspects that have to
be considered in the design for high burnup.

Basic data for KWU fuel design
PWR
Fuel assembly type

18x18-24

BWR
16:X16-20

Relevance of Burnup to Fuel Rod Design
Number of fuel rods
Mainly the following aspects and mechanisms have to be con
sidered in fuel rod design as a consequence of burnup increase:

Number of g...de tubes/
water rods
Fuel rod diameter mm

- fission gas release and swelling

Average LHGR

W/cm

- corrosion and hydrogen pick-up

2

- dimensional behavior of the fuel rods

Average heat flux W/cm

9x9-1

8x8-2

300

236

80

62

24

20

I

1

9.50

10.75

10.75

12.30

164

208

158

204

55

62

47

53

The PWR data correspond to a modern 1300 MW plant whereas the
the BWR data correspond to KRB-II being the most recent KWU BWR.

- PCI/SCC
Additional aspects are the use of Gd_0 poisoned fuel and the
concept of low-leakage reshuffling schemes.
3

The majority of fuel rods delivered today by KWU have a diameter
of 10.75 nun for the PWR and 12.SO (12.30) nun for the BWR. These
fuel rods have shown an outstanding reliability and their burnup limits do not seem to be exhausted presently.
Nevertheless KWU has developed two advanced fuel designs based
on small diameter rods /3/. This means a fuel rod diametei
of 9.50 mm for the PWR and of 10.75 mm for the BWR.
The consequence of the reduction of the fuel rod diameter is
an increase in the number of fuel rods in a fuel assembly.
This results in a significant decrease of the average LHGR
and average heat flux as is shown in the following table:

\

The reduction of more than 20 % in the average LHGR and of
more than 10 % in the average heat flux reduces the fuel tempe
rature significantly and gives an improved burnup potential
for these small diameter rods. This will be shown in more detail
below.
Dimensional behaviour
During irradiation fuel rods with Zircaloy cladding experience
a distint increase in length and decrease in diameter. The
length increase /4/ is explained by three different mechanisms
1) irradiation induced growth of the cladding, 2) anisotropic
creep-down of the cladding, and 3) mechanical interaction between
fuel and cladding. Up to burnups of about 30 GWd/t(U) corres21
-2
ponding to a fast neutron fluence of 6 x 10
cm
(E > 0.82 MeV)
a linear relationship between length increase and fast fluence
has been found. At higher burnups and consequently fast fluences
an increasing scatter in the length increase and positive devi-

at ions from the linear relationship have been observed. Fig. i
shows the length increase of fue) rods from two modern PWRs
up to burnups of 50 GWd/t(U) (fast fluence 11 x 10
cm" ) .
The increase in the scatter as well as the positive deviations
are explained by a mechanical interaction between fuel and
cladding whereby the dimensional changes of the fuel were trans
mitted to the cladding leading to additional deformation in
axial direction.
This is even true although the diameter of the fuel rod is
still decreasing up to a burnup of 50 GWd/t(U) indicating no
general support of the cladding by the swelling fuel (fig. 4 ) .
It is mainly attributed to the steadily decreasing rod power
and consequently fuel temperature. Apparently decreasing thermal
expansion of the fuel has just compensated for fuel swelling.
In spite of the relatively low fuel temperature fission products
such as cesium have been released to the cladding and caused
local fuel/clad bor ling. Fuel swelling can be transmitted to
the cladding via such bonded areas causing the cladding to
creep axially. Differences in bonding and other variables,
like initial fuel/clad gap size, are believed to be the reason
for the observed scatter in rod growth. In any case, the net
growth caused by mechanical interaction will bo limited to
the affective swelling rate of the fuel.

The increase of axial fuel rod elongation with burnup is taken
into account in fuel rod and fuel assembly design. In the past
KHU PWR fuel assemblies had an axial clearance for fuel rod
elongation of approximately 0.8 % relative to the fuel rod
length. In modern KWU designs this value has been increased
to give more potential for high burnup application. This is
achieved by modifications of the fuel assembly structure and/or
a reduction of the fuel rod length which is easily feasible,
because KWU uses a large fission gas plenum.

Fuel rod growth itself can be influenced by the cladding condition.
Especially the amount of recrystallization has a pronounced
influence. In BWR fuel assemblies fuel rods form the assembly
structure itself, therefore growth of the assemblies is directly
related to rod growth. For the interaction between fuel assembly
and flow channel in the BWR it may be necessary to reduce fuel
rod growth. This can be done by using fully recrystallized
cladding that exhibit reduced irradiation induced growth as
shown in fig. 5.

Fuel Swelling
The dimensional changes of the fuel pellet result from a super
position of fuel densification early in life and continuous
fission product swelling /5/. The net density change of KWU
standard U 0 fuel is shown in fig. 6. After the initial densification the density of the fu^l decreases with a rate of 1 %/
10 GWd/t(U) (matrix swelling rate). Consequently, this implies
that the initial density value is reached again after a burnup
of about 35 GWd/t(U) and any further burnup increase results
in a net dimensional increase of the fuel pellet.
2

However no diametrical cladding strain due to fuel swelling
is expected up to a burnup of 50 GWd/t(U) аь stated above.
Even in the case of still higher burnups, when some cladding
strain may occur, this effect is not expected to be limiting.
Cladding strain due to fuel swelling takes place at very low
strain rates in contrast to the loadings due to power ramping.
Wood and Watkins /6/ have shown that the creep ductility of
Zry under such circumstances is very high. Test samples exhibited
strains of more than 9 % under irradiation without failures.
Nevertheless cladding strain due to fuel swelling at high burnup can be reduced further. The superposition of densification

and matrix swelling provides the key for the development of
high burnup fuel with reduced swelling rate. An appropriate
pore size distribution will keep the densification effective
even at higher burnups and consequently reduce fuel swelling.
First results with a bimodal structure gave promising results,
as can be seen from fig. 6.

Fission gas release
Fission gas release is a factor in design which may potentially
become life-limiting at high burnups. Figures 7 and 8 show
a comparison of calculated internal pressure for PWR (18 x 18
and 16 x 16) and BWR ( 9 x 9 and 8 x 8 ) fuel rods. Fission gas
release is rather low at normal operating conditions as can
be seen by the results of the best estimate calculations. But
in licensing conservative calculations are required usually
and anticipated operational occurrences have to be taken into
account. This results in a considerable increase in calculated
fission grs release and internal pressure. The advantage of
small diameter rods and their higher burnup potential is clearly
visible for conservative calculations in figures 7 and 8.
The design limit for internal pressure is defined by KWU and
some other vendors by a so called "non lift off" criterion.
This criterion allows an internal pressure exceeding the coolant
pressure. It requires that the internal pressure may not lead
to a thermal feed back mechanism. Thermal feed back is assumed
to start when the gap between fuel and cladding increases due
to internal overpressure. This means, the outward creep of
the cladding in the case of internal overpressure has to be
lower than the swelling rate of the fuel.
The considerably lower fission gas release of small diameter
rods has also a very favorable effect on the safety analysis
for hypothetical accidents, such as loss of coolant. According
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to the standard licencing practice for those accident analyses
in Germany, not only the hot spot condition is considered but
also a core-wid : study is performed in order to investigate
the clad temperature and strain distribution. The aim is to
predict the approximate percentage of defective fuel rods in
addition to the maintenance of a post-accident coolable geometry.
The initial conditions of the fuel rods for such a core-wide
accident analysis depend on stored energy, which is controlled
primarily by the power distribution and secondly by the heat
transfer coefficient from pellet to cladding. The latter is
reduced by fission gas release, because fission gas has a lower
thermal conductivity than helium which is used as fill gas
during manufacturing. Although no problems have been encountered
in the safety evaluation of 16 x 16 and 8 x 8 cores, the addi
tional advantages of 18 x 18 and 9 x 9 rods are evident especially
at strongly increased burnup, where additional margins might
be desirable.
Fission gas release of 1)0, fuel is strongly dependent on fuel
temperature and mode of operation. Fuel rod design ( initial
fuel/clad gap, helium prepressure) as well as power history
have therefore a pronounced influence on the amount of fission
gas released. Fig. 9 shows the fractional fission gas release
of PWR fuel rods after steady operation at burnups between
34 GWd/t(U) and 46 GWd/t(u). The fractional release ranges
from 0.5 % to 3.7 %. The differences in the release values
are attributed to differences in fuel rod design (pre-pressurized, unpressurized) and differences in power history. Fuel
rods operated at linear heat generation rates (LHGRs) below
200 to 210 W/cm stay at a fractional release below 1 %. Fuel
rods whose cycle average powers reached 250 W/cm showed a fractio
nal fission gas release of up to ? » at a burnup of 40 GWd/t(U).
At higher cycle average powers of up to 300 W/cm the fractional
fission gas release approaches 4 I. In general all fuel rods
measured have attained their maximum power during the first

and/or second operational cycle. During this period microstruc
tural changes (e. g. grain growth) occurred in the fuel pellets
which affect the fission gas release during subsequent cycles
/2/. If in the high burnup region the LHGR is rather low, the
fractional fission gas release (not the absolute) may even
decrease as shown in fig. 10. On the other hand, there is a
tendency of increasing fission gas release with increasing
burnup for fuel rods operated continuously at LHGRs of 200 250 W/cm. This is also true for fuel rods subjected to power
transients (ramps). Here a pronounced increase in the transient
fission gas release has been measured with increasing burnup
/7/. The integral transient release of fission gases occurs
in two essentially independent steps, a spontaneous release
(burst) during the power increase to the final ramp power and
a continuous release during the hold time at final ramp power.
The spontaneous release occurs within a few minutes. The absolut
amount is burnup dependent and increases from 1 - 2 * in 1
and 2-cycle rods to about 10 % in 4 cycle rods. The continuous
release constitutes the major portion of the total transient
fission gas release, expecially at lower burnups. Total transient
fission gas release data of fuel rodlets are shown in fig. 11
for 1 to 4 cycle rodlets subjected to transients with holding
times of hours to days.

Waterside Corrosion and Hydrogen Pick-up
Waterside corrosion and hydrogen pick-up is another factor
in design which may potentially become life-limiting at high
burnups in certain PWR's. From the KWU point of view the po
tential limitation is more pronounced for the PWR than for
the BWR.
The determining factor for PWR corrosion is the metal-oxide
intt..ace temperature. This temperature increases with increas
ing oxide layer thickness because of the temperature rise from
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the rod surface to the metal-oxide interface due to the heat
flux. That means PWR corrosion exhibits a self enhancement
in course of burnup. The influence of self enhancement is reduced
by the fact that in general che rod power is decreasing at
high burnup.
In-pile measurements and model calculations have shown that
at moderate burnups and in thermohydraulic favorable plants
with respect to corrosion (low coolant temperature, lew LHGR )
the heat flux dependent enhancement in the corrosion rate is
not very pronounced and can be partially masked by individual
plant characteristics and different power/life-time histories.
The situation will change, however, at high burnup a.id at thicker
oxide layers.
Figure 12 gives a comparison of calculated oxide layer thick
ness for 16 x 16 and 18 x 18 rods. Plant parameters have been
choosen corresponding to a modern KWU 1300 MW PWR with high
coolant temperature. The result clearly indicates the advantage
of the small diameter rod at high burnup. At moderate burnups
the difference is more or less negligible.
Cladding corrosion in LWR environment is investigated at KWU
since many years /4, 8, 9/.Oxide layer measurements have been
performed on PWR fuel rods up to a rod average burnup of 50 GWd/t(U)
and on BWR fuel rods up to 36 GWd/t(U). The corrosion rate
in PWRs closely follows the out-pile temperature relationship
but with an irradiation enhancement. The corrosion rate in
BWRs is almost independent of temperature up to about 370 °C
and is only influenced by the fast neutron flux.
The PWR-corrosion profile follows the clad surface temperature
with a maximum at the upper third of the fuel rod as stated
before. With increasing oxide layer thickness the rate-determin
ing temperature at the oxide-metal interface increases under
the hwat flux through the oxide and causes an increase in corros-

ion rate. Recent measurements have shown that the thermal con
ductivity of the oxide, influencing the temperature gradient
across the oxide, decreases only slightly in a PWR environment.
Other parameters that are of major influence for cladding cor
rosion are the power history of the fuel assembly, axial and
radial form factors and the thermohydraulic plant design. The
influence of these parameters is shown in Fig. 13 where the
oxide layer thickness measured on fuel rods of three different
plants is plotted versus the relative power (burnup). It is
obvious that the oxide layer thickness increases with increas
ing relative rod power and with increasing irradiation time.
BWR fuel rods usually exhibit a relatively uneven oxide layer.
A thin and uniform base oxide layer is interrupted by local
oxide lenses (nodules) of greater thickness. These lenses grow
relatively fast but the data suggest that the growth rate decreases
with increasing burnup, and that the maximum nodule thickness
remains well below 100 urn even at burnups of > 40 GWd/tU.

in power and a minimum power level (threshold) are needed to
promote failure by pellet/clad interaction.
The power range for defect-free operation of PWR fuel rods
decreases from 480 W/cm for 1-cycle rods to about 405 W/cm
for 3-cycle rods. No further decrease in the power range for
defect free operation has been found for 4-cycle rods (43 46 GWd/tlU)).
On the contrary, maximum LHGRs far beyond the threshold have
been attained without indications of PCI failures. By assessing
these results on should bear in mind that the maximal attainable
rod power and power changes in a power plant also decrease
with increasing burnup.
On BWR fuel rods of the older designs restrictions had to be
imposed, with regard to maneuverability. Ramp tests with BWR
fuel rodlets have confirmed that these operational recommendations
allow a defect-free operation. The development and

The hydrogen content in the cladding of both PWR and BWR fuel
rods was found to be generally low. Even at areas of thick
nodular oxide and after long irradiation times (2000 EFPD)
the hydrogen content did not exceed 400 ppm. However, an increasing
uniform oxide layer thickness of PWR fuel rods may also require
a detailed examination with regard to hydrogen pick-up.

introduction

of BWR fuel rods with reduced diameter ( 9 x 9 FA) will signifi
cantly reduce the maximal attainable rod power and consequently
improve the maneuverability of the BWR plants.
Burnable Poison
Light Water Reactor core physics are improved by the application
of burnable nuclear poison for power shaping and partial compen
sation of the initial excess reactivity. In moderr. BWR GdjOj
concentrations range from 2 % to 6 %.

Ramp Behaviour
A large data base on the ramping behaviour of fuel rods up
to burnups of 46 GWd/t(U) has been obtained from unilateral
and joint international programs /10, 11/. Parameters, such
as the effect of the pre-ramp power level, the influence of
additional exposure on further ramp behaviour and the effect
of selected design modifications are being studied. The results
from the ramp tests have confirmed that both a minimum change

>,

In PWRs burnable poison is required for the more economical
reshuffling scheme in-in-out. Here the use of burnable poison
help to improve the neutron economy and to optimize power density
distribution. Such a reshuffling scheme is also advantageous
with regard to the high burnup fuel rod behaviour. The GdjOj
concentrations required in a PWR go up to 10 %.

The physical properties of UO /Gd 0, fuel are somtv.-hat different
to pure DO,. This is taken into account in fuel rod design.
The melting point and the thermal conductivity are lower compared
to pure UO,. By this reason the fuel temperature of a U0 /Gd 0,
rod is higher than the temperature of a UO red at the same
LHGR. This is shown in fig. 14.
?

?

2

2

?

It is desirable that the temperatures in U0 /Gd 0, rods do
not exceed the temperatures in U 0 rods. This can be achieved
by reducing the rod power of the U0 /Gd 0. rods by means of
lower U-235 enrichment. The procedure for adjusting the U-235
enrichment of the U0 /Gd 0, rods is shown in principle in
figures 14 und 15. The rod power reduction necessary to achieve
equal temperatures is derived from a temperature calculation
and the reduction in enrichment necessary to achieve the required
rod power is taken from a calculation of the relative power
at U0 /Gd 0-. rods as a function of burnup and U-235 enrich
ment.
2

2

2

2

2

2

The irradiation behaviour of U0 /Gd 0, fuel up to burnups of
33 GWd/t(U) was proven to be almost identical to that of UCv
fuel /12/. The initially inhomogeneous fuel microstructure
becomes more and more uniform with increasing burnup because
of the continuing formation of solid solution under irradiation.
This formation of solid solution yields some excess oxygen
that reacts with the cladding inner surface, causing an increased
inner oxidation. However the influence of such increased oxidation
on fuel temperature is negligible.
2
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HiGH BURNUP PROGRAM IN THE FRENCH POWER PLANTS
O. LAVOINE
Eleclricite de France, Septen,
Paris La Defense

After briefly presenting the high burnup program, the results
already obtained on-site will be given and the on-going and future
high burnup tasks will be outlined.

PART 1

B. HOUDAILLE
CEA,Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Sacluy,

HIGH BURNUP PROGRAM
This program consists essentially In three tasks :

Gif-sur-YveMe
A - Irradiation of five FRAGEMA assemblies 3.10 % enriched during five
cycles. These assemblies have reached the end of their fifth cycle
at mid - April 84. Visual examinations and dimensional
measurements of these assemblies and extraction of four rods for
examinations in hot cells will be performed on site. Assemblies
burnup reached 50 000 to 55 000 MWd/tU. The results of on-site
measurements obtained after four cycles and of the hot: cell
examinations on two rods extracted after E0C4 are given below.

J.L. CAMBON
Fragema, Lyon
France
Abstract
E.O.F. has developed a high burnup program in his power plants

In this communication we wi?l present briefly these different
actions and particularly the results obtained in a 900 MUe power
plant : five assemblies were irradiated during four cycles and have
been examined after the fourth cycle - the assembly average burnup was
between 41 700 and 47 400 MWd/tu ; four fuel rods have been extracted
from one assembly for hot cell examinations. The on-site measurements
and the hot cell results are presented : the fuel behaved in
accordance with predictions.
The high burnup program is an important
E.O.F.'s future r.uclear fuel management strategy.

prerequisite to

INTRODUCTION
In association with FRAGEMA and C.E.A., E.D.F. has developed a
joint research and development program in the french nuclear power
plants to demonstrate the capability of the 17 x 17 fuel assemblies to
achieve a discharge burnup of about 45 000 MWd/tU. The studies concern
the physical, mechanical and chemical behaviour of the fuel rod and
fuel assembly.

This action is carried out by E.D.F., FRACEMA, C.E.A. and
WESTINGHOUSE.
B - Two rods irradiated respectively during three and four cycles
will be refabricated, instrumented and reirradlated in a test
reactor. The fission gas release's kinetics will be studied at
at high burnup during power ramps.
This action Is carried out by E.O.F., FRAGEMA and C.E.A.

C - In December 1983 four 4.5 X enriched assemblies were loaded In a
900 MWe power plant. These assemblies will be Irradiated during
four cycles and will reach a burnup of about 45 000 MWd/tU.
Tne higher enrichment permits to obtain a high rated power history
representative of future E.D.F. reactor operation practice, and to
evaluate the behaviour of fuel rods experiencing the dual duty of
high linear power/high burnup.
At the end of each cycle the assemblies will be examined and
measured ; several removable rods will be extracted from
assemblies for hot cell examinations (visual, neuronography,
spectrometry, profIlometry, fission gas collection and analysis,
metallography).

PART 2 HIGH BURHUP RESULTS
FIGURE 1
FOURTH CYCLE EVALUATION
- CYCLE 4 - LOAD DIA1RAM
During the fourth cycle a burnup of 13 070 MWd/tU was achieved
for the core after a trech-out period of 104 days. For one month the
plant was operated under frequency control (figure 1 shows the load
diagram for this cycle). Five fuel assemblies have been examined after
four cycles (see table 1) :

FUEL ASSEMBLY

BURNUP (HUd/tU)
at EOC 4

FAST FLUENCE
(ncnf , E > 1 Mev)
2

A

41 700

7.9

10

2 1

B

47 300

9.0

10

2 1

C

42 300

8.0

10

2 1

0

47 400

9.0

10

2 1

E

44 700

8.5

10

2 1

Frequency
Control

Stretch-out

TABLE 1

)
Figure 2 shows the loading pattern.

ON-SITE VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
At EOC 4 the fuel assemblies were in excellent condition with
no mechanical anomaly, although some handling scratches could be seen
on the grids. However, mainly for two assemblies, crud deposit on
grids and rods were observed at the assemblies top.

1
1

,
|
•

1

ON-SITE PIMENS10NR MEASUREMENTS

i °1

FUEL ASSEMBLIES GROWTH
The average growth of the five assemblies Is 0.30 t. Average
burnup is 44 700 MWO/MTU. This Is conslstant with results previously
obtained at lower burnup.

|

A

C

£
•

PERIPHERAL ROD-TO-NOZZLE GAPS AND FUEL ROD ELONGATION

"

The rod-to-nozzle gaps were measured for the 64 peripheral
rods of each assemby. Top gap Is generally very little reduced. On the
contrary about 30 X of the peripheral rods, for all assemblies, are
standing on the bottom nozzle and the bottom gap was reduced by more
than 90 X for 75 X of the peripheral rods.

10

In average the rod growth after four cycles is 0.85 Xnevertheless for all the assemblies, the remaining gap
between nozzles and rods is sufficient to accomodate fuel rod growth
during the fifth cycle.
t

12

B

13

PERIPHERAL FUEL ROD CHANNEL CLOSURE
U

The distances between rods were measured for all of the face 1
and 4' spans and on levels 1 and 4 of faces 2 and 3. Thus 268
rod-to-rod spacing measurements are available for each assembly.
The greatest measured channel closure on the five fuel
assemblies 1s 58 X, In the bottom part of an assembly. Only 3 Channels
were closed by more SO X at EOC 4 for the 1440 measured spaclngs.
FIGURE 2
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LOADING PATTERN - CYCLE 4

The 95th-percentile closure In the worst axial gridspan 1s
31 X for the five assemblies ; the worst span 1s span 1. This value
is well below the corresponding E.O.F. design value for a burnup of
44 700 MUd/tU.

CONCLUSION

HOT CELL EXAMINATIONS
Four removable rods were extracted and transfered to the
C.E.A. hot cells for destructive and non-destructive examinations.

The high burnup program Is a prerequisite for the future
nuclear fuel management strategy of E.O.F. By extendlny the average
burnup discharge the technical and financial optimum of Uranium
utilisation can be achieved.

J
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For an average fast fluence of 8.7 10
new , the average
elongation of the four rods is 0.80 X and the average elongation of
the fuel column is 0.60 % ; for two rod; the mean void volume is
10 cm and the fission gaz released fraction is very low.

The first results presented in this paper demonstrate that the
17 x 17 fuel design shows a good behaviour at extended burnup.
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Abstract
This paper reviews the results to date of the various research and development
projects on burnup extension of LWR fuel being sponsored by the authors' organi
zations. These projects include a large number of test assembly irradiations in
power reactors, both of current-design fuel and of several advanced designs. The
burnups attained to date are tabulated and the status of postirradiation exami
nation of these assemblies is reviewed. Curren'. U.S. thinking on the implications
of these results on possible fuel life limiting phenomena is presented, together
with discussion and prioritization of further work to be done. The further work
under discussion includes, in addition to other advanced designs and life limiting
effects, economic studies to determine optimum burnups under present and projected
future cost structure* and the design of desirable extended burnup fuel cycles for
power reactors These include low leakage fuel management, improved burnable
absorbers to control power distributions, extended cycle lengths, and practical
transitions toward extended burnup.
Results of recent studies on the impacts of extended burnup on the external fuel
cycle operations of fuel fabrication, fresh fuel storage, spent fuel storage, and
spent fuel transportation are briefly reviewed.
The majority of U.S. utilities have already made positive decisions to implement
at least a first step of burnup extension in their operating reactors. The
results of a recent survey of such implementation are presented, with estimates
of percentage of reactors going to burnup extension and of average and maximum
increases in burnups now committed. The discussion of these results includes
review of various utility motivations, both for restraint and for pressing
forward with burnup extension. A summary of burnup extensions already achieved
is also included.
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Introduct ion
For several years the Department of Energy, the Electric Power Research Institute,
and other organizations in the United States have been supporting projects to
extend the burnup of nuclear fuel in light water reactors. This paper reviews the
results to date of the various research and development projects n the course of
which a large number of test assemblies are being irradiated in power reactors.
Many of these projects involve fuel of current design, but several advanced designs
are also being investigated. The results already obtained have stimulated thinking
on possible fuel life limiting phenomena. Implementation of burnup extension in
U.S. power reactors is beginning to take place; this implementation has highlighted
a number of issues relative to the impact of extended burnup on in-core fuel
management and the external operations of the fuel cycle. Current U.S. thinking on
all these subjects is reviewed.
Status of Extended Burnup Development Projects
The principal technical issues in extending burnup have been the fuel design and
performance issues of fission-gas release and internal fuel-rod pressure, cladding
corrosion, fuel dimensional and structural changes (e.g., rod growth, bowing, grid
spring relaxation), and fuel integrity (resistance to pellet-clad interaction and
other failure mechanisms). When burnup is extended in conjunction with low leakage
fuel management and/or longer operating cycles, both of which are advantageous in
many cases, burnable absorbers are required. Desired characteristics of burnable
absorber rods are: lower end-of-cycle residual reactivity, ability to tailor
burnout characteristics as desired, improved ability to flatten power distribu
tions, no displacement of fuel or water, and no extra hardware that will increase
disposal costs. Another issue is the design of the fuel cycles to accomplish the
transition from present burnups and fuel management patterns to extended burnup
with low leakage fuel management, either with the same number of core regions if
cycles are simultaneously lengthened, or with an increased number of regions if
cycle length is unchanged.
Recent progress on the research and development projects to address these issues
has included obtaining data on all major fuel-performance phenomena at higher
burnup levels for test-assembly irradiations of existing fuel designs to extended
burnups, and the development and irradiation of fuel designs incorporating advanced
features intended to improve extended burnup performance. In addition, progress
has been made on designing cycles to extend burnup in steps for entire batches of
reload fuel. An ever expanding data base on fuel-performance phenomena at extended
burnups is being generated, which addresses the phenomena previously listed.

A large amount of fuel of current design has been taken to extended burnup in many
reactors, both BWRs and PWRs. Table I shows the oresent status and, for the two
irradiations still in progress, target burnups ana scheduled completions, for such
fuel under the various development projects. Almost all of the irradiations and a
large fraction of the scheduled hot-cell examinations are now completed. Each of
the U.S. fuel suppliers has at least one fuel assembly over 45 MWd/kg. In addition
over 750 assemblies of PUR fuel have been irradiated to over 36 MWd/kg in comnercia

reactors apart from any development programs. Neither that fuel nor the 3b
assemblies taken to extended burnup levels under the development projects have
exhibited any evidence of failure. Similarly, fission-gas release, dimensional
changes, and corrosion have generally been within acceptable limits in most of
these irradiations although in some cases design changes, such as providing
increased space for released fission gases and fuel-rod growth, may be needed for
higher burnup levels. Corrosion results show wide variations that have not yet
been well related to water-chemistry parameters, temperature, radiation fields, and
boiling conditions.
Development of advanced designs has concentrated on PCI-margin enhancing design
changes and on improved burnable absorbers for PWRs. The work on improving
resistance to PCI includes the use of a pure zirconium barrier on the inside
surface of the cladding and several other changes such as graphite coatings,
annular pellets, duplex pellets, and large grain size fuel.
Ramp testing has
shown the pure zirconium barrier to be highly resistant to PCI failure. This
concept is now in large scale use at Commonwealth Edison's Quad Cities 2 BWR
plant; 144 assemblies incorporating it were placed into the core during that
plant's 1981 refueling outage and 16 of these assemblies were power ramped at the
end of their first cycle, last year, without exhibiting any failures. During last
year's refueling, an additional 204 assemblies of zirconium barrier fuel were
loaded, so that now almost half of the core consists of this advanced fuel. In
support of improved burnable absorbers for extended burnup PWR application,
experimental projects on U02-6d903 fuel are under way for the high concentrations
of jd203 in UO2 (typically 4 to 8 percent) that Are needed for extended burnups and
extended cycle lengths. These projects include collecting data on materials
properties, performing criticality measurements, and conducting lead test assembly
irradiations. Extended burnup performance in some designs has been improved by
changes in dimensions and materials to better accommodate fission-gas release and
fuel-rod growth. The current irradiation status of the advanced design projects
is shown in Table II, together with identification of the advanced design features
for each project.
Fuel Life Limiting Effects
A number of effects that potentially limit the ultimate life of LWR fuel have been
suggested over the years; e.g., fuel failure through accumulated irradiation
effects, fuel failure through PCI, fission-gas release and the resultant buildup
of excessive internal rod pressure, irradiation induced dimensional and structural
changes beyond allowable limits, and waterside corrosion beyond allowable limits.
The complete lack of fuel failures in any of the developmental or commercial
extended burnup irradiations to date indicates that no "wear-out" mechanism is
causing fuel failure within the range of burnups and power levels achieved. The
number of assemblies irradiated to extended burnups in the United States is large
enough now to provide statistical validity to that conclusion. Fuel failure
through PCI similarly is no longer a major concern at extended burnup, both
because advanced designs that enhance PCI margins are becoming available and
because at higher burnups the local reactivity is likely to be insufficient to
produce power histories that result in significant risk of PCI. The PCI concern
is more validly directed toward the performance at lower burnups of fuel designed
to achieve extended burnup; this performance must still be maintained free of PCI
failures through PCl-margin enhancing design improvements, fuel operating

restrictions, or both. Fission-gas release and dimensional and structural changes
tre, as the result of the research being conducted, becoming understood and
predictable; this allows accommodation of these effects in future designs through
enlarged plenums, annular pellets, changed initial fill-gas pressure, increased
irradiation growth allowances, redesigned grid and holddown springs, and change of
guide-tube material or metallurgical condition.
The most likely ultimate fuel life limiting phenomenon seems to be waterside
corrosion. Proper control of water chemistry, zircaloy specification, and
operating conditions should result in corrosion within the lower part of the wide
range of corrosion rates measured, but the technology for accomplishing this is
not j'-t fully and widely understood. One possible effect of particular concern is
the acceleration of corrosion as the oxide thickness increases, insulating the
cladding and raising the temperature at the metal-oxide interface. The experi
mental results on oxide thickness to date show that corrosion can be made
acceptable up to the burnup levels corresponding to typical burnup-extension goals
in the United States: i.e., up to discharge batch average burnups of 40 MWd/kg for
BMRs and 50 MWd/kg for PWRs. Corrosion remains, however, the most likely life
limiting effect for burnup levels much higher than these values.
Future Research Priorities
Potential R&D issues related to burnup extension include I) the economic
optimization of discharge burnup for present and projected future costs and cost
structures, for BWRs and PWRs; 2) the further study of fuel life limiting phenomena
such as waterside corrosion; 3) the development, irradiation, and testing of
advanced design variants such as those shown in Table II and others; and 4) the
further development of fuel cycle designs incorporating extended burnup, transition
to extended burnup from present cycles, transitions to low leakage fuel management,
longer cycles, and advanced burnable absorbers. The extended burnup irradiations 0
current fuel designs shown in Table I are sufficiently near to completion to obviat
their further discussion here. Similarly, most of the basic data needs such as
fission-gas release at extended burnup should be adequately met by the various
international cooperative projects already under way or proposed; in the absence of
clearly identified additional needs for such data, this subject also is not
discussed further.
The optimization of burnup for projected future economic conditions is very
important in the near term, as its results provide guidance on whether or not
further increases in burnup should be sought and thereby affect the priorities of
other R&D. No recent, published optimizations exist, and the older published
results are based on uranium, separative work, and back-end costs that may no
longer reflect best projections of future costs. In conducting these optimi
zation , it is important to use carefully formulated long-term, cost-based
estimates for each of the individual fuel cycle cost components (i.e., to avoid
use of current spot prices which may reflect short-term market distresses) to
obtain valid guidance for R&D decisions. This kind of optimization is not
generally the same as the typical utility optimization made for the purpose of
setting operating parameters for the next uncommitted reactor cycle and using the
actual cycle lengths, costs, and accounting ground rules expected to prevail for
that cycle.
0

The development of fuel cycle designs incorporating low leakage fuel manageiaent,
burnable absorbers, extended burnup, and extended cycle lengths has been carried
far enough to show that there is no question of feasibility, althouyh difficulties
may exist for specific reactor cycles. Most of the further work in this area
should probably be reactor specific design work for actual fuel cycles, rather
than generic R&D.
A better fundamental understanding of fuel life limiting phenomena, particularly
waterside corrosion, is considered of high importance in the long term, if burnups
much higher than the present goals become of interest. Corrosion measurements on
zircaloy surfaces for multiyear exposures under carefully controlled conditions of
temperature, water chemistry, extent of boiling, and radiation fields are needed
for this purpose, to explain the wide variation in corresponding power reactor
corrosion experience and to provide data to even higher exposure levels.
With respect to further work on advanced fuel designs, the priorities must be
separately assessed for each of the proposed advanced design features. The
zircaloy barrier has already become a commercial product; future R&D on it (except
perhaps for its extended burnup performance) can if needed be left to the supplier
of this fuel. Development of a number of other PCl-margin enhancing variants such
as graphite coating of the clad, annular pellets, large grain size fuel, and the
9xS configuration for BWRs should be continued to resolve remaining uncertainties
about these concepts; the same is not true of sphere-pac, given present evidence
that it does not enhance PCI margins. Duplex pellets are of interest for future
development, provided that thei; fabrication cost can be made affordable.
Advanced burnable absorbers for PUR application, such as U02-Gd203 fuel, remain of
high priority since such absorbers must be available for the more complex fuel
cycle designs expected with burnup extension, cycle-length extension, and low
leakage fuel management. Finally, the entire area of advanced designs is a
fertile one for new ideas; a high nriority should be assigned to evaluat
i of and
initial experimentation on new concepts which may be proposed in the future.
Impacts of Extended Burnup on External Fuel Cycle Operations
The impacts of extended burnup and specifically of the higher enrichment fuel
needed to attain it have been investigated for fuel fabrication, fresh fuel
storage, spent fuel storage, and spent fuel shipping. For some fuel suppliers,
processing higher enrichments requires amendment of their fuel fabrication
facility license; this can be done without R&D by applying current engineering
practices. Fresh fuel storage has been studied for PWR fuel of up to 5 percent
enrichment, and the results show that no criticality concerns exist for typical
storage rack designs. Spent fuel storage, on the other hand, can present criti
cality concerns under the customary licensing assumption that all fuel must be
considered fresh; i.e., without credit for reduced reactivity resulting from
burnup. Such credit may be taken if measurements verifying the burnup are made.
Accordingly, a burnup meter has been developed and successfully tested at Virginia
Electric and Power Company's Surry plant. The use of a burnup meter with spent
fuel of higher initial enrichment should resolve the criticality issue for spent
fuel storage. For spent fuel shipment, the limiting factors considered for each
fuel design and shipping cask combination were heat rejection capability,
shielding, fission-gas release, and criticality. The results are very complex
since so many combinations exist and since the same consideration is not always
limiting. At the risk of oversimplification, it may be stated that almost all
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fuel assemblies to burnups of 55 MUd/kg (PWR) and 50 MWd/ki| (BUR) can be shipped
in almost all of the casks, if one or more of the following are acceptable in some
instances: 1) credit for burnup is taken in the criticalily analyses (e.g., a
burnup meter is available), 2) somewhat longer cooling times are acceptable prior
to shipping, 3) partial cask loadings are used in lieu of longer cooling times
when these are unacceptable, and 4) minor design modifications are made to some of
the casks. Relicensing of the casks for the higher burnup fuel is, in general,
needed.
Implementation of Extended burnup Fuel Cycles by U.S. Utilities
Implementation of extended burnup cycles by U.S. utilities requires 1) favorable
economics and utility confidence in fuel performance, 2) fuel supplier confidence
as expressed by warranties, and 3) sufficient research results to satisfy the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission that licensing models are acceptable to the new
burnup levels. The projects described previously have satisfied these require
ments to discharge batch average burnups above 35 MUd/kg for BWRs and 46 MWd/kg
for PWRs. As a result, most utilities are implementing plans to increase burnup,
and one utility has discharged a PWR fuel batch at about 40 MWd/kg.
To ascertain the currant status of efforts to extend burnup, each U.S. utility
with a full size operating plant using zircaloy clad fuel and each U.S. fuel
supplier were asked about firm plans to extend burnup. Discharge batch burnups
were considered to be extended only if they exceeded the historic burnups of
28 MWd/kg for BWRs and 33 MWd/kg for PWRs by 3 MWd/kg or more. A minimum criterion
for a firm plan to extend burnup was defined as issue of a bid specification that
requires discharge burnuT above the indicated threshold.
The results of the utility survey are summarized in Table III. The fuel-supplier
survey provided a general confirmation of the utility survey; its results would be
somewhat redundant and are therefore not shown. It is evident that utilities have
decided to increase the burnup cf PWR fuel more aggressively than that of BWR
fuel. Burnup increases to at least 31 MWd/kg are planned for 10 of 23 BWRs while
increases to at least 36 MWd/kg are planned for 41 of 47 PWRs. For the 10 BWRs,
the average discharge burnup firmly planned is just over 31 MWd/ky. For the 41
PWRs, this average is 38.5 MWd/kg.
The rates of increase in burnup and the target burnups are strongly influenced by
the terms and lengths of existing fuel-supply contracts, by system requirements
for shutdown scheduling and cycle lengths, by constraints such as power peaking
limits, and in the case of certain older PWRs by the need to reduce the fast
neutron fluence on the reactor vessel through extended burnup fuel loaded on the
periphery of the core. Some long-term fuel-supply contracts have influenced
utilities to wait several years before seriously considering higher burnups.
However, most of these utilities plan or are considering increasing burnup in a
few years. Another long-term consideration for most utilities is extension of
their spent fuel pool storage capacity, since burnup extension produces fewer fuel
assemblies to be discharged at the end of each cycle.
Optimum burnups are influenced by cycle lengths and vice versa. Increasing burnup
at constant cycle length reduces nuclear fuel cycle costs until the optimum burnup
is attained. These optimization curves are usually very flat near the minimum,
allowing utilities to operate over a fairly wide range of discharge burnups with

little economic penalty. On most systems, longer cycle lengths and increased
burnup work together to reduce system fuel costs. However, there are other
limitations (to- example, those arising from the higher enrichment loadings and
greater beginning-of-cycle reactivity required for long, extended burnup cycles)
wnich can influence target burnups. For some utilities, it is more important to
increase cycle length and capacity factor than to increase burnup if only one can
be accommodated, but usually extending burnup and extending cycle length facili
tate each other. In other cases, e.g., systems having low demand at only one time
ot year and having only one nuclear unit that represents a large fraction of
electrical generation capacity, cycle lengths must be 12 months or multiples
thereof. Each utility must evaluate the many factors that influence and are
influenced by discharge burnup to determine the best target discharge burnup under
its own conditions.
The traditional concerns of the technical risk of less reliable fuel and the
licensing risk associated with any innovation are slowly fading as more experience
is accumulated, both through R&D projects and through utility implementation.
Despite all these concerns and limitations, U.S. utilities are increasing burnups,
and by 1990, burnups of 33 HUd/kg for BURs, and 42 MUd/kg for PWRs are expected to
be the norm rather than the exception. The economic savings, which will then be
several hundred million dollars per year in the U.S., will be the direct result of
the projects presented in Table 1. (Except for the zirconium barrier fuel, the
payoff from the projects shown in Table II is not expected until after 1990.) The
accomplishments to date demonstrate that higher LWR fuel burnups can be achieved
while maintaining good fuel reliability, without encountering major licensing
issues or concerns.

TABLE I
EXTENDED BURNUP IRRA0IATI0NS OF CURRENT DESIGN FUEL
Cur re nt*
Average
No. Of
Burnup
Assemblies
MUd/kg
Utility/Fuel Supplier/Reactor
(Rods)

Mot Cell
Examinat ion
Status

Duke Power/B&W/Oconee 1

4
1

40.0
50.6

Completed
Completed

Completed
Under Way

Omaha Public Power District/
CE/Fort Calhoun

1

52.1

Completed

Completed

2
(8)

42.8
50.1

Completed
Completed

Completed

Arkansas Power & Light/
CE/ANO 2

1

20.8

Carolina Power S Light/
Exxon/H.B. Robinson 2

3
1

40.3
47.7

Completed
Completed

None

Jersey Central/Exxon/
Oyster Creek

4

34.5

Completed

None

Consumer' Power/Exxon/
Big Rock Point

(59)

39.3

Completed

Completed

Northern States Power/
GE/Monticello

5
2
2

36.1
42.3
45.9

Completed
Completed
Completed

Nearly
Completed

Philadelphia Electric/
GE/Peach Bottom 2

2
2

35.0
42.8

Commonwealth Edison/GE/
Quad Cities 1

1

39.7

Completed

Completed

Commonwealth Edison/W/
Zion 1 & 2

4

54.8

Completed

Under Way

42.5

Completed

Completed

57.0

Completed

Completed

Baltimore Gas & Electric/
CE/Calvert Cliffs 1

Virginia Electric & Power/
W/Surry 2
(None)/W/BR-3
•As of April 1, 1984

N

Irradiation
Status or Taryet
Burnup, MWd/kg
and Year Achieved

(5)

47.0 by 1987

Completed
43.2 by 1984

To Be Done

None

TABLE 11

TABLE I I I

EXTENOEO BURHUP FUEL IRRADIATIONS OF AOVANCEO DESIGN FUEL

SUMMARY OF SURVEY ON IMPLEMENTATION OF EXTENOEO BURNUf
IN U.S. LWR PLANTS

Utility/Fuel
Supplier/Reactor
Arkansas Power 1
LiaM/BlU/ANO 1

Duke Power/BM/
Oconee 1

No. of
Assemblies
(Rods)

Currents/Target
Average Burnup
HUd/kg

Irradiation
Period

Advanced
Design Features

4

27.4/50.0

1981-1986

Thicker Cladding, larger
Plenum, Annular Pellets
(40 Rods), Annealed
Guide Tubes

5

7.9/50.0

1983-1989

U02-Gd203 (High Cone.)
Burnable Absorber Rods,
Increased Enrichment,
Annular Pellets,
Reconstitutable Assembly

Arkansas Power A
Light/CE/ANO 2

(42)

Consumers Power/
Exxon/Big Rock
Point

(88)

1981-1987

Combinations of: Annular
Pellets, Griphite-Coated
Cladding, Large Grain
Fuel

25.6/27.4

1978-1984

Annular Pellets With
Graphite Coated Cladding,
Sphere-Pac Fuel

20.8/55.0

Rochester Gas A
Electric/Exxon/GVnna

4

0/55.0

1985-1991

Annular Pellets, Zr
Barrier

Commonwealth Edison/
Exxon/Dresden 2

4

7.6/36.0

1983-1987

9x9 Configuration

Commonwealth Edison/
GE/Quad Cities 1

4

30.8/38.3

1979-1986

Barriers: Crystal-Bar 2r,
Lo-Ox Sponge, Cu, Cu on
Oxide

Commonwealth Edison/
GE/Quad Cities 2

•As of April 1 . 1984
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11.1/30.0

1981-1987

Barriers: Crystal-Bar 7.r,
Lo-Ox Sponge

Number o f

Units in
Survey*/
Capacity, MWe

Firm Decisions
To Extend Burnups
PerceniTT
No. Units/Capacity
Capacity

Discharge Burnups for Units
with Firm Decisions to
Extend Burnup. HWd/fcq
Current
Highest
Planned
Highest
Average** To Date Average** Planned

BUR

23/18,500

10/8,500

46

28.6

30

31.2

36.5

PWR

47/39,400

41/35,100

89

34.8

40

38.5

45

Total

70/57,900

51/43,600

75

Not Meaningful

•Survey includes only f u l l scale (over 400 MWe) plants which have operated at f u l l power as
of date of survey (April 1984) and which employ zircaloy clad fuel.
"Capacity weighted averages.
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Future operating plans for Tihange unit 1 are based on cycle lengths ap
proaching 18 months (from cycle 12).
Since cycle 7,Gadolinia bearing assemblies were included in the reload
batches in order to evaluate neutronic design methods employed. This Cauolinia program is briefly set out.
Comparisons of measured to calculated data following the performance of
the Gadolinia assemblies through cycles 7 and 0 are discussed.
Loading pattern of cycle 9 including 4 Cadolinia high concentration as
semblies and special features of cycle 10 are presented.
An original device for "in situ" Cadolinia rod insertion into fresh as
semblies is shortly described.

INTRODUCTION
Tihange 1 is a 900 IIH PWR erected and operated by Electricite Oe France
(EDF) and Belgian electricity companies in a joint-venture: SEI:0 (Societe belgo-francaise d'Energie nucleaire MOsane). The nuclear fuel management is per
formed by ELECTROflEL and since 19Q0,Tihange 1 is loaded with EXXON fuel.
In 1901,SEIIU decided to take the necessary steps allowing the TIIIA'.GE
unit 1 reactor to operate with 10 months cycles.
Therefore a Gadolinia testing program covering several cycles was started.
Gince cycle 7,in iturch l9Q2,Cac1olinia bearing assemblies of EXXON design were
included into the reload batches in order to:
check the accuracy of the neutronic methods utilized by EOF and ElECTRQBEL for reload design.
evaluate the behaviour of the Ciidolinia hearing fuel in the actual con
ditions of a P'./H's core.

*

\

CYCLE 0 (April 03)

CALCULATION METHODOLOGY

The ELECTRQOEL methodology combine a the LWR-WIIIS multi-cell homogenization code whith the nodal core simulator IIERCATOR.
IIERCAIQR provides an accurate complete nodal solution which,foctorized with
the LWR-WIIIS pin-by-pin structure flux maps in the bundle gives the fine po
wer distribution as well as the in-core fission rates.
The nethod applies node-wize (1 or 4 nodes per assembly) corrections for
all feed-back effects (moderator density,Doppler,Xe,burnup gradients.. .)anrl
includes a rehonogenizalion correction which improves the continuity of the
factorized fluxes.
The reflector is calculated explicitely in an equivalent diffusion-to-trans
port model.for cores without Cd but including possibly pyrex poisons and con
trol rods and over u large range of cycles and core situations,the calculation
gives generally good results without any empirical adjustment (errors don't
excred 5Si even for highly disturbed cores).
The procedure is based on relatively simple homogenization model using
1 mesh/rod diffusion calculations with 6-group diffusion cross-sections col
lapsed from a 20-group multi-cell spectrum calculation.
Including Gadolinia in a core is a real calculation challenge; the "onion
peeling" behaviour of the Cd rod,coupled with a very sharp transport effect in
an anisotropic environment including RCC holes, would normally require a multigroup heterogenous transport calculation on the actual lattice geometry,and
this procedure needs to be suitably qualified.
That's why SEilO adopted a prugmatic approach consisting in:
- extending the design model utilized till now to the Gd rods
- adjusting that model fron the in-core data of instrumented Cd lead as
semblies.

The next step was ot test the adjusted model in more severe and significant
situations.
For the cycle R,the 4 Gd assemblies of the cycle 7 were reloaded in central
posiLiona (3 of them instrumented),and 16 poisoned assemblies were included in
the fresh reload (3.25S enrichment,3 rods at OS Gd concentration). Eight of
them are located under the group of control 0,the eight others are set closer
to the periphery (figure 3).This configuration wus designed to provide peaks equally shared by all the Cd assemblies,at the end of the cycle when the Cd is
completely depleted and where the fNdll limit imposed by the Technical Specifi
cations is approached.
The peaks with D and C groups inserted were particularly severe because all
the Gd assemblies are not equally covered by control rods. The control of this
situation imposes a substantial raising of rod insertion limit after 7 U'..'[)/1.
Except the power peaking problems associated with cores loades with few
CC assemblies we didn't encounter any other safety problem (physical parame
ters,rod worth, shutdown margin remain well inside the Technical Spec.limits) .
The conclusion of the experience of this cycle is that 8'i Gd burns faster
than originally expected and higher Cd concentrations would he more suitable
for If) months cycles.
figures 4 and 5 show the comparison theory - experience* for all reloaded
Cd assemblies ; it can be seen that the maximum relative error doesn't exceed

4r..

CYCLE 9 (April 04)

CYCLE 7 (March 82)

c

Experience started with loading four assemblies containing 0 rods at 8 j Gd
concentration. Well instrumented interior positions couldn't be retained for
these assemblies because of the uncertainty in predicting the depletion rate
of high Cd concentrations rods: therefore N4 and symmetric positions,closer to
the core periphery.were chosen (fig. 1).
The follow up of the Cd assemblies through the cycle 7 allowed to find a
suitable adjustment of the design model where the unaccounted transport effect
is compensated by an effective modelling of the burnup rings.
Subsequent core simulations with the adjusted model have confirmed that any
interior location would have led to excessive power peaks at the end of the
cycle.
The figure 2 shows that the adjusted model allows to predict satisfactory
the in-core data in the Cd assemblies. The loss of control rod north in the Cd
assembly was also correctly assessed.
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In this cycle,we test 4 assemblies with a higher Gadolinia concentration
(3.25* enrichment,Q rods at 1051 Cd concentration).
The trend of infinite multiplication factor as a function of depletion is
plotted on the figure 6 for different Gadolinia concentrations.The peak of
reactivity is lower and occurs later when the Cudol'nia concentration increa
ses. Ilore "central" positions still meeting the FNdH criterion during all the
cycle can be consuquentely adopted by the Cadolinia bearing assemblies.
Positions L5 and symmetric have been chosen because they are all inatrumen
ted.(figure 7)
Results from comparisons between the calculated and measured assembly power
available till now show differences of less than 3K. It is to note that re
sults obtained by EOF using the APP0L0-30NA5 methodology were also good.
All the results collected on the Cadolinia should confirm the capability
of the nuthodology used by ELECTROBEL lo correctly predict the behaviour of co
res loaded with 0 Cd-rods assemblies.
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CYCLE 10 (May 85)

This cycle,that should last about 15000 HV.D/t ,is a transient to the in
months cycles,allowing to switch later on to a 1/2 reload or to come back to
1/3 reload,which is the preferred soluton if limits on enrichments and burnupa
are released.
Preliminary calculations showed that u loading pattern including about
30 poisoned assemblies with 0 and IZ. Gadolinia-beuring rods ia a possible
solution with a 3.45 w/o enrichment in U 235.
At the end of the cycle 10,sufficient experience should have been accu
mulated to confirm the design capability of ELECTR00EI for different Cd con
centrations und different configurations of Gd-beuring rods in the poisoned as
semblies.

NUCLEAR POUEH STATION OF T1HANCE 1

GA00LINIA ASSEMBLIES POSITIONS
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ON SITE CO ROD INSERTION.
1

SE1I0 and EXXON NUCLEAi) huve developed an original device to install Gadolinia rods in assemblies yet delivered on site. The main interest of this devi
ce is to transform rapidly a "clean" assembly into a poisoned one (when an as
sembly handled is damaged,for example,or when,for any reason,a change of the
loading pattern is decided during the reloading).The equipment required to mo
dify the assemblies placed in the inspection stand consists of the following
tools (see figure 9 ) :
1.

an upper support plate : its purpose is to index the proper rod location
of the bundle being modified and to transmit forces to the stand rather
to the bundle

<

0

0

0

0

9

f
1
I

»
10
t»

2.

a chaxn driven mechanism installed with quick release latches on the upper
support plate and attached to a jib crane to maintain proper alignment of
the tool during the operation. Its function is the extraction of the rod in
a cantinous guide with housing.

12
11
M

The procedure to replace a rod is the following:
IS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.

removal of the upper tie plate
installation of the upper support plate
installation of the chain driven mechanism
extraction and storage of the initial rod (without Gd)
insertion of the new Cadolinia rod
locking of the upper tie plate

These operations can be achieved on a bundle with Q or 12 Gadolinia rods within
a few hours.
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BENEFITS OF EXTENDED BURN UP FROM A UTILITY PERSPECTIVE *

fuel cycle by extending the useful lifetime of pressurized water reactor (PUR)

J.D. KORTHEUER, R.G. SNIPES
Duke Power Company

fuel assemblies.

The original goal of the D0E/Duke/B4W program was to qualify

T.A. COLEMAN
Babcock & Wilcox,
Lynchburg, Virginia

and Identify the Hfe-llmltlng phenomena for the fuel.

United States of America

knowledge gained from the former program to design, build, and irradiate a

the standard B4W design 15x15 assembly for burnups greater than 38,000 MWd/mtU
To achieve this goal,

assembly Irradiations and examinations to extend the fuel performance data base
to 50,000 MWd/mtU have been conducted.

The D0E/AP&L/B4W program applied the

conservatively designed, advanced 15x15 assembly having a burnup capability of

Abstract
Since 1978 Duke Power Company, Arkansas Power 4 Light, Babcock & Wilcox,
and the Department of Energy have been engaged In an extended-burnup development
p u g ram. This program has been a resounding success in that the original goal
of achieving burnups of 40,000 HUd/mtU, about a 20X Increase over previous
experience, was achieved by four assemblies in 1979, and today's fuel cycles are
being designed to this level based on results obtained from the program.
Furthermore, the program was amended in 1981 to Include both the extension of
the fuel performance data base to 50,000 MWd/mtU and the development of the
technology to support the use of the fuel-burnable absorber mixture, uraniagadotinia, in pressurized water reactors. The Irradiation of an assembly
to 50,000 HWd/mtU was successfully completed in 1983 and detailed examinations
of the assembly are underway. Five lead test assemblies each containing 12
UO.-Gd-O, rods began irradiation in Ouke Power Company's Oconee Unit 1 reactor
in August 1983. The performance of these lead test assemblies in their first
cycle has been excellent, having met all physics testing and power distribution
comparison criteria.
Extended burnup offers benefits for essentially every step 1n the nuclear
fuel cycle: mining, transportation, conversion, enrichment, fabrication,
irradiation performance, storage, shipment, and disposal. Increasing the
discharge burnup from 30,000 MWd/mtU to 50,000 HWd/ntU reduces yellowcake
requirements by about 15X and separative work requirements by 1-3% depending
upon the specific fuel cycle application. About 40X fewer fuel assemblies are
required, thus, leading to a major reduction in spent fuel generation and
significant savings for the back end of the fuel cycle. When used to extend
cycle lifetime, e.g., to convert from annual to 18-month fuel cycles, extended
burnup can lead to increased reactor availability, higher capacity factors, and
lower generating costs.
Introduction
Duke Power Company (Duke), Arkansas Power 4 Light (AP4L), and Babcock &

greater than 50,000 MWd/mtU.

An additional phase within the DOE/Duke/B&W

program has integrated the available extended-burnup technology from both
programs to develop, build, and test Irradiate even more advanced 15x15
assemblies incorporating a uranla-gadollnla burnable absorber.

The DOE/Duke/

AP4L/84W programs are described in this paper as are the incentives that ted
to the Initiation and continuation of the programs.

Benefits
The original incentive for Ouke Power Company to participate in extendedburnup development was the desire to improve the capacity factor of the Oconee
units through long fuel cycles.

In particular, extended burnup was needed to

reduce fuel costs associated with 18-month fuel cycles, which require
dlsportlonately more fuel than annual cycles If the discharge burnup 1s not
Increased.

This effect. I.e., relative fuel costs for Increases in cycle lengtl

while discharge burnup Is held constant, Is Illustrated 1n Figure 1.
The savings that can be achieved through extended burnup are shown 1n Tabli

Wilcox (B&W) have been engaged in extended-burnup development programs under the

1 for an 18-month cycle.

sponsorship of the United States Department of Energy (DOE) for a number of

discharge burnup from 32,600 to 50,400 MWd/mtU requires about 121 less

years.

yellowcake, 2X fewer separative work units (SWUs) and 35X fewer fuel assemblies

The objective of the programs is to achieve improvements in the nuclear

* CrcMntcil by J M j t h o o n

As the table shows, Increasing the batch average

These front end of the fuel cycle savings are worth about $2 million per cycle.

The dollar value of savings for the back end of the fuel cycle are more

Program Description

difficult to quantify, since the U.S. Nuclear Waste Policy Act applies a fee

In the OOE/Ouke/B&W Program, five circa 1973-dcsign 15x15 assemblies were

that is not burnup dependent. However, for utilities having limited on-site

extensively characterized on-site after their third cycle of Irradiation

storage space, the benefits of extended burnup can be substantial. For example,

{^31,000 MWd/mtU burnup) to obtain baseline fuel performance data.

should a utility have to rely on dry cask storage of spent fuel, each storage

assemblies were then reinserted for a fourth cycle (which was completed In late

space saved may be worth on the order of $30,000. Further, for the longer term,

1979) and achieved assembly average burnups of about 40,000 MWd/mtU.

higher discharge burnups should result in significantly lower costs for the

nondestructive examination of these h1gh-burnup assemblies was completed in

Federal waste disposal program.

1980. Hot cell examination of a three-cycle sibling assembly and one of the

Thase lower costs will result in savings to

The five

On-site

utilities through reduced fees, given the full cost recovery requirements of the

four-cycle assemblies was completed in 1982. Examination results verified

Act.

excellent fuel performance to burnups of 40,000 MWd/mtU and did not reveal any
Longer fuel cycles can Increase reactor availability and plant capacity

performance phenomena that would preclude even higher burnups.

factors leading to lower overall electrical costs in addition to the effects of

In December 1981, one of the 40,000 MWd/mtU assemblies began a fifth cycle

extended burnup on fuel cycle costs. Duke's experience has shown about a 3.5*

of irradiation, which was completed In June 1983. This assembly achieved a

Increase in capacity factor believed to be Jerived from 18-month cycles,

burnup of 50,600 MWd/mtU.

although It is difficult to isolate separate effects on nuclear plant

completed and a hot cell examination is In progress. Coupled with BiW's other

operations. The value of the increased capacity factor depends on utility-

fuel surveillance programs, the performance data obtained from these

specific accounting practices and replacement power costs, but can be worth

examinations have provided a substantial data base for extending fuel burnup in

about $4.5 million pe.- cycle.

PWRs.

Current economic studies show that total fuel costs. Including Inventory

On-site examination of this assembly has been

In addition to the assembly Irradiations and examinations to verify fuel

charges, are rather insensitive to burnup over a wide range of discharge burnups

performance, studies to assess the nuclear, safety, and mechanical aspects of

if no credit is taken for savings In the back end of the fuel cycle. However,

extended burnup were performed.

savings In the back end, though not completely quantifiable, are thought to be

burnups from 30,000 to 50,000 MWd/mtU have been developed.

substantial; therefore, we believe that the research, development, and

confirmed the Initial projections of uranium utilization improvement,

demonstration of fuel asembly designs for higher burnup is well-justified.

demonstrated satisfaction of power peaking criteria, and provided the nuclear

Further, we believe that price trends for front-end fuel cycle materials and

data necessary for safety evaluations. The significant physics results were

services will likely drive optimum burnups higher in the future.

that extended-burnup cycles have: (1) more negative moderator and Doppler

Fuel cycles covering a range of discharge
These fuel cycles

reactivity coefficients, (2) smaller delayed neutron fractions, (3) greater

annular fuel pellets.

Initial soluble boron concentrations, and (4) smaller differential boron worths

fuel rods to provide high-burnup fuel that could be used In subsequent test

than previously licensed cores.

reactor experiments.

Each of the accident categories of Regulatory Guide 1.70 was reviewed to

These extended-burnup assemblies also contain segmented

The first cycle of Irradiation of the four Mark-BEB lead test assemblies

identify those accidents potentially affected by the extended-burnup core

(LTAs) began in March 19B1 in Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit l(ANO-l) Cycle 5 and

characteristics.

was completed in October 1982.

The accidents requiring detailed safety analyses were the

The Mark-BEB assemblies experienced an assembly

control rod assembly (CRA) withdrawal, CRA ejection, and steam line break.

average burnup cf 18,OOP MWd/mtU during this 18-month cycle.

Compliance with acceptance criteria was demonstrated for each of the reanalyzed

examinations of the LTAs verified excellent fuel perfomiance.

accidents.

examinations of the LTAs are planned after each cycle of irradiation.

To quantify the difference in the radiological consequences of hypothetical

On-site
Additional

The urania-gadollnia fuel phase of the 00E/Duke/B4W Program was established

accidents at reactors using extended-burnup fuels from those at reactors using

In March 1981 to provide the nuclear Industry with the necessary technology to

reference-burnup fuels, a complete set of fission product sources was generated

design, verify, and license a UO.-Gd.O, extended-burnup core.

for extended- and reference-burnup cores.

Extended-burnup cores were found to

Is being developed as a fuel-burnable absorber mixture for PHR application to

produce slightly higher thyroid doses but slightly lower whole body doses than

control reactivity and power peaking In more highly enriched, extended-burnup

reference-burnup cores.

fuel.

However, all doses were well below their allowable

limits.

It will eliminate the need for separate burnable poison rods and Increase

the flexibility of fuel management schemes.

Analysis of the mechanical limits for the 15x15 fuel assembly showed that

Urania-gadollnia

The LTAs developed <n this phase

Incorporate state-of-the-art fuel performance and fuel utilization features

irradiation growth of the fuel assembly guide tubes will be the Hfe-llmitlng

Including uranla-gadollnla fuel, annular fuel pellets, annealed guide tubes,

phenomenon.

Z1rcaloy-4 Intermediate spacer grids, and a removable end fitting.

Irradiations to assembly average burnups of 43,000 MWd/mtU can be

achieved on a routine basis with higher burnups possible for situations In which
specific assembly length measurements are available.

fuel cycle assembly, an extended burnup assembly, the Hark-BEB, has been
(n the D0E/APSL/B4H Program, four 15x15 assemblies (Mark-BEB) with a

design burnup capability of 50,000 MWd/intU were fabricated.

2

Cycle 8 of Oconee 1 in August 19B3,

Recognizing the incentives to develop an even higher burnup capability

developed,

Irradiation of five LTAs containing up to 8 wt t G d 0

These assemblies

incorporate design changes that Include: (1) increased fuel rod plenum volume,

3

in U 0 began in
2

Four cycles of Irradiation are planned to

attain assembly burnups exceeding 50,000 MWd/mtU.

Extensive on-site and hot

cell examinations are planned to establish the fuel performance characteristics
of the LTAs.
Conclusions
This program has been a resounding success in that the original goal of

(2) decreased fuel rod initial fill-gas pressure, (3) thicker fuel rod cladding,

achieving burnups of 40,000 MWd/mtU, about a 20% Increase over previous

(4) fully-annealed, 2trcaloy-4 guide tubes, and (5) several fuel rods containing

experience, was achieved by four assemblies in 1979, and today's fuel cycles are

being designed to this leve) based on results obtained from the program.
The irradiation of an assembly to 50,000 NWd/mtU was successfully completed in
1983 and detailed examinations of the assembly are underway.

Five lead test

Figure 1
Relative Fuel Cost

assemblies each containing 12 UO.-Gd^O, rods began irradiation in Duke Power
Company's Oconee Unit 1 reactor in August 1983.

The performance of these lead

test assemblies in their first cycle has been excellent, having met all physics
testing and power distribution comparison criteria.
Extended burnup has benefits for essentially every step in the nuclear fuel
cycle: mining, transportation, conversion, enrichment, fabrication, Irradiation
performance, storage, shipment, and disposal.

When used to extend cycle

lifetime, e.g. to convert from annual to 18-month fuel cycles, extended burnup
can lead to Increased reactor availability, higher rapacity factors, and lower
generating costs.
Table 1.

Extended-Burnup Fuel Benefits'
Base
Case

Extended

Percent

Burnup

Chanqe

Cycle lifetime, EF»Ds' *

400

400

Discharge burnuj, GWd/mtU

3^.6

50.4

2

Batch size
Enrichment, wt X U235

0
+55
-35
+33

68

44

3.02

4.02

299
138
176

201
135
154

-12

30.6

28.8

- 6

Requirements
Yellowcake. ST U 0
3

Q

Separative work units, Kg
Conversion, Kg
Enriched uranium costs/ tall lions

(1) 177

fuel ass-Tbly plant at 2568 MWt, lumped burnable poison fuel shuffle

scheme
(2)effective full power days
(3)assuming $22.50/1b U 0
3

Q

$139/SUU
$6.50/Kg Conversion

- 2

-12

CYCLE LENGTH-MONTHS

FUEL MANAGEMENT WITH GADOLINIUM POISON RODS*
The possibilities of using gadolinium as a burnable poison to control

J. BERGERON, R. LENAIN
Service d'et udes de react eurs et de muthematiques appliquecs,
CEA, Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette, Fr.ince

the reactivity ox the long cycles of 900 HWe F W reactors are examined
for several types of poisoning and in-core management

(see table).

The search for different configurations and core-follow analyses were
undertaken to meet two main objectives:

to obtain a negative water temperature feedback coefficient at

Abstract

zero power,
The capability of Gadolinium loaded fuel to seat the reactivity
control requirements of typical high burn-up

FUK

to achieve a variation in the in-core power space distribution

(900 Hwe) cycles is

that relets standard operating requirements.

here after investigated. A special attention is paid Co Che search for
the fuel characteristics and management, thst optiaiac the core neutrooic
behaviour in aost aspects : fuel enrichissement in

U

, Cadolinium tex

ture (grain aise ranging from 0 to 500 urn), number of poisoned rods per

The core-follow studies, of which the conclusions for each case are
given below, helped to identify certain tendencies concerning the use

assembly, fuel loading pattern (2 or 3 batches), residusl poison

of gadolinium in two forms, grains and co-ground, and for two types of

efficiency

management, half and one-third charging.

—

The main objectives of the study are to ensure a negative moderator

2 batches
3 batches
(IS,900 MWd/t cycles) (15,900 Hwd/t cycles)

management
mode

temperature coefficient in sero power conditions and to provide an acceptable
spatial power distribution according to the usual criteria (two dimensional
shape factor

F "

limited to 1,435).

N

Finally, the comparative analysis of the thermal transient expe
rienced by
accident,

UOj

ind

UOj/CdjO^

;ods in casa of a control rod ejection

assesses the consequences of the degraded thermal properties of

00,0, weight content
number of gadolinium
pins per assembly
number of gadoliniumcontaining assemblies
in the new batch

Gd,0, in
grains

Gd,0,
Gd,0, in
co-ground grains

Gd,0,
co-ground

4 to 5%

5 to 7%

5 to 6%

6 to 8%

20 to 24

16 to 20

20 to 24

16 to 20

62 to 44

58 to 40

48 to 44

48 to 42

3.4%

3.4%

4.5%

4.5%

the Cadolinium loaded fuel and Che resulting need for a reduced enrichment
2a

in I )

2 1 5

within the poisoned rods.

uranium enrichment

The different variables considered in the ranges shown in the table
served to meet the main objectives that were set.

With respect to

the GD,Oj content, it would be interesting to consider two contents for
the poisoned assemblies, especially in the case of one-third
* This work was conducted within the framework of a three-party collaboration among
E D F , F R A F G A and CEA.

\

management.

To achieve the optimal solutions proposed, several

parametric analyses were carried out.

Evaluation of the neutron properties of gadolinium as a function

making It easier to optimize changes in the power distribution in a

of physical state of the Q3,0, in the poison fuel rods

core poisoned by GdjO, grains.

co-ground or in grain form, maximum diameter 500 urn.

reduction in the potential Initial worth, also due to self-shielding,

The main drawback of grains is the

the effect of which increases the grain size.
Determination of the

uranium enrichmen. values required for

the 15,900 MWd/t cycles in half and one-third charging:

3.4

and 4.5% respectively.

Variations in initial worth and residual worth according to Gd, 0,
grain size for an assembly containing sixteen fuel pins with 4.6%
gadolinium by weight, and with a "'uranium enrichment of 3.4%, are

Analysis of the fine structure in infinite medium of the poison

summarized in the table below.

assembly as a function of the number of gadolinium-bearing rods
(12 to 24) and of the Gd,o, content (4.6 to 10.6%).
Optimization of the gadolinium pin location to reduce the

grain size

initial worth

worth at 12,000 HWd/t

(pan)

disturbance of the fine structure in infinite medium.

(pan)

0 u (co-ground)

15,100

300

Evaluation of the effect of the use of natural or depleted uranium

300 u

11,800

440

in the gadolinium-containing pins on the fine structure in infinite

500 u

10,000

900

medium of the poison assembly.

Definition of the characteristics of the poison assemblies for the
different management modes examined.
To obtain a given initial worth, the gadolinium content must be
increased as the grain size increases.
Research and optimization of charg

To avoid exceeding a certain

g plans using diffusion theory
residual worth level at a given burnup, it is necessary to reduce the

calculations and taking account of temperature feedbacks.
grain size or to use co-ground Gd,0 .
}

The need for high initial worth

at the beginning and for lower residual worth at the end of the cycle
A comparative study of the temperatures reached during rod ejection by
restricts the possibilities of using Gd,0, grains if the number of
UO, and UOj/GdjOj pins served to pinpoint the variables of the problem
gadolinium-bearing pins is to be limited to satisfy the need f~r initial
raised by the deterioration in the thermal properties of UO, by the
worth.
addition of Gd^o,.

Performance of co-ground and grain GdjO,

Structure In Infinite medium

An initial parametr-c study dealing with the physical state of the

In fact, the increase in the number of gadolinium pins presents the

gadolinium helped to define the properties of the poison according

drawback of further disturbing the fine structure in infinite medium,

to whether it is co-ground or in grain form.

The chief advantage

of grains lies in their moderate wear by the self-shielding,

^

raising an additional obstacle to remain below the limit value (1.435)
of the nuclear enthalpy raising factor F. .

The effect of the number

of gadolinium pins and of the co-ground Gd, O, content on the fine

11,000 MWd/t cycles).

structure is estimated as follows.

Gd,0, mixture of 0.77 A , „ at 1500 *C and 0.83 \._ at 2500 *C, the
UO,
UO,
comparative analysis served to conclude for this reference case.

number of
gadolinium
pins

co-ground Gd,0,
content (% by
weight)

e 235
.

peak of the fine structure in
infinite medium (beginning
of life)

With a drop in the conductivity of the UO,/

To have a temperature at the center of the pellet of the gadolinium
pin that is identical to that of the pure UO, pin in a pre-ejected

0

-

3.40

1.049

16

5.3

3.40

1.137

16

6.6

3.40

1.141

20

6.6

4.SO

1.136

24

6.6

4.50

1.144

0

-

4.50

1.053

situation (conservative case), the following must be calculated:

F<J

U0,/Gd,0,

"

°-

?

Fq

U0,

This drop in the hot-point factor, with 4.5» enrichment in UO, pins,
implies an enrichment decrease in the gadolinium pins:

The positioning of the gadolinium fuel pins in the assembly is optimized
to minimize the disturbance of the fine structure.

for the beginning of life accident, eus " 2.7% should be

To place the
sufficient,

poison fuel pins in the immediate neighbourhood of the water gaps serves
to reduce the peak at the beginning of life but presents the drawback
for the end of life accident, the higher restraints would necessitate

of having a thin peak above the mean power of the assembly in the

the use of natural uranium.

gadolinium pin, once the poison is burnt (in the case of poisoning by
twenty pins, the existence of certain gadolinium pins in contact with
the water gaps causes a substantial reduction in the peak at the

Effects of using natural uranium

beginning of life).

a5

It is actually desirable, and indeed

necessary, to avoid having a power

The lowering of the uranium enrichment in the gadolinium pins has

peak on the UO,/Gd,Oj mixed oxide pin throughout the cycle, because the

two major effects.

deterioration in thermal properties (especially of the conductivity of

more disturbed by an additional decrease in the power in the poison

UO, by the addition of Gd,O ) causes a decrease in the maximum power

fuel pins.

First, the fine structure in infinite medium is

The effect of using natural uranium in these pins is

a

value that can be tolerated In such a pin in case of a rod ejection

evaluated in the case of poisoning with twenty gadolinium pins
containing 8\ co-ground Gd,O, .

accident.

a

*U enrichment (%)

Rod ejection accident

UO,
pin

A parametric study helped to compare the temperatures reached during a

4.5

4.5

rod ejection by the UO, and UO,/Gd,0„ pins in the case of a reference

4.5

0.72

transient in 900 MUe PWR reactors (first cycle, one-third charging,

\

UO,/Gd,0,
pin

The results obtained are as follows.

peaks of the fine structure in infinite medium
11,000 MWd/t

20,000 KWd/t

1.128

1,080

1.055

1.148

1.113

1.098

0 MWd/t

It appears clearly that, in the case of a lower enrichment in the

Since absorption by

gadolinium pins, the optimization of the location of these pins is

therefore possible, in a first approximation, to consider the gadolinium

particularly important in complying with the authorized power limits in

isotopes 15S, 156, 157 and 158 only, to determine the variation in the

the core for the hottest pins.

poison's worth.

Nevertheless, a study of a specific

Gd and

Gd formed from

Gd is slight, it Is

Moreover, the high residual woith for contents over

case demonstrated that the decrease in total power of the poisoned

6% Incurs a penalty on the cycle time.

assembly can be exploited to determine an optimal core charging plan, to

the example discussed.

This is around 400 MWd/t in

diminish the negative effect of the fine structure, which is more
disturbed by the use of natural uranium.

Core-follow studies

Secondly, the use of less enriched uranium in the gadolinium pins,

Co-ground GdjO^

assuming a constant penalty of 3000 MMd/t on the assembly, incurs a

The equilibrium cycles are presented for -hroe optimized configurations

penalization on the cycle of as much as 1200 MMd/t for a case of

of assemblies poisoned by co-ground Gd,o,:

poisoning by 44 assemblies each containing 24 natural uraniuo/6.6% Gd,0,
pins, the enrichment in the UO, pins being 4.5*.

To cope with this

penalty, the non-poisoned pins would have to be enriched to 4.7%.

two configurations with half charging,
one configuration with one-third charging.

Residual worth

Both half-charging configurations each contain, in their new batches,
54 assemblies poisoned by 16 UO,/co-ground Gd,0, pins.

For Gd,C_ contents above 6%, the residual worth of the assembly
poisoned by more than 16 pins is no longer negligible, and may be as
high as 1000 pern in some cases.

The residual worth of gadolinium

is due chiefly to the absorption of even-numbered isotopes 1S6 and 156.

variation in the poison's worth.

enrichment is 3.4% in all the pins.
of these 54 assemblies thus introduce
respectively in the core.

Taking isotope 154 into account does not significantly modify the
Isotope 1S4, and isotope 1S5 to

which it leads by capture, contribute additional antireactivlty of

In the former,

the GdjO, weight content is 5.3%, and 6.6% in the latter.

'"uranium

The 864 gadolinium-bearing pins
5030 pem and 5240 pem

This serves to control the reactivity of

the 15,900 MWd/t cycles in half-charging, while meeting the standard
operating requirements:

65 pem at the beginning of life, passing through a maximum of 250 pem
at 16,000 MUd/t for an assembly poisoned by twenty pins (UO,/6% Gd,0,,
«i» " 4.5% in all the pins).

The rate of absorption reactions by the

negative water temperature feedback coefficient at zero
power (£ -0.4 pcm/*C),

different gadolinium isotopes in the same case of poisoning are
a satisfactory power distribution evolution so that in the hot

summarized in the table below.

pin F^j < 1.435.
gadolinium
isotopes

rate Of absorption reactions at
20,000 MWd/t

0 MHd/t

154

50" 1 0

_ i

56-10"*

32,000 HWd/t
61-10"*

155

2816-10"*

12S-10"*

63*10-*

156

164-10"*

302*10"*

318-10 *

IS?

8S84-10"*

303-10"*

319-10-*

158

146-10"*

250-10-*

281-10 *

\

-

-

In its new batch, the one-third charging configuration contains 44
assemblies poisoned by 20 UO,/co-ground Gd,0, pins.

The "'uranium

enrichment is 4.5% in the pins, and the Gd,o, weight content is 8%.
The 880 gadolinium-containing pins of these 44 assemblies thus introduce
4780 pem into the core.

The requirements of one-third management

and the need to use a high Gd,0, content in the case examined, prevented

Core-follow analyses

the reduction of the antireactivity due to the poisoned assemblies which

GdjO, grains

had already undergone one cycle, to less than 800 pern in the core.

in

fact, the gadolinium contained in some of these 44 assemblies is not

The equilibrium cycles of two optimized configurations containing

completely burnt in the first cycle.

assemblies poisoned by Gd.,0, grains are presented:

The assemblies undergoing

two cycles introduce an additional 230 pem into the core due to their
residual worth.

Hence a total antireactivity of 5810 pem serves to

one configuration with half-charging,

control the reactivity of a 15,900 Mwd/t cycle in one-third charging,

one configuration with 44.6% charging.

while complying with standard operating requirements:
In its new batch, the half-charged configuration contains 62 assemblies
negative water temperature feedback coefficient at zero

poisoned by 16 gadolinium pins.

power, of -6.5 pcm/*c,

content of 4.6\, are 300 u In diameter.

The Gd, 0, grains, with a weight
The "*uranium enrichment

is 3.4% In all the pins.
satisfactory power distribution variation, allowing for the hot
p i n P ^ < 1.435.

An antireactivity of 4420 pem, Introduced into the core by the 992
gadolinium-bearing pins, prevents the occurrence of a negative moderator

For good fuel management it is necessary to burn the poison totally
(up to the residual worth level) at the end of the first cycle.

temperature feedback coefficient at zero power, whereas the evolving
A

power distribution is satisfactory.

The 44.6% charged configuration

co-ground GdjO, content lower than 6% helps to attain this objective

serves to obtain a negative moderator temperature feedback coefficient

with assemblies containing 16 poison pins, while satisfactorily

(-2.2 pcm/°C) .

guaranteeing the control of long cycle reactivity with half-charging.
On the other hand, in-core management with one-third charging requires

To control the reactivity of long cycles in half-charging using Gd,0,

the use of poisoned assemblies that are liable to introduce high

grains, it is necessary to introduce more than 1000 pins with a

antireactivity at the beginning of life, thus with 16 or more gadolinium

gadolinium content of 4.6%.

pins with contents over 6%, and hence a conservative residual worth.

Gd 0

Furthermore, optimizing the charging plan to obtain a satisfactorily

increase should be higher than that which would be needed with co-ground

evolving power distribution implies burnups below 75% of the cycle time

GdjO, to meet the same antireactivity requirement.

for certain poisoned assemblies, and hence a second source of

concentration would lead to a non-negligible penalty in cycle time.

conservative antireactivity.

It should be noted that the increase in the number of gadolinium pins in

1

>

Another alternative would be to raise the

content, but, because of the self-shielding this

the poisoned assembly also presents a drawback:

greater disturbance of

In designing a charging plan, it is also advisable to avoid placing the

the fine structure in infinite medium.

poisoned assemblies below the regulating rod clusters, in order to have

For the foregoing reasons, the use of Gd,0, grains for one-third charged

the entire antireactivity potential and to avoid introducing
heterogeneities through the cycle.

IS9

The increase in the

in-core management would encounter problems if the Gd,0, weight contents
used axe higher than 6%.

To meet the need for higher Initial worth

)JQ

with grains, the solution consists of increasing the number of gadolinium

Table A (continued)

pins (up to 24 pins per assembly, while accepting greater disturbance of

Parameters and variables investigated

the fine structure), rather than increasing the Gd,0, content.
range of analysis
and criteria

values, variables and physical
phenomena concerned

Number of gadolinium pins in the poisoned assembly:
This work helped to cover a wide range of parameters and the feasibility
of using gadolinium as a burnable poison has been established for

12 to 24

infinite medium of the poisoned assembly

different types of in-corc management with long cycles of 15,900 MWd/t,
using gadolinium in two physical forms.

The results obtained provide

initial poison worth, fine structure in

Truncature of the poison at top and bottom of gadolinium pin:

answers to the questions concerning the use of gadolinium as a burnable
13 to 53 cm

poison in industrial power reactors.

axial behavior in power variation in
the poisoned assembly

Location of gadolinium pins in the poisoned assembly:
Table A
Parameters and variables investigated
range of analysis and
criteria

values, variables and physical
phenomena concerned

U enrichment of UO, pins;
3.4 to 4.5%
a s

cycle time:

U enrichment of UOj/Gd^O, mixed oxide pins
0.72 to 4.St

charging mode

avoid placing them at the
periphery of the assembly
or in the immediate
neighborhood of the water
gaps; accept placing them
partly JII the Immediate
vicinity of the water
gaps
Charging mode:
33 to 50%

:

fine structure in infinite medium,
cycle time, temperature variation in
gadolinium-bearing pin, gadolinium
wear

initial poison worth, gadolinium wear,
gadolinium self-shielding

Gd O, weight content in gadolinium pins:
a

4.62 to 10.56%

initial poison worth, gadolinium wear,
fine structure in infinite medium of
the poisoned assembly
continued

fuel management, maximum allocable
burnups

Number of poisoned assemblies in new batch:
42 to 62

Physical state of Gd^O, in the gadolinium pins;
from co-ground to
500 u grains

fine structure in infinite medium of the
poisoned assembly

initial worth introduced into the
core, fine structure in infinite
medium of the poisoned assembly

Location of poisoned assemblies in the core:
avoid placing them
below the control
rods; accept placing
a small proportion
below these rodsj
respect the core
symmetry

optimization of the evolving power
distribution, worth of control
rods

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMMES ON GADOLINIUM
FUEL UTILIZATION IN LWR's IN BELGIUM
D. HAAS
Belgonucleairc, Brussels
F. MOTTE
CEN/SCK, Mol

The main dlsavantages of Gd result from a presently Insufficient
data base :

Belgium
Abstract
The choice of Gadolinium as burnable poison for reactivity control was
first taken in Belgium for the BR3 PWR, in 1971.
After some starling probleas related to the difficulty In calculating
correctly the Gd depletion versus burnup, the methods were
progressively Improved and the use of Cd was extended by Increasing
the number of Gd rods and the standard Cd content In BR3 from 3 to 7
w/o Cd20j
«
In parallel, Gd was first used ln a large Belgian PWR ln Tlhange 1 (8
u/o Gd203. but with natural uranium).
l n

t h e

G d

r o d s

Amongst the programmes organized ln collaboration between CEN/SCK and
BELCONUCLEAIRE :
- national programmes are going on in BR3 (study of the irradiation
behaviour of various types of Gd fuels at high burnup) and are ln
planning In BR2 (basic neutronlc experiments) ;
-

two programmes sponsored by international partners have been
launched : CAIN, which Is basically studying the burnup behaviour of
different fuel designs and GAP which Is devoted to the neutronlc
codes benchmarking.

The present status of both national and International programmes is
outlined hereafter.

I.

- its technology has been proven and commercially established
through Its utilization ln BWRs since many years ;
- it takes care of the HOC reactivity without affecting the
temperature coefficient of the moderator ;
- It has the desired depletion rates (the burnable Gd isotopes
have disappeared after the first irradiation cycle) ;
- being mixed to UO2 fuel, it can be Incorporated at the most
appropriate locations ln the assemblies ;
- spent fuel storage and reprocessing are not affected by ics
presence,

INTRODUCTION
The utilization of burnable poisons in PWRs is now recognized to
be a requirement for Implementing near-term Improvements such as
IB-month cycles, extended burnups rnd alternative ln-core fuel
reshuffling schemes.
Amongst the burnable poisons, gadolinium
under the form of Gd2^3 *ixed to the U 0 fuel Is a favorite
candidate for many reasons :
2
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- uncertainties ln the LHGR (linear heat generation rates) and
burnup calculations of the Cd rods affect the uncertainty
margins on local power peaks, shutdown margins and cycle
length ;
- a limited experience on the effect of Cd on the thermal and
mechanical fuel properties and on Its high burnup behaviour
Imposes additional design margins.
In this perspective, full advantage can presently not be taken of
the possibilities of Cd and most of the first Industrial
applications are very prudent in PURs.
In Belgium, two parallel approaches have been followed concerning
the R4D programmes on Gd fuel.
National programmes have been Initiated ln 1971 already, by
introducing first a few Cd rods ln the BR3 core 3B and by
successively Increasing the Gd content ln the rods. An update of
the neutronlc methods was required to calculate adequately the
auccesslve BR3 cores and post-lrradiatlon examinations (PIE) were
carried out to analyse the high burnup fuel behaviour.
A
programme ln the material testing reactor BR2 has been prepared
with the objective to determine the depletion rate of the Gd
Isotopes versus neutron fluence but was delayed for financial
reasons.
Gadolinium has also been introduced in demonstration
assemblies in the Tlhange 1 PWR.
In parallel, taking advantage of the facilities existing at the
CEN/SCK ln Hoi (snd also of other European facilities), two
international programmes have been launched by BELGONUCLEAIRE and
CEN/SCK :
- the so-called CAIN programme, which has as main objective to
test the mechanical behaviour of different types of Od fuels
irradiated to high burnup, and submitted to operational
transients ;
- the CAP programme has ss main objective to provide a data
base useful for benchmarking neutronlc codes ln case of Gd
utilization.

The present paper describes these different programmes and
shows
some
results obtained
up to now
In our
national
programmes.
The description of Che programme In Tlhange Is
presented In a companion paper of the aaae meeting (1).

2.

NATIONAL

The main experiments performed In the frame of tha BR3 national
programme have been described in [2).
The main discrepancy
between Cd and UO2 fuel rod behaviour at high burnup concerns
the thermal behaviour. The Gd fuel temperature Is higher than
In an L'Oj rod of the same U235 enrichment and located In Che
same assembly, for two reasons :

PROGRAMMES

2-1.
aR3 Programme
2.1.1. Neutronlc design
The BR3 PWR has been used extensively since many years to cesc
new
fuel or assttbly
d e s i g n s . The first
experimental
Cd-bearlng fuel rods were loaded in the BR3 core In July 1974
at a modest and prudent level (depleted uranium, 1.35 X Cd203,
8 rods). After that, the proportion and the Gd content In the
rods has been Increased, as well as the number of Gd bearing
rods. Fig. 1 shows the evolution, for each Gd content, of the
number of Gd rods irradiated In BR3. Some operating .ondi. Ions
of the rods (burnup, Irradiation time) are summarized in T.ible
1. The main technical reason for having lncroduced the masilve
amount of Gd rods In Core 4A was the very high beginning of
life reactivity of this core.
The main problems which had to
be solved were related to the neutronlc calculations :

- Che time evolution Is quite different : Fig.4 compares the
peak pellet L1IGR versus time for one UO2 and one Cd rod of
the experimental assembly B101 irradiated in cycle 4A.
The
peak LHGR la higher In the Gd rod than in the UO2 rod after
the first 200 days of operation, time at which the burnable
isotopes of Gd have disappeared ;
- the Gd fuel thermal conductivity is lower In Cd fuel (Fig 5)
and this effect Is not dependent on the Cd depletion, but
strongly dependent on the temperature.
This larger fuel temperature
through two aspects ;

In

the

Cd

rods

is

observable

- the grain size (Pig 6 and 7) Is about 3 times larger In the
Gd rod (SO m size In the central fuel region) than In the U
rod (IS a ) of assembly B101 ;
- the FGR Is larger in a Cd rod than in a U 0 rod, for the name
burnup.
2

-

how to predict the correct power distribution (radial and
axial) in the Gd rods, as well as In the surrounding rods ;
- how to calculate the power and burnup distribution In the
various assemblies in the core .
Fig.2 shows, for cycle 4B, the measured boron concentration
versus burnup, whereas Fig.3 gives the calculated variation of
the total power of some assemblies In cycle 4C, compared with
the outlet thermocouples measurement results.
The quite reasonable agreement between calculation and
measurement Justifies our confidence in calculating the BR3
core controlled with Gd.
However, the past design was
considering 3 w/o Gdj^^ addition only (only a few rods with 7
w/o were Introduced in cycle A C ) .
The new specification in
cycle 4D (7 w/o Gd2^3) has imposed to reduce the number of
fresh Gd rods.
The results of the neutronlc predictions for
this cycle remain still to be compared with the experimental
••alues.

2.1.2. Post-irradiation Examinations
The Gd fuel rod mechanical and thermal behaviours have been
analysed and compared with the standard UO2 rods through PIE.
The results are used for Improving the fuel In the new reloads,
but also for benchmarking the CGMETHE III-L fuel rod modelling
code.

One of the main technical difficulties we have encountered In
the frame of these programmes la related Co the prediction of
the fuel temperature and of the FCR in Gd bearing fuel rods.
The difficulty
Is mainly due to tha lack of
reliable
experimental data on the fuel thermal conductivity, and also to
the lack of Information on the radial LHGR distribution in Che
pellet versus tl>*e.
This fact la also very important for
calculating the local amount of gas retained in the fuel. As
will be seen In chapter 3, these aspects are mainly studied In
the International programmes GAIN and GAP,
2.2.
VENUS and BR2
2.2.1. VENUS core
The small zero-power critical facility VENUS located In Nol
(CEN/SCK) has been used to conduct a basic programme of
experiments Investigating the effect of Cd burnable poison rods
(1 w/o GdjOj) In light water moderated
square
lattices.
Various experimental data were obtained (reactivity effects,
macroscopic flux distribution along the axis, fission density
determination, flux depression profiles) which were used for
benchmarking cell calculation codes.
As a matter of example, Fig.8 shows the effect on the measured
total fission rate of the Introduction of one Cd rod in the
central position of the configuration (squrre lattice).
It
ahows that the effect of the Cd Is negligible two cells away
from the one occupied by the Cd rod.

This programme Is completed and all our efforts are now devoted
to the evolution problems.
BR2
An extensive research programme has been foreseen In BR2 to
study the Cd depletion versus Irradiation tine. The large range
of Irradiation conditions offered by UK2 allows, by the proper
choice of the Irradiation channel (In some cases coupled with
the utilization of a convenient neutron absorbing screen) to
test fuel rods up to the same power level as that prevailing In
a PUR In a quite representative neutron spectrum ; this latter
is Indeed the main drawback of testing Gd fuel evolution In any
MTR.

A complementary aspect to this high burnup base Irradiation
programme is related to the Gd fuel behaviour which might be
expected when an earlier operational or accidental transient
has occurred.
Therefore, some Cd fuel rods will be submitted
to transients at intermediate burnupa and, to some extent, will
be re-irradlated to high burnup.
In addition, a few number of rods will be ramp-tosted up to
failure In order to compare with similar data on U 0 rod*.
2

This programme has been elaborated to be complementary with
other
international programmes
like IIBEP, TRIBULATION
and
SUPER RAMP.
3.1.2. Programme description

Moreover, the short cycle length (4 weeks) allows, by adequate
Intermediate examinations, to obtain experimental data at
various stages of Gd depletion (what is not the case In BR3 and
any other power plant, where the cycle length Is at least one
year).
The programme which was set up In 1973 [31 already,
been performed, mainly for financial reasons.

has not

We are now considering again the possibility of starting a
modified version (smaller test matrix, with a better PIE
characterization In this programme).
Amongst others, the
feasibility of measuring the reactivity evolution of a Gd rod,
by comparing Its reactivity with a standard fresh Gd rod, has
been studied and this experiment is Indeed technically possible
in BR2 Itself.
The decision to perform such modified programme is not yet
taken, and will depend on the budget required and of course on
budget allocation.

INTERNATIONAL

PROGRAMMES

This section presents a short description of two programmes on
Gd fuel utilization, which have been Jointly organized by
BELGONUCLEAIRE
and
CEN/SCK,
and
which
are
sponsored
by
participants from various countries.

CAIN
Programme objectives

All rods considered in this programme are of
type.
Typical data are presented In Table
parameter), covered In this programme are ;

the
2.

17x17 PWK
The main

- the fuel structure, representative of three major conversion
processes : ADU, AUC and 1DR ;
- the gadolinium content in the fuel : 3w/o, 5 w/o, 6 w/o, 7w/o
and 8 w/o Cd203 are considered ;
- the dispersion of Gd In the pellet
homogeneous and
granular; the experimental results from these two types of
fuel and from comparison with UO2 rods should enable to
separate the effects of power history and of the Gd203-UC>2
fuel properties.
The programme consists basically in the BR3 Irradiation of 26
Gd bearing fuel rods subdlvised
Into groups of different
origins : BELGONUCLEAIRE (ADU and AUC powders), CEA (ADU and
IDR), FRAGEMA (IDR), Ceneral Electric (ADU), MITSUBISHI (ADU)
and Nuclear Fuel Industries (ADU).
The 26 Gd fuel rods are irradiated in BR3 for one to three
cycles.
It should be noted that cycles 4A through 4C are now
completed so that a large part of the base Irradiation is
already performed and that post-lrrsdlatlon examination data
will be available on 3 w/o (high burnup) and 7 w/o (low burnup)
Gd203 fuel in 1984 already.
The next cycle (4D) of BR3 Is
scheduled to start in June 1984.
The objective of this BR3
irradiation is to obtain a data base on Gd-besrlng fuel at high
burnup ; pellet-clad interaction, fission gas release and fuel
structure of this UO -Gd203 mixed oxide as compared to pure
U0 .
It should be noted that all rods will have reached
representative LWR linear powers : the Cd rods are enriched
with U235 as In the case of the U 0 rods.
2
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The main objective of the programme is to provide an
experimental data base on the ln-plle
thermomechanical
behaviour of U0 -Cd203 fuel rods of the PUR design irradiated
up to 70 GWd/tM peak pellet burnup.
Fuel rod properties like
pellet-clad
Interaction,
fission
gas
release
are
mainly
analysed in this programme.
2

2

In addition to this high burnup BR3 irradiation, a few tests
will be performed in a special rig In the BR2 reactor In order
to analyse the effect on the fuel behaviour (mainly fission gas
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release) of a fast power ramp simulating an accidental
transient which night occur during operation of a PWR. In most
of the cases, the transients are perforated at the end of the
BR3 Irradiation, at high burnup. In one case the transient Is
performed at Intermediate burnup and the BR3 Irradiation la
continued after this test.
Furthermore, two rods will be
tested In a loop In the S1L0E reactor to define the failure
threshold for Gd fuel (relative to U fuel).
The post-irradiation programme Includes the following testing
sequences :
- non-ilestruetlve tests : visual examinations, eddy current
test, profllometry, axial gamma-scanning and neutron
radiography of each rod ;
- puncture test for released fission gas quantitative
determination and composition ;
- destructive testa comprising one ceramographlc examination,
one burnup analysis and one determination of local residual
gases.
3.1.3. Planning

calibrated on the BR3 cycle AC.
The Participants
provided with the results of this calibration.

will be

Programme description
TASK 1 - BR3/AC Cd Hacrocells.
The UK3 offers an opportunity to test reduced length (la
active) fuel rods under a wide spectrum of operating power
reactor conditions representative of a PWK. The neutron energy
spectrum is, in this small core, variable depending on this fuel
assembly/rods position.
In task 1 of the CAP programme, Cd
rods are irradiated in so-called "macrocells" which are a 3 x 3
fuel rods lattice Introduced in a standard BR3 assembly
positioned In the periphery of the core ; this configuration
has been selected to have a neutron spectrum similar to a
commercial PWR.
Fig. 10 shows a schematic view of the four Cd macrocells
Introduced in core AC, in four symmetrical positions. Each of
these macrocells consists of a 3 x 3 configuration containing
one Gd fuel rod (uranium enriched at 3.2 w/o) in the centre,
surrounded by 7 or 8 U0 fuel rods (U enriched at 3.5 w/o) and
in some cases by a water hole, simulating a PWR gulde-thlmble.
2

The general planning of the programme Is shown on Fig. 9. The
programme which was officially launched In 1983 will continue
until the end of 1987.
3.1.4. Participation
The budget necessary to perform the programme is obtained by
the contributions of the various participants, listed In
Table 3. Negotiations are still underway with other potential
participants.
3.2.
CAP
3.2.1. Programme objectives
The first ojectlve of this programme Is to provide a data base
useful for benchmarking neutronlc codes in case of using
gadolinium in a LWR.
The major experimental data will be
obtained on Gd rods and on their surrounding U rods Irradiated
during one cycle of BR3 (cycle AC) : radial profiles of burnup
and Gd Isotopes will be used as a basis for benchmarking
depletion codes.
A second objective of this programme Is to provide an access to
an International benchmark problem on a commercial .'WR core
with a Gd population close to BR3 cycle AC. The participants
are invited (but not obliged) to participate In this
benchmarking by making their own calculations.
The problem
studied will concern the evolution of a whole PWR core.
BELGONUCLEAIRE will participate in this problem by calculating
the sample problem with its own nuclear codes, previously

N

All rods have an outer diameter of 9.S mm. The fuel pellets
and cladding are characteristic of a 17 x 17 PWR (Table A).
All these macrocells have been Introduced at the start of core
AC. After one cycle of Irradiation, the rods were unloaded.
The Cd rods reached a peak pellet burnup between 5,500 HWd/tM
(7 w/o Cd203 rods) and 9,100 MWd/tM (3 w/o Cd203 rods). One
expects that Gd absorbing isotopes are still present In the 7
w/o Cd 03 rods, even In the region of the maximum power. For
the rods with low Gd content, Isotopes 155 and 157 should be
present at both ends of the fuel rod.
2

The post-irradiation programme Is exhaustive and mainly
concerned with gamma-spectrometry of all rods (Cd and UO2) and
with radial lsotoplc distributions (U, Pu, Cd).
In addition to the PIE data, results of neutronlc calculations
of these rods (including mainly power, flux and burnup
distributions as a function of irradiation time) will be
provided In such a way that the set of data can be directly
used for calibration of participants'depletion codes on Gd fuel
rods.
TASK 2 - Evolution of a commercial PWR core with Cd assemblies
Benchmark problem exercise amongst the participants In the
programme :
- The basic goal of this exercise is to give the participants
the opportunity to compare their respective calculation

-

methods and results, to try to explain possible sources of
discrepancies
In order
to leprove. If necessary,
their
aethodology and to generate confidence in their results.

[2)

A. Charller et al.
Use of BR3 for the Belgian Pu recycle irradiation program.
Paper BE 2 to this Specialists' Meeting.

The suggested benchmark consists In the study of a whole
900 MUe PWR core depletion calculation ; this core Includes
Cd-bearlng assemblies containing 7 w/o GdjOj fuel rods.

13)

A. Charller et al.
Irradiation of fuel with gadolinium as burnable poison.
Proceedings of a symposium
Mol - Belgium, 4-5 December 1973.
"Results of five years of BR2 reactor utilization.

- The comparison of the exercise is :
- on the calculation aethodology used by each participant ;
- on the largest aaount of calculation results (unit cell,
fuel assembly, whole core) such as cross-section evolution,
fine and coarse power distributions, critical
boron
concentration, ...
The results will be collected and prepared by BN for discussion
during specialists meetings.
For this exercise, BN will use
Its own calculation methods which will be validated on BR3 core
AC experimental results and which have therefore well-known and
documented uncertainty margins for the benchmarked core.

TABLE 1

3.2.3. Planning

GADOLINIUM

RODS

IRRADIATION

CONDITIONS

The general planning of the GAP programme Is shown on Fig. 11.
It Is not yet started officially but the longest part of the
progiamine - the BR3 irradiation - is already completed and so
all results (PIE, calculations) can be obtained in a two years
period.

MAX.PEAK PELLET
4.

CYCLE

CONCLUSION
It Is now well recognized
industrial scale in PUR'a.

that

gadolinium

can

Two International programmes, GAIN and GAP are now underway to
investigate these Issues.
They benefit from the experience
accumulated during 10 years utilization of Gd in BR3.

REFERENCES
H. Melice ct al.
A sumary of SEMO experience with PWR
bearing fuel in Tlhange 1.
Paper BE 5 to this Specialists' Meeting.

cores

BURNUP

MAX.IRRADIATION TIME
DAYS

be used on an

All R&D programmes performed so far in the frame of the
BELGONUCLEAIRE - CEN/SCK Association have shown that this Is
technically realistic.
However, it is well recognized that
problems remain still unsolved : they are mainly related to the
correct prediction of the neutronlc codes (mainly for local
effects like peak pellet power evolution or radial power
profiles In Gd rods), and also to the thermal calculations.
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Abstract
In the framework of the B.C. programme "Plutonium Recycling In
LWR", a aerlea of post-lrradlatlon examination* were carried out on
mlxed-oxlde fuel elementa Irradiated In LWR'a.
The examlnatlona were performed In 10 caapalgna on fuel
Irradiated In the following power reactora : Garlgllano, Dodewaard, SENA,
Llngen and BR3 a* well as In the HFR.
The paper aubdlvlsed In three parts describes first the extent
of the R and D programme for five of theae campaigns; that la the main
characteristics of 95 examined fuel rods, their Irradiation conditions and
the examinations techniques Involved. Then, the essential experimental
reaulta of the programme are euamarized s clad deformation*, fuel
mlcrostructure, fission gas release and gamma activity dial.lbutIons.
The eecond part of the paper la devoted to the analyala of theae
reaulta, leading to a comparative deacrlptlon of the ln-reactor behaviour
of the uranlum-plutonlua oxide and the uranium oxide fuel*.
The laat part of the paper summarises the confrontation between
the observed in—reactor behaviour and the prediction* of the
thermo-aechanlcal fuel behaviour ualng the COMETHE III-L code and the
<<iotoplc composition* anticipated ualng the ORIGEN-2 code.
The campaign 1* not vet entirely completed but all reaults so
fer obtained allow to conclude that :
- In no caae plutonlua fuel ha* perturbed the normal operation of a power
reactor;

\

- no rod failure due specifically to the behaviour of the alxed-oxlde fuel
could be detected;
- the behaviour of the roda. up to a burn-up typical for power LWR, haa
a1waya been found to be at leaat aa good aa that of the traditional
uranlua oxide roda;
- the fuel behaviour under Irradiation and the evolution of lta laotoplc
coapoaltlon can be predicted using existing codea with a very good
accuracy. The correlation of fission gaa release however Is not so good
for all the experlaenta.
I. INTRODUCTION

In December 1974, the Council of Ministers of the European
Community adopted a research and development programme on plutonlum
recycling In light-water reactors for the European Atomic Energy
Community.
The aim of thla programme waa
1} to perform general studies In order to forecaat plutonlum utilization,
to assess the environmental Impact of plutonlum recycling In LWRs and
to conduct any R and D felt useful In order to reduce environmental
Impact;
2) to conduct R and D with a view to Improving scientific and technical
knowledge of plutonlum recycling In light-water reactors In the fields
of neutron physics snd the control and safety of LWRa burning plutonlum
fuel, and to aaaeaa fuel performance through poat-lrradlatlon
examinations.
48 contracts were concluded between the Commission of the
European Community (CEC) and public or private organizations In order to
carry out thla general programme; ten of thoae were devoted to
poat-lrradlatlon exvalnatlona (P.I.E.) and Isotoplc analysis (I.A.) of
plutonlum fuels.
The purpose of these examinations waa to ascertain how mixed oxide
uranlum/plutonlum fuela (HOX) Irradiated In LUR power atatlona behave In
comparison with uranlua fuela (UO2).
The objectives of the preaent paper are to give a general
overview of the activities covered by these ten contracts and to summarize
the main results obtslned in the framework of five of then, Including the
comparison between the experimental data and the behaviour of the fuel
rods aa predicted by calculation.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE P.I.E. PROCRAMME

The 10 contracta covering the P.I.E. programmes were concluded
In two aeries of five; the first series started In 1975-76 and the second
In 1978. The fuel elements examined were Irradiated In several power

stations In the Community, namely BR3 (Belgium), Dodewaard (Netherlands),
Garlgllano (Italy), Llngen (Germany), SENA (Pranca), as well aa In the HFR
materials-testing reactor at Patten (Netherlands). Table 1 gives the
essential characteristics of these 10 contracts, with reactor, laboratory
place and subject-matter of the examinations.
BWR and PUR fuel roda of atandard des/gn were equally
represented In the programme with four contracts related to PWRc and four
to BURa Irradiation conditions; alternative fuela were analysed In the
framework of two contracts.
The PWRa relsted contracts cover firstly by two of them the
Irradiation In BR3 of two standard fuel assemblies of the plutonlum Island
type. Theae two assemblies were manufactured by BELCONUCLP-AIRE and have
been examined In the CEN/SCK hot cells. The two other contracta cover the
P.I.E. of fuel rods Irradiated In two assemblies, loaded In the SENA
reactor, one manufactured by BELCONUCLEAIRE, the other by FRAMATONE (now
FRACEHA). The examinations were carried out at the CEN/SCK or at the CRA
facilities at Saclay.
The contracts relsted to BWRs fuel design concern for one part
the P.I.E. aade on two fuel assemblies of the Dodewaard reactor. The two
aaaeabllea of the Pu-laland type were manufactured by BELCONUCLEAIRE and
were each the object of a contract with the CEC. The fuel rods of one
assembly (B201) were examined In the CEN/SCK hot cells, whereaa roda of
the second assembly (B304) were analysed In the ECN (Petten) hot cells.
The BWRs were represented for the other pert by a second group of
contracts related to a aerlea of fuel roda Irradiated In various fuel
assemblies In the Garlgllano reactor. These fuel rods were examined In
the framework of two contracts corresponding to two programmes phsses,
named PPUI+2 and 3 for Che first contract, and PPU4, S and 6 for the
aecond. The aelected fuel ;ode rspresent vsrlous fuel fsbrlcstlons (GE,
BNFL and BN for HOX fuel) and cover a broad range of burn-up (7.000 to
25.000 MWd/tox). P.I.E. were carried out In the hot cells of the RlsS
National Laboratory and, for the first phase, st the Trans-Uranlua
Institute (TUI) at Karlaruhe.
The alternative fuel
designs were the object of two
contracta. The flrat one, with INTERFUEL/ECN, concerna the Irradiation of
U-Pu M0X fuel fabricated following the vlbraaol proceas; the fuel rods
were Irradiated In HFR In a loop simulating PUR conditions, and were
examined at Petten. The last contract devoted to P.I.E. was related to
the thorium fuel cycle; for thla, Pu-Th fuel roda Irradiated at different
burn-upa In the Llngen BUR In standard assemblies were submitted st the
TUI to radiochemical analyaea.
The P.I.E. activities related to the
contracta are completed whereas completion haa
five contracta of the aecond series. The main
the framework of the flrat aerlea of contracts
are the object of the next part of the paper.
campaigns In the BR3, Dodewaard and Carlgllano
alternative fuel types.

first series of five
been reached for two of the
activities carried out In
(five first's in table I)
They refer to the first
reactors and to the

3.

FUEL RODS FABRICATION

3.1. STANDARD FUELS
The atandard fuel correaponda to the nearly generalized fuel
geoatetry. I.e. the pell-st. UO2 and MOX were obtained by powder blending,
eventual granulation, followed by pelletlzlng and alnterlng. Thla
fabrication provides for the U-Pu fuel 11 highly heterogeneoua
alcroatructure : the plutonlua, appeara uniformly dlatrlbuted In the pellet
but at a alcroecoplc acale the repartition correaponda to plutonlua rich
zones aurroundlng UO2 aggloaeratea containing eaall amounts of plutonlua
(figure 1). Thla fuel atructure la typical of the MOX fuel Irradiated
In BR3 (aaaeably Z0-100/contract n* 1), Dodewaard (aaaeably B20l/contract
n* 2) and Carlgllano (aaaeabllea SA 56, 58 and 63/contract n* 4 ) .
Qualitatively the aaae atructure can be noticed l.\ theae different fuela
but with quantitative variations In the plutonlua distribution, e.g. the
BNFL fuel Irradiated In aoae Garlgllano aaaeabllea la characterized by a
very fine plutonlua distribution.
The eaaentlal fabrication data of the atandard fuela are
auaaarlzed In table 2. All fuel roda were cladded w.'th zlrcaloy (2 or 4)
and were unpreaaurlzed. Note the reaarkable differences between the
fuel denaltlea (91 to 95 Z TO) and radial gaps (between 65 and 150/*-™).
Thla broad range of values la at the origin of a fondaaentally dlfferen:
ln-reactor beh&vlour aa It will be described hereafter. Note alao that
all given data of table 2 ahould not be taken with the sane confidence
level, soae of thea being prelrradlatlon measurements, othera nominal
valuea. Thla situation reaulta froa the fact that the analysed fuel rods
very often are part of a core reload with characteristics known In the
framework of the fuel fabrication control* only. Coneequently. the
analyst* of the ln-reactor behaviour of aoae roda could not be coapletely
elucidated by the analyala.
3.2. ALTERNATIVE FUELS
U-Pu alxed oxide fuel manufactured following other techniques
than pelletlzlng and Th-Pu fuel Irradiated In the frame of the thorium
'uel cycle constltue the alternative fuela analysed In the P.I.E.
programme of the CEC. The uranlua-plutonlua fuel la obtained by
vlbrocoapactlon In the rod of three fraction* of fuel particle* of
different alzea. In contracta 1 and 3, the particles are obtained by
mechanical blending of UO2 and PUO2 powders followed by fusion,
solidification and crushing. Plutonium can be preaent In the smallest
fraction or In all three. All the other fuel rod characteristics are
however Identical to thoae of the standard roda. In contract 2, the
particles were fabricated following a uol-gel process, reading to
plutonlua In solution Into the UO2 matrix; the particles are spherlcsl
and Pu la aolved In the large (1 sua) spheres only. The other rod
characteristics are atandard. It Is the only programme In which both
pressurized and unpreaaurlzed roda wero manufactured. It la alao the only
programme In which the rods were Irradiated In a rig of a test reactor
Instead of a power plant.

N

The Th-Pu fuel la coaposed of plutonlua Inserted In • thorium
matrix; the thorium rlaya tha role of uranium of the standard U-Pu fuel;
this svolds the production of auppleaentary Pu239 froa U238, leading to a
better evaluation of the Pu consumption, and allows the production of
fissile U233 froa Th232. Except for tha presence of Pu snd Th, the other
characteristics of the fuel rods sre slallar to the standard UO2 rods.
4. IRRADIATION CONDITIONS

4.1. STANDARD FUELS
4.J.I. BR3 Irradiation
The fuel rods examined under contract n* 1 were irradiated In
asaeably ZO-100 during two cyclea of the BR3 reactor. Thla assembly
contained 36 fuel roda In a hexagonal arrangement; 18 peripheral rods
Including 6 tie-rods were loaded with U 0 fuel, and 18 U-Pu MOX rods
occupied the central Island of the assembly. The first Irradiation cycle
occurred st the core periphery and the aecond In the central position of
the core. Such a reshuffling leads to an important upratlng for the MOX
rods, the rod aean linear power being lncreaaed from 130-190 W/ca during
the first cycle to 170-240 W/ca (peak pellet 290 W/ca) during the aecond
cycle. The roda reached a peak pellet burn-up of 35 GUd/tM for a total
residence tlae of 640 EFPD.
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4.1.2. Dodewaard Irradiation
The analyaed UO2 and MOX roda were irradiated In assembly B201
(6x6 array) dealgned following the Pu-taland principle. The aaseably
stayed In reactor during four cycles In the high rated zonea of the core.
The rod mean power ranged froa 340 W/ca at beginning of life (B0L) to 250
W/ca at end of life (E0L); a peak linear heat generating rate (LHGR) of
440 W/ca occurred at BOL. The assembly resched a mean burn-up of 20
CUd/tM.
4.1.3. Garlgllano Irradiation
The assemblies geometry of the plutonlua Island type la of CE
design (8x8 array); the two assemblies (SA56 snd SAS8) examined In the
flrat examinations phase (PPUl+2) were provided by GE wheress part of the
roda examined In the phase PPU3 were loaded In an all plutonlum aaseably
(SA63) manufactured by BNFL. The Irradiation conditions for FPU I+2 and
PPU3 are partly the aaae as the rods hsve been lrredlsted conteaporary and
partly In the aaae assemblies : the five rods analysed In PPUl+2 stsyed
In assemblies 56 and 58 for two reactor cyclea. The five rods snalyaed In
PPU3 stayed In assemblies 58 (ssme as PPUl+2) and 63 for three reactor
cyclea. The linear power ratea were rather low aa compared to the
Dodewaard fuel; the assemblies 58 and 63 sustained maximum LHGRs between
100 W/ca and 200 W/ca during life, whereas assembly 56 maintained a
maximum LHGR around 200 W/ca. The assembly aesn burn-up reached 14 GWd/tM
In the phaae PPUl+2 and 21 GWD/tM for phase PPU3.

4.2. ALTERNATIVE FUELS

6. POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATIONS RESULTS

4.2.1. Sphere-Pac Irradiation
6.1. PRELIMINART
The UOj and MOX fuel roda prepared In Che Sphe-e-Pac project
were Irradiated la the high flux reactoi at Petten by means of a
preeaurlzed loop allowing the loading of a three roda bundle. Three ahort
Irradiation campalgne (18, IS and 37 daya) occurred; the roda auatained
very high power : between 330 and 420 U/cm rod average with peak LHGR
between 4S0 and 620 W/cm. The accuaulated burn-up, very low, ranged
between 4.0 and 8.5 CUD/tM.
4.2.2. Thorium fuel Irradiation
The Th-Pu fuel roda were Irradiated In a atandard assembly (6x6
array) of the Llngen BUR; the aaaembly was dealgned following the "laland
concept", IS Th-Pu roda and one spacer rod fueled with IK>2 forming the 4x4
central xone of the aaaembly. The aaseably waa Irradiated during five
cycles; a mean burn-up of 20 CWD/tM waa reached at E0L with an
accumulation rate of about 4 GUD/tM per cycle. One rod waa discharged
definitively from the aaaembly for examination after the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and
last Irradiation cycle.
5. P.I.E. PROGRAMME

A total of 95 fuel roda waa examined after Irradiation (52 MOX,
39 U0 and 4 Th-Pu fuel roda).
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Extensive non destructive examinations (NDE) were carried out;
part of theae examinations were made on-site for the Dodewaard and
Carlgllano (PPU1+2) fuels. The examinations Involve atandard techniques
developed for the analysis of Irradiated fuel roda, I.e. : eventual
sipping test, visual Inspection, metrology (length, profllometry), gamma
spectrometry, neuronography or X-rays, eddy current testing.
The destructive examinations (DE) were made on 46 rods (30 MOX,
12 UOj and 4 Th-PU fuel rods). Conventional techniques were used here
alao for theae DE : rod puncturing (Including collected gas volume and
composition determinations, rod free Inner volume measurement, Xa snd Kr
Isotoplc composition), realdual fission gaa analysis, cerai ography, ad and
P) - 5 autoradiography, electron mlcropcobe analysis, fuel density,
radiochemical analysis (burn-up determination and lsotoplc analyses),
micro-gamma-scanning. These examlnatlona made on fuel were completed by
clad examlnatlona : metallography, hydrogen content determination and
mechanical teata (tensile, creep, ballonnlng tests), Including the
Inspection of the clsd Internal surface (for possible PCI).

Numerous data were obtained on Irradiated UO2 snd MOX fuel rods
owing to the P. I.E. contracts with the CEC. These data were analysed with
the constant objective to compare the relative ln-reactor behaviour of U0j
and MOX fuels. The most typical rssults gsthered In the five contracts
are Illustrated hereafter. The accent will be given mainly on the
atandard fuels. The rods Integrity Is firstly summarized, then the fuel
neutronlc behsvlour Is evinced through gamma spectrometry and burn-up
determinations. Pinally, the fuel thermomechanlcsl behaviour Is shown by
the rods profllometry, fission gss rslesse and fuel mlcrostructure.
6.2. RODS INTEGRITY
The Irradiations Involving MOX fuel rods have been conducted
succesfully to the target burn-up. In the Pu-laland type assemblies, the
power has been dissipated as expected and no Incident due specifically to
the presence of MOX fuel occurred.
Cladding defects leading eventually to rod failure were however
noted. Theae ruptures are of minor Importance aa the cause has been found
and remedy given (cladding waterside corrosion has been reduced by
appropriate water chemistry conditions, slrcaloy hydrldlng at the Inner
surface was suppressed by new specifications on the hydrogen content
during fuel rod fabrication).
6.3. BURN-UP PREDICTIONS AND Nd-14B INDICATOR
6.3.1.

Preliminary

Extensive experimental burn-up determinations were made. This
la particularly the case for Garlgllano where 51 fuel samples were
analysed. It 1.1 now of current practice to provide the experimental
burn-up following the Nd-148 Indicator. Other fission products such aa
Cal37 or Cel44 are not In use due to vsrylng fission yields, to their
propensity to migration and to the need of decay corrections. High
confidence Is given to the Nd-148 indicator result, the burn-up being
generally obtained with an accuracy better than 2 X.
6.3.2. PWR core
In the first series of five contrscts the BR3 represents the
only case of possible comparison between theory and experiment for a
preasurlted wster resctor. Burn-up predictions were found very
satlsfsctory with s 6 X overestlmstlon for the burn-up of MOX fuel and a 5
X underestimation for the UO2 fuel (conclusion based on 8 experimental
results).

6.3.3. BUR core
The core reactivity control by mesne of control rode leada In
BWRx to an lncreaae of the uncertainty In the burn-up prediction!. For
Dodewaard, the axial burn-up dlatrlbutlon of assemblies la obtained by the
TIPPEL code which uaea the experimental core flux dlatrlbutlona.
Individual rod power and burn-up valuea are then provided by neutronlc
code calculatlane. The reaulta of the calculatlona compare fairly well
with the experimental valuea with dlfferencea leaa than 6 Z. For the
Carlgllano aaaembllea, the burn-up predlctlona were prepared ualng the
FLARE code which generatea the aaaembller pooer and burn-up axial prof Ilea
on the baa Is of the control rod position* history. In the phaae PPUI+2,
no Individual rod burn-up waa calculated. The analysis la reduced here to
the comparison between the assembly predictions anc". the rod local burn-up
based on Nd-148 Indicator (fig. 2). In thla comparison, It must be noted
that the rods are not close to the control rods; they are therefore
representative of the assembly behaviour. Figure 2 emphasizes the good
burn-up estimation. In absolute value as well aa in relative distribution
along the roda; dlfferencea between theoretical and experimental values
do not exceed about 10 Z.
In the phaae PPU3, the FLARE code reaulta were Injected In the
diffusion code BURNY In order to provide local power histories and burn-up
along the roda. Aa an example, fig. 3 shows the burn-up lncreaae
calculated for one of the roda (In the all Pu aaaembly 63) at 6 axial
levels. Table 3 shows the computed final burn-up values with the
experimental results obtained with the Nd-148 method. On the rods mean
burn-up, excellent agreement waa obtained with differences of 5 Z to 14 Z
between theory and experiment. However, the comparison between local
bum-up values ahow dlfferencea up to 40 Z. It Is Interesting to note the
dlfferencea Increase with the rod level height due, possibly, to the
approximations In determining the assembly parameters and In particular
the void fraction.
The analysis of the theoretical burn-ups versus the experimental
ones reveals the difficulty to predict accurately the local powers history
owing to the numerous perturbatlona resulting from the control rod
movements. Thla situation exists already for pure UO2 fuel aaaembllea and
It appeara that the preaence of "Pu-island" type assemblies Is not at the
origin of the observed disagreement.
6.4. BURN-UP PREDICTION AMP GAMMA SPECTROMETRY
The gill spectrometry allows to Introduce In the burn-up
analysis rods which have not been submitted to destructive examinational a
radial burn-up dlatrlbutlon analyala accroaa the aaaeably can be done.
The analysis can be extended easily in this manner also to roda Irradiated
contemporary in different aaaembllea and examined during the aarne
spectrometry campaign. It allowa also to obtain local burn-up valuea by
interpolation at axial levela where no radiochemical burn-up has been
obtained. The introduction of experimental data by mea-.a of the gamma
apectroaetry offera finally a powerful tool for controlling the burn-up
reaults baaed on the Nd-148 Indicator. Doubtful results or cealua
migration could alao be evinced by thla means.
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Confrontation between theoretical burn-up and relative gamma
activity of Ca-137 haa been done frequently In the different contracta.
Confrontation haa also been done very often between experimental burn-up
baaed on one aide on the Nd-148 Indicator and on the other aide on Ca-137
gamma activity. Figure 4 provides the results of thla last type of
comparlaon made for the Carlgllano fuel. After normalisation of the Mama
activity, Ca-137 radial and axlil distribution agree very well with the
Nd-148 indicator results. Thla applies for U0 a* well as for the HOX
fuel roda. Another example of normalization Is glv^n at figure 5. Fairly
good agreement Is noted for the different axial shapes factora obtained
from normalization of the Nd-148 Indicator valuea, from the normalized
computed valuea and froa the normalized Csl34/Csl37 gaana activity ratio.
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A second Illustration of the gaaaa spectrometry results snd lta
relation with the burn-up accumulation la given at figure 6. The gross
gamma scanning •• well aa the Csl37 gamma activity have their aaxlaua
Intensity at the rod lower end. The short-living fission produces such a*
the Zr/Nb95 and even the Cal34 show a rocking of the gamma activity : the
aaxlmum Intensity goes at the top upper side, evincing that at end of life
the dissipated power Is larger at rod top side than at bottom side. The
gamma activity of the Ru/Rhl06 laotopa conflran this shift in the maximum
power, which on the other hand hss been anticipated by the calculatlona.
6.5. FUEL RODS THERHCHECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR
6.5.1. Rods metrology
All fuel rods were cladded with zlrcaloy 2 or 4. This alloy
grows under Irradiation and deforms perasnently under the coolant
pressure by theraal and Irradiation creep. The length changes measured on
rods irradiated in BR3 are given at figure 7, which gathera not only the
results obtained on fuel rods of ssseably Z0-100 but also the length
changea measured on roda of varloua dealgn and neutron doaes. The
zlrcaloy irradiation growth Is the first responsible of the observed
length increase. When considering the dsta more In detail, aecond order
effects appear to participate to the length changea; these are principally
the anisotropic creep-down and th« intensity of pellet cladding mechanical
Interaction (PCMI).
The roda leng'.h changes gathered for BWRa are given in fig. 8.
The axial atralna are quite similar to thoae observed in BR3. Minor
differences are noted between roda of similar burn-up and are attributed
j a change In the cladding type or to the level of PCMI. As for BR3, .10
difference of length chsnges haa been observed between UO2 and MOX roda
vhlch could be attributed specifically to the MOX fuels.
The rod prof Home try evinces a broad range of cladding
deformations, resulting from the water coolant pressure and the clad
Irradiation and thermal creep. To these effects the PCMI Is surlaposed
which generatea for long and dlahed pellets the well known ridging
phenomena.

The profllometrles obtained In the fiamework of the flrat
contract (PUR BR3/assembly ZO-100) show remarkable results : acrong PCMI
la noted for all UO2 rods and strong to negligible PCM I la obaerved on the
HOX fuel rods, figures 9 and 10 Illustrate this situation,

Therefore, one can state that the preaence of the MOX fuel does not affect
the fuel roda behsvlour as ompsred to the one observed for the UO2 fuel
rods.
6.5.2. Flaalon gaa release

Among the varloua explanations which have been proposed for
these differences of behaviour, one appeara to be essential. I.e. the
fabrication denalty lncreace of the U 0 fuel - 93 Z TD - Instead of the
91 X TD for Che MOX f'iel. The related Instability of the low density HOX
fuel appeared later on as being also fondamental to explain the rod
behaviour. This assumption has been confirmed by the behaviour of 2 MOX
fuel rods loaded with high density fuel and which In tuin showed ridges
and ovallzatlon similar to choae measured on the UO2 fuel rods.
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The BR3 results offer the extreme example of a strong PCMI,
combining a high coolant pressure, long dished pellets (L/0 - 1.5), a
small diametral fuel-clad gap and a urn-up of 30 GVD/tM. The
examinations of the Dodewaard fuel rods have emphasized the same relative
behaviour between 1JO2 and MOX fuel rods. The PCMI intensity is lower than
for BR3 (smaller external pressure, L/D » 1.1-1.3, Increase of radial gap
to 75-90/Aa) and It la observed on the U 0 rods only. Here also the
presence of PCMI on these rods Is explained firstly by a fuel as
fabricated density which la enhanced aa compared to MOX fuel.
k
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The Garlgllano fuel roda ahow no or negligible cladding
deformation. In the phase PPU1+2, one notes a complete abaence of
creep-down whereas a maximum negative hoop strain of 0.2 Z Is observed for
one high rated rod of the PPU3 programme. No pell^t-clsddlng interaction
is observed. This abaence of significant contact between fuel and
cladding has been attributed to the Increase of fuel clad gap (300 uji
diametral) and to the very low LHGR auatained during Irradiation.
The analysis of the prof Home try results obtained In the
different contracts leads to two conclusions. Firstly a wide range of
c'ld deformations haa been measured when collecting the data obtained from
BR3, Dodewaard and Garlgllano. These deformations appear to result
essentially from the coolant pressure with more than 1.4 Z creep-down for
BR3 and 0.3 Z maximum for Dodewaard. The clad deformatlona are aecondly
due to the PCMI. The Intensity of the contact seems to be controlled
mainly >y the fuel linear density, pellet stability «ind fuel-clad gap.
Density variations of about 1 Z appear sufficient to completely modify the
PCMI pattern, as seen Jn BR3 and Dodewaard, whereas the Increase of the
fuel-clad gap in Ga'lgliano leads to a negligible fuel-clad contact
prrjaure for the 91 Z TD fuel and to a beginning of contact (aa noted by
ed-ly current testing) for the 94 Z TD BNFL fuel.
The second conclusion of these metrology results Is that the
numerous design parameters changes, auch aa the denalty, the gap, the
dishing and the L/D ratio have sometimes for effect to obscure the
situation and ao do not allow to conclude that an lntrlnaec difference of
behavlr.r exists between U 0 and MOX fuels. However, one notes that all
the differencea of behaviour observed between the two fuels can be
explained by design and fabrication (stability) parameters only.
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The fission gaa releaae (FGR) data obtained on standard fuela In
the contractu 1 (BR3), 3 (Dodewaard) and 4 (Garlgllano) are sunmsrlzed In
table 4. The xenon and krypton releaaes are expressed In percentsge of
produced gas calculated on the basis of 30 cc/MWd.
Table 4 evinces s wide rsnge of FCR between 0.1 and 16.4 X. The
analysis of the data, summarized hereafter allows to conclude that the
results are understandable In terms of fuel temperature (power history and
gap closure) and fuel microst.ucture (grain size, opdi porosities
fraction, plutonlum homogeneity in MOX). The fuel stability and the
plutonlum distribution in fuel appeared later on during the simulation by
computer codes as being of primary Importance In the control of gas
releaae.
The BR3 results show a low FGR (1-2 Z) for the two U 0 rods
Irradiated during 2 cycles and s range of FGR between 1.0 and 16.4 Z for
the MOX fuel roda; the differences of power history existing between the
rods were unable to explain the FGR, in particular high LHGR was not
associated with high FGR. The fuel fabrication data have provided a
coherent answer. The low FCRa are associated with the high density fuel
(93.5 Z TD) losded In rods PC 14 and PC15. Fuel batches of Intermediate
density (92 Z TD) were loaded In rods PCI, PC2 and PC4; these rods evinced
an Increase of the KGR. Low density pellets (91 Z TD) were losded In rods
PC4 and PCS; these rods sre chsracterlzed by a very high FCR. The
relation between fuel fabrication and FGR has been explained in the
following manner : lowering of the fuel denalty Increases the amount of
ln-reactor denalflcatlon. This process occurred during cycle 2bls when
rods were loaded at the core periphery; the low burn-up accumulated during
thla cycle Induced a broad fuel-clad gap for the low density fuel at end
of cycle. The reloading of the assembly at core centre for cycle 3A haa
created a high temperature In the fuel of low Initial density, leading to
an Increase of the gas releaae (GR) in these rods. The non pressurlzatIon
of the rods has then Initiated an Instability effect, I.e. reduction of
gas thermal conductance, new Increase of fuel temperature and FCR. This
confirmation of overheating in the low denalty fuel rods Is given by the
gamma spectrometry which shows Important cesium migration and by the fuel
ceramography where an enhanced grain grnwth Is observed. This der rlptlon
of the fuel behaviour la coherent with the PCMI intensity found by
metrology : Important ovallzatlon and supplementary creep-down can develop
where large fuel-clad gaps exist. This explains finally the relation
between the absence of PCMI and the presence of an Important FGR. This
sssumptlon proposed many years ago has been confirmed later by simulation
calculations.
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The puncture tests made on the Dodewaard fuel rods show high
FGRa for sll rods; no systematic trend can be found for U0 or MOX fuel
rods. This similarity of MOX and U 0 FGRa la explained by the high LHCR
2
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sustained during Irradiation and correlatea with the burn-up (low FCR for
one low burn-up UO2 rod) : the ceramographlc examinations evince an
Important fuel restructuratlon at pellet centre with plutonlum
homogeneliatlon In tht aame zone. The Irradiation history favoura thla
redistribution already at the beginning of life; this means that the HOX
fuel forgets very early lta fabrication atructure and the gas release
follows In the pellet central region the rules governing the gas release
of UO2 Irradiated at high temperature.
In Carlgllano, extremely low FGR are measured on UO2 rods. It
Is clear from these results that the MOX fuel release more fission gas
than the U 0 fuel. As.ong the MOX rods and exception made for the BNFL
fuel, the differences of FGR result from the various LHGR levels reached
during Irradiation. The extremely high FGR for the BNFL fuel has been not
elucidated
This fuel has a high Initial density and the plutonlum Is
finely distributed In the U 0 matrix; the maximum LHGRa were also lower In
these rods. All there parameters create a small FGR.
2
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The explanation proposed for the BNFL fuel behaviour la a
combination ot some design parameters (JOOJUUi diametral fuel clad gap,
unpresaurlzaclon) which favour the FCR Instability and the existence of a
•lid power transient which has Initiated thla instability. Fuel
overheating 1* confirmed J>y cesium migration (gamma spectrometry result)
whereas the transient has been discovered with help of the micro-gamma
scanning which has evinced abrupt cesium depletion at the pellet centre.

measure the Isotoplc compositions of these elements. These measurements
were made ualng the techniques of alphametry, tsotoplc dilution and mass
spectrometry.
Experimental results related to the lsotoplc analyses of the
standard fuel are given In paragraphe 7.2 giving the comparison between
the codes predictions and the measured values.
Isotopic snalyses made on the alternative fuels concern
essentially the Th-Pu fuel Irradiated in the Llngen BWR. Typical results
of these analyses are illustrated at figure 12, which shows the evolution
versus the burn-up of the concentrations of the fissile Isotopes U233,
Pu239 and Pu2Al. The Pu239 content quickly decreases with burn-up, but
the total fissile content curve remains more flat, owing to the thorium
which Is breeding U233. In terms of reactivity, the (Th-Pu) fuel behaves
In a manner similar to (U-Pu) fuel : figure 13 compares the reactivity
evolution of the (Th-Pu) fuel (expressed in U23S equivalent content) to
the reactivity of the UO2 and (U-Pu) fuels obtained In the framework of
the Carlgllano lsotoplc analyses. The major difference Is the steeper
decrease of reactivity at the beginning of irradiation In the Pu enriched
(U-Pu) and (Th-Pu) fuels compared to the U235 enriched fuel.

7. PREDICTIONS OF FUEL ROD BEHAVIOUR

6.5.3. Ceramography
7.1 . THERMOMECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR
The fuel mlcrostructure and the density have been recognized aa
being essential parameters governing PCHI and FGR. The MOX fuel atructure
obtained during fabrication Is characterized by an UO2 matrix In which UOj
agglomerates are surrounded by plutonlum rich zones. During the
irradiation, most of the fissions are generated In these Pu rich zones,
leading very quickly to high concentrations of fission products and to the
formation of metallic Inclusions and fission gas bubbles. This process
has been observed on all examined KOX fuels (fig. 11).
The fuel ceramography evinced * second and Important
characteristic of the mlcrostructure : the Pu agglomerates affect the
pores morphology. Firstly during fabrication, UO2 agglomerates and Pu
rich zones do not sinter at the same rate, so that MOX fuel uaualy
contains more cracks and Interconnected porosity than UO2 fuel. Secondly,
the concentrations of gsseous fission products around the UO2 agglomerates
as well as their agglomeration In gas bubbles favour the pores linking as
compared to UO2 fuel. Therefore the as-fabricated fuel atructure as well
as the gas bubbles preferential repartition around the UO2 agglomerates
Increase the open porosity fraction. This mlcrostructure Is partly
responsible of the larger FGR found In MOX than in U 0 fuel rods.
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7.1.1. Preliminary
Theoretical predictions of the fuel mechanical behaviour have
been made for the standard fuels Irradiated in BR3, Dodewaard and
Garlgliano. The main objectives of these calculations were to calculate
the Intensity of the pellet-cladding Interaction and the amount of FGR In
UO2 and MOX fuel roda. Two groupa of calculations were prepared. The
first set consists of the COMETHE III-L code evaluations made for BR3,
Dodewaard and Garlgliano fuels; the second set of calculations, made In
the frame of the Garlgliano irradiations was prepared using the FRAC-S-2
code.
7 . 1 . 2 . COHETHE I I I - L c a l c u l a t i o n s
Fourteen fuel rods have been calculated taking Into account for
the MOX fuel of the heterogeneous plutonlum distribution. The model of
FGR proposed for MOX fuel is bssed on four assumptions :
- in the Pu agglomerates, the fuel is computed tsklng into sccount the
enrichment actually existing In the Pu agglomerates;

6.6. ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS
r

Mos . of the fuel samples analysed for burn-up were aldo
submitted to a detailed radiochemical analysis to determine the
concentrations of uranium, plutonlum, amerlclum and curium, as well as to
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- in the course of the Irradiation, a fraction of the Pu atoms initially
present In the agglomerates Is transported In the neighbouring UO2
grains;

- when a Pu atom la flaaloned. the two flaslon fragmenta are hurled far
and wide with aoae probability to leave the aggloaerate;
- when the fission fragment la entering the UO2 matrix. It follows the
rules of FCR edlcted for a fuel operating at low heat generating rate.
Results of FGR calculations are given In table 5. Three aeries
of calculations were made : one aaaumea a homogeneous distribution of Pu
In the fuel, the two others conalder a heterogeneous distribution. For
UO2 fuel, the calculated FCR agreea fairly well with measured value; for
M"X fuel, the calculated FGR la largely underestimated when the fuel la
assumed to be homogeneous In lta plutonlum repartition. The calculations
In heterogeneous conditions show an Important Increase of the FCR. In the
first approach, no diffusion of gaaeous fission products Into the UO2
matrix waa considered. Thla leads to an overeatlmatIon of the FGR. In
the aecond approic.i, fission producta diffusion from creation zones, I.e.
Pu agglomerates, to the U 0 matrix wra assumed; this has for direct effect
to reduce the FGR.

7.1.3.2. Res_ults_ £.'_the_compar_laon_ £alcul£tl_on/e_xp_er_iment
. Fuel temperature :
There la a fairly good agreement, the estimated error being in the order
of 50"C.
. Fission gaz release :
The 1.9 X calculated are In good agreement with the experiments for ttie
plutonlum island assembly, although the release waa overestimated for
the uranium rod. The values predicted for the roda In the all plutonlum
assembly are on the contrary largely underestimated (typically In the
order of 2 X release lnatead of 12 to 14 X aa measured). The fuel
microstructure of the two fuel type* waa different with coarser oxide
gralna In the Pu island aaaembly but the reasons for the dlscrepsncy are
not fully understood. Clearly the model used appears not to be
sufficiently accurate.
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Two roda require detailed attention : rod PC6 from assembly
Z0-1C) and rod 212 from BNFL assembly 63. For the first rod, the
Important FGR has been explained by a positive Interference between the
fuel ln-reactor sintering and the larger Pu particles found for this low
density fuel; reloading at core centre for lta aecond Irradiation cycle
has Initiated the Instability phenomenon (fig. 13). For the second rod
(212). the heterogeneous calculation waa unable to predict a sufficient
FGR. For thla rod, a mild power transient has been Introduced in the rod
power Matory; thla transient appeared later on to be sufficient to cause
the Instability and Increase the gaa release. The results of these
calculations are g ven In figures 14a and b.

. Clad length variations :
The length increase, 0.20 to 0.30 X In the absence of PCI, corresponds
to the theoretical Irradiation growth expectrj with the fast neutron
fluence of the rods in reactors of the Garlgllano type.
. Residual gap :
The computed and measured gap values at the E.O.L. are practically
equivalent for all the roda examined.
. Density of the oxide :
The Initial density (91.3 to 92.1 X of the T.D. for the Island
asaemblles and 94.0 to 94.8 T.D. for the all plutonlum abjembly)
Increased at the E.O.L. as expected, with a denalflcatlon in general In
the range of 0.7 to 1.5 Z.

7.1.3. Thermomechanlcal behaviour of Garlgllano fuel with FRAP-S-2 code
7.1.3.1. Code a_ used
The code used for analysing the thermomechanlcal fuel behaviour
la the FRAP-S-2 (Fuel Rod Analysts Program - Steady state) prepared by the
Aerojet Nuclear Company In a version modified by the ENEA (formerly
CNF.N).
The code takes Into account the Interconnected effecta of the
thermal and mechanical properties of the various materials of the fuel
roda (clad, fuel, filling and flaalon gates). The clad deformation la
computed by analysing the elaato-plaatlc behaviour of rod zones along the
rod axla and it Includes creep.
The rod behaviour under I'ellet/Clad Interaction conditions (PCI)
was analysed by using the FINDEX-3 code set up by the ENEA. The maximum
stress computed are compared with uxperlmental data and correlations in
view of defining clad stress corronlon Indexes. The code FINDEX-3 applied
to a power transient altuatlon allows the behaviour of the fuel to be
predicted also for a load following reactor operation.

. Hydride content In clad :
The experimental results show that In the Garlgllano reactor the
zlrcaloy uaed Is submitted to rsther low hydride precipitation as
compared with values computed for reference HWR conditions.
. Behaviour under PCI conditions :
No power excursion was scheduled In the Garlgllano reactor for testing
the fuel belavlour under power ramp conditions. The analysis Is
therefore an extrapolation made on fuel rods with 20 MWd/kg burn-up. A
power peak of 450 W/cr, attained in 6 steps, was simulated. Four out of
the five roda weie theoretically ahown to undergo PCI, but the computed
stresses in els'*, never reached such a level aa to enhance stress
corrosion phenomena. The maximum computed stress was approximately 7
kg/mm?. Therefore, the power ramp conditions are not expected to Induce
critical PCI.
. Aa a conclusion, the examinations and the calculations have shown that
the roda would undergo higher nurn-upa without damage.

7.2.

ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS

7.2.1. Preliminary
Burn-up est lastlona and calculated evolutions of uranium,
plutonlum, amerlclum and curlua have beer made In the frame of BR3,
Dodewaard and Carlgllano Irradiations.
A first aet of calculatlona waa made for Carlgllano using the
two-groups BURNY code which provides the roda burn-up and local laotoplc
compositions. The result* of these calculatlona are given In psrsgraphe
7.2.2. A aecond group of neutronlc calculatlona waa made, ualng the
ORICEN-2 code which predicts, on the baala of the fuel power history, the
evolution of fissile stoma » well da moat of the fission products.
Simulation calculations were Bade for a PUR neutron spectrum (BR3) and for
two BUR spectra (Dodewaard, Garlgllano). Reaulta and comparison with
experimental data are given In para.graphe 7.2.3.

obaerved alao In BURa spectra. Figures 15 and 16 summarize the fissile
content evolution versus burn-up for UJ2 and HOX fuels irradiated in
Garlgllano. The contlnuoua curvea are Interpolated lines through
experimental data obtained on different roda at various axial levels. All
data fit fairly well these smooth curves. The points In the graphs are
calculated valuea for different burn-ups accumulated at a same axial level
for a given rod. One HO2 and two MOX fuel roda were calculated. The
experimental and calculated valuea agree each other however with a
systematic underconsumption of U235.
The reason for a systematic difference between theory and
experiment probably results from a neutron spectrum effect. All
experimental uranium and plutonlum contents depend of local neutron
spectra whereas the neutron spectrum used In ORIGEN-2 code results from an
average over the PUR or BUR core.
8. CONCLUSIONS

7.2.2. BURNY-PLARE calculatlona for Carlgllano
The two-groups BURNY code In x,y geometry has been uaed which
allows the description of the cruciform control rods aa a separate
absorbing region. The calculatlona were made for various axial levels In
several Irradiation atepa according to the actual Irradiation history
simulated by the FLARE code.
The atomic density ratios to the U-238 Isotope have been computed by the
BURNY code and the reaulta of the laat atep are displayed on table 6
together with the experlmetal values and the relative error and standard
deviation for a plutonlua island rod.
The results show an accurate evaluation of the U-238 evolution aa well aa
of the depletion of U-235 and U-236 build-up. The calculated atomic
densities of the plutonlua isotopes, however, show large discrepancies
and, for Instance, Pu-239 atomic ratio have atandard deviations ranging
from 6 X to 16 I.
The error la partly due to the approximations made during this first
attempt In the overall procedure, including the FLARE-BURNY model. A more
detailed description of the Irradiation history and a better definition of
the fuel enrichment and density would certainly allow more accurate
results to be obtained.
7 . 2 . 3 . ORIGEN-2 c a l c u l a t i o n s
Calculatlona have been made for UO2 and HOX fuela Irradiated In
BR3, Dodewaard and Garlgllano. Theae predictions agree very well with the
experimental data. I.e. for the uranium and plutonlum content, their
laotoplc composition as -fell aa for the concentrations In Am241, Cm242 and
Cm244. Tablea 7 ard 8 illustrate this agreement. Small dlfferencea are
noted between experimental and calculated values; In all BR3 calculatlona,
the difference ahows the same trend, i.~. an underestimation of the U235
consumption aa well as an overeatlmatlon of the final fissile plutonlum
content. This systematic deviation, obaerved for UO2 and HOX fuela. Is

A large amount of experimental data on Irradiated MOX fuel haa
been gathered In the framework of poat-lrradiatlon examinations conducted
under contracts with the CEC. The Interpretation of these dsts and the
comparison with U 0 fuel ln-reactor beravlour has provided a better
understanding of the ln-reactor behaviour of the MOX fuel. This behaviour
does not differ strongly from the UO2 fuel, except for what concerns the
evolution of the fuel mlcrostructure under Irradiation and the mechanism
of fission gaa release.
2

Theae examinations have emphasized the role of the fuel rod
design parameters and fabrication characteristics on the ln-reactor
behaviour of HOX fuel. Design parameters such aa fuel-clad gap, fuel
density and rod prepressurlzatlon strongly Influence the FGR and the PCMI.
Fabrication parameters such as the fuel actual density and Its
mlcrostructure (open porosities, plutonlum repartition, density stability)
are also of flrat Importance In the control of FGR and PCMI.
Neutronlc and thermo-mechanlcal codes predict with good accuracy
the ln-reactor behaviour of MOX fuels. However, the lack of experimental
data doea not allow sometimes to completely elucidate experimental
observations. On one aide, more accurate data are required on the
fabricated fuel : pellet geometry, fu I denalty, open porosity fraction,
reslnterlng behaviour, plutonlum repartition. On the other side, the
power Matory of fuel roda needa sometimes more accuracy and more detalln.
This Is of particular importance for BWRs where the control rods movements
as well as the use of unpreaeurlzed fuel rods accelerate the FGR.
The experimental CEC campaign of P.I.E. Is not yet entirely
completed but all results so far obtained allow to conclude that :
- appropriate power and burn-up distributions have been achieved In MOX
fuel rods; these distributions are similar to those obtained In U 0 fuel
roda;
2

\

In no caae, plutonlua fuel haa perturbed the norul operation of a Dover
reactor;
ao rod failure due specifically to the behaviour of the alxed-oxlde fuel
could be detected;
the behaviour of the roda, up to a burn-up typical for power LWR, haa
always been found to be at leaat aa good aa that of the traditional
uranium oxide roda.

TABLE 1.

CEC P.I.E. PROGRAMME

Contract
n*

Contract
reference

Contractor

Reactor or rig

Object of the examination*

1

001-/5-1
RPUB

BN/CEN

BR3 PWR

U-Pu roda In atandard assembly
(Z0-100)

2

002-75-7
RPUN

INTERPUEI7
ECN

HFR/PWC

Three U-Pu roda bundle* In rig
(vlbraaol)(no laotoplc analysis)

3

003-75-2
RPUC

BN/GKN

Dodewaard BWR

U-Pu roda In et^uaard aaaenbly
(B201)

4

004-75-<
RIJI

ENEA/ENEL

Garlgllano BWR

U-Pu roda In atandard aaaeobly
SA56 + SA58 : PPU1-2
SA58 + SA63 : PPU3

5

006-76-7
RPUD

KWU

6

036-77-7
RPUI

ENEA/ENEL

Llngen BWR

Garlgllano BWR

Th-Pu roda In standard aaaeably
(only laotoplc analysis)
U-Pu rods In standard assembly
SA57 + SA58 : PPU4
SA65 : PPU5
Reload S033 ; PPU6

Assembly burn-up
(CWd/tH)
32

Laboratory
CEN/SCK

ECN/Petten

4-9
20

CEN SCK
RIS0

14
21
4

>20

TUI

RIS0
25
25
7

7

039-78-1
RPUB

BN/CEN

BR3 PWR

U-Pu roda In atandard assembly
(G54)

20-43

CEN/SCK

8

040-78-1
RPUC

BN/GKN

Dodewaard BWR

U-Pu roda In standard assembly
(B304)

28

Pet ten

9

042-78-12
RPuTP

JRAGEHA

SENA PWR

U-Pu rods In standard assembly

27

CEA-Saclay

BCR

SENA PWR

U-Pu rods In standard assembly
(BCR1)

27

CEN/SCK
CEA-Saclay

1C

043-78-1
RPUC

192

TABLE 2 : FUEL ROD CHARACTERISTICS
!
1 BURN-UP
1
1
1 Hean per
1 Fuel 1
rod
(CWd/t)
1 (*) 1
1
1
1
1
!
1
i
!
IHOX(S)!
30-35
!MOX(V)t
32-33
! U(S) 1 27-35
1
1

FUEL TYPE

I
1

Assembly
Rod

Assembly

1

20-100

Pu
island

!
1
1

PC series
V series
U fuel

1
1
1
1
I
1
0 1
1 (mm) 1
i
1
I
1
! 7.43 1
1 to 1
1 7.46 J
1
1
1
!
1
1

CLAD DATA

FUEL DATA
1 Dish Z I Density 1 Enrich.
L/0 1 volume 1 Z of
1 Pu + U
1 (number) ! T.D.
1
(Z)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.3 1
2vZ
1
to
I
1
1 3.1+3
1.5 \
(2)
1 91-93
1 3.1+3
i
I 91-93
! U 7Z
\
93
!
1
!
»

Type

1
1

!
t
Zr-4
CWSR

1
1
1
1
1
J
1

Thickness
(mm)

01
(mm)

7.6

1.07

Radial 1
gap 1
<»») t

65

1

(a) : Fuel Irradiated in the BR-3 reactor (contract n" 1)
Rod filling : He at 1 atm; rod length : 1.24 a.

1
1 BURN-UP
1
1
1 Hean per
1
rod
1 Fuel !
0 1
(CHd/t)
1 (*) 1
(ran) 1
1
t
1
1
!
1
11.481
1
1
!
!MOX(S)l
18-24
1
IHOX(V)!
22-23
1
1
1 U(S) 1 18-22
1
I
1

FUEL TYPE
1
!
!
!
1
1
1
i
!
1

Assembly
Rod

B201

Assembly

Pu
island

1
!
1
1 Dish Z 1 Density 1 Enrich. 1
L/0 1 volume 1 Z of
1 Pu + U 1
1 (number) 1 T.D.
1
(Z) 1
1
1
1
!
1
1
!
1
1
!
1
1
94
12.7+U natl
1.1 ! 3vZ(2) 1
1
»
12.7+U natl
94
1 U 2.5Z 1
1.3 1 2.9vZ(2) 1
95
1
1
1
1

(b) : Fuel Irradiated in the Dodeuaard reactor (contract n* 3).
Rod filling : He at 1 atm; rod length : 1.92 m.
(*) (S) : standard pellets; (V) vlbrocompacted rods.

CLAD DATA

FUEL DATA

Type

Zr-2
CUSR

1
1 Thickness
(mm)
1
1
1
0.92
1
11.66 1
11.64 t
11.65 1
I

01
(an)

Radial 1
gap 1
(urn) !

90

1

75

t

TABLE 2 (continued)

1

'
>

Assembly
Rod

Assembly

!
i

>
!
!
•

SA 56
219
309
031

Pu
Island

1 Mean per
rod
(GWd/t)

1 Fuel 1
1
!
1
1
1
i
!
1 MOX 1
1 MOX 1
1 UO 1
Z

j
1

SA 58
?26

1
|

?1l

Pu
Island

A 5H
.' IS

*

:•;!«

1

tr.h

MOX
MOX

I
1

!
1
»

1
1

1 MOX
MOX
UO

1

I
I
|
1
1

!
SA Jfi1
J2
1 19

All
Pu

1
1

!

1
1 BURN-UP
1

FUEL TKPE

MOX
MOX

1
J
1
1
1
1
1
1
!
1
!
f
1
1
1
1
1

14.3
14.3
14.7

12.3
12.5

18.1
17.2
18.2

21.0
23.6

CLAD DATA

FUEL DATA

i

!
i

l» 1
(mm) 1
1
1
12.3 1
1
1
1
1
!
12.9 1
1
1
1
!
12.9 1
1
1
1
1
1
12.9 1
1
1
1

L/0

Dish Z
volume
(number)

Density 1 Enrich.
X of
1 Pu + U
T.D.
1
(Z)

Type

H

Thickness

(mm)

(nun)

13.2

C.94

Radiol !
gap 1
(nm) !
1

!
0.6
0.6
1.6

3vZ(2)

91.5+2
91.5+2
91.3

1 2+U nat
1 2+U nat
1 U 2.41

Zr-2
CWSR

150+50 1

1
i

I
i

91.5+2
0.6
1.

1 2+U nat

Idem

0.94

!
150+50 !

!

Idem

1.
0.6
I.

13.2

3vZ(2)

91.5+2
91.5+2
91.3

13.2

0.94
140+20 !
150+50 !
150+50 I

t 2+U nat
1 2+U nat
1 U 2+41

i

Idem

94-95
1.1
1.1

3vZ(l)
3vZ(l)

IV) : Fuel Irradiated In the Garlgllano reactor (contract n° 4).
Rod filling : He at 1 atm; rod length : 2.9 m; standard pelletlzed fuel.

13.2

0.94

1
150+50 !

13.2+U nat
10.8+U nat
1

TABLE 2 (continued)
1
I
t
1

Assembly
Rod

1
1
1
1
1

FUEL TYPE

1

BURN-UP

1

t
1
1

(CWd/t)

t
1
I

1
1 Assembly
1

1
1
1

R-109/1
306
307
3G8
309

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
I
I
1

1
1
1
1

R-109/2
302
314
317

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
I

4.1

UO (SP)
\3oU?)
HOX(SP)

1
1
1
1

R-109/3
303
315
318

1
I
1
1

I
1
1
1

1
1
1
I

4.2

UO (SP)
U0,(P)
MOS(SP)

Three
rod
bundles

Fuel

HOX
Sphere
Pac.

1
1
1
1
1

1.4
8.2
9.1
9.5

FUEL DATA
0
(mm)

1
1
I
1
1

9.3

1
1
1

9.3

I

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Density
Z of T.O.

83.7-84.1
(smear)

87.8
(smear)

I
1
1
1

I

9.3

1
1
1

87.6
(smear)

I

1

CLAD DATA

1

ROD DATA

1
I Enrichment
1 Pu + U (Z)

I
I
I
Rod He
1 Type 1 T h i c k n e s s 1 f i l l i n g
1
1
(mm)
1 (MPs)

1
Rod 1
1 length 1
1
(m) 1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
I

Zr-4 1
1
1
CWSR 1
I

0.73

1
1
1
1
1

0.6

1
1
1
1
1

1
I
f

0.6

t
1
1
t

1.37
+
U nat

1
I
1
1

1
1
1
t

1
1
1
1

0.73

U 3.16
U 3.16
1.43+U n a t

1
1
1
1

I
1
I
1

1
1
t
1

0.73

U 3.16
U 3.16
1.43+U n a t

1
1
1
1
t

0.1
0.1
2.5
2.5

1
1
I
I

0.1

1
1
1
I

2.5

I

(d) : Fuel Irradiated In th* HFR loop at Petten (contract n* 2).
(SP) : Vibratory compacted mixture of three sphere fractions with Pu In the large sheres only.
(P) : Pellets with 2 dishes (approx. 1 vZ) and L/0 • 1.2.
I
I
I
I

Pu - Th
Assembly

I
I Standard
1 6 x 6 rods
I

I
I
I
I

Pu - Th
Island

1
1
1
1

20

(e) : Fuel Irradiated In the Llngen reactor.

1
1
1
1

1
12.29 1
1
1

1
93

1

1
t

2.6 Pu

I

I

I

Zr-2 I

I

I

0.9

1

Standard pelletlzed fuel with a radial gap of 105 urn (contract n* 5).

I
1
1

0.6
I

1
1
1
t

TABLE 1 .

TABLE 4 .

COMPARISON 3ETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AMP CALCULATED BURN-UP WITH
BURNT CODE ( C a r l g l l a n o PPU3)

Contract

Rod

Fuel type

PUNCTURE RESULTS

FGR ( X )

P
(kp/c« )
2

1
LEVEL

AVERAGE
BURN-UP
(MWD/MTH)

a

C

D

E

F

G

EXP.
CAL.

1.69
1.66

2.25

1.98
2.33

1.83
2.l4

1.75
1.85

1.12
1.41

17584.
J8544.

(C-E)/E (X)

-2.

• 17.

+17.

•6.

+26.

+5.

EXP.
CAL.

1.64
1.68

2.17
2.28

2.13
2.34

2.03
2.18

1.97

1.27
1.40

17868.
19008.

<C-£)/E (X)

+2.

+5.

+10.

•7.

• 15.

+6.

EXP.
CAL.

1.67

2.32

2.39

2.22

1.40

17357.
19033.

ROD
235

22;1

056

****
1.94

(C-EVE (X)

+9.

EXP.
-AL.

1.96
2.30

2.49
3.12

2.59
3.13

(C-E)/E (X)

+17.

+25.

+21.

1.88

****
2.52

212

119

EXP.
CAL.

2.55

****
2.75

2.39

(C-E)/E (X)

(****)

NO EXP. DATA AVILABLE FOR THIS LEVEL.

2.16
2.35

1.20
1.69

21328
24350

+9.

+41.

+14.

****

****
1.61

19286.
20852.

2.14

3

4(PPUl+2)

+8.

Xe/Kr
voluaa r a t i o

MOX
MOX
MOX
MOX
MOX
HOX
HOX

0.64
2.05
1.35
t.37
3.60
4.22
10.2
16.4
1.0
1.3

1.1
2.9
2.5
4.3
4.3
4.7
7.7
10.6
3.0
2.8

6.9
19.1
15.9
26.8
26.2
27.9
45.5
67.4
15.7
15.7

6.9
7.6
7.1
11.6
11.6
11.6
11.4
11.4
11.3
10.8

P341
P351
P354
P355
P356
1734
1788

HOX
MOX
MOX
MOX
MOX
UO^
U0

13,7
14.6
11.1
13.3
12.8
11.7
6.0

7.4
9.6
6.7
9.6
8.4
7.0
3.6

160.8
202.2
140.6
200.1
173.1
155.6
81.8

14.9
15.2
15.6
15.4
15.1
8.4
8.2

0 3 1 ] SA
2191 56
226 \ bA
231 ) 58

U0
MOX
MOX
MOX
iiOX

0.3
8.4
6.9
3.8
4.6

1.3
4.6
4.1
2.0
2.2

60
256
224
119
134

8.1
14.7
14.4
16.5
14.6

0 5 6 ) SA
228 1 58
235j
1191 SA
2 1 2 j 63

U0
MOX
MOX
HOX(BNFL)
MOX(BNKL)

0.1
1.8
2.3
14.0
11.5

1.0
2.0
2.0
6.3
4.5

48.5
115
127
321
310

8.2
14.7
15.1
12.8
13.8

Z6(3A)
61
351
PCI
PC 2
PC 4
PC 5
PC 6
PCU
PC1S

U0

309 J

4(PPU3)

Extracted
gaa ( c a r )

2

uo
uo

2
2

2

2

2

'96
TABLE 6 .
TABLE 5 .

T

CALCULATED AND MEASURED FCR USING COMET HE t l l - L CODE

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED ATOMIC RAT OS TO U-231
WITH BURNY CODE ( C a r l g l l a n o PPU3/SA58-HOX rod 235)

C a l c u l a t e d PGR (Z)
Reactor

Fuel

eleaent

Rod a *

Puel

Meaaured

B
Heterogeneous
Homogeneous Heterogeneous
FCR ( Z )
f l r a t ap.roach second approach

8R3

ZO-100

61
351
PCI
PC 6
PCI 5

U0

LEVEL

type

2

uo

2

MOX
MOX
MOX

1.8
1.6
2.4
3.1
1.5

13.1
22.2

6.8

Il9.3|

a.2

1.5

14.8
1.5
5.8

-

-

0.2
2.5
1.0

-

0.2
1.0
1.6
6.8

-

-

_

i.a

2.2
1.5
3.7
18.1
1.4

U-235

B201

Garlgllano
PPUI+2

PPU3

SA56
SA58

SA58
SA63
SA63 ( n o d )

1734
P341
P355
31
219
2^6
56
235
212
212

uo

2

MOX
MOX

uo

2

MOX
MOX
U0

2

MOX
MOX

MOX

9.5
16.8
12.8
1.8

2.4
12.6

11.7
13.7
15.3
0.3
8.0
4.0
0.1
2.3
10.6
10.6

EXP.
CAL.

(C-E)/E (Z)

U-236
Dodeuaard

D

E

P

C

S.D.

ISOTOPE

EXP.
CAL.

(C-E)/E (Z)

PU-239

EXP.
CAL.

(C-E)/E (X)

PU-240

EXP.
CAL.

(C-E)/E (Z)

PU-241

EXP.
CAL.

( C - E ) / E (X)

PU-242

EXP.
CAL.

(C-E)/E (X)

•U-238

EXP.
CAL.

(C-E)/B (Z)

4 . 0 2 . - 0 3 3.38E-03 3.52E-03 3.96E-03 5.12E-03
4.13E-03 3.63E-03 3.89E-03 4.09E-03 5.30E-O3
2.7

4.4

10.5

3.3

3.5

5 . 4 4 E - 0 4 6 . 9 8 E - 0 4 6 . 7 9 E - 0 4 6 . 2 1 E - 0 4 4.13E--04
5.69E-04 6 . 7 9 E - 0 4 6.33E-04 6.04E-04 3.90E-O4
4.6

-2.7

-6.8

-2.7

-8.9

-4.4

-16.6

24.2

16.1

31.1

9.7

11.5

3.2

9.3

10.2

3.95E-04 6.23E-04 5.34E-04 4.80E-04 2.01E-04
3.72E-04 5.44E-04 4.59E-04 4.09E-04 1.70E-04
-5.8

-12.7

-14.0

-14.8

-15.4

0.9632
0.9651

0.9621
0.9604

0.9633
0.9612

******
0.9628

0.9664
0.9655

0.2

-0.7

-0.2

* U-238 ATOMIC VTIO TO INITIAL METAL ATOMS
S.D. - STANDARD DEVIATION Z
( « « * » * ) NO EXP. DATA AVAILABLE POR THIS LEVEL

21.7

16.1

1.54E-03 1.76E-03 1.74E-03 1.85E-03 1.27E-03
1.69E-03 1.93B-03 1.94E-03 1.91E-03 1.40E-03
9.7

10.4

-5.2

5.06E-O3 4 . 9 5 E - 0 3 4 . 6 6 E - 0 3 5.29E-03 4 . 4 6 E - 0 3
5.90E-03 6.15E-03 6.11E-03 6.14E-03 5.18E-03
16.6

4.8

-5.6

8.34E-03 6.93E-03 7.49E-03 9.14E-03 1.15E-02
7.38E-03 6.31E-03 7.16E-03 7.62E-03 1.09E-02
-11.5

5.7

-0.1

13.0

0.2

TABLE 7.
ORICEN-2 CALCULATION RESULTS
BR3/ZO-1QQ ASSEMBLY AlO? ROD cT

Initial

uranlua
plutonlua
U235
U236
U238
Pu238
Pu239
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242
Aa241
Ca242
Ca244

Calculated final value

Unit

Initial
Measured

laotope

value

At reactor
ahut-down

8
8

88.148
0

83.314
0.738

83.314
0.723

83.320
0.717

w/o

7

100)

93

2.69
0.81
96.51

2.69
0.81
96.51

2.617
0.872
96.511

III

Iaocope

TABLE 8.
QBICEM-2 CALCULATION RESULTS
BR3/Z0-100 ASSEMBLY/MOX ROD PcTT

w/o

-

1.66
61.43
22.84
11.32
2.75

1.76
63.24
23.33
8.87
2.81

1.774
65.268
20.453
9.354
3.151

Pu238
Pu239
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242

21.92
0.406
0.473

22.50
0.440
0.528

Aa241
Ca242
Ca244

100)

0
0
0

•8

3.138
962.9
0.579

At aeaaureaent
datua*

- Local burn-up : 4.67 at X PIMA or 44.3 GVd/tM.
- Reaulta (In weight) given for an Initial L'O^ fuel weight of 100 g.
•15/7/79 for uranlua and plutonlua.
9/5/79 for aaerlclua and curlua.
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uranlua
plutonlua

Calculated final value

Unit

8
8
w/o
(•€.100)

w/o

(Z>

100)

•g
•8

Measured**
value

At reactor
ahut-down

84.89
3.26

81.895
2.611

81.897
2.530

3.25
96.75

1.70
0.33
97.96

1.70
0.33
97.96

1.457
0.315
98.228

0.07
80.96
16.23
2.37
0.37

0.64
48.91
32.20
14.81
3.43

0.85
50.63
33.26
11.72
3.55

1.303
42.425
36.777
13.335
6.159

22.97
5606
5.86

109.7
2.79
4.78

112.6
4.395
5.332

0
0
0

At aeaiureaent
datua*
83.67 (82.50)
2.041

- Local burn-up : 3.997 at X PIMA or 39.5 CWd/tM.
- Reaulta (In weight) given for an Initial U 0 fuel weight of 100 g.
* Mld-Pebruary 1981.
**Uranlua weight In bracketa obtained froa the balance correction.
2
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KWU/ALKEM EXPERIENCE IN THERMAL PU-RECYCLING
H RGPENACK, F SCHLEMMER, G. SCHLOSSER
Alpha Chemie und Metallurgie GmbH (ALrvEM), Hanau

Postirradiatlon investigations on MOX-fuel show high mechanical
stability, low shrinkage and swelling and good behaviour at power
transients. On the basis of this experience the large-scale use of
MOX-fuel Is technically feasible and will be extended to PWRs of
the 1300 MWe type in 1984.

Kraftwerk Union AG IKWU), Erlangen
Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract
Thermal Pu-recycling experience at KUU/ALKEM dates back as far as
the mid-60s. Following the successful introduction of test fuel
assemblies, thermal Pu-recycling has been demonstrated on a large
scale since the beginning of the 70s in the power plants at Kahl
( V A K ) . Gundremmingen (KRB-A) and Obiigheim ( K W O ) .
Ouring the last few years improved fabrication processes were de
veloped resulting in MOX-fuel with favourable reprocessing pro
perties. The AUPuC-process, a co-conversion process, is used if the
star-ting material is available as plutonium nitrate solution. In
the case of plutonium oxide being the starting material the 0C0Mprocess, a co-milling process, is used.
Since 1981 thermal Pu-recycling has been carried on with the
improved MOX-fuel at Obrigheim (KWO) and since 1982 at Neckarwestheim ( G K N ) . As agreed with the German utilities In the near future
Pu-recycling will be concentrated in PWfts.
Optimization of the nuclear design led to a MOX-fuel assembly with
a minimum of 2 types of ,-ods of different Pu-content. High flexibi
lity exists in the number of MOX-fuel assemblies to be loaded In
PWR cores. Extensive experience has been gained during the largescale German recycling programmes. The MOX-fuel assemblies Inserted
up to now exhibit an operating performance which is as good as that
of the uranium fuel assemblies supplied by KWU. The experience was
extended by the irradiation of special test rods.

1. Introduction
Reprocessing of spent fuel from LWRs on an industrial basis has
increasingly become a reality in the past few years. This develop
ment can be expected to continue with increasing amounts of
plutonium becoming available in the near future.
The situation for Germany is explained by Figure 1. It shows the
annual plutonium amounts resulting from the reprocessing of German
LWR-fuel according to present planning. The first 10 years
essentially concern reprocessing contracts with COGEMA and BNFL.
Afterwards increasing amounts of plutonium are also expected from
the German reprocessing plant, WA 3 5 0 .
Best use of this plutonium of course could be made by using it in
the F8R-fuel cycle. The requirements for the present German
FBR-programme are also shown in tills picture. It .^eludes the
requirements for the SNR 300, the KNK II and the German
participation in Superphenix 1.
As this picture clearly shows the plutonium amounts available In
the near future will be much higher than the requirements for the
FBR-progrararae.
On the other side the long term storage of plutonium is expensive
and also not desirable from a health physics point of view. Due to
the decay of the plutoniuro isotope 2 4 1 , Increasing amounts of
americium are built up leading to a steadily increasing gammaradi<ition level. As a result of this Increasing gamma-radiation.
further handling and fabrication possibilities will be limited.

Especially for plutoniua froM LWR fuel with Its rather high content
of Pu?4i. storing for several years would resu't in very costly
additional cleaning operations to remove the americium which was
built up during the storage time.
This situation gives strong incentives to use the plutonlum which
is not required for the FBR-programme as soon as available fuel for
LURs.

2. Experience with thermal Pu-recycllng In the 70s
Thermal Pu-recycling experience at KHU/ALKEM dates back as far as
the mid 60s. At that time at ALKEM the development of the MOXfabrication technology started not only for fast reactor fuel but
also for LWR-fuel. In the first few years the efforts were concen
trated mainly on FBR-development especially with regard to fuel
rods for reactor tests and mock-ups. In the early 70s the efforts
turned also to the LWR. Up to now ALKEM has manufactured a total of
nearly 40,000 fuel rods containing more than 40 metric tons of MOXfuel , an important part of it for LWR purposes. In total more than
3 tons of plutonium were fabricated Into MOX-fuel.
When the thermal Pu-recycllng programme started on a larger scale
in the early 70s it was concentrated mainly on the 34S MWe PWR at
Obrigheim and the BUR at Gundremmingen (250 MWe) and Kahl (16 M W e ) .
[^l,2^But some MOX-fuel was also manufactured for other reactors
like Sena, Garlgliano and Oresden. The total scope of the fabri
cation for this early recycling programme Is shown 1n Figure 2.
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The basic fabrication technology for LWR MOX-fuel - fabrication is to
a large extent the same is for L W R uranium fuel. ALKEM could there
fore take over a considerable part of the fabrication processes and
equipment as used at RBU already for many years on an industrial
scale. RBU having the same shareholders and situated on the same
site is responsible for KWU's fabrication of uranium fuel for LURs.

Some differences in fabrication technology exist in pellet fabri
cation, but also for this fabrication process a considerable amount
of know-how could be taken over from the uranium production and be
adapted to the MOX-fabr1cation. This resulted in a rather simple
and economic process. The process for pellet fabrication of MOXfuel as used at ALKEM 1n the early 70s is shown in Figure 3. It
used free flowing U02-powder from RBU's production, which was dry
blended with the required amount of Pu02-powder, that means
2 - 4 % of Pu02-powder were mixed with 98 - 96 t of free flowablu
U02-powder. The resulting powder mixture was free flowing enough
for the direct pelletlzing without any Intermediate granulating or
conditioning steps. Ir. the same manner as in the UOg-pellet
manufacturing, this powder was directly pressed with mechanical
presses using automatic die lubrication systems. Subsequently the
pellets were sintered at 1,700°C in an argon/hydrogen reducing
atmosphere and afterwards ground on centerless grinding machines.
This fabrication process had very favourable economy and safety
aspects as it required only a small number of fabrication steps.
The reactor behaviour of the fuel was very good and to a large
extent identical to the behaviour of uranium fuel.

3. Development of new fabrication processes
3.1. Solubility of MOX-fuel
In 1977 the first reprocessing tests were performed on ALKEM's
MOX-fuel after Irradiation in a LWR up to a typical burn-up.
These tests revealed that part of the plutonium contained in
this fuel was not soluble 1n nitric acid and therefore could
not be reprocessed by usual reprocessing techniques.
It was well-known already that pure plutonium oxide as opposed
to uranium oxide Is not soluble in nitric acid and that
mixtures of both oxides are soluble to the extent that the

components are present as a solid solution In mixed crystals.
Such a solid solution can develop during the fabrication of
MOy-fuel with a oercentage of 50 to 100 X depending on the
fabrication process.
Originally pluionium solubility of MOX-fuel had not been
considered to be a problem, as it had been assumed that the
formation of a 100 X solid solution would be achieved anyhow
during irradiation In the reactor.
For MOX-fuel produced by ALKEM's former standard process this
assumption turned out not to be completely true. As shown in
Figure 4 the plutoniua solubility in nitric acid Is about 70 X
before irradiation and increases during reactor operation to
about 95 X which, however, is regarded as Insufficient for the
reprocessing requirements. Therefore the new requirement of
complete solubility in nitric acid already before irradiation
was imposed. This made the development of a new manufacturing
process necessary.
The AUPuC-co-conversion

process

As a result of a detailed Investigation the Ammonium-UranylPlutonyl-Carbonate-(AUPuC) co-conversion was chosen as the
reference process for ALKEM's future MOX- f abrl cati on . [j»,4T]
This choice was facilitated by the fact that this coconversion process is very similar to the Ammonium->.'*any 1 Carbonate-(AUC) conversion used in the uranium fuel
manufacture.
The flow diagram in Figure 5 gives a rough description of the
AUPuC co-conversion process. The starting materials are
solutions of plutonium nitrate and uranyl nitrate coming from
the reprocessing plants. Both liquids are mixed in the re
quired proportions and are then co-converted. Soluble MOXpowder can be obtained with mixtures containing up to 40 X
plutonium.

In the nitrate solution plutonium exist', in the tetravalent
state of oxidation. In order to make the co-conversion with
the hexavalent uranyl nitrate possible the plutonium 1s
oxidized in the first process step to the hexavalent s t a t e .
This oxidation is performed in a thermal process using concen
trated nitric acid as an oxidizing agent.
The mixed nitrate solution together with gaseous ammonia and
carbon dioxide is introduced by a nozzle system into water and
reacts according to the equation:
(U.Pu)0

2

(NHa)*

(N0 )
3

+ 6 NH3 + 3 C 0

2

f(U,Pu)0

2

2

+ 3 H 0
2

(003)3! + 2 NH4 NO3

The reaction product ^mmonlum ^ranyl £l£tonyl £ a r b o n a t e
(AUPuC) precipitates as a rather coarse green crystal. The
typical size and form of these crystals is shown in Figure 6.
With the exception of the green colour they look very similar
to the yellow ammonium uranyl crystals as obtained by the
AUC-process of the uranium conversion.
After filtration these crystals are transformed to oxide
powder by calcination 1n a reducing atmosphere at temperatures
of about 7S0°C according to the equation:
N /H
2

NH )a [(U.Pu)0
4

2

2

(CO313I
750°C

(U,Pu)0

2

+ 4 NH3 + 3 C C

2

+ 3 H 0
2

During the calcination process the crystals shrink by a factor
of about 3. Because of the release of NH3 and C 0 , the
product of the calcination Is very porous. Figure 7 gives an
impression of the form and surface of the MOX-powder. Similar
to the uranium oxide from the AUC-process it Is a powder with
2

very good flowabllity properties. The rather coarse grains
obtain the high specific surface and good sintering behaviour
by their porous structure full of crevices. This sintering
behaviour and also other properties of the MOX-powder can be
varied over a broad range by variation of the process
parameters.
The coarse grains also result in less dust formation which is
very important in minimizing radiation doses. Powders with
considerable dust format .1 result after a short time in a
dust layer on the equipment and on the inner walls of the
glove-box and thereby in a high dose rate for the operating
personnel.

very similar physical properties to the free flowing UO2powder ex AUC, there are no difficulties in mixing both compo
nents. The resulting press feed can be further treated in the
same way as in the former standard process.
Advantages of this process are:
- Few process steps. Especially few steps with a powder
containing plutonium;

4

- the MOX-powder is already fully soluble thus
scrap recovery in all stages of the process;
- Low percentage of lung going powder

The grain size distribution Is shown in Figure 8. It Is com
pared in this diagram to plutonium oxide as obtained by the
oxalate process, a very fine powder usually not flowable at
all. 90 1 of the grains of this P11O2 powder are smaller than
10 microns and over 60 I are in the lung-going range of
smaller than 5 microns. In contrast, the MOX-powder from the
co-conversion has over 90 I of its grains so coarse that they
are not lung-going. For hoaith considerations, especially
under hypothetical accident conditions, this is a very
important fact.

facilitating

fraction;

- Possibility to extract the americiura as built up during
longer storage time of plutonium;
- Favourable properties for further treatment of the
MOX-powder;
- The experiences as obtained from RBU's AUC-process can be
used to a very high extent also for this process; and
- Suitable for FBR as well as for LWR fuel.

The process can be used both for LWR and for FBR fuel. In the
case c fast reactor fuel the MOX-powder is converted with a
Plutonium content as specified for the fuel and can be direct
ly pressed into pellets.
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In the case of LMR fuel which requires a low plutonium content
it is more economic to use the mastermlx-concept, as shown In
Figure 9. The plutonium content for the co-conversion is
adjusted to approximately 40 % and the resulting MOX-powder is
blended in an additional step with free flowing UOg-powder
to the specified low plutonium content. As the MOX-powder has

\

3.3. The

OCOM-Process

If Plutonium 1s made available In the form of an oxide powder
it Is not economical to apply the AUPuC-process. In the near
future most of the plutonium which ALKEM has to manufacture
Into MOX-fuel will be available only in the form of oxide
powder*. The situation will not change before the German

* Presently only the Plutonium from the WAK In Karlsruhe
(annually 100 - 200 kg Pu) is delivered in the nitrate form.

2J2

reprocessing plant - the WA 350 - goes Into operation. There
fore ALKEM had to develop an additional process for PuQ;> as
the starting Material. This process Is the OCOM-process. OCOM
standing for Optimized £o-M1111ng Process.

An area requiring special attention for the OCOM-process 1s
the homogeneity of Pu-dlstribution. Q5^J In contrast to the
AUPuC-process two materials of very different physical proper
ties have to be mixed together. There Is the master blend of
Pu02 and U 0 , which after milling consists of a powder
with very fine not flowable grains with a high tendency to
self agglomeration and, on the other hand, the free flowing
U02-powder from the AUC-process with its rather coarse
grains. If these two powders are mixed together without any
additional precautions rather big agglomerates of master blend
material may be present in the final pressfeed. As an example
the distribution of the Pu-content resulting from such a
production Is shown In Figure 13. This effect stems from the
fact that even If a very homogeneous distribution Is achieved
during the homogenlsatlon procedure the mixture of two
differently behaving materials tends to separate again during
the further handling and production steps.
2

After longer development efforts the milling process could be
Improved in such a manner that now the milling of UO2/
PuOj-powder Mixtures results in such fine powder grains that
full soluble fuel can be manufactured. In this process solubi
lity is obtained by 1nterdlffusion during sintering. Thereby a
complete solid solution of the P u 0 and UO? In the MOXpellets is achieved.
2

Figure 10 shows the OCOM-process. Also in this case because of
economical reasons a Hastermix-concept 1s used, that means
first a mixture containing approximately 30 % Plutonium is
made from U02-powder and PuOj-powder. This mixture Is then
milled using tne OCOM-milllng process. The resulting MOXpowder is no longer free flowing, but by mixing this master
blend with the 8 to 10 fold amount of free flowing UO2powder In order to obtain the required plutonluro content of
2 to 4 X for LUR-HOX, a press feed is obtained with a flowabllity sufficient for direct pelletizing. The remaining process
steps are the same as for the AUPuC-process.
As can be seen from Figure 11 ALKEM's 2 new processes as used
for the manufacturing of LWR MOX-fuel differ only In the first
part of the process. Most of the manufacturing process is
identical and also identical to the former standard process.
Also the properties of the MOX-fuel manufactured by these new
processes are very similar. As an example Figure 12 shows
typical alpha-autoradiographles of the cross section of 2
LUR-pellets manufactured using the new processes.

This situation can be improved considerably If one is able to
limit the maximum agg'omerate size of the mastermlx
particles. For today's state of the art this Is the case as
shown In Figure 14. With this quality standard also In the
OCOM-process, a homogeneous Pu-dtstrlbut1on from pellet to
pellet and within the pellets itself can be guaranteed.

4. Fabrication experience with the new processes
Both new processes were well enough developed already In 1980 to
produce the first fuel rods for reactor tests. From 1981 onward In
creasing amounts of complete MOX-fuel assemblies were manufactured
and Inserted into various reactors as can be seen in Table 1. In
1981 the first such fuel ssembly was manufactured for the PWR at
Obrlgheim. The fuel rods were manufactured both using the 0C0M- and
the AUPuC-process. This fuel assembly was Inserted Into the reactor
in August 1981 and is presently completing Its third cycle.

F1r«t dissolving tests after irradiation of the fuel as manu
factured in 1980 showed that the solubility which was 99.5 % before
Irradiation Increased further, so that it can be expected that for
MOX-fuel manufactured with the new processes, theie will be no
difference in solubility compared to uranium fuel.
In 1982 820 fuel rods were produced using the OCOM-process for 4
fuel assemblies for the 655 HWe PUR at Neckarwestheim. These
assemblies are presently completing the second cycle 1n the re
actor. In 1983 a total of 3,200 fuel rods were fabricated for the
reactors at Neckarwestheim, Obrigheim and for the 1,300 MUe PURs at
Grafenrheinfeld and Unterweser. The planning for this year foresees
to produce in total about 6,000 MOX-rods for LURs.
In Figure 15 the increasing production of LWR-MOX-fuel is shown.
The increasing capacity and fabrication throughput results mainly
from the Increase in fabrication experience and the results of
continuous process and equipment development, which is performed In
parallel to the running fabrication.
5. Design and reactor experience
S.l. Design of MOX-fuel
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assemblies

To meet the requirements of compatibility of MOX-fuel
assemblies with the other fuel assemblies In tha core,
MOX-fuel rods and assemblies follow the same thermohydraulic,
thermal and mechanical design limits as uranium fuel. The
mechanical design of the MOX-fuel assemblies, except for the
fissile material, is identical to the mechanical design of
uranium fuel assemblies. In particular the same geometr" ind
structural materials are used. Uhere the neutron physics
design Is concerned, MOX-fuel assemblies should provide a mean
reactivity equivalent to that of uranium fuel assemblies and
should achieve an equivalent discharge burnup. ["2,6,7,8^]
elements with a MOX-island concept are to be preferred

F u e 1

for BURs but the concept of the all-Pu design can also be
applied under special conditions. It was found that the use of
an all-Pu design is always advantageous 1n PURs. Flattening of
the power distribution 1s achieved by employing graded Pu con
centrations. Lower Pu content 1s applied in those MOX-fuel
pins adjacent to fuel regions enriched by U235 or to water
gaps.
The German utilities decided to concentrate Pu-i-ecycl1ng on
PURs In the near future. However, at ALKEM and KUU a lot of
experience 1n design, fabrication and Irradiation exists also
for MOX-fuel assemblies In BWRs. Therefore recycling 1n BURs
can be restarted If required.
The power distribution within the PUR MOX-fuel assembly being
surrounded by uranium fuel assemblies has to be flattened out
by appropriate choice of at least two plutonlum enrichments
and by the appropriate distribution of their pins.
The design procedure uses a macro-cell model of a pattern of
one MOX-fuel assembly surrounded by 3 uranium fuel assem
blies. The result of the optimization with the MEDIUM-/FASER
programme complex is the enrichment and the power density
distribution of a MOX-fuel assembly and part of Its uranium
environment as depicted in Figure 16.
The figure shows a typical design of a PUR MOX-fuel assembly,
type 16x16-20. With only two different plutonlum enrichments,
a sufficiently flat power density distribution is achieved.
Shuffling studies for such MOX fuel assemblies exist also for
1,300 MUe power plants containing In total 193 fuel assemblies
for
- SGR (self generated recycling) with Increasing amounts of
MOX-fuel assemblies (up to about 30 1 of euch reload)

- OMR (open market recycling) with 24 or 48 HOX fuel
assemblies combined with 40 or 16 uranium fuel assemblies
per reload.
An example with a loading of 3x16 HOX-fuel assemblies Is given
In Figure 17. Reactivity coefficients, kinetic data, hot
channel factors and the worth of the shut down system meet the
design criteria and fulfil requirements for safe reactor
operation.

Experimental

verification related to neutron

physics

The success of the neutron physics design of MOX-fuel
assemblies Is demonstrated by the core behaviour during the
recycle programme as predicted and as verified by Incore
measurements at the start up and during the cycle. This ex
perience is completed by some special experiments which cannot
be conducted In power reactors. Some further verification of a
neutron physics design stem from post Irradiation examinations
as gamma-scans and Isotopic composition and burnup measure
ments. Q 2 . 6 , a^]

- Power density distribution: The control of power density
distribution is done by aero-ball measurements. No differen
ces are to be seen between the Interpretation of the acti
vation measurements in, near and far away from MOX-fuel
assemblies.
- Control rod worth: MOX-fuel assemblies can be loaded at any
core position. It has been shown by means of experiments at
KWO and the KRITZ facility that the control rod worth Is
reduced significantly by fresh MOX-fuel assemblies and at
high coolant temperature. This is shown in Figure 18. As the
stuck rod worth 's reduced by the presence of MOX-fuel
assemblies In th~ core 1n most cases, no restrictions for
their loading sclieme result.
- Burnup and 1sotcp1r composition measurements: Isotopic
analyses have beer, carried out on several MOX fuel samples
with an initial P u f j - c o n t e n t of 2 % and 3.2 % covering a
range of burnup of up to 40 MWd/kg. The comparison of pre
dicted and measured isotopic compositions can be considered
highly satisfactory for all Pu-lsotopes. Higher actinides as
Am- and Cm-isotopes which are of special Interest related to
waste disposal are also treated well by the calculations.
ss

Some examples of this experience are.- Burnup behaviour: The natural cycle lengtn is the most
interesting number for fuel shuffling planning and economy.
During the KUO Pu recycling since 1972 It was shown that the
predicted results with changing amounts of MOX-fuel
assemblies were as good as for pure uranium cores. The
cycles show that fresh MOX-fuel assemblies have the tendency
to shorten the cycle by about 1 - 2 days related to diffe
rent designs and Pu composition per MOX-fuel assemblies.
By appropriate design this effect can be outweighed during
the second and especially the third irradiation period.

\

Operating experience with MOX fuel assemblles [j}_)
KWU/ALKEM started their thermal Pu-recycling programme with
the insertion of a test assembly with MOX-fuel into the BWR
at Kahl In 1966.
In the following years further MOX fuel test assemblies were
Irradiated In the power plants at Kahl (VAK), KWL (Llngen,
BWR) and MZFR (Karlsruhe, P H U R ) . The Irradiation of MOX fuel
assemblies was continued on a large scale In KWO (Obrigheim,
PUR) since 1972 and KRB-A (Gundremmlngen, BWR) since 1974.

Since 1981 thermal Pu-recycling has been carried on with the
improved MOX-fuel (OCOM and AUPuC) In KWO and since 1982 in
GKN (Neckarwestheim, P U R ) .

Continuous pool site inspections during refueling and at the
end of the irradiation such as wet sipping and visual in
spections with the TV camera confirmed the excellent behaviour
of the MOX fuel assemblies.

A difference has been observed in the behaviour of fission gas
release of the MOX and the UO2 fuel rods as shown in Figure
21. 2 The fractional fission gas release in the MOX fuel was
found to be higher compared to UO2 fuel rods, especially up
to burn-ups of about 25 MUd/kg (M) ( 2 - c y c l e - r o d s ) . This 1s
mainly attributed to the lower initial bulk density of the
former standard MOX fuel (10.2 g/cm compared to 10.35
g / c m of the UO2 f u e l ) , the higher fission density
associated with the discrete Pu02 particles (local burnups
in the P u 0 particles about 300 MUd/kg (Ml) and hence tne
microscopically inhomogeneous fissioning. With Increasing
burn-up the fractional fission gas release decreases towards
the values known from U0;>. It Is assumed that this fs the
result of a continuous homogenlzation of Pu In the surrounding
matrix, a reduction In open porosity and an Increased contri
bution in power generation from Pu generated in the UC>2
matrix. However, no macroscopic redistribution of Pu has been
observed.

For more detailed examinations, 13 KWO fuel rods with former
standard MOX fuel and with burnups from 7 to 37 MUd/kg (M)
have been investigated in the KUU Hot Cells at Karlsteln. [ V ]

The data base for the Improved MOX fuel (AUPuC, OCOM) will be
continuously Increased by the results from the running
recycling programmes.

The Hot Cell examinations showed no significant differences in
materials performance of MOX-fuel as compared to UO2 fuel
rods as they behaved identically with regard to changes in
outer diameter (cladding creep down) as shown in Figure 11 and
length increase (Irradiation growth) as shown In Figure 20.

First sipping tests and pool site inspections of KWO and GKN
fuel assemblies with AUPuC and OCOM MOX fuel during refuellngs
confirmed an excellent operational behaviour. The maximum
local burnup of fuel assemblies at the end of April l'J84 was
about 34 MUd/kg (M) at KUO and about 26 MUd/kg (M) at GKN.

Related to the average burnup the Integral volume changes of
the MOX fuel due to denslficatlon and later on swelling are
smaller compared to that of UO2 fuel. This has been deter
mined from gamma-scans of MOX fuel pellet columns (length
changes) and additional density measurements on MOX pellets
with burnups from 5.5 to 40.5 MUd/kg (M)

First Hot Cell examinations of KWO MOX AUPuC and OCOM fuel
rods with 1 and 2 cycles. The maximum average burnup of an
AUPuC fuel ror' being 27 and cf an OCOM fuel rod 20.5 MWd/kg
(M)) showed changes In 'ength and diameter which are
comparable to UO2 fuel rods with a corresponding power
history (see Figure 19 and 2 0 ) .

As shown in Table 2 up to now 12,120 MOX-fuel rods ( = 214 fuel
assemblies) have been Irradiated up to a maximum local burnup
of 41 MUd/kg (M) corresponding to a maximum average burnup per
fuel assembly of 35 MUd/kg ( M ) .
They exhibited an operating performance which Is as good as
that of the uranium fuel assemblies supplied by KUU. There are
no reasons why an extension of the burn-up to higher values is
not possible.

3

3

2
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The measured fractional fission gas release of two AUPuC
rods is equal tJ that of UO2 fuel rods (see Figure 2 1 ) .

5.4. Special

fuel

c) In the HFR Petten 3 test rods with AUPuC MOX fuel, preirradiated to about 27 MWd/kg (M) have been ramped from
265 W/cm to 420 - 480 W/cm.

irradiation tests with MOX fuel rods

As described, the performance of MOX fuel rods at stationary
operation (constant power) has been very satisfactory.

The power ramp rates In all 27 tests have been in the range of
70 - 120 W/(cm m l n ) .
No defective MOX test rod has been

But fuel rods in power reactors are subject to power
variations during their lifetime, that means power Increases
after a prolonged period at part-load and from control rod
movements combined with Xe-effects.
To simulate such typical power changes and ranges of future
interest several ramping experiments have been performed with
short fuel rods with former standard MOX fuel and AUPuC MOX
fuel at KWO and HFR Petten (for design data of test rods, see

table 3 ) . Qo^j
The following ramp experiments revealed the superior
behaviour of these MOX fuel rods:

ramping

a) In KWO 14 test rods with former standard MOX fuel, preIrradlated at KWO to a burnup range of 9.0 - 21.8 MWd/kg
( M ) , were ramptested starting with the range 160 - 360 W/cm
and leading to 270 - 420 W/cm.
Thereafter two of these ramped test rods have been ramptested a second time after a further pre-1rradlatlon period
at 165 - 230 W/rm and a burnup of 17 - 27 MWd/kg (M)
to 260 W/cm.
b) In the HFR Petten 10 test rods with former standard MOX
fuel, pre-irradiated at KWO to a burnup range of 9.3 - 32.1
MWd/kg ( M ) , were ramptested between 290 W/cm and
480 - 560 W/cm.

found.

Table 4 contains the operating data of the ramped test rods.
Figure 22 shows the ramp terminal linear heat generating rate
as a function of burn-up of the 27 ramped test rods In com
parison to the power thresholds which have been elaborated for
the UO2 fuel rods.
It can be seen that these power thresholds for UO2 fuel
were clearly exceeded by the MOX fuel rods.

rods

Post irradiation examinations of these 27 MOX test rods still
reveal after the ramps at higher burnup no diameter increase.
The dimensional behaviour Is nearly equal to that of 1102
fuel rods with a corresponding power history. The measured
fission gas release of these ramped MOX fuel rods also tends
to higher values in comparison to ramped UO2 fuel rods.

6. Future Development
The future MOX-recycl1ng programme 1n Germany forsees to continue
the post-irradiation examinations on the fuel rods presently under
Irradiation. For AUPuC- and OCOM-fuel rods, such examinations will
be performed both at the pool sites at KWO and GKN and at the hot
cells. Thereby the fuel rods with 3 or 4 Irradiation cycles (high
burnup) will be of special Interest.

In addition further rasp experiments are planned In the HFR Petter,
using short test rods with AUPuC- and OCOM-fuel after preIrradiatlon for 2,3 and 4 cycles In KUO.
Following the development of the uranium fuel to higher burn-ups,
also for MOX-fuel higher burn-ups and therefore higher Plutonium
contents will become necessary. Equivalent to expected U235 en
richments of 4 % In the uranium fuel for NOX-rods Pu-contents of
3,7 t In natural uranium matrix are expected. Such MOX-fuel
assemblies (18x18 - 24) may contain rods with only 2 different Pucontents and 4 additional water rods. Q f j F o r low leakage loadings
MGX-fuel assembly designs with burnable poisons may become
necessary.
In order to close the fuel cycle one has not only to think of
Plutonium recycling but also to Include the recycling of repro
cessed uranium (RU). {JL<T\ Recycling of this RU for the greater part
should be performed by separate re-enrichment to ERU (enriched re
processed uranium) and fabrication of ERU-fuel assemblies. As shown
in Figure 23 separate reprocessing of ERU-fuel assemblies opens the
possibility to use the whole second generation reprocessed uranium
(RU2) as carrier material for MOX-fuel assemblies. This recycling
strategy
- reduces possible radiological hazards due to U232
decay products

d n d

u
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of processes and equipment. It can be expected that with such deve
lopment the costs of MOX-fuel fabrication can be lowered essential
ly. It seems reasonable that thereby the closed fuel cycle fnc udlng reprocessing and refabrication can become also economically
competitive to the so-called once-through-fuel-cycle.
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Abstract
Plutonium recycling in thermal reactors is of great.
interest to our nuclear programme. Keeping this in view an
experimental irradiation programme using mixed oxida (MOX)
fuel has already been started to optimise various fuel
design and fabrication parameters. Significant work relating
to MOX fuel fabrication flow sheet and quality control
methods have boen carried out. A computer code PROFESS
earlier developed to analyse U0, fuel performance ia now
being extended to predict and analyse the performance of
MOX fuel.
Two MOX fuel clusters have so far been irradiated to
burn-ups beyond 15,000 MWd/Tfcat linear heat-ratings between
400 to 500 w/cm in a pressurised water loop of our research
reactor, CUIUS (40 MWt). Two more MOX fuel clusters are also
getting ready tor irradiation. This paper discusses the
various MOX futsl design concepts and fabrication parameters
presently under Investigation.
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Plutonium Recycling Strategy with Use of Reprocessed U (=RU)
as Enriched Reprocessed U (=ERU) in ERU-FAs and as RU and RU2 in MOX-FAs

INTRODUCTION

Plutonium recycling in thermal reactors is of great
Interest to our nuclear programme because of our limited
resources of uranium. Keeping this in view, a development
programme on the design and fabrication of mixed o.cide (MOX)
fuels suitable for use in Boiling Water Reactors (B'.vns) was
started sometime ago. Since the MOX fuel so developed has to

228

*** back fitted into an existing enriched UO, core, it has
to broadly follow the enriched UO, fuel specifications and
operate at similar linear heat ratings («• S00 W/cm max.).
A few irradiation experiments were hence planned with MOX fuel
In the pressurised water loop (PtTi.) of our research reactor
CiRUs (40 MWt). to build up confidence in the design of MOX
fuel and development of flowsheet for fabrication using
mechanical milling route. Thi3 paper describes the different
design characteristics, irradiation experiments and fabrication
parameters of MOX fuels presently under Investigations. The
paper also refers to the important features of the computer
code PROFESS which has been developed to predict and analyse
the performance of MOX fuel.
2.

STANDARD MIXED OXIDE FUEL

Since the Dolling Water Reactors are essentially designed
for enriched UO, fuel, the alternate MOX fuel to be used in
its place have to be so specified that there are no major
changes in nuclaar, mechanical or thermohydraulic design
considerations. The Pu enrichment level and number of Pu
enrichments in the fuel assembly for commercial B'./Rs have
to be decided from various considerations such as lsotopic
composition of Pu used, their nuclear cross-sections, burn-up
and heat rating targets, power peaking, type of assembly
(Island or All-pu) etc. The plutonium island design concept
has many advantages for use in BWRs, such as (i) minimum
changes in power peaking, (ii) minimum reduction in control
rod worth, (ill) reduced requirement of MOX fuel fabrication
capacity, (iv) optimum use of residual enriched U from spent
fuel etc. it was hence felt that the best strategy is to use
Island concept initially and switch over to "All Pu" concept
gradually (if and when the need arises). The preliminary
physics designs Indicated that a typical MOX fuel designed
on Island concept should have a discharge exposure of
15,000 MUd/Te and stand a peak heat rating of 500 t;/cro.

Hence our efforts were directed to evolve a standard MOX
fuel that meets the above demands.
The physical and chemical characteristics of standard
MOX fuel evolved was close to the enriched U0, characteristics.
As aeen from Table I, the density, heavy metal content, o/n
ratio, the total impurities etc. are quite similar for U0,
and MOX fuels. The addition of a second phase via. Pu in
the MOX fuels require 3ome changes in the fabrication process
route or additional specifications to be detinsd to ensure
the quality of the *'iel. Some of these characteristics are
discussed as follows.
2.1

Equivalent Hydrogen Content

Early during the fabrication of mixed oxide pellets, it
v/as realised that MOX pellets generally contain higher
hydrogen compared to UO, pellet3 fabricated under similar
(1)
conditions.

' since internal hydriding can be one of the

important modes of fuel failures, extensive work was carried
out to ensure low total equivalent hydrogen content in the
fuel pellets.

The entrapment of steam in closed pore3 in

hypostoichioinetric MOX pellets, which arises because of
reduction of Puo

2

to Pu0 -x
2

i

n

hydrogen containing atmospheres

at temperatures ebove 1500*C, is considered to be an important
12)
additional sourcei of hydrogen in MOX pellets.
It Is also
reported that the higher hydrogen content normally found in
MOX pellets may be due to the formation of a compound such
as (UPu)o^

hr.

The use of pore formers and/or admixed

binders/lubricants in the MOX pellet fabrication route can
also contribute to higher hydrogen content In the pellet.
Our investigations Indicated that both Pu content and amount
of admixed lubricants used affect the equivalent hydrogen
content of the as sintered MOX pellets. As shown in Fig. 1,
to obtain low hydrogen content (less than 0.5 ppm) which is
of the order normally found in U0, pellets (degassed at
v/i200*C) a degassing temperature above 400*C is required.

2.2

Homogeneity of Plutonium Distribution

The other important area requiring attention in the case
of MOX fuel specification is the homogeneity of distribution
of plutonium. It is well known that gross Pu inhomogeneity
can lead to serious problems during the back end of the fuel
cycle, via. reprocessing of MOX fuels. Hence the nitric acid
(10 M) dissolution test forms a very important part of our
MOX fuel specification. The maximum residue content in this
test ha3 been specified as 0.1 wt'i to ensure that as fabricated
MO.'C fuel can be easily reprocessed. Our e::perience indicates
that good mechanical milling practice of UO, and PuO- powders
followed by high temperature sintering ( vt 1700*C) results in
MOX pelleta that easily conform to above specification.
while the gross homogeneity of plutonium distribution is
important for easy reprocessing, the micro-inhomogeneity of
Pu0 particles in MOX matrix can influence the steady state/
transient behaviour of this fuel particularly with respect
to fission gas release, in reactor densification and local
overheating during transients. The maximum allowed plutonium
cluster size has been limited 'co less than 400 microns in
our standard MOX fuel specification. During production work
Pu-rich clusters of the order exceeding the above limit have
rarely been observed but nevertheless we have planned to
irradiate a few MOX pellets with Pu-rich cluster size as
large as 700 microns as a design variable in the modified MOX
fuel specification.
2

2.3

Controlled Porosity MOX Fuels

There is now increasing evidence all over the world that
U0 /MOX fuel microstructure plays a significant role in
determining its performance. A densification resistant
microstructure should have most of its pore at sizes greater
than 2 microns. *
we have developed two specific methods
for production of controlled porosity U0 /M0X pellets (i) via addition of a pore former, ' and (ii) via addition
2

l

of oxidised sintered MOX ( M , O ) scrap.
The typical pore
structure obtained by these two methods i3 shown in Fig. 2.
Controlled porosity MOX pellets fabricated via the
poreformer route have been irradiated beyond 15,000 M'./d/Te
burn-up and those fabricated via the M O addition are also
plannod for Irradiation. The latter method i3 considered
advantageous since it does not involve any extraneous
impurity addition and also enables the clean rejected oxide
scrap to be dry recycled in the fabrication plant.
Q

3

3.

Q

MODIFIED MOX VUELS

The modified MOX fuels actually refer to the MOX fuel
characteristics that are planned for investigations with a
view to Improve the performance or fabrication economics or
Study sane specific fuel design parameter (See Table I ) .
Some of these characteristics refer to i-he use of higher
grain size, higher Pu cluster size, use of annular pellets,
optimum pellet to clad diametral gap, low temperature
sintered pellets etc. These characteristics are briefly
discussed below.
3.1

Higher Grain Sized MOX Fuels

There is considerable interest in the use of higher grain
sized UO, pellets for extended burn-up as there is now
evidence to show that fission gas release and fuel swelling
will be remarkably less with higher grain sized fuels both
(3)
under steady state and transient conditions.
We believe
that this observation is of particular significance to MOX
fuel since the average grain size of the as fabricated MOX
fuel pellets is normally of the order of 5-8 microns compared
to that of 10-15 microns in U0 pellets. The particulate
nature of PuO distribution in MOX fuel produced by mechanical
milling seems to have grain growth inhibiting effect. Since
both the particulate nature of Pu distribution and the lower

2
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grain size of MOX fuel results in higher fission gas release.

it is very Important to have higher grain jize for improved
performance. Our Investigations on use o. dopants for
obtaining higher grain sizes in MOX fuels is described in
Section 4. We have planned to irradiate a f*.w MOX pellets
having such high grain size as part of the modified MOX fuel.
The Interest in higher grain size fuel for extended burn-up
is also to be seen from the recent studies by G. Karsten
which indicate that at burn-ups between 3 to 7 at 54, the
coarse grain si^e may have fracture toughness better by a
factor of more than 10.
c

3.2

Pellet to Clad Diametral Gap

solid pellets. The annular pellet design is also said to be
one of the most favoured design for improved fuel utilisation.
The Interest in annular pellets for MOX fuels is even
more specific because the transient behaviour of annular fuel
is remarkably superior.
Since transient behaviour of MOX
fuel containing large Pu clusters is already of somt concern,
the annular MOX pellet design can be the most promising design
for safe use of MOX fuel in commercial reactors. It i3 for
this reason that we have fabricated annular MOX pellets with
3.8 mm dla annulus for irradiation studies.
3.4

The fission gas release is predominantly a temperature
related phenomenon and any factor that reduces the centre
temperature of the fuel can have beneficial effects on the
fuel performance. The early versions of Boiling Water Reactors
which are still in use in India use a large diametral gap
(w»300 microns) between the pellet and clad and this can
result in high centre temperature. Since the thermal expansion
coefficient of U0 /MOX is only 11 x 6~ /*C and average fuel
volumetric temperature does not exceed 1200*C, it was felt
that a nominal gap of about 1.5% of pellet dia could be the
optimum gap (200 microns). Irradiation experiments have
hence been planned with different pellet to clad nominal gap
values, viz. 100. 150, 200, 250, 300 & 350 microns to study
its effect on centre temperature, fission gas release and
fuel swelling to select an optimum gap to ensure better
performance of the fuel.
6

2

Low Temperature Sintered MOX Fuels

There has been considerable Interest shown recently in
low temperature sintering of U0, as this can significantly
lower the cost of fabrication and Increase the productivity. (11)
These advantages are more pertinent to MOX fuel fabrication
where the fabrication costs are higher. Low temperature
sintering furnaces are also easier to maintain under glovebox
conditions. Significant work related to low temperature
sintering (LTS) of MOX pellets has been carried out and MOX
pellets fabricated using this technique are also planned
for irradiation as part of the modified MOX fuel. The
fabrication of MOX pellets using LTS technique is described
in some detail in Section 4,
Irradiation experiments were hence designed to study the
behaviour of standard and modified MOX fuels.

The typical

MOX fuel element used in these experiments is shown in Fig. 3
and the experiments are described in Section 5.

3.3

Annular MOX Pellets

Annular U0, pellet design has been long considered as
the most promising of all pellet designs both for safety and
fuel performance. Apart from considerably reducing the stored
energy of the fuel, this type of fuel is said to have
advantages of lower centre temperatures, lower fission gas
release and lower swelling rates compared to conventional

\

4.

MOX FUEL FABRICATION

The standard mixed oxide fuel for the experimental clusters
were prepared by a fabrication route Involving mechanical
milling of UO, and PuO_ powders as shown in Fig. 4.
The PuO_ powder was obtained through oxalate route and
the UO_ powder through the ammonium diuranate route.

The

characteristics of these powders are shown in Table II.
Progressive railling of U0_ and PuO, was found necessary to
(131
ensure microhomogenei^y of Pu distribution.
The milled
powder was pre-compact id at 75 MPA, granulated and finally
compacted at 300 MPA to produce green pellets that were
sintered at 1700V: for 8 hours in Ar-8X H, atmosphere. The
rate of heating and cooling was maintained around 4*c/min.
The sintered pellets were centrelessly ground to the exact
size requirement. The c'.eaned and dried pellets were used
to make a stack length of 433 + 2 mm (inclusive of UO
Insulation pellet) and this pellet column was degassed at
temperatures around 400*C for 8 hours in vacuum better than
10~ mbar. The pellet stacks are then loaded Into zlrcaloy
tubes, pressurised with helium cover gas at 2.5 Kg/cm pressure
and end plu<j welded by TIG. The extensive quality control
measures taken at different stages of the flow sheet are also
shown In Fig. 4.
The fabrication route used for the manufacture of "(JonStandard" MOX fuel for experimental Irradiation differed
slightly from the s*. mdard route and is briefly described for
two typical cases as follows.
4.1

Low Temperature Sintering of MOX Pellets

Our work in this area indicated that MOX pellets of
required density and excellent plutonium homogeneity could be
easily produced even at sintering temperatures of the order
of 1200-1250 C using CO sintering atmosphere. Fig. 5 shows
the effect of sintering atmosphere and temperature on
sintered density of UO, and MOX pellets. Apart from high
density it was found that diffusion of Pu in MOX was greatly
enhanced under oxidative conditions. This can be seen
clearly from Fig. 6 wherein large sintered PuO, particles
(ISO to 300/i) were intentionally introduced in MOX matrix
and their dissolution in the matrix was studied through
metallography. Assmann has suggested that a two stage
S

oil

sintering Involving sintering in CO at about 1200*C and
final heat treatment under reducing atmosphere to obtain
required 0/M is to be used for U0, to meet the 0/M
specification. Our investigations indicated that use of
0.5X to 154 Zn behenate which is used as admixed lubricant
during large scale manufacture of MOX pellets helps in achieving
the required O/M in one stage sintering only.
The CO, gas commercially available, however, is generally
not of very good quality (normally contains high oxygen/
hydrocarbon) and reproducibility of sintered density and 0/M
results was found to be poor. Since UO, powder as supplied
is always slightly hyparstoichiometric it was felt that use
of pure inert gases such as Ar & N, as sintering atmosphere
should also facilitate low temperature sintering. It was found
that good Pu homogeneity and high density could be obtained
by using pure argon or nitrogen sintering atmosphere even at
1250-1275"C but the admixed lubricant content (Zn behenate/
stearate^ if used for process reasons, should be kept below
0.3 wt*. The pellets as sintered had O/M less than 2.02 which
meets the 0/M specification without needing a second heat
treatment. Since high purity nitrogen gas is easily available
at comparatively low prices, we believe that low temperature
sintering in N, has potential to become an attractive step in
MOX fabrication route which can lower fabrication costs,
save energy and increase productivity provided their in-pile
behaviour is satisfactory. The thermal denslflcatlon tests
(at 1700*C for 24 hours) done on these pellets however have
indicated that these pellets have tendency to swell rather
than density during these tests. It is planned to irradiate
MOX pellets fabricated using this technique in third and
fourth MOX cluster.
4.2

Higher Grain sized MOX Pellet

The higher grain sized MOX pellets were obtained by doping
about 0.05 vt# T10, in U0 /M0X. TiO, was chosen as a dopant
2

b--_^asa It is reported thai, the amount of dopant required to
(14)
get higher grain size lb minimum
with this dopant and It
has a spherodislng effect on pore structure of MOX pellets.
Such spherodlsation can significantly Improve the thermal
And mechanical properties of the fuel.
T10, dopant addition to U0~ or MQX fuel has to be very
carefully controlled since T10 -U0_,/M0X system Indicates a
eutectic phase that melts at temperatures In the region of
1600*C to 1800°C (the normal sintering temperatures used for
U0 /MOX fuels). The solid solubility limit of TiO In the
above system is around 0.13 wt?4 and hence the fabrication
procedure should tuke required measures to ensure homogeneous
distribution of Tl and avoid presence of eutectic phase in
the fuel matrix. It was found that simple blending of Ti0_
with U0 /M0X powders and following the standard sintering
cycle (rate of heating 4 C/min. til 1700*0) gives completely
shattered or swelled pellets even when the level of T 1 0
addition was restricted to 0.05 wtX. This is shown in Pig. 7.
This probably is the reason why T10 e m s to have not found
favour generally as a dopant In the production of higher
grain size fuels. Our investigations however revealed that
o^od milling of T i 0 with U 0 prior to PuO addition and an
i. termedlate soak at 1100'C avoided these problems and good
quality high density MOX pellets could be produced even at
1400*C sintering temperature. This is shown In Fig. 8. The
average grain size of MOX pellets doped with 0.05% T 1 0 was
found to be about 30 microns at 1600'C comparad to 5 to 7
microns normally found without the addition of TiO,. A
typical mlcrostructure of normal and higher grain sized UO_
doped with T i 0 is shown in Pig. 9a £• 9b. The 0.0554 T 1 0
doped MOX pellets also showed excellent resistance to
densification In thermal densification tests.
2

2

2

,

1

2

2

2

5.

2

The first MOX fuel cluster A-C-2 consisted of six fuel
elements. The details of typical MOX fuel element is shown
In Fig. 3. Out of these 6 elements, 5 elements contained MOX
pellets and one contained natural U0_ pellet. The peak linear
rating seen by the MOX element was 414 W/cm. The tuel cluster
was subjected to about a thousand power changes of about WA
(12)
of the peak power.
These power changes followed the power
changes in the reactor as there Is no independent facility
to change the power of the experimental cluster. The cluster
1

was removed after a burn-up of 16,000 MWd/Te in July 1932.

se

2

2

2

loop (PWL) of our research reactor CIRUS 4r> MW (Th). For
these irradiations the Pu enrichment of U0 -4« PuOj was
selected mainly from the consideration of getting the desired
linear heat rating (^500 W/cm) and this composition was kept
constant in al.. the experiments. Two MOX fuel clusters
(A-C-2 and A-C-0^ representing the characteristics of standard
MOX fuel have been irradiated to burn-ups beyond 15,000 MWd/Te
without any fuel failures.

2

IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS
The irradiation experiments with the standard and non

standard MOX fuels are being carried out in pressurised water

The second MOX cluster (A-C-3) also consisted of 6 elements
but composed of 3 helium filled elements and 3 MOX elements.
The helium filled elements were placed alternate to MOX
(12)
elements to get a higher linear rating of about 490 W/cm
»
without changing the Pu0 composition. This cluster has also
seen a burn-up of about 15,000 MWd/Te so far.
2

The third MOX cluster (A-C-4) which is ready for
irradiation is designed to generate characterised data on
thermal behaviour of MOX fuel elements and will be irradiated
for a short term of about one month. This cluster will consist
of 6 helium filled elements and six MOX elements. These six
MOX elements will contain pellets with different design
variables which are at present referred to as modified MOX
fuel. For example, the first two H0X rods will contain pellets
with diametral gap varying from about 100 microns to 400 microns
and are expectad to generate the data on the effect of fuel
clad gap on centre temperature, fission gas release ate:. The

cover gas used in the two elements will be Helium and Argon-10/i
Helium respectively, the latter to simulate the fission gas
dilution effect on gap conductance. The third and fourth M05C
elements contain annular pellets with similar gap variation.
The fifth MOX element is to study the effact of PuO- clusters,
controlled porosity and higher grain size on its behaviour. The
sixth NQX element will consist of pellets fabricated using low
temperature sintering technique and will generate the data on
the acceptability of such technique for future use. The
design variables to ba studied are summarised in Table III.
The fourth MOX cluster (A-C-5) which is also getting ready
will be similar to the A-C-<* cluster but is scheduled to be
irradiated for extended burn-up. Detailed post irradiation
examination will be carried out on all these clusters to study
the effect of fuel design variable on its performance.

into a large number of concentric rings of equal width for
various calculations. A maximum of lOO rings are allowed.
in the present version of the code, following major
phenomena are treated for prediction of fuel element behaviourj
-

Irradiation induced fuel densification

-

Solid fission product swelling

-

Gaseous fission product swelling

-

Fuel Restructuring

-

Radial thermal neutron flux depression

-

Fuel Cracking/Relocation

-

Fission gas release (steady state)

-

Transient fission gas release
Zircaloy creep

6.

COMPUTER CODE DEVELOPMENT

A computer code PROFESS has been developed for the
analysis of the irradiation behaviour of oxide/mixed oxide
fuel elements used in water cooled thermal reactors. It
is an axisymmetric one dimensional computer code applicable
to zircaloy clad oxide (or mixed oxide) fuel elements of
water reactors. PROFESS stands for "Performance of Hod
type Oxide Fuel Element under Steady state". This code Is
designed to treat Integral fuel element, and can accept
filler gas He or a mixture of He and xenon. Prepressurised
fuel elements can also be treated by this code.
PROFESS is designed to treat varying power history with
time varying axial power profile in the fuel element. 1'or the
treatment of integral fuel element, the element is divided
into several axial segments (a maximum of 10 segments +
plenum). A slice of the fuel element at the middle of each
axial segment Is treated for the calculations of temperature
distribution. The fuel r-mn- -section in the slice is divided

Predictions of computer code PROFESS have been verified against
following irradiation expariment3!
(a) EPRI case C

*

1 7 )

(b) Expt described in D-COM Blind problem
The PROFESS predictions of fuel centre temperature at the thermo
couple location in tT'RT Case C fuel pin is compared with the
predictions of other well known codes in Table IV. It shows
that PROFESS predictions are similar to the other codes.
The prediction of fission gas release by PROFESS in three
fuel elements of D-COM Blind problem is compared with the
experimental values in Table V. It shows good agreement between
the prediction and experimental observations.
To use PROFESS for mixed oxide fuel, the fuel thermal
conductivity model has been modified to account for the effect
of plutonium content in the fuel. Prediction of PROFESS will
be verified against the experiments carried out in PWL, CIRUS
described earlier in this paper.

to ensure low hydrogen content in MOX fuel pellets for
thermal reactors", BARC-118S, (1903).

7. CONCLUSION
Tha experimental Irradiation with standard MOX fuel
clusters (A-C-2 & A-C-3) have so far indicated that the MOX
fuel fabrication route and specification followed seems to be
satisfactory to ensure burn-ups beyond 15,000 MWd/%at linear
ratings of the order of 400/W cm to 500 W/cm. It is however
realised that annular pellets and higher grain sized MOX pellets
have great potential for extended burn-up application and long
term irradiations are planned with this type of fuel. Sinci
the large scale use of MOX fuel in power reactors will very much
depend on fabrication economics, the performance of low
temperature sintered MOX pellets in the experimental irradiations
is expected to provide the necessary information on the usefulness
of this technique. The computer code PROFESS is being extended
to predict and analyse the performance of the MOX fuel with
varying design characteristics.
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Abstract
The Belgian PVR BR3 has been utilized extensively since 20 years for
testing the irradiation behaviour of MOX fuel under several operating
conditions.
In parallel, the increasing proportion (30 X of all the
rods) of MOX rods In the core as well as the use of Cd as burnable
poison for reactivity control, have required to update continuously
the neutronic calculation methods.
This paper summarizes the main steps of Pu utilization in BR3, with an
emphasis on the present situation, and presents the main conclusions
on the following two aspects :

•*^<?^&

- the neutronic design methods and their validation and the strategies
core and assemblies loading patterns ;
- the general mechanical behaviour of MOX fuels, which have been
irradiated up to extremely high burnups (up to 80 GUd/tH peak
pellet).

1. BR3 HISTORY

The BR3 is a pressurized water reactor located in Hoi (Belgluir), producing
11.2 MW electrical corresponding to 40.9 MW thermal. Ordered in 1955, it
became critical In August 1962 and was operated as PWR of the first
generation (controlled only by cruciform control rods) until July 1964.
During cor IB one fuel assembly containing UO2-PUO2 mixed oxide fuel rods
("Pu rods") was loaded for the first time.

Fig. 9b

TiOj doped UOz
s i z e - 4 0 microns.

24)

microstructure

grain
After the unloading of the first core, the vessel internals and the core
geometry were modified to irradiate the second core designed on the
spectral shift concept, i.e. moderated and cooled by a pressurized mixture

of heavy and llghc wacer (Che H2O concencraclon Increasing as Che core
burnup proceeds). This core was operated fron Deceaber 1966 till November
1968 reaching an average cycle burnup of Dure Chan 23,000 MWd/cM.
Core 2bis reshuffled and partially reloaded was Irradiated from July 1969
till December 1970, the reactivity control of this core and the following
ones being converted to the classical PWK by using boric acid In water.
Since then, the reactor was loaded with various types of assemblies
designed and fabricated in Belgium and with a large amount of test fuel
provided by various fuel vendors, Co be irradlaCed under typical PWR
conditions.
Two reloads of a new generation of fuel (core 3) were Irradiated in the
years 1972-1975, the basic type of assemblies being the ones of Che 14 x
14 and 15 x 15 PWR lattices.
For the first time, gadolinium oxide was
used In a limited amount In a mixture with UO2 fuel.
Core 4 was designed and fabricated by the Belgian industry on the basis of
a new PV.R design (17 x 17 lattices).
After Cwo cycles of core 4, Che
Chlrd reload (core 4C) scarred in 1981 and has been completed in April
1983.
The core dimensions are 860 mm diameter and 1000 mm active fuel height.
It consists of 73 fuel assemblies.
In the three cycles of core 4, about
30 t hi reds were Introduced; a large part of the reactivity was
controlled by gadolinium in the form of U02~Gd203 mixed oxide ("Gd rods"),
to cope with the higher beginning-of-life ("B0L") of a Pu recycle core.
Table 1
history.

hereafter

summarizes

the

different

steps

of

Che

BR3

plane

The BR3 reactor has been extensively used for the Belgian Pu recycle
programme.
In 1963, one fuel assembly containing U 0 2 P u 0 mixed oxide
fuel rods was loaded in the BR3 power reactor and has constituted the
world's first plutonlum recycle in a LUR.
The Pu recycle was then
pursued, and since 1972, 1/4 to 1/3 of the core consists in Pu fuel rods
(Fig. 1 ) .
_

2. NUCLEAR CALCULATION METHODS
2.1. DESCRIPTION

The calculation of Che BR3 reaccor nuclear characteristics Is based on the
use of an interconnected series of computer codes. The PANTHER unit cell
code, the LWR-WIMS assembly code and Che C0ND0R-3 diffusion depletion code
form the basis of the fuel management calculation system.
Assuming the separability of the space-energy parameters, the basic
PANTHER code performs polntwlse neutron calculations for each composition
of the core.
The thermal cut-off has been selected at 1,855 eV in order
Co Include the Pu-239 (0.3 eV) and the Pu-240 (1.05 eV) resonances In the
thermal energy range.
The LWR-WIMS code is used for the depletion calculation of burnable poison
rods.
Its multicell formalism allows to determine accurately the few
group cross-sections
of a burnable
rod taking into account
Its
environment, hence to determine its depletion Vlth the burnup and also to
calcu
-e its effect on Che neighbouring rods.
The few group cross-sections determined by PANTHER and LWR-WIMS are then
input to a core calculation with the C0NDOR-3 two-dimensional diffusion
depletion code.
Because of the strong heterogeneities in the core and
because of this geometrical complexity, special care was devoted to the
design of the mesh representation of the core. For the nuclear design of
the current cycle (BR3/4D), the whole core has been represented.
This
geometrical model comprises 2 energy groups, 946 regions and 31,373 mesh
points for a X-Y core calculation.

2.2. VALIDATION

2

A large experience was gained during the successive Irradiation cycles
followed by excenslve PIE programmes :
- in Che BR3, various Cechnological developments were successfully tested
for both U and Pu, rods such as Che replacement of SS cladding by Zry
cladding, Che rod diameter reduce Ion, the new In-core fuel management
strategies an Increase of Che moderation ratio •..
- the recycled plutonlum was blended with depleted, naCural or sligcly
enriched uranium,
- a wide range of Pu
isocoplc
compositions
from
92/7.5/0.5/0 Co
62/24.5/8.3/4.2 and Pu fissile enrichments from 3 w/o Co 9 w/o were
experimented,
- some Pu fuel rods have reached an average burnup qf abouC 70,000 MWd/cH
and a local burnup of about 90,000 MWd/tM
- the actual peak power reached In Pu rods was about 500 W/co.

\

The validation of the calculation methods used for the nuclear design and
the follow-up of the BR3 reactor has been made and is continuously pursued
In order to insure an operational accuracy and to face all problems
relative to changes In Che core design or in the fuel management.
During the development of those calculation methods and procedures, a
first verification was made by comparison with more sophisticated codes
and more accurate models.
A basic validation work was then made by the
analysis of critical experiments because of the rather simple conditions
encountered in laboratory experiments.
In the frame of the Belgian
Plutonium Recycle Programme, an extensive experimental physics programme
consisting of more Chan 150 criclcal configurations with an Increasing
degree of sophistication, has been a key ingredient in developplng methods
able to calculate UO2 and UO2-PUO2 lattices with the same accuracy. Table
2 summarizes
the analysis
accuracy
obtained
for different
nuclear
parameters.
As far as the BR3 lattice
Is concerned,
critical
configurations simulating the BR3 assembly and moderator tube were carried
out in the VENUS facility and have shown the good accuracy of the
calculation method for such lattices (Fig. 2 ) .

The validation is also pursued by comparison oi BR3 operation data with
theoretical predictions.
As an example, the evolution or the measured
critical boron concentration as a function of irradiation can be compared
directly with the calculation results. Figure 3 shows this comparison for
the cycle BR3/AB.
In this cycle, a large number of Cd2 3-U02 rods were
loaded to control the excess of reactivity and to flatten the power
distribution.
The shape of the boron concentration curve is due to the
presence of this large number of burnable poison rods and to the depletion
of the gadolinium and to the length of the cycle iA10 days for a core
average U1GR* of ISO w/cm).
u

In spite of the complexity, a very good agreement wa.< obtained.
The absolute values of the exit thermocouple mesaureoents are not directly
usable because of the small oitch of fuel assembly and because of the
absence of shroud and hence the flow mixing.
But the variation of the
power of an assembly
can be illustrated
by the variation of the
thermocouple results.
Figure A shows, for three typical assemblies in
core 4C, the variation of the power deduced from the cmclet
thermocouples
as well as the corresponding calculated assembly power.
Though these
values are not directly comparable because the power sharing between
neighbouring fuel assemblies is varying with b u m u p , it adds to the
confidence in the calculation methods.
The
final
step
of
validation
was
to
compare
the
results
of
Post-irradiation Examinations such as buruup and isotopic compositions
contents, with theoretical predictions.
A large number of
burnup
measurements were carried our in different laboratories on various fuel
rods irradiated in the BR3 reactor for a large range of burnups. Figure 5
summarizes
the comparison
between
the experimental
results and the
theoretical predictions.
It appears that for most of the measurements,
the accuracy of the calculation method Is within +^ 5 X, though in the
nuclear design the uncertainty factor is assumed to be 10 X.
The axial
burnup distribution of a rod of the IF70/A assembly irradiated in the
BR3/VULCAIN and in the BR3/2B is given on Figure 6 and shows the good
agreement
between the calculation and the experiment
for the axial
distribution.
Destructive measurements were performed on fuel rods : they concerned U
and Pu isotopic compositions, Pu/U ratio and fission product content
determinations. Results obtained for Pu rods are presented in Table 3 for
the Z09 assembly with the corresponding theoretical values. The agreement
is good between theory and experiment,
taking into account
the
experimental precision.

3. Pu RECYCLE STRATEGIES

Since 1463, the number of Pu fuel rods loaded in the BK3 reactor was
progressively increased to reach about 30 X of the core loading.
This
core fraction represents the fraction of Pu fuel rods which can be loaded
in a core, without affecting significantly Che nuclear properties of this
core.
Pu recycle is particularly Interesting in the BR3. The high moderation of
the core, namely due to the presence of moderatur tubes and water gaps
between assemblies, leads to a very good utilization of Pu fuels.
Moreover, the moderator temperature coefficient Is more negative with the
presence of plutonlum.
Both all-Pu and Pu-ialand assemblies have been tested
the latter Is now routinely utilized in this reactor.

In die BR3.

Only

The criteria which led to the selection of a Pu-lsland assembly type are :
- the control rod worth is not affected by the plutunlum zones
- the spectrum hardening due to Plutonium reduces the power peaks in the
uranium rods close to the moderator tube
- Che number of Pu rods affected by the spectrum softening due to U rods
la higher in the Pu-lsland assembly type than in an all-fu assembly.
The criteria used to select the Pu enrichment are ;
- to insure a reactivity lifetime equivalent to that of an U issenhly
- to generate a power rating similar to that of an U assembly
- to get an acceptable rodulse power distribution.
Since cvcle BR3/AD, a large number of Gd203-U0 fuel rods are loaded U\
the co.e to control the initial reactivity excess and to flatten the power
distribution in the low leakage loading pattern adopted In this reaction
Those rods are loaded close to the Pu island.
Due to the thermal flux
reduction In the Pu island, the Gd depletion Is slower than in an U core.
2

As a matter of example, Fig. 7 shows the position of the Pu rodti (burnt
and fresh rods) in core AD. To be noted is the very large amount (50 X)
of Pu rods loaded in most of the new assemblies.

A. IRRADIATION BEHAVIOUR OF MOX FUEL IN BK3
A.I. FUEL ROD FABRICATION PARAMETERS.

This validation work shows that, despite the large heterogeneities and the
complex geometry of the BR3 core, tie calculation methods are able to
predict with an acceptable accuracy U and Pu fuels in the BR3 reactor.

^43

LHGR : linear heat generation rate.
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Results obtained with four test assemblies .111 be presented. The
fabrication characteristics of each of these fuel assemblies are presented
in Table A. It shows the major
parameters
tested within
those
assemblies :
- the rod diameter varies between 8.7 on and 10.75 aa. It corresponds, for
two of then, to standard 15 x IS (10.75 mm) or 17 x 17 (9.5 mm)
dimensions ;
- the rod absolute inner pressure Is either 1 or 20 barn ;

- the fuels tested are different :
. U rods have been Introduced for comparison In two test assemblies ;
the fuel was manufactured by FBFC* with U oxide powder from the ADU
conversion process. The fuel density varies between 93 and 94.5 X TD.
The resinterlng tests performed under standard conditions show that the
fuel
pellets
are
to
be considered
as stable
(about
1 X TD
denslflcatlon).
. Pu rods were present in all three fuel concepts, but with different
enrichments
3.6 to 11 w/u Pu. Moreover, this fuel, fabricated by
BELGONUCLEAlkfc, had variable densities : between 91 and 93 X TD for
assemblies Z0-10U and C54 and 94.5 X Tl) for Che 17 x 17 design. The fuel
stability was good, except in case of the 20-100 fuel, where the
densificatlon was about 2 to 4 X TO.
From these remarks, It appears that the most recent experiments (17 x
17 design, U101 and B310 assemblies) are also the most valuable for
comparing Pu rods behaviour to the reference U ones.

4.2, IRRADIATION CHARACTERISTICS

Table
5 gathers
the Irradiation
conditions
of
the
experimental
assemblies considered In this paper. In some cases, an Intermediate
examination has been carried out after one cycle of Irradiation and the
conditions relating to this part of the Irradiation are also given
The experimental results presented are mainly on Che 17 x 17 design for
the reasons explained nereabove. As a matter of example, Fig. 8 presents
the design linear heat generation rates (LHGR) for high rated U and Pu
rods In assembly B101. The data are given at 100 X of the reactor nominal
power.
It can be seen that both the average and the peak powers are
systematically higher In the Pu rods but have a shape similar to that of
the U rods.

4.3. SUMMARY FUEL BEHAVIOUR
This section presents an updated summary of the PIE results obtained on
Pu and U fuel rods Irradiated in the experimental assemblies mentloaned
hereabove. Details can be found In other papers, presented earlier, or In
companion papers to this conference (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8|.
Some
original data, concerning fuel rods of assembly 11-310 now under PIE, are
Included in this summary.

* Franco-Beige de Fabrication de Combustible, Dessel, Belgium
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4.3.1.

WATER_SIDE COHROSIUN AND CRUU DEPOSITS.

Cladding oxidation
Generally, in BR3, the outer uniform oxide layer formed during
Irradiation has been determined to have a thlckneua lower than 10 urn. No
definitive trend can be seen when comparing U and Pu rods if similar
LHGR.
Crud deposits and cladding failures
At the end of core 4B, failures occurred In a few high rated Pu fuel
rods Irradiated In fuel assemblies of the 17 x 17 geometry. The origin of
the failures Is the excessive cladding oxidation resulting from crud
deposited on the cladding hottest spots at the beginning of cycle 4b. The
crud deposits are porous and contain metallic impurities like Hn, Nl, Cr
which reduce their conductlbl1ity.
They have created a uniform oxidation
layer of about 50 to 100 urn thickness. The cracking and breaking away of
this layer of crud and oxide, probably at the end of the cycle, allowed
penetration of primary water between the crud layer and the cladding,
producing an accelerated corrosion rate of the Zlrcaloy In this closed
space which retains all reaction products (e.g. hydrogen) available.
Hydride
formation
has been observed
in these
regions. Local
wall
penetration finally occurred due to this accelerated corrosion. The crud
deposits on the fuel rod cladding could be attributed to the watt :
chemistry resulting from the decontamination of the primary circuit which
occurred between cycles 3B and 4A [1). These observations require further
Investigation.
Failures occurred In 6 Pu rods due Co the high power racing of chese
rods : the linear power was constantly above 380 W/cm in the fuel column
central region and attained peak values of 460 U/cm during the first
months of the irradiation. This problem was avoided in the next BR3
Irradiation cycle by limiting the factor "power above 380 W/cm x time at
this power". No further failures were observed In cycle 4C, despite very
strong crud deposits observed on Pu rods of the assembly B-310, irradiated
for 3 reactor cycles, up to about 90 GWd/tM.

4.3.2. CLADDING GEOMETRY CHANGES
AND PELLET-CLADDING MECHANICAL INTERACTION.

Host of our results point Co Che face that pellet-cladding mechanical
interaction (PCMI) during steady-state reactor operation Is larger in U
rods than in Pu rods.
This conclusion Is supported by Che following
experimental observations :
- the ridging, observed at the pellet interfaces when performing the rod
profllometry or eddy current testing : ridges are generally higher for U
rods than for Pu rods, Indicating lower contact stresses at pellet ends
In the latter cases;
- the cladding diametral deformation by Irradiation induced creep, under
the stresses generated by the outer water pressure, the inner gas

pressure and the mechanical force of the contact between pellets and
cladding : tor equivalent Inner and outer pressures, It appears that the
resulting decrease In diameter ("creep-down") Is generally smaller In U
rods than In Pu rods, indicating lower PCMI In Che Pu rods;
- a strong cladding ovallzatlon Is observed when no or very few PCM I
occurs.
This Is explained by the Instability of the as-fabricated
shape of a cube externally pressurized.
If the forces generated Inside
the tube (PCMI, gas pressure) exceed the force from the outside, this
ovallzatlon Is reduced, as observed for the U rods.
As a matter of example, Fig. 9 and 10 compare the diameter recordings
(helical traces) of one u* and one Pu rods irradiated In the same
experimental assembly, the Z0-100 assembly. The comparison demonstrates
clearly the evaluation effect in Pu rod observable on the whole fuel
column length, whereas It has disappeared in the U rod, except at the
two extremities of the fuel column.
The average cladding diameter
decrease is also larger In the Pu rod that in the U rod in support of
the larger creep-down In the Pu rods.
Finally, ridges of up to 40 I M
are observed at pellet ends of the U rod.

Another example concerns the fuel rods of assembly B 101, where no major
difference is seen between U and Pu rods, despite the much higher
internal pressure due to fission gas release in the Pu rods (see section
4.3.3).
The smaller PCM I in the Pu rods and thus by the lower level of
contact
stresses
more
than balances
the higher
internal
pressure,
resulting In a larger creepdown.
The reasons for these observed differences in PCMI between U and Pu
fuels are uil*:iple ;
- stronger Pu fuel densiflcatlon, mainly In the Pu fuel of low density
irradiated in the Z0-100 assembly;
- better fuel swelling accommodation of Pu fuel. These two effects lead
also to observed differences in the fuel column length Increases, which
are about 30 X relative lower in the Pu rods than In the U rods;
- the lower creep strength of Pu fuels.
Another mechanical interaction aspect of the difference between U and Pu
rods concerns the rod length changes (see Fig.
11) :
- in the absence of PCMI, the measured length Increase corresponds to the
theoretical Irradiation growth of Z^rcaloy 4 (Pu rods) ;
la some cases (U rods) there Is an additional length Increase produced
by the fuel-cladding mechanical interaction.

4.3.3. FISSION GAS RELEASE
Fig. 12 presents a summary of all fission gas release (FGK) data
obtained on several U and Pu fuel rods irradiated to an average rod burnup
comprised between 30 and 50 GWd/c.
The fission gas release data are
plotted versus the maximum peak pellet linear heat generating rate (LHCR),
since this parameter is thought to be one which Influences mostly the gas
release phenomenon in these experiments.

It is well established
now that the local fuel temperature mostly
influences FGK, and that has been generally observed in our experiments.
The almost linear increase of FGR with LHCR above about 320 W/cm for U
rods and about 230 W/cm fot Pu rods is a direct effect of Che fuel
temperature, proportional to the rod power.
The difference observed
between U and Pu rods can however noc be related co the fuel temperature
(as shown on Fig, 12) buc Is a consequence of the dlffertnt
fuel
mlcroscruccure of chese fuels.
Indeed, differences in FGR can be found between several fuels Irradiated
under similar LtiGH and burnup, due Co their different microscruccure. In
Che 20-100 experlmenc, U fuel and Pu fuels of differenc microstructure
(denslcy, open porosity fracclon, Pu homogenelcy, stability) have been
compared, leading to following conclusions (see Table 6) :
- FGK Is similar In U and Pu fuels, In case the fuel mlcroscruccure la
comparable and If the Pu02 is homogeneously distributed in the U02
matrix (rod PC 15) ;
FGK increases with the open porosity
fraction, due to enhanced
tunnelling effect allowing the gas to escape from Che fuel, with the Pu
heterogeneity, and with Che fuel instability (large densiflcatlon In the
low density feci).
The Z0 results do noc allow, however, ci- separace
these effects ;
- in Che case of Che rod PC 6 (16.4 Z FGR), our calculations |3| have
shown Chat the dominant effect is a fuel temperature one, due Co the
large gap produced aC scare of life by Che fuel densif lcatlon.
The
results of these calculations, aa far aa fuel temperature is concerned,
have been confirmed by the analysis of Che post-lrradlacion fuel
mlcrosCLUccure showing enhanced grain Jlze in chls fuel, as well as
volatile fission produces mlgraclons.
The effecc of fuel mlcroscructure la also observed In the B 101
experiment where, for similar LHGR (300 to 350 w/cm peak) and for
similar fuel stability and density, the Pu fuel releases more (25 X
FGK) Chan U fuel (8 X FGK). This is explained by a combination of cwo
effects :
- Pu heterogeneicy, enhancing FGR by introducing hot teaperature spocs in
Che Pu agglomerates, which are highly enriched.
-

fuel stability, which Is lower in chis Pu fuel also and induces higher
fuel temperatures at beginning of life by increasing Che gap.
The FGK daCa for Che Pu rods of assembly B310, which reached Che peak
burnup of 90 GWd/cM are noc yeC available.
However, assuming Che same
release aa for the Pu rods of assembly BlOi, one comes to the conclusion
that the total gas pressure in hot state has become larger tht.. the
primary water pressure.
Indeed, meLrology results show that the
diameter has become larger than the Initial diameter ("creep-out"
t-fect).
Despite these severe operating condicions, Chese rods seem to
have bohaved satisfactorily.

5.
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CONCLUSION

The extensive programme of Pu utilization In BR3 allows us to conclude
that this experience has been positive from two points of view :
- our neutronic methods were validated and continuously improved and are
applicable to Pu recycle In any PWR configuration ;
- the thermal and mechanical behaviour of Pu fuel is not significantly
different from U fuel, except for wtu>t concerns the fission gas
release at high LHGK.
A better homo^enelsatlon of the Ul^-Pul^
mixture, which will be the case In the near future and is already
tested In cycle 40 of BK3, will eliminate this penalty. The COMETHE
code precision is identical for Pu and for U fuels.
Pu recycle testing continues In BR3, with the main purpobe to experiment
ln-plle different fabrication routes (e.g. MIMAS |9]) and to benchmark
our nuclear codes in case of an increased fraction of Pu rods in the new
reloads.
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TABLE 1 - OPERATION HISTOKY OF THE BK3 PLANT.

BK 3
cycle
1 A
1 B

2

2bls

3A

Principal characterlstcls

BOC

EOC

Gross electric
energy
(GWh)

EFPD
(1)

SS clad, cooled and moderated by light
water, controlled by rods (1 fuel ass'y
with Pu In Core IB)

10.10.62

21.08.63

A5.8

167

02.12.63

31.07.6A

55.5

202

SS clau, spectral shift reactor
(VULCAIN Project), 1 fuel ass'y with Pu

29.11.66

18.11.68

159.9

581

31.07.69

20.12.70

79.2

306

25.09.72

11.01.74

89.A

33A

02.07.7A

27.06.75

A7.9

18A

SS & Zr clad, cooled & moderated by
borated light water, 3 fuel ass'lea
with Pu
Id.as 2bis except : Zr clad, 2A (3A)
and 22 (3B) fuel ass'les with Pu

3B

AA

id.as 3B except : 1210 U, 630 pu and
123 Cd rods

15.07.76

15.OA.78

132.0

A95

AB

Id.as AA except : 1A10 U, A78 Pu and
1A0 Gd rods

22.06.79

26.09.80

97.5

361

AC

id.as AH except
1A8 Gd rods

21.09.81

01.0A.83

98.0

360

AD

Id.as AC except : 1290 U, 61A Pu and
89 Gd rods

(July 8A)

(July 85)

: 1A02 U, A12 Pu and

n.d.

n.d.

(1) Equivalent Full Power Days (Full power : AO.O MWth); In fact a nunber of cycles have been run at partial
power to cope with the specifications of various experimenters utilizing the reactor as a test bench for
their commercial and advanced fuel.
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Measurement and c a l c u l a t i o n of reactor parameters
Analysis accuracy
( e x t r a c t i o n from AKS Transactions, V o l . 1 5 , p . 9 £ i )

A. BASIC CONFIGURATIONS - Bias

and standard d e v i a t i o n (+ o ) ( i ;

~——-^^
Fuel
Neutroni c ^ " " ~ - - — ^ ^ ^
parameters
—-^^^^^

uo

vo

3/1

Multiplication factor : k , .

0.23+_0.1S

0.38+0.11

c

R e a c t i v i t y e f f e c t ak/k of B.C
rods

U0 - Pu0

2

5.80 + 2.1

2

B. Mock-up c o n f i g u r a t i o n *
""""—--~^_^_^

2

2/2.7

Parameters

7.40 + 3.0

0.24 -

3.54 *_ 2.2

(I)

Conti durations

0.7/5

0.12+0.22

- Accuracy

DODEWAARD

BR3/3

DOtL

- 2.5
- 1.2

- 4.7

-

( - 3.6
{ - 2.8

f t 3.B
(- 3.8

( - 2.9

( - 6.2

—~-^^____^

Power peak accuracy
- i n uranium f u e l
- i n plutonium f u e l

- 4.7

3.6
3.7

tiexinuit d e v i a t i o n o f the l o c a l
power

Local power nsar
J.25 + 1.2
9 . / U •+ 6.0
0.87 + 0.1

3.30 4 0.6
B.52 ~ 1.57 + 0 . 1

0.63 + 0.7
B.92 ~ -

i . e s *_ 0.5

- 3.93

-

2.73 + 1.6

- 4.80 -

Power r a r i n g (PuO^ - U0 /UOp)

- 2.50

-

- 1.27

-

- 1.10 -

Spectral index (c P 23S/c U235) 2.19

1.37

- 0.89

-

- 0.3E -

- H^O gap
- B4C r o d

- Al plate
- f u e l boundary
(U0-, /UOj - P u 0 )

- i n uraniun. f u e l
- i n plutonium f u e l

f:5:S
1-1:1

2

Power sharing (PuOp-UOj)
2

Reactivity effects
f

Disaovar.taoe f a c t o r

u

f

0.41

3.29

- H2O
- B4C
- pyrex

-

1.6

0

:
-

6.7

- £.£
-1.3

TABLE
U0 -Pu0
2

FUcL RQO CHAKACIEH.STICS

( I ) OURN-UP

2

ROD N ° l l

NEAR

U O j ROD

N"37

M I O - P L A N E ( in H W d . f

1 ,

)
REFLECTOR

Cs
0 U 1 T 3 OUMETER

:

8.7 m m

137

15.200

23.150

I 5.450

22.150

Ce
.'48

I 3.B50

22.500

Theory

15.47 5

95
144

CLAOC1NG T H I C K N E S S :

0 6mm

TOUL

1.2 m

24.900

Nd

LENGTH

:

CLADDING MATERIAL

:

ZISCALOt 4

22.200

R

B 2.CORE
M= Moderator

( I t ) ISOTOPIC COMPOSITIONS ANO Pu C O N T E N T ' i n w(,)

ASSEMBLY
E*pe nrtic n|

Theory

U0 -RO0S ;

E*perimenl

.CENTRE

A

elemenls
ZO

"N

9

Theory

2

ij 23 4
V,.

U »

5

ENRICHED U

236
238

U O J - P U O J BOOS ;
3 V. U

7

Pu0

CONTENT

2

3

FISSILE

5

ENRICHED U

Pu

23B

Pu

:

3.6*/.

239
u

:

84 ' / .

241

240
PuI
Pu

247

P u / m Pu

0.02

0.04

2.44

2.43

4.59

4.64

0.1 4

0.12

0.52

0.46

97.40

97.45

0.22

94.85

94.59

0

N*ll

0.39

63 13

63.49

78.61

7 7 . 81

27.22

76.73

15.68

14.51

B.I 3

8.40

4.76

6.89

t .30

1 .38

0.56

0.79

3.00
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0

0.42

42

®©®©'®°

9©®0®©°
P®@®@®Q "-'
u

O °2

r o d

®

Pt llelcct U O j - P u O j

(v)

Vibrocompjclrd U O j - T n C ; (oii

roil

Reactor

UK 3

Assembly

ZO-100

G-54

20

36

Number of iuel rods/assembly
Lattice

B 101 and B 310

triangular

28

square, 15x15

Spacer grids
Springs

In 718

Zry 4
I.» 750

Cladding material
outer diameter (am)

Zry 4 CU
8.7

Zry 4 CU
10.75

Fuel type

U, Pu

Pu rods : Pu content

3.6

(w/o)

pellet,
U rods
Pu rods
U rods
Pu rods

Pellet geometry
L/D
density (X TD)

Rod Internal pressure (RT) (bars)

Zry 4 CW or FA
9.5
U, Pu, Gd

4.5 & 8.3

H

-

vlpac
: 1.3
: 1.5
: 93 .
: 91-93

1

3
pellet
1,4

pellet
1.4

130

Diametral gap (urn)

Zry 4
In 750

Pu

-

Gd rods ; C ^ O j coat, (u/o)

square, 17x17

1

92

94.5

230

230
20

1 and 20

TABLE 5

Reactor

BR 3/PUR

Assembly

ZO - 100

Examination

Interim

Irradiation cycles
time

2 bis
d at power

440

Final
2 bis

kg/cm
C
C

Burnup average
peak pellet

GWd/t
GWd/t

Fast fluence (E
average
peak

10 n/cm
10 n/cm

3A

860

Inter!m

Interim

Final
JA

3A
420

3B 4A

B 310

4A

4A

4B

1300

495

980

Final
4A

4B
4C
1421

140
255
280

2

Coolant pressure
Inlet T
aver .outlet T

B 101

G 54

14
23

33
46

19
31

40
62

34
50

47
58

72
91

1.0
1.3

3.4
4.4

1.9
2.4

4.1
5.9

4.1
5.3

3.7
4.6

6.7
8.3

165
280

180
320

320

220

350
500

315

lMeV)

Linear heat rating
average
peak

21

2

21

2

W/cm
w/cm

550

2 50

450

TABLE 6 - 2U-I00 EXPERIMENT - EFFECT OF THE FUEL MICROSTRUCTURE ON FGR.
Number of fresh Pu rods
Total number of fresh rods
Rod N"

Rod Burnup
Cud/tH

Fuel density

Open porosity*

X TD

X TD

Pu agglonerate** stability***
X TD
size (iia)

Total number of Pu rods

FCR
(X)

Total number of rods
50

351 (U)

29

93

3.5

-

1

1.4

PC 15 (Pu)

34

93

3.5

6

2

1.3

25

3

3.4

110

4

16.4

PC

1 (Pu)

33

92

4

PC

6 (Pu)

30

91

4.5

40

4A

"4B

4D

30
t-t

3A

—-

4C

20

3B
* 50 2 of total porosity
** about 80 X or nore Pu02 In these agglomerates
*** density Increase after reslntering test.
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FIG.1

RELATIVE FRACTION OF PLUTONIUM
FUEL RODS IN BR3
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MOCK-UP CONFIGURATIONS IN
VENUS OF BR3/G ASSEMBLIES

(precision of the experimental values ±2*.
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ZO-100 : Diameter recording of rod PC7 (Mixed oxide)

DEVELOPMENT OF ATR MOX FUELS
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Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation,
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COMPARATIVE U AND Pu RODS
LFNGTH INCREASES
( B R 3 - Z r y . 4 cladding)

Power Reactor and Nucleer Fuel Corporation (PNC) has
carried out a number of irradiation examination programme in
order to clarify the behavior of plutonium-uranjum mixed oxide
(MOX) fuels and to develop design codes.
Important items to evaluate the peformance of MOX fuel
rods are mainly cladding deformation and fission gas release.
This report presents results of MOX fuel in-pile tests and
their post-irradiation examinations in HBWR (Halden Boiling
Water Reactor) and SGHWR.

30
BURNUP : 30-60 GWoVIM
FGR(«>

Abstract

In HBWR, on-line measurements are being performed on fuel
center line temperature, plenum presjure, cladding elongation
and fuel stach length. Peak fuel burnup is about 25,000 Mwd/t
at present and peak linear heat rating was 458 W/cm. The
behaviours of MOX fuel rods are evaluated by comparing the
on-line measurements with analyses made by design codes.

Pu content In MOX loda : 4 u II w/o

In SGHWR, measurements of fission gas release and cladding
deformation in the post-irradiation examination were
performed. Peak burnup was 9,860 Mwd/t and peak linear heat
rating 489 W/cm. Evaluation of irradiated MOX fuels was made
by comparing irradiation results with the calculated results by
design codes.
200
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Since fretting corrosion of cladding by spacer grids has
an important influence on the integrity of the fuel assembly
and its endurance, fretting corrosion tests, using a full scale
fuel assembly, have been performed over 30,000 hours and no
problem has been observed.

„ . i.Introduction

2. Description of fuel assembly

ATR is the boiling light water cooled and heavy water
moderated pressure tube type reactor and has the specific

2.1 Fuel assembly in SGHWR
A full scale fuel assembly of the Fugen, named Type-D

feature mainly using Plutonium-uranium mixed oxide(MOX) fuels.

fuel assembly, irradiated in the SGHWR has 28 fuel rods

The Fugen 16S MWe prototype has been well operated since March

arranged in 3 concentric, circles.

1979.

PuOj-Nat.UOj.

In the initial core, 96 MOX fuel and 128 uranium oxide

fuel assemblies were loaded.

Concerning MOX fuel assemblies,

284 assemblies have been loaded in the Fugen since its start
up.

The pellet contains 2.1 w/o

A summary of the Type-D fuel assembly design

data is shown in T*ble 1 in comparison with the one of the
Fugen fuel assembly.

The maximum burnup reached 14,000 Mwd/t and no MOX fuel
2.2 IFA-514 fuel assembly in HBWR

assemblies have ruptured yet.
In parallel with the Fugen project, design and development
are being carried out on a 600 MWe ATR demonstration plant.
PNC has carried out a number of irradiation experiment

IFA-514 fuel assembly consists of 6 fuel rods with 5.8 w/o
PuOj-Nat.UOj pellets which have 1,380 mm stack length.

Their

fabrication data of IFA-514 fuel assembly are shown in Table 2

programmes in order to clarify the behavior of MOX fuels and
to develop MOX fuel design codes.

The performances of MOX

fuel are evaluated on its cladding deformation, fission gas
release and fretting corrosion of cladding.
This report presents some results of MOX fuel in-pile

3. Irradiation data and evaluation
3.1 Irradiation experiment in SGHWR(').(a)
The Type-D fuel assembly was irradiated from October 1975
to April 1977.

Fig, 1 shows the irradiation history of the

tests and their post-irradiation examinations in the SGHWR

assembly in terms of peak pellet burnup with irradiation time.

and the HBWR, and also fretting corrosion tests of fuel

The pellet peak burnup reached 9,860 Mwd/t at the end of irra

assemblies.

diation experiment. The pellet paek linear heat rating in the

In the SGHWR, the fuel assembly was irradiated to a peak
burnuft of 9,860 Mwd/t,

The subsequent post-irradiation tests

were carried out.
In the HBWR, IFA-514 fuel assembly is now under irradia

assembly during the irradiation was 490 W/cm.
The assembly was examined on irradiation growth (dimensio
nal change), corrosion of cladding, fission gas release and
overall fuel performance.

Destructive and non-destructive

tion. On-line measurements are being made on fuel center line

testing on selected rods showed on evidence failure or incipi

temperature, plenum pressure, cladding elongation and fuel

ent defects.

stack length.

'

(1) Measurement of fuel rod length and fuel rod diameter
Measurement of overall length was made on all 28 fuel rods
of the assembly.

The inner ring rod increased by 0.12% in

length, the intermediate 0.15% and the outer 0.21% on the
average.

tempeature than predicted.

contact capacitance diameter transducer(COT) method.

Two

gap

might possibly have been larger than other rods'.
(3) Fretting corrosion of cladding
Since the fretting corrosion of cladding by spacer grids
has an important

The diameters of eight rods were measured using a non-

The initial fuel/cladding

influence on the integrity of the fuel assembly

and its endurance, fretting corrosion of cladding was measured
on the Type-D fuel assembly.

The contact marks due to fretting

simultaneous scans after irradiation were made along the same

were so small that they could be found only by careful observa

axes ("A"

tion.

and "B") of -.ods as those before irradiation.

The

data clearly show chat all the rods reduced in diameter almost
over the entire rod length and the greater reduction occurred
in the outer ring rods.

metallography

for about 9,500 irradiation hours.

Out-pile fretting corrosion tests using a full scale fuel
assembly have been performed over 30,000 hours at the O'arai

Changes in rod diamter of the Type-D are summarized in
Table 3.

The marks were evaluated to be below 10 A m in depth by

The measured values of JD/Do of each ring, maximum

Engineering Center.
Fig.4 shows the changes of fretting corrosion depth with

and mean, are shown in Table 4. Fig.2 shows typical case for

time.

the axial distribution of rod diameter changes for inner ring

type fuel assembly has a tendency of saturation with time.

rod and the results of predicted values agree well with these

fretting corrosion depth may be expected about one-fifth of 80

measured data.

fita which is the design limit for ATR fuel assemblies.

The results shows that the fretting corrosion of cluster
The

(2) Measurement of fission gas release
Eight rods were punctured for measurements of internal

3.2 Irradiation experiment in

HBWR

( I , )

'

( S )

IFA-514 irradiation experiment started from July 1979 and

gases.
Fission gas release in the outer ring rods was larger than
those in the inner and intermediate ring rods whose release rates

Fig.3 shows the comparison of the measured fission gas
release with predicted one. The measured ones are lower than
From the fuel ceramography

it may be estimated that this rod was irradiated at higher fuel

\

peak linear heat rating Wc.s 458 w/cm.
(1) Fuel center line temperature

were below 0.1%.

the predicted except for one rod.

the peak burnup is estimated about 25,000 Mwd/t at present. The

Fuel center line temperature was measured on the rod 1 and
rod 5 for IFA-514.

Fig.5 shows the dependencies of the

temperature on the burnup.

The fuel center temperature of the

rod 1 is higher than that of the rod 5 below the burnup of

about 5,000 Mwd/t, and lower beyond that burnup.
two major difference between the rod 1 and rod 5.
gap clearance

(rod 1 : 260«m, rod 5 : 24Qum)

the pellot surface condition
ground) .

There are
One is

the

and the other is

(rod 1 : ground, rod 5 : non-

The linear heat rating of the rod 1 was slightly

higher than rod 5 as shown in Fig.6.
Pig.7 shows the evaluation results by comparing the
measurementa with their calculations which mean that the anlayses could well show the phenomena of the MOX fuel.
(2) Plenum pressure

can be estimated by comparison on the rod 2 (ground) and the
rod 3 (non-ground).

Fig.11 shows cladding elongations as

function of linear heat rating at the assembly average burnup
15,500 Mwd/t.
The onset powers of PCMI for the rod 2 and rod 3 at the
assembly average 15,500 Mwd/t are 2 30 W/cm and 210 W/cm,
respectively.
Fig.12 shows these onset powers of PCMI for the rod
and 6 as function of assembly average burnup.

The rod 1 has solid pellets
hollow pellets

The influence of the pellet surface condition on the PCMI

(ground) and the rod 4 has

(nca-ground).

Although

2,3
the

onset powers deviate large in the tests, they tend to decrease
with burnup.

Fig.8 shows the plenum pressures in the rod 1 and rod 4 as
function of the assembly average burnup. The pressure of the
rod 4 (hollow pellet) is linearly increasing with burnup. On the
other hand, the pressure in the rod 1 (solid pellet) is going
to increase much faster beyond the burnup of 5,000 Mwd/t than
that of the rod 4.

Prom figures the release rate of mixture

of adsorbed gas and P.P. gas is higher in the rod 1 than in the
rod 4.

plenum pressure with the predicted one in the rod 1 and 5.
Plenum pressure are higher in the calculation than in the
measurement.

The pellet peak burnup was 9,860 Mwd/t.

Destructive and non

destructive examinations on selected rods showed no evidence
or incipient defects.
(1) Measurement of overall length was made on all the 28 fuel

0.21».

The rod length increased from 0.12* to

All fuel rods reduced in diameter over their

during irradiation.

length

The predicted values agree well with

elongation

the

measured.
(2) The fission gas release in the outer ring rods were

Cladding elongation were measured on the rods 2,3 and 6 of
IFA-514.

4.1 The Type-D fuel assembly was irradiated in the SGHWR.

rods of the assembly.

Fig.9 and 10 also show the comparison of the measured

(3) Cladding

4. Conclusion

than those in the inner and intermediate ring rods whose
release rates were below 0.1%.

larger

\

(4) Y.Yokouchi,T.Kajiyama and R.Yumoto, "Thermal and Mecha

(3) Fretting between grids and fuel rod was insignificant.

nical Behaviours of Plutonium-Uranium Mixed Oxide Fuel

Fretting corrosion was estimated to be below 10Am in depth.
Out-pile fretting corrosion tests have been performed over

30,000

hours at the O'arai Engineering Center. The fretting corrosion

(IFA-514 and IFA-529)", Paper presented at the Enlarged
HPC Meeting, Hanko, Norway(1981).
(5) M.Kubo,T.Abe and Y.Yoknuchi "Thermal and Mechanical

depth may be expected about one-fifth of SOjun which is the

Behaviours of Plutonium-Uranium Mixed Oxide

design limit for ATR fuel assemblies.

Fuel(IFA-514

and IFA-529 Interim R e p o r t ) " , Paper Presented at the
4.2 The irradiation experiment of IFA-514 is now continued in
the HBWR. On-line measurements are being performed on fuel
center line temperature, plenum pressure, cladding

elongation

and fuel stack length.
(1) In this experiments the center line temperature of nonground pellets is higher than ground pellets.
(2) The plenum pressure of the hollow pellet fuels is lower
than the solid pellet fuels.
(3) Although the onset powers of PCMI deviate large in the
tests, the/ tend to decre.se with burnup.
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Table 1. Summary of Type-D fuel assembly in the SGHWR
and Fugen fuel assembly design data.
Item

1.

Type-D

Fugen

Assembly

(a)

Number of rods

(b) Number of spacers
(c)

UOi-PuQ, weight (kg)

Table 2. Fabrication Data of IFA-514 Fuel Rods in the HBWR
^ ~ ~ " - - ^ ^ ^ Rod NoPar ameter~"
^___^

(c)

T. D.)

Pellet dta. (mm)

(d)

Pellet height (mm)

(e)

Pellet end shape

(f)

Fuel Stack length (mm)

4

5

6

MB"

MB

MB

MB

MB

MB

shape

Solid

Solid

Solid

Hollow

Solid

Hollow

28

1 1

1 2

Chamfer

Chamfer

Chamfer

Chamfer

Chamfer

Chamfer

t 8 43

1 7 35

Ground

Ground

AS**

AS

AS

AS

105 4

105 7

105 5

105 6

105 5

35

-

35

Inner dia- (mm)

(b) Fellet density (%

3

28

2. Fuel
0

2

Fabrication method

Outer dia- ( m m )

(a) Enrichment {yv Rj iiss+U-236)

1

24

2.0

Height

(mm)

95

95

Density ( 0 T . D - )

144

14.4

Pu0

18
Dish ;d. cham.
3510

18
Dished, cham.
3700

J

2

enrich, ( w / o )

" U enrich,

-

-

105 7

-

100

100

101

10.1

10 1

102

9 36

9 32

9 4.5

9 4.2

9 42

94 1

5 8

58

5.9

5.9

58

59

Nat

(vv/o)

uo»

<10

<10

<20

22

Moisture

<10

<10

<10

<10

<10

<1 0

(/il/g)

13

24

Adsorbed gas ( A l / g )

Cladding
3.

Zry - 2

Material

Cladding

(a) Material

Zry-2

Zry-2

(b) Outer dia (mm)

1646

164 6

(c) toner dia. (mm)

147

147

Outer dia. ( m m )

125 3

1 25 3

1 2.5 3

1253

1 25 3

1 2 53

Inner dia. ( m m )

1 08 0

108 0

10.8 0

10 80

1 08 0

1 08 0

1 380

1380

1 379

1378

1379

1378

Fuel stack length (mm)
Filling gas

(d) Plenum length (mm)
Upper

191

251

Lower

24

24

< Note >
• 1 : Mechanical blending
• 2 : As—sintered pellet

He. 1 atm

Table3- Changes in rod diameters in the Type-Dfuel
Diameter decrease

600r

(mm)

'

T

r

Position in
On axis "A"

Rod

Overall

On axis " 8 "

element
Max.

Mean

Max.

Mean

Max.

Inner ring

0.0 3 2

0.0 2 2

00 2 9

0.0 1 8

00 3 2

00 2 0

B

Intermediate ring

0 0 S3

00 3 5

00 3 9

0 02 4

005 3

00 3 0

Rod No.ClX
(Outer f u e l !

500-

o>

400 •

w

300-

lPl

ni

1

Outer ring

00 7 2

00 3 0

00 7 5

0 0 30

00 7 5

00 9 5

C 7

004 2

00 8 5

00 4 6

00 9 5

00 3 0

n

0 0 76

00 3 7

0 06 2

0.0 2 8

0 07 6

00 3 3

M

U

00 9 6

00 4 0

0 081

0.0 3 5

00 9 6

003 8

cn

*t

It

00 8 0

00 3 6

00 6 8

0 02 7

00 8 0

CO 3 2

00 8 0

00 3 5

0 06 9

002 9

0 080

00 3 2

-4000

P e l l e t peak
burnup

100-

100

200

- 2000

300
Irrad.time

400

500

(Days)

Fig. 1. Peak linear heat rating and pellet peak burnup of rod
No. CI I. for the Type-Dfuel iissembly

Table4. Measured diameter changes in fuel rods in the Type-Dfuel
Max. J O / Do (%)

Mean d D / D o ( % )

Inner ring rod

-0.19

-01?

Intermediate ring rod

- 0 32

- 0 18

-05 8

-0.2 3

Outer ring rod

6000

Period35200h

0 04 4

C 10

C 14

Jl,Vi

A

Period 18
-

C 4

10000

Period 37
Period 36

Period 34

Period33

C

12000

r

f|P ""tf^

Mean

A 4
6

~

.

Maximum diameter
change (in) in
region of pre-irradiation
measurement position
-Calculation
-'A' Diameters
Measurements
='B' Diameter s '

* }

+0 010

1 -0 0100

1

-0 020

D.C

-S -0

030

o

-0 040

•2

J3

-0 050

6 xio

1

9

3

Bottom

11 13 IS 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45
Pre-irradiation measurement positions

Fig. 2. Comparison of predicted and measured outer diameter
changes for inner ring rod in the Type-Dfuel

\

Predicted gas release (mole)

Fig. 3. Comparison of measured and predicted
F.P gas released in the Type-Dfue!

1500

60-

50-

Oesign limit : 80*in
1000

40• s Experimental data
30-

2001

-SGHWR data

a

500
: Rod 1 (Ground)
: Rod 5 (Non-ground)
10

IS

20

25

30

35

Endurance testing time <*1,000 hours)

_l_

5000

10000

15000

Assembly average burnup (HWd/t)

Fig. 4. Change of fretting corrosion depth with time

265

\

Fig. 5. Fuel center temperature as function of assembly
average burnup for the rod 1 a n d rod 5.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE PLUTONIUM ISLAND FUEL
ASSEMBLIES LOADED INTO THE DODEWAARD
BOILING WATER REACTOR
N.C. BREEMER*. W.R. van ENGEN*, D. HAAS**,
P.J. von den HULST*. B. van OUTRYVE D'YDEWALLE**
* Gemeenschappelijke Kernenergiecentrale Nederland N.V. (GKN),
Arnhem, Netherlands
** Belgonucleaire,
Brussels, Belgium
Abstract
This paper summarizes the irradiation results of the 7 plutonium
fuel assemblies of the so-called Pu-island design which were
loaded into the Dodewaard reactor in the period from April 1971
to March 1981.
The 6x6 assemblies were designed to have the same performance as
and to be interchangeable with a standard uranium assembly of the
same reload. The assemblies were composed of 20 or 22 UC>2 pelletized
rods at the bundle pheriphery, 1 MOX, a standard UO2 or a fuelless
grid support rod, 12 to 16 mixed oxide fuel rods and (in some
assemblies) 2 Gadolinium doped UO2 rods. Most of the plutonium
fuelled rods were pelletized, but some assemblies had 1 or 2 vibrocompacted fuel rods.
Two MOX-assemblies were loaded into the reactor in April 1971 until
April 1974 (cycles 2, 3, 4 and 5) and achieved an average bundle
burnup of 20.2 GWd/tM. The assemblies appeared to have failed
fuel rods(a standard U02~rod) at discharge, most probably developed
during cycle 5. All MOX fuel rods remained entire.
The remaining 5 assemblies were first loaded into the reactor in
cycle 5 and 6 and remained there for 4 to 5 cycles. The maximum
average bundle burnup achieved with these assemblies is 34,8 GWd/tM
The only leaking MOX-rod of these assemblies already occurred at
the end of its first cycle in the reactor. This rod has been re
placed by a new standard U0 -rod and the concerning assembly has
been reinserted in the core for another 4 cycles without failures.
2

Post irradiation non destructive examination has been carried out
by oKN on site and by CEN/SCK in Mol and ECN, Petten. These exa
minations contained: visual inspection, neurography, gamma scan
ning, eddy current tests etc. Destructive PIE, carried out by CEN/SCl
and ECN consisted a.o. of fuel red punctures and gas analysis,

residual gas analysis, hydrogen determination in the clad, metallographic examinations and microprobe analysis. The vibrocompacted
fuel revealed a substantial higher central temperature than the
pelletized fuel due to a different thermal conductivity.
Based on post irradiation examinations and operating experience
we may conclude that a satisfactory performance of this plutonium
island assembly has been achieved with low power peaking and good
criticality behaviour.

Introduction

The main characteristics of this plutonium assembly, namely the
plutonium content and the plutonium rod locations, wera chos«n in
order to have the same performance as and to be interchangeable
with the standard uranium assembly of the same reload.
As is shown in fig. 2 the assemblies are composed of:
(a) In the central zone;
- 12 or 16 plutonium - natural uranium mixed oxide rods with
a fissile plutonium content of 2.26 or 2.32 w/o; the rods
are of the pelletized type and some of them are of the vibro
compacted type<
- none or 2 UO, - G d 0 , rods with 2.55 w/o or 2.8 w/o U235
enrichment, tilled with UO2- 2 w/o Gd2<33 pellets alternately
and also UO2 - 1 w/o GCI2O3 pellets;
2

Since 1970 Belgonucleaire SA <BN) and N.V. Gemeenschappelljke
Kernenergiecentrale Nederland (GKN) co-operate in a joint programme
to investigate the plutonium recycling in boiling water reactors.
The execution of the programme has been partly performed under
contracts with the Commission of the European Communities.
The object of this programme is to obtain information concerning
the irradiation behaviour of plutonium containing fuels in com
parison to the standard uranium assemblies.
The fuel assemblies for this programme nave been designed and
produced by BN with the exception of the uranium rods, which were
supplied by GKN.
The assemblies have been irradiated in the Dodewaard Boiling
Water Reactor, cooled by natural circulation.
One of the main tasks of this power station has always been and
still is to experience in various areas of the nuclear technology,
of which the fuel performance is a major aspect. The nominal gene
ral characteristics of the reactor are given in table 1.
Up to now seven assemblies with plutonium containing fuel have
been irradiated.
This paper summarizes the irradiation behaviour of these assem
blies.
Description of the fuel assembly
The standard fuel assembly of the Dodewaard
reactor consists of
35 UO2 fuel rods and one grid support rod, arranged in a 6x6
square lattice and spaced by three intermediate spacer grids, an
upper and a lower tie-plate located respectively at the top and
bottom of the assembly.
A general view of the assembly is given in fig. 1.
The plutonium assemblies are of the "plutonium-island" type, which
consists of a central zone loaded with U0 ~Pu0 rods and of an
outer zone loaded with UO2 rods.
2

2

- 1 grid support rod, which is loaded with mixed oxide pellets,
UO2 pellets or is fuelless.
(b) In the outer zone;
- 20 or 22 standard UO2 rods, loaded at the bundle periphery,
having an enrichment of 2.50 %, 2.55 % and 2.8 « U-235.
The spacer grids are made of stainless steel and zircaloy-2
material.
The fuel characteristics are given in table II.
The pelletized plutonium rods were fabricated by a routine pro
cedure including the following steps:
-

preparation and analysis of raw material UO2 and PUO2;
mechanical blending of UO2 and PUO2 powder;
pressing and presintering ;
sintering;
grinding ,filling of the rods, gas filling and arc-welding.

The vibrocompacted plutonium fuel rods were produced by vlbrocompaction of fused UO2-PUO2 powder obtained from the rejected
pellets. The powder preparation includes crushing the ucrapped
pellets, melting by high frequency inductive heating, crushing
grinding and sieving for thj preparation of the three required
granulometries.

Reactor physics behaviour

(b) assemblies B301 and B303 have been subjected to power ram
ping due to movements of the control rods at their 2nd and
4th irradiation cycle. These assemblies too ended their
irradiation life in the central (uncontrolled) core cell.

The behaviour up to 25 GMd/tM of an infinite lattice of
initially fresh plutonium assemblies has been investigated
under various operating conditions (e.g. 0 %, 20 %, 35 % and 60 %
average void volume fractions inside the channel) and compared
to that of an infinite lattice of initially fresh uranium assem
blies. Figure 3 and 4 summarize the results obtained for a 35%
voxd volume fraction.

(c) assemblies B302 and B304 have been Irradiated during the
irradiation period in uncontrolled core cell with the ex
ception of the first cycle.
(d) assembly C658 has been irradiated both in controlled and in
uncontrolled core cells.

Thfc plutonium assembly presents a flatter evaluation of k in
finite with burnup than the uranium one, due essentially to the
conversion of Pu 240 to Pu 241: it has therefore a higher reacti
vity lifetime than the standard uranium assembly.

Summarizing we may conclude that most of the irradiation histo
ries which normally occur in the Dodewaard reactor are covered
by these seven MOX-assemblies.

The variation of the peak rod value with burnup in the pluto
nium assembly differs essentially from that in the standard
uranium assembly. After an assembly average burnup of0.5GMd/tK
the peak rod value in the plutoniura assembly is less than that
of the uranium assembly; this situation persists until 18 GMd/tM.
The behaviour, up to 5 GMd/tM of an initially fresh pluto
nium assembly surrounded by 8 standard uranium assemblies ini
tially at a burnup of 1G GMd/tM has been compared to the
evolution of an in -tially fresh uranium assembly in an identical
environment. As a result, it can be stated that the irradiation
of the proposed plutonium assembly surrounded by 8 uranium assem
blies either fresh or irradiated, would not bring any substantial
perturbation in the power distribution in the cere and the power
peaking factors. Moreover, the power peak valu. in the plutonium
rod of a plutonium assembly decreases always faster than the
power t-iak value in a standard uranium assembly.
Irradiation histories
The first MOX-assembly was loaded in the reactor core at the be
ginning of cycle 2 in April 1971 and the last MOX-assembly was un
loaded out of the core at the end of cycle 11 in March 1981.
A maximum linear heat rating of approximately 40 kW/m and a maxi
mum average rod burnup of 41 GMd/tM is reached.
In table III general information is given of the MOX assemblies
about the beginning and end of each irradiation period, cycle
numbers, average unloaded assembly burnup and number of effec
tive full power days.
The sequence of irradiation of these assemblies in relation to
the core positions and control rod pattern is given in figures
5, 6, 7 and 8. Prom these figures the following may be concluded:
(a) assemblies B200 and B201 have been irradiated in controlled
core positions during the whole irradiation period, which
resulted in relatively large power ramps; especially durjrg
a control rod pattern change in the last irradiation cycle
(cycle 5 ) .

\

For the determination of the power histories the core height
is devided in 12 nodes, of which node 1 is located at the bottom
of the core.
As an example the power history of MOX-fuel rod e5 of B304 is
given in fig. 9.
5

Summarized fuel behaviour

5.1 Exarainationgrogramme
Post-irradiation work has been done on 4 of the 7 assemblies:
- pool-site inspection on the 4 assemblies B200, B201, B301,
B304;
- non-destructive examinations on 44 rods taken out of the
assemblies B200, B201, B301 and B304;
- destructive examinations on 21 rods taken from the same
assemblies.
It is planned to perform pool-site inspections on rods of
assembly B304> The Inspections will consist of non-destructive
examinations as eddy current, diameter measurements, gamma
scanning and underwater puncture tests.
5.2 General_fuel_assembly_behayigur
The pool-site Inspections carried out on these 4 assemblies as
well as the follow-up of the 3 other assemblies led to the main
conclusion that they behaved satisfactorily from a nuclear point
of view (no significant power tilt). However, some rod failures
were detected in the assemblies B200 (1 rod), B201 (2 rods) and
B301 (1 rod). In the latter case, the failure was detected by
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is assumed to exceed 5 % of wall thickness. On the tie-tods,
helical traces are seen at each grid level. These helical traces
resulted from threading the rods in the bottom end-fitting. They
are generally associated with scaling. In general, the rods show
a good surface aspect.

sipping after one cycle of Irradiation. The failed rod was
recognized visually and replaced In the assembly by a fresh one.
These operations were carried out successfully and, after repair,
the assembly was Irradiated without any further failure up to
an average burnup of 31 5 GWd/tM. The failure analysis, already
described In (1), will not be repeated In this paper.

The uranium-gadolinium fuel rods, also clad with anodized Zircaloy tube, have at the grid levels a cladding aspect simular to the
one of the mixed oxide fuel rod which have the same cladding
type.

Concerning the dismantling operations of the other assemblies.
Irradiated to higher burnup one should note that an attempt
to remove the top-end fitting was not successful as the top end
cap studs were locked In the holes of the top-end fitting due
to crud deposit, and this assembly was dismantled by sawing the
studs just below the top end fitting.

One can conclude that:
- some rods show more or less nodular corrosion. This is more
pronounced with autoclaved cladding used for uranium fuel
rods.
- scaling is restricted to the grid levels and is in general more
severe on the uranium oxide rods (autoclaved cladding type)
than on the mixed oxide and uranium-gadolinium fuel rods
(anodized cladding type).

5.3 Extraction_forces
The extraction forces of the irradiated fuel rods
B301 were measured. A mean unloading force of 2.6
was found showing that at low burnup the Zircaloy
grids with Inconel springs remain unaffected at a
dose (E y 0.8 Mev) of 0.8 x 1021 n.cm .

of assembly
kg per grid
2 spacer
fast neutron

2

During dismantling of assembly B304 the extraction forces of
the irradiated fuel rods were also measured. A mean value of
0.7 kg per grid has been obtained, indicating a force reduction
of 73 % referring to a mean loading force of 2.5 kg per grid
measured during rod bundle assembling. One can conclude that
the relaxation of the Inconel springs accounted for this effect
to a large extent. The fast neutron dose (E ^> 0,8 MeV) was
5.0 x 1021 n.cra-2.
5.4 yisual_insgection

of_the_fuel_rods_at_high_burnup

The visual examinations performed on all the fuel rods of assem
bly B304 show the normal decreasing crud layer upwards along
the rod. This crud, mainly iron oxide.could be removed easily
by brushing.
On mixed oxide fuel rods with anodized Zircaloy-2 clad
minor nodular corrosion was observed occurring usually In the
highly rated zones. Sometimes nodular corrosion is associated
with circular bands at pellet height intervals. Four of 13 Pu
rods show nodular corrosion. Scaling is restricted to the grid
positions and is in general less severe for the plutonium fuel
rods. Some rods have at certain grid levels, randomly distri
buted, contact points without scaliug.
On uranium oxide fuel rods with anodized Zircaloy-2 clad
the nodular corrosion observed varies in dimension and in dis
tribution densities and is generally more severe than on
mixed oxide fuel rods. The scaling effect, as for the mixed
oxide fuel rods is located at the grid levels and sometimes,
covers the total height of the spacer grid. None of this scaling

These observations, made on the autoclaved rods of the highly
burned-up assembly B304, were already made on the assembly B201
irradiated at the average burnup of 20 GMd/tM.
5.5

Burnu£__degendence_of_the_fuel_rod_dimensional_changes
The results of the average axial strain of the measured fuel
rods versus the fast neutron dose and the average assembly
burnup are summarized in fig. 10. An estimate of the irra
diation growth for Zircaloy 4 (2) is also given. The comparison
shows a bigger length increase than expected from the Zircaloy
growth. The difference is attributed to the sum of two effects:
an axial component of irradiation creep-down and an axial strain
due to the cladding ratchetting in case of PCI (3). One should
note the particular large length increase in the Pu rods of
the B304 assembly. This is attributed to the different mecha
nical properties of the cladding ( C 0.2 = 36 kg/mm for the
Pu rods against 22 kg/mm at 340°C for the other rods) and
to its higher cold-work level.
2

2

Diametral changes are closely associated with the cladding creepdown effect, inducing negative hoop strain, and to possible
pellet-cladding interaction, which tends to increase the rod
diameter. As already described in (3), PCI has been found on a
larger extent in UG? rods. Failures caused by PCI mechanisms
were reported in (1).
5.6 Dissolution_test_o|_glutgnium
The aim of the dissolution tests is to evaluate the amount of
undissolved plutonium which remains after using a dissolution
procedure comparable to that which is used in reprocessing
plants.

Two dissolution procedures were followed for different samples
taken from fuel cods of the B201 assembly (results reported in
table IV):

- one gadolinium fuel rod unloaded from the B304 assembly
after a mean burnup of 23.9 GWd/tM, gave a very low fission
gas release, due to the low power history of this rod.

- procedure A: the fuel sample '.s heated in 8 M HNO3 solution
at 95°C during 4 hours with a reflux condenser.

The results of all pelletized rods are presented in Fig. 11
versus the rod burnup. Fission gas release at the same burnup
is in general lower for uranium pelletized rods as compared
to mixed oxide fuel rods.

- procedure B: the fuel sample is heated in boiling 8 M HN03
solution during 6 hou>-s W'th a reflux condenser
(at a temperature between 102 and 116°C depen
ding on dissolved fuel concentration).
After dissolution, only less than 1 * plutonium remains in the
residue for vibrocompacted mixed oxide or for pellet lied uranium
oxide fuel. For pelletized mixed oxide, however, 6 to 8 % of
the plutc.-iium remains undissolved when using procedure A and
2 or 4 % when using procedure B which is operating at higher
temperature for longer time.

Conclusion
Based on post irradiation examinations and operating experience
we may conclude that a satisfactory performance of this plutoniurn island assembly has been achieved with low power peaking
and good criticality behaviour.
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TABLE I

TABLE II

Normal characteristics of the Dodewaard reactor

General

requirements

-

Reactor

type

Thermal

power

Net e l e c t r i c a l

power

Channel a v e r a g e v o i d
Core e q u i v a l e n t
Fuel

fraction

diameter

fuel

assemblies

Number o f c r u c i f o r m c o n t r o l b l a d e s
Control rod absorber m a t e r i a l
Water

pressure

Water i n l e t

BWR
Cladding
-

outer

diameter

(mm)

13.49

13.49

13.49

32

-

inner

diameter

(mm)

11.65

11.66

11.64

1.79

-

material

Zr2

Zr2

autoclavted

autoclaved /
anodized

in

1.79

-

164
BC

-

pellet

diameter

(mm)

11 . 4 8

11 . 4 8

kg/cm

70

-

pellet

height

(mm)

15.0

13.0

density

mm

pitch

V i p a c Pu
rods

v/o

Lattice

assembly

Pu
rods

54

-

rods per

u
rods

163

•c

temperature

fuel

Unit

MWe

Rod a r r a y

Number o f

Value

MWth

m

height

Number o f

Unit

Rod Fabrication Data

37
4

281
6 x 6

-

outer

surface

treatmen

Zr2
autoe Laved /
anodized

Fuel

-

linear

-

bulk

-

dishes

-

U5

-

average

Gd-content

-

fissile

Pu

-

0/M

density

(g/cm)

10.40

10.35

10.10

i% TD)

95.0

94.0

S4.7

yes

yes

17.9
enrichment
content

(w/o)
(w/o)
w/o

Pu)

2.50/2,55/2,8

0.71

0
2.00

0.71
0

0/1
2 . 2 6 / 2 .32
1 .99

2 .26
2 .00

TABLE III

Assembly
number

s t a r t of
Irradiation

end of
irradiation

irradiated
during t h e
reactor c y c l e s

unloaded
average
assembly
hum-up
GMd/tM

EFPD

Remarks

B^OO

21-4-1971

15-4-1974

2-3-4-5

20.2

896

1 U0

2

rod f a i l e d

3201

21-4-1971

15-4-1974

2-3-4-5

20.2

896

2 U0

2

rod f a i l u r e

B301

23-6-1973

7-4-1930

5-7-8-9-10

31.5

1747

1 f a i l u r e HOX-rod r e p l a c e d b y
standard rod a f t e r 1 s t c y c l e

B302

23-6-1973

16-4-1979

5-6-7-8-9

33.3

1831

no

failures

B303

23-6-1973

7-4-1980

5-7-8-9-10

32.7

1747

no

failures

B304

23-6-1973

20-2-1978

5-6-7-8

28.1

1436

no

failures

C658

30-8-1974

20-3-1981

6-7-8-9-11

34.8

1846

no

failures

TABLE IV

Results of the dissolution test on fuel samples.
Plutonium concentration data

F u e l rod of
assembly
B201
V1670
V1671
17tt8
1734
P354
P3S5

Q u a n t i t y of d i s s o l v e d
Type of

Pu (%)

fuel
Procedure A

Vipac - M. Oxide
Vipac - M Oxide
P e l l e t s - UO2
P e l l e t s - U02
P e l l e t s - M. Oxide
P e l l e t s - M. Oxide

99
99
99
99
92
93

76
40
62
69
33
82

Procedure B
98.89
99.69
S6.15
98.28

EOC 5
E0C5

TABLE V
Results of fission gaa release (FGR)

Assembly

B2 00

Fuel rod

P342
P348

Calculated
Mean
Burnup

Type

Pellets - M.Oxide
Pellets - M.Oxide

Total vol
punctured

Xe + Kr
punctured

CC

Release

GWd/tM

CC (NTP)

(NTP)

23.2
23.2

253.7
243.2

207.3
198.7

18.4
17.6

V 1670(b2) Vipac
V 1671(b5) Vipac

- M.Oxide
- M.Oxide

21.8
23.2

87.8
235.7

70.4
198.8

6.9
18.3

P 351
P 356
P 341
P 354
P 355
1788
1734
1805
1810

(d2)
<e4>
(d3>
(d4)
(e5)
(bl)
(£6)
(f1)
(e2)

-

2
Id.
17.
24.
18.
22.
23.
21 .

202.2
173.1
160.8
140.6
200.1
81.8
155.6
188.2
144.3

150.8
134.5
121.8
96.1
157.9
55.2
128.9
156.6
113.9

14.6
12.8
13.7
11.1
13.3
6.0
11.7
13.5
10.7

B301

6590

(f2) Pellets - UO.,

5.0

20.4

0.2

0.1

B304

PG 45 <d2)
PG 21 <c4)
V1689 (e5)
PGG4 (b5)
UK7090U6)

28.4
30.4
33.5
23.9
32.1

288.6
277.2
132.2

B201

Pellets
Pellets
Pellets
Pellets
Pellets
Pellets
Pellets
Pellets
Pellets

M.Oxide
M.Oxide
M.Oxide
M.Oxide
M.Oxide
U02
UO2
00
UO2
2

Pellets - H.Oxide
Pellets - M.Oxide
Vipac - M Oxide
Pellets~U02-Gd 0
Pellets - U 0
2

2

3

25.2
73.5

235.2
217.3
102.9
1 .0
45.9

14.3
12.3
5.6
0.07
2.4
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